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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem definition

This thesis reports on work in the field of linguistic engineering, and more specifically, of
grammar engineering. Linguistic engineering is concerned with the application of linguis-
tic and computational knowledge in order to perform computations on natural language
objects, such as interpretation, generation, or translation. The linguistic knowledge in-
volved consists of grammar formalisms, language corpora, psycholinguistic models, etc.
The computational knowledge involves parsing algorithms, statistics, and logics. Gram-
mar engineering, more specifically, is concerned with the implementation of grammatical
knowledge, as captured in the rules and principles of a grammar.

The areas of linguistics that contribute to linguistic engineering have a long history,
and have produced a large amount of theoretical knowledge. On the computational side,
the development of theoretical knowledge relating to linguistic computation has a short
history, but one that has produced a substantial body of work. Also, for several decades,
computer applications have been developed in which natural language is involved. Still,
practical applications where linguistic and computational theories have been integrated
and put to their full use hardly exist. This raises such questions as: What is so difficult
about implementing a theory? What sorts of pre~;iems are there? Are the problems that
we meet fundamentally problems of the theory c,~ of the implementation tools? Should
we alter our theories or the implementation tools, or both?

In 1989, a project was started at the Universities of Eindhoven and Tilburg, investi-
gating various aspects of the interaction between computer applications and users. This
project, the DEtvK project (Bunt et al. (1998) and Section 1.2), included the development
of a multimodal interface for cooperative communication, allowing the user to interact
with the computer through direct manipulation and natural language.l This project
served as an environment to investigate the questions mentioned above ~vith respect to
theory-based linguistic engineering.

The architecture of the DEIVK interface (see Section 1.2) includes a natural language
analysis component whose task it is to produce for each utterance a representation that

lIn the prototype that was implemented, these forms of interaction are performed respectively with
the mouse and by typing on the keyboard. The backbone of the system can, however, also be applied
with other modalities, such as touch-screen and speech.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

is underspecified for any context-dependent aspect. A representation of the context (di-
alogue context, domain context, and world knowledge) was built and maintained outside
the analyser, and the context-dependent interpretation of the utterance would therefore
also take place after the linguistic analysis of the utterance.

Since the grammar formalism HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar, Pol-
lard 8z 5ag (1987), Pollard Bc Sag (1994)) was known to have well-grounded computational
properties, it has been decided to implement a grammar based on HPSG. Additional sup-
port for the choice to use HPSG in the DENK system was provided by the existence of
ongoing research in this formalísm outside the DEtvK project, and by practical consider-
ations such as the availability of tools to work in this formalism; see also the evaluation
of alternatives in Haidan et al. (1991).

The practical goals of the work described in this thesis can thus be stated as follows:

. to implement an HPSG grammar with a linguistic coverage fit for the use in a
dialogue system,

. to have context-independent representations defined in the grammar for user utter-
ances that work well with the way in which context is used in the DErrK dialogue
system, and

. to realize a parser for the DEtvK system, based on this grammar.

The more theoretical questions that are central in this thesis are:

. Which positive and negative effects does the removal of context analysis from the
linguistic analysis have on the grammar, in particular when the grammar is designed
according to the theory of HPSG?

. What (kinds of) problems arise when implementing an HPSG grammar?

. Which solutions have been found for which problems?

. Which problems deserve further research?

This thesis may be of interest for a fairly wide audience. First, it may be of interest to
students of the interdisciplinary field of natural language processing, and to researchers
that are familiar with only one of the fields involved. Some of these readers might want to
skip the more introductory parts of this thesis about typed feature logic, HPSG, parsing,
or grammar implementation tools.

Second, the description of our experiences with the linguistic theory and the imple-
mentation tools (mainly Chapters 6, 7, and 8) may give useful feedback to researchers
involved in the development of the theory or of grammar implementation devices.

Finally, developers of natural language applications can find a set of criteria to choose
among grammar development platforms to implement an HPSG grammar (Section 3.3);
they may want to re-use parts of the actual grammar for a fragment of English that has
been developed in ALE; they may find new impulses to continue their work in a certain
direction (investigating e.g. the applicability of our approach to optionality, or the possible
ways to employ types); or they may simply be inspired to write about their experiences.
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In this thesis, the reader will not find major contributions to theoretical linguistics
or to the computational side of language processing, but rather an overview of the very
diverse problems that occur when implementing a(HPSG) grammar for a dialogue systecn,
together with a number of tested and also a number of speculative ideas for how to deal
with them.

1.2 The DEIVK project2

The research resulting in this thesis was carried out as part of a larger research program
called the DE1vK project. This sets the background against which the problems were
selected and the solutions for them that were examined. In this section, we will brieHy
look at the project as a whole.

1.2.1 General approach

The DErrK project is a long-term collaborative research activity of the universities of
Tilburg and Eindhoven. Its aim has been stated as:

The exploration, formalization and application of fundamental principles of
communication from a computational perspective, in order to build advanced
cooperative human-computer interfaces.3

The point of departure in the DEtvK project is that, from a user's point of view,
a computer should ideally present itself as an intelligent `electronic assistant' who is
knowledgeable about the task and the domain of the application and interacts in an
intelligent and cooperative way with the user, using natural language and other modalities
when appropriate. The DEtvK system, which should instantiate this ideal, is intended to
be generic in that its architecture, as well as the techniques developed and incorporated
in the various modules and interfaces, should be applicable to a wide range of application
domains and tasks.

The DErrK project takes an approach to communication according to which com-
municative behaviour is analysed in terms of actions, motivated by a goal or function.
This is in fact the general idea of speech act theory (Austin (1962); Searle (1969)) as
well as of more recent approaches to dialogue analysis such as Dynamic Interpretation
Theory (Bunt (1991); Bunt (1994a); Bunt (1998)) and Communicative Activity Analysis
(Allwood 1998). Many kinds of computer application, for instance in areas such as process
control and computer-aided design, involve real-world objects or models of such objects.
The interaction with such objects is physical, in the form of such actions as picking
up, turning around, or fastening, and perceptual, in terms of seeing, feeling, hearing, or
smelling. Interaction with other agents, by contrast, is in symbolic form, using signallin~

2This section contains contributions from different people that have at some point been involved in
the DExK project, a.o. Harry Bunt, Robbert-Jan Beun, R.ené Ahn and Tijn Borghuis. Thís section in
its final form has been written jointly by Margriet Verlinden and Leen Kievit.

3`DENK' is an abbreviation of `Dialoogvoering en Kennisopbouw', which means `Dialogue Management
and Knowledge Acquisition'. The word denk in Dutch means think.



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

systems such as natural language, gestures, and facial expressions. Symbolic actions, like
speech acts, require an interpreter to bridge the gap between symbols and their actual
meaning and purpose, before they can produce changes in the domain of physical ob-
jects, or can provide information about these objects. Physical acts, by contrast, directly
change the application domain, while perceptual acts directly provide information about
the domain.

The distinction of two types of interaction, direct and indirect, is clearly reflected
in the design of the DENK system, with two components playing distinct roles in the
user-system interaction:

a. the Cooperative Assistant, which supports symbolic interaction; it interprets messages
in natural language from the user, is capable of reasoning about various aspects of
the domain and the user, and produces communicative behaviour adequate with
respect to (its model of) the user's beliefs and goals;

b. the Application Domain Model, implemented by means of an animation system which
incorporates spatio-temporal components and graphical tools for the representation
and visualization of the domain. The user can visually observe the domain, and
in particular see the events that take place, and can operate directly on domain
objects with graphical actions.

The user of the DENK system can thus interact with the application domain both
indirectly, through linguistic communication with the Cooperative Assistant who has
internal access to the domain, and directly, through graphical operations. We emphasize
both .. and instead of either .. or, since the user can also interact by using these two
modalities in combination, for instance by using a deictic expression and pointing at
an object on the screen. This is depicted in the `triangle view' of interaction, depicted
in Figure 1.1, where we have three interacting components: the User, the Cooperative
Assistant, and the Domain Model. The overall design of the DENK system is based on
this triangle view.

Application
Domain

observarion an~ `observation and
manipulation manipulation

Cooperative
Assistent

User

Figure 1.1: The DEtvK `triangle view' of interaction

In projects that aim at building multimodal communication systems, there is a ten-
dency to start working on the processing of inputs from several modalities, or on the use
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of modalities for output presentation; this may be explained by the fact that the forms of
inputs and outputs are conspicuous aspects of multimodal systems. In the DErrK project
it has been decided to work the other way round, in an `inside-out' fashion, developing
first (a) a powerful representation of dialogue contexts, and (b) a model of the mechanisms
for context change under the influence of interaction with the user, as well as (c) a model
of the way changing contexts give rise to communicative activity. This approach can be
viewed as implementing the context-change view of communication in a system-internal
knowledge representation formalism, using an architecture that allows multiple input and
output modalities for the expression of communicative action, and adding a number of
modalities in a later stage.

1.2.2 Meaning and context representation

The knowledge representation formalism that is used in the DE1vK system is Constructive
Type Theory (CTT), a versatile and powerful logical formalism, based on typed lambda
calculus. Typed lambda calculi have been applied in foundational mathematical research,
which was their original motivation, as well as in the mathematical study of programming
languages and the semantics of natural language. CTT, as used and partly developed in
the DE1vK project, is a version of Pure Type Systems (Barendregt 1991), with extensions
relating to the needs of dialogue context modeling.

These extensions concern the modeling of the states of information and intention of
agents participating in a dialogue (Borghuis (1994); Ahn (1995); Beun 8L Kievit (1995)).
An extension with epistemic modalities has been defined by Borghuis (Borghuis 1994).
To represent time-dependent aspects of the behavior of objects in the application domain
and also for the representation of tense aspects coming from natural language utterances,
another extension to CTT has been formulated (Ahn (1996); Ahn 8L Borghuis (1996)).
This form of CTT is used for the semantic representation of the utterances exchanged
by the user and the system, for representing the system's knowledge of the task domain
(the system's `local semantic context') and for representing the shared beliefs of user and
system derived from the dialogue (the `global semantic context', assumed to be shared
with the user).

The Cooperative Assistant updates its information state according to the (natural
language) utterances from the user of the DE1vK system to the Assistant. The Assistant
interprets the utterances in terms of their semantic contents (the information introduced
into the dialogue) and communicative function(s) (the particular way in which the ad-
dressee's cognitive state is to be updated with the semantic content).4 On the basis of its
updated information state, the Assistant generates communicative acts and~or domain
acts.

The interpretation of a natural language expression depends, in general, not only on
the parts it consists of and the way they are combined but also on the context in which
it is used. While acknowledging this, linguistic formalisms are in general unable to take

4The notions of `semantic content' and `communicative function' are obviously related to what in
speech act theory are called `propositional content' and `illocutionary force'. For a definition of the
concepts of `communicative function' and `semantic content' and a discussion of the difference with
standazd speech act concepts see Bunt (19976).
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context information into account in a substantial way, in the absence of articulate repre-
sentations of context. In the DErrK system there is such a representation, in the form of (a)
a structured type-theoretical context recording the Cooperative Assistant's information
state; (b) the graphical representation of objects and events in the application domain.
The DENK system therefore provides an excellent basis for context-driven interpretation
of natural language utterances.

In DEtvK, such an interpretation process has been designed as consisting of two main
stages:

1. A stage of context-independent interpretation, where the semantic consequences of
morphosyntactic structure are made explicit;

2. A stage of context-dependent interpretation, where contextual information is taken
into account in order to obtain contextually appropriate interpretations.

Context-independent interpretation

The first stage is defined by a grammar based on the framework of Head-driven Phrase
Structure Grammar (HPSG, Pollard 8c Sag (1994)). The grammar defines representa-
tions for the content of natural language utterances. The format of these representations
slightly deviates from standard HPSG; the semantic part of the representation has been
modified and pragmatic information has been added as well. By these alterations the in-
termediate level of representation between the two interpretation stages is well suited to
the DENK system, in particular to the maintenance of formal representations of dynamic
information states. The format of this representation is called Underspecified Logical
Form (ULF). The ULF representations of utterances defined by the grammar are al-
lowed to be `underspecified' in that they may leave open various aspects of the meaning
of the natural language expression under consideration, such as the relative scopes of
scope-bearing elements, the logical interpretation of natural language quantifiers, or the
intended referents of anaphoric pronouns. (In fact, ULF representations leave open any
aspect of ineanina that cannot be decided on the basis of the syntactic evidence available
in the utterance.l The ULF language has been designed by Kievit (Kievit 1996), and is
based on the representation language developed in the projects PLUS and DELTA.

Context-dependent interpretation

The context-dependent stage of interpreting user utterances in the DENK system has the
aim to compute contextually appropriate interpretations, relating content words to the
concepts of the application domain, relating pronominal anaphors and definite descrip-
tions to the objects the user intended to refer to, interpreting natural language quantifiers
in terms of logical relations appropriate for the application task and domain, etc. To be
`appropriate', a contextual interpretation should be compatíble with all the context infor-
mation available to the interpreter. This does not imply that a contextually appropriate
interpretation is necessarily unambiguous. The Cooperative Assistant has to generate
appropriate actions on the basis of its understanding of the user's utterance, so the As-
sistant should construct interpretations that are specific enough to enable it to do that.
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If the interpretation process is unable to deliver such an interpretation, it will engage in
a subdialogue with the user in order to interactively disambiguate the user's utterance.

A crucial aspect of context-dependent interpretation concerns the assignment of com-
municative functions to user utterances. The interpretation of a user utterance results
in a pair of two expressions-a CTT segment and an annotation-each belonging to a
well-defined formal language. Such pairs are called annotated segments (Piwek 1995).

The annotations are sets of feature-value pairs that tell the system what to do with
the information represented in the CTT segment. An annotation contains, for instance,
the information whether the user's utterance is an assertion, a command (a request for
action), or a question (a request for information). This depends on syntactic properties
of the utterance, as represented in its ULF, but also on the knowledge of the user's
information state.5

Other information represented in an annotation is that certain variables, originating
from anaphoric expressions, need to be bound. Using annotated segments, Beun and
Kievit have developed an algorithm for the contextual resolution of definite descriptions
(Beun 8c Kievit 1995). This algorithm takes into account the referential behaviour of par-
ticipants in DEtvK-like situations as observed by Cremers (Cremers 1996), and uses both
the contextual information available in the CTT representation of the current information
state and that available in the graphical representation of the domain.

1.2.3 DENK system architecture

According to the `triangle view', the DEtvK system consists of two relatively independent
components: the Cooperative Assistant and the Application Model. We outline the design
of each of these components below, with a focus on the Cooperative Assistant since that
is the central component of the system.

The Cooperative Assistant

The heart of the DEtvK system is formed by the software components implementing the
Cooperative Assistant, shown in figure 1.2. The lexicons and other data resources are not
shown in the diagram, except for the CTT context representing the Assistant's information
state. The components shown in the diagram are the following:

NL parser: a parser for natural language, with an implemented fragment of English (for
keyboard input). The properties of the tasks and the domain of the application,
and empirical studies, such as Cremers (1996) have been used to define the lim-
its of the language fragment (see also Section 5.1 of this thesis). The publicly
available Attribute Logic Engine (ALE, Carpenter 8c Penn (1998)) was chosen for
HPSG-based analysis. The standard HPSG analysis was modified so that the parser
delivers underspecified logical form representations. This is only a modification in
representation format; the `Sernantics Principle' of HP5G, which accounts for the

SWe use deliberately the words `command' and `question' rather than `imperative' and `interrogative'
since the pragmatic chazacterizations command and question do not necessarily match these two syntactic
forms.
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construction of semantic representations during constraint-based parsing, has only
been modified so as to work with the modified representations, but has otherwise
remained unchanged.

The DEtvK fragment differs from standard HPSG analyses syntactically in its treat-
ment of bare plurals (Section 7.2) and relative clauses; semantically in not using
a quantifier storage rnechanism, as a consequence of using ULF semantic repre-
sentations with underspecified quantifier scopings; and pragmatically in handling a
variety of `pragmatic features': i.e. morphosyntactic, punctuation and typographical
phenomena that contribute to the determination of communicative functions.
The ULF language forms the interface between the NL parser and the Contextual
interpreter. More details on the parser can be found in this thesis, on the contextual
interpreter in Kievit (1998), and on ULF in botli Kievit (1998) and this thesis.

GDP USERT
LOOKS

Domain
evaluator

CTT

~~
CTT I

ULF

Context

(private) CTT

(common) C~
CTT

English ~ English

NL parser

Contextual
interpreter

Response
generator

NL generator~

AS

Figure 1.2: Architecture of the Cooperative Assistant in the DENK system

Context: a representation of the Cooperative Assistant's information state in the form of
a CTT context. Two epistemic modalities are distinguished in this representation:
belief and assumed shared beliefs. The CTT context as a whole represents the
beliefs of the Cooperative Assistant; those beliefs that the Assistant believes to
be shared with the user form the subcontext `common'; the other beliefs form the
subcontext `private'. This representation is based on theoretical work in type theory
by Borghuis (Borghuis 1994).

A model of the DENK prototype application domain (an electron microscope; see
Section 1.2.4) has been formalized and modeled in CTT and implemented (Ahn
1995). The model specifies the classes of objects in the domain, the predicates that
apply to these objects and general constraints that hold in the domain (for the
microscope: lenses, buttons, contrasts, etc. and positions, control relations, etc.).
This model cannot be changed in a dialogue, and since the user is assumed to know
the application domain, it forms a static part of Context.
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Observation, type checking and reasoning module For using and updating context infor-
mation represented in CTT and handling information extracted from utterances
and expressed in annotated segments, the Contextual interpreter and the Response
generator have access to a proof checker and a theorem prover for type theory. The
proof checker determines whether a CTT context or expression is well-formed. The
theorem prover, based on the work of Helmink and Ahn (Helmink óc Ahn 1991),
incorporates strategies for combining type-theoretical deduction steps with domain
obser~-at ions.

Contextual interpreter: the module performing the context-dependent stage of interpret-
ing the user's utterances, with respect to both semantic content (quantifier scoping,
anaphora resolution, sense disambiguation) and communicative functions. The out-
put of the contextual interpreter is an annotated segment (`AS' in Figure 1.2), where
the CTT segment represents the semantic content, and the annotation represents
communicative functions and other information that may be relevant for the Re-
sponse generator to determine what kind of actions should be performed.

Response generator The Cooperative Assistant's communicative behaviour is controlled
by the response generator, which produces a simple form of cooperative behaviour
using three types of contextual information:

1. the information state represented in Context;

2. the information about recent user inputs, kept in the Pending context;

3. the current state of the application domain as represented by the GDP.

If the analysis of an input utterance within the current dialogue context does not
lead to noting communication problems or failures, the common subcontext is up-
dated with the new information in a way prescribed by the communicative function
represented in the annotations. If the communicative function of the utterance is a
command, a domain action is generated; if the function is a question, the necessary
actions for answering the question are generated.

Pending context An important role in the rules governing the behaviour of the Response
generator is played by the pending context; a kind of buffer memory that represents,
in the form of annotated segments, input utterances until they have been fully
processed, and their precise effect on Context has been determined.

The Cooperative Assistant should in some cases be able to decide whether an utter-
ance answers a question. For instance, suppose the Assistant needs some information
in order to comply with a request from the user ( U). The Assistant ( A) will then
generate a clarification question:

U: Close the aperture.
A: Which aperture?
U: ...

The user's reaction counts as an answer if it allows the Assistant to determine
which aperture was meant. A type-theoretical formalization of the. question-answer
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relations, a notorious research domain on the border of semantics and pragmatics,
has been developed by Piwek (Piwek 1997). More details on response generation
can be found in his thesis (Piwek 1998).

NL generator In order to produce understandable output to the user, the DErrK sys-
tem includes a component for expressing communicative responses generated by the
Response generator in English. Internally, these responses are in the form of anno-
tated segments. The natural language generation component in the DErrK system
performs a simple, ad hoc translation of annotated segments into English, only in-
tended to be good enough to demonstrate the system's capabilities in cooperative,
context-driven information exchange according to the DErrK `triangle view'.

Domain evaluator: an evaluator for converting a CTT expression into Looxs (see below)
and for accessing the graphical domain model in order to compute the values of these
expressions, given the current state of the domain as represented by the GDP. This
involves translating CTT expressions into combinations of the application domain
primitives used by the GDP.

The Generalized Display Processor (GDP)

The GDP, implementing the application model, is a generic emulator for graphical do-
main representation, which is capable of simulating a domain given a formal definition in
Looxs.s For its architecture, the GDP can be viewed as a virtual processor consisting of
a parser, an ínterpreter, `renderer', and a database.

Database

1
COOP.
ASS. E LOOKS

Parser ~ Interpreter

~
MOUSE

I~ Renderer SCREEN

Figure 1.3: Architecture of the Generalized Display Processor

The Parser provides the communication with the Cooperative Assistant; it checks the
incoming information and, if necessary, sends messages back from the Interpreter to the
Cooperative Assistant. The Interpreter calculates the values of the attributes of the objects
(e.g. position, speed) in order to generate a new frame of animation, which is displayed
on screen by means of the Renderer. The Database stores, a complete description of all
geometrical attributes of a scene.

6LooKS is the script language especially designed for the GDP.
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Looxs specifications may be passed to the Parser at any time. Such a specification can
be either a class definition, an object definition or a message. Class and object definitions
give rise to the creation of elements in the Database; a message leads to the corresponding
method being handed to the Interpreter to be executed.

To enable interaction between the Cooperative Assistant and the GDP, a close re-
lation must be established between Looxs and the type-theoretical formalism used by
the Assistant. CTT expressions are virtually semantically grounded in Looxs, and the
translation from CTT to Looxs comes down to a standard evaluation process,~ where
complex CTT expressions are expanded into basic expressions that can be interpreted iri
Looxs. More details on the GDP can be found in Peeters ( 1995).

1.2.4 The prototype domain

Although the DEtvK project aims at developing a generic interface, a specific application
domain has been chosen for the development and testing of the prototype, and to show
that the system is actually capable of supporting a real-world rather than toy domain.

The domain chosen is a simulation of a Philips transmission electron microscope
(TEM). The cooperative assistant in the DE1vK system plays the role of an expert on
the domain and can help a user gain knowledge and understanding of these kinds of
microscopes.

Because the next chapters will deal with specific details of the implementation and
some of these details can only be fully understood in the light of specific features this
domain has, this section will give a brief introduction to these microscopes and their
representation within the DEtvK system.

An electron microscope (EM) consists of three main components:

1. an electron optical column

2. a vacuum system

3. the necessary electronics

The column comprises the same elements as one would find in a light microscope.
There are, however, two important differences:

. The light source in the EM is an electron gun, which is built into the column. Since
electrons are invisible, they are projected onto a fluorescent screen, which makes it
possible to observe the image through the windows in the projection chamber.

. Electromagnetic lenses are variable. They consist of electromagnetic coils. By
varying the current through the lens coil, the focal length (which determines the
magnification) can be varied. In a light microscope a variation of the magnification
is obtained by using difFerent lenses or lens combinations or using a mechanically
adjustable zoom lens.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic view of an electron microscope
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For the DErrK prototype, the microscope is modelled as much as possible as a tra-
ditional light microscope, using linear models for lenses, the spaces between the lenses,
etc.

Six basic types of components are distinguished:

1. the electron gun, or filament, which functions as the source of the electron beam,

2. the variable lenses, which control the electron beam,

3. the vacuum chambers, where electrons can travel without disturbance,

4. the apertures that cut off specific parts of the electron beam,

5. the specimen,

6. the fluorescent screen.

With respect to the optical aspects of image formation in the EM we can distinguish
two basic parts, much like a slide projector: the illumination system, which illuminates a
specific area on the specimen, and the projector system, which projects some illuminatecl
plane onto the fluorescent screen.

Two basic states of the EM are distinguished: imaging mode and diffraction mode. In
imaging mode, the projector system is directed at the specimen itself so that an (enlarged)
ímage of the specimen is projected onto the fluorescent screen. In diffraction mode, a
diffraction pattern of the specimen is projected onto the screen. This pattern provides
information about, for instance, the structure of the specimen.

Furthermore, the illumination system can also be in either of two modes: low magni-
fication mode (LM) and high magnification mode (HM). Which of these modes the EM
is in mainly depends on the state of a lens called the `objective lens'. This lens can be
either weakly or strongly excited.

Two types of high magnification íllumination modes can be distinguished. These
depend on the excitation of the so-called `mini-condensor lens'. If this lens is on, the EM
is in microprobe mode (p,P); if it is off, the EM is in nanoprobe (nP) il?~~mination mode.

Depending on the excitation of the objective lens (weak or strong), the image or
diffraction pattern of the specimen is formed at different planes. The projector has to be
directed at one of these planes, also depending on what kind of basic state (imaging or
diffraction) the EM is in.

The apertures in the EM are used to clip the pattern present at a certain plane. What
efFect this has for the resulting image on the screen depends on the mode the EI~I is in.
It can either select an area to be displayed or affect the contrast of the image displayed.

All of the above facts about electron microscopes are formalized in the DErrK sys-
tem, and the simulation contains all these elements and behaves according to this model.
Furthermore the cooperative assistant is able to reason about the different modes, com-
ponents and images and thus can help users understand how an EM works and how the
different components can be used to generate the desired kind of image.

7See also the Domain evaluator in Figure 1.2.
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Domain-dependent modules in the system

Several components in the DENK system depend on the particular domain chosen, as is
to be expected. These are all databases of some sort.

. the Looxs specification of the simulation

. the CTT formalization of the domain in the private context

. the lexicon of the Evaluator

. the lexicon of the parser

. the conceptual lexicon

. the generation lexicon

Apart from determining these modules, the specific domain chosen (electron micro-
scopes) has some other special properties:

. The domain is static: no new objects can be created, nor can existing objects be
removed. In general, the DErrK system is able to support such kinds of domains.

. Every object in the domain has a unique name, like `c2 lens', `oa aperture' etc. This
fact is exploited in the module that generates the natural language output. As a
result, that module is not generically usable8.

1.3 Organization of the dissertation
The development of the DENK grammar for analysing dialogue utterances is described in
Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The preceding three chapters describe the different contexts of this
work.

First, the grammar formalism that has been used for the implementation forms the
linguistic context. The formalism HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar) is
used; in particular the grammar is mainly based upon the version of HPSG known as
HPSG-III (Pollard 8c Sag (1994) Chapter 9), This version is described briefly in Chapter 2.
Described are the lexicalist character of the formalism and the computational basics such
as unification, the logic of typed feature structures, and the (characteristically small) set
of grammar rules.

Second, the computational context is sketched in Chapter 3. Besides a grammar, an
algorithm is used that prescribes how input utterances are searched for the constructions
that are described in the grammar. In the DENK system, a well-known approach to

BNor was it intended to be: the current stage of the DetvK project was not aimed at natural language
generation. The implemented generation module is intended only as a do~nain-dependent way to make
the prototype complete. However, this does not mean that nothing interesting can be said about how
this module works. See Kievit (1998).
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parsing has been used: chart parsing, which is described in Chapter 3. Furthermore, an
implementation is present of the mathematical formalism that is used in HPSG, typed
feature logic, together with unification. Several implementations of typed feature logic
exist, which difier slightly in a number of properties. Descriptions and comparisons of the
various implemented formalisms can be found in Backofen et al. (1996) and Bolc et al.
(1996). In Chapter 3, a description is given of the properties that we experienced as
being important for the implementation of a grammar. Finally, a description follows of
the formalism that has been used in DEtvK: ALE (Carpenter óz Penn 1998).

The third context is formed by the DENK project. The architecture of the DErrK
system is most influential for the grammar. In Chapter 4, the semantic analysis in two
levels, by means of Underspecified Logical Form, is described in detail. Furthermore, this
chapter describes the conversion of ULF into the mathematical formalism of typed feature
logic, and the integration of ULF in the grammar. Finally, a number of approaches are
discussed, that are related to our two-level approach of interpretation.

The heart of the thesis is concerned with the development of the grammar implemen-
tation. Transforming theoretical ideas about language into a working piece of parsing
software involves many different steps. We distinguish three stages in this process. First,
the limits of a fragment of the language that is to be implemented must be determined.
An important source of information for this task were the corpora collectecl in four dif-
ferent dialogue situations that had some properties in common with the type of situation
for which the DErtK interface is intended.

In the second stage, a grammar has to be specified that covers the chosen fragment.
The theory offers many analyses for separate phenomena, but seldom for a substantial
language fragment. Within the HPSG grammar formalism, there is often room for several
alternative approaches to a problem. Therefore, it can happen that separate analyses are
not compatible with each other. Clearly, the specification of a consistent grammar with
the desired coverage is an important and complex stage in grammar development.

On the basis of the specification, a grammar can be implemented. For implementation,
certain tools are used. The properties of the tools do however not correspond precisely to
the mechanisms presupposed in the theory. Therefore, the implementation has to deviate
at several points from the original specification.

The problems that can arise at each of these three stages are described in Chapter 5.
The results of one stage of grammar development are needed for the execution of the next
stage, but it can easily happen that the work of a preceding stage has to be extended
or changed at a later stage. The development of the DEtvK grammar is therefore not
described in stages but per linguistic phenomenon. Both Chapter 6 and 7 are about this
development. In Chapter 6, many óasic components of the grammar are described. For the
phenomena considered in this chapter, usually already one or more satisfactory analyses
have been worked out in HPSG theory, and we mainly had to choose and implement one
of these. In Chapter 7, a number of phenomena are described about which less consensus
has been achieved in HPSG theory. For these phenomena, analyses had to be (further)
developed before being implemented. The analyses that we worked out can be viewed as
feedback to the theory.

In the final chapter, we summerize the nontrivial problems that we have encountered
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while implementing the HPSG grammar; the ones that have been solved, and the ones
that seem most important to work on in detail in the near future. Furthermore, the effect
of extracting the context processing from the grammar is reviewed.

Parts of the parser's grammar and lexicon can be found in Appendix A.



Chapter 2

HPSG

The grammar of the DEtvK parser is based on the grammar formalism HPSG, Head-driven
Phrase Structure Grammar. HPSG is most extensively described in Pollard 8c Sag (1987)
and Pollard 8e Sag (1994). HPSG is a lexicalist grammar formalism, like, e.g., Categorial
Grammar and Lexical Functional Grammar, and unlike, e.g., the Government 8L Binding
formalism. The differences relevant for this thesis between HPSG and other lexicalist
grammar formalisms concern the way in which generalization and categories are treated.

In this chapter, a description is given of HPSG for the readers that are not already
familiar with this grammar formalism. The description is not exhaustive, btit as extensive
as is needed for the rest of this thesis.

The description of the grammar formalism is preceded by an explanation of the typed
feature logic, which is used as the elementary computational tool in some grammar for-
malisms including HPSG (Section 2.1).

Henceforth, Pollard 8e Sag (1994) will be referred to as PBcS-94.

2.1 Typed feature logic

In this section an introduction is given to the data structures known as "feature struc-
tures," and more in particular, the version that is called "typed feature structures." The
foundation for the logic of typed feature structures is laid by Carpenter (1992). As Car-
penter states, feature structures provide "a record-like data structure for representing
partial information that can be expressed in terms of features or attributes and their
values."

Feature structures are often used in linguistic theories, such as PATR-II (see also
Shieber (1986)). The best-known linugistic application of typed feature structures is
probably the use in HPSG. The examples in this section, however, will not be taken from
a linguistic theory, in order to keep the separation between the feature logic and the
grammar theory clear and to be free to give examples that give a good intuition of the
logic.

17
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2.1.1 Typed feature structures

A feature structure is a set of feature-value pairs, often notated as a matrix (also called
AVM: attribute value matrix). Any kind of information can be stored in a feature struc-
ture. For example information about persons could be stored in feature structures, such
as name, hobby, and information about the conveyance they use to get to their work.
The feature structure with information about one person could then look like the matrix
below.

(2.1) NAME john

HOBBY football

CONVEYANCE
COLOR red

WHEELS four

The notational convention for feature structures is to write the names of the features in
small capitals, and the simple values in italics. In the example above e.g., NAME and
coLOR are features, and john and red are simple values, also called "atomic" values. As
can be seen from the example, the value of a feature can recursively be a feature structure
as well. This is in fact the principle of a record data structure (also used in computer
programming languages). In the example the value of the feature coNVEYANCE has such
a value. Features with structured values are called structured features or "complex"
features.

In typed feature logic, all features are of a certain type. The type ("sort" in PBzS-94)
of a feature specifies which values that feature can have. The type indicates whether the
values are atomic or complex, and if complex, the txpe specifies also which features are
appropriate. For example, the feature eoNVEYANCE could be of type car. When using
this type, a definition is assumed that says that coLOx and WHEELS are appropriate
features of the type car. Furthermore, the overall feature structure is usually also of a
certain type. In the example at hand, the type of the overall structure could be person,
with the appropriate features NAME, HOBBY, and CONVEYANCE.

On the notation of types: the type .~f a structure is often added as a subscript on the
left-hand side of the attribute value matrix. A typed feature structure looks in fact very
much like a regular feature structure. The typed version of (2.1) would be:

NAME john

HOBBY footóall

CONVEYANCE

person

COLOR red

WHEELS four
cnr

Because this structure is typed, the atomic values are also types (john, football, red, four).
With types, the information in feature structures can be even more ordered. Types

can have subtypes; a subtype is in fact a more specific value than its supertype. The
partial ordering of types from general to specific results in a"type hierarchy." The values
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of the feature HoBSY could for example be arranged in a type hierarchy like below. The
types range from general to specific in downwards direction.

(2.3) acttivityr `
sport rela~ation

„ ,I`
football tennis reading television music

According to this hierarchy, a feature that is defined to be of the type activity, say' the
feature HoBSY in feature structure (2.2), can have either one of the subtypes of activity
(all below it: subtypes are transitive) as value.

Also complex types are ordered. A hierarchy of the values of the feature corrvEYatvcE
could for example look like:

color 1conveyance: COLOR

, `

car. I DooRS number J bike

The complex types are annotated with their appropriate features. By "inheritance,"
features that are appropriate for one type are automatically appropriate for all its subtypes
as well. For example, according to the type hierarchy (2.4), the features eoLOR and
WHEELS are appropriate for the type conveyance. Since car and óike are subtypes of
conveyance, these features are also appropriate for them: they "inherit" these features
from their supertype. Also, additional features can be declared to be appropriate for
subtypes, as is done in the example for the type car. The type car has according to this
type hierachy three appropriate features, while bike has two.

A type hierarchy is not necessarily a tree as in (2.3) and (2.4); the type hierarchy
only has to be a directed acyclic graph. Two types can have a subtype in common. An
example of this in hierarchy (2.3) would be an activity that is both a sport and a form
of relaxation, say dancing. The value dancing could than be made a subtype of both the

WHEELS number
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types sport and relaxation, resulting in the hierarchy below.

(2.5)
activityr `

sport rela~ation

„` "1`
football tennis dancing reading television music

The value dancing is-like any type in a hierarchy-more specific than either of its su-
pertypes.

One thing that can occur in a feature structure that has not been shown in the
examples so far is "structure sharing." Two features can share one value, in other words:
the values are token-identical. This is a stronger equivalence than type-identity, also
called structural identity. Token-identity is indicated by boxes with the same number.
For example the fact that Mary and her son John use one and the same car to go to work
could be expressed by the feature structure below.

(2.6) NAME mary

CONVEYANCE ~i car

SON

person

NAME john

CONVEYANCE ~t

The same structure with simply twice the value car (thus without the coreference boxes)
would express less specific information, namely that both John and Mary use a car, but
not necessarily the same one (- type identity).

Finally one more notational remark: the descriptions of (typed) feature struc-
tures can be abbreviated in several ways. A common simplification is a sequence of
feature names separated by vertical lines instead of nested brackets. For instance,
~FEATI~FEAT2~FEAT3 value.]]] can be written aS ~FEATIIFEAT2IFEAT3 value]. Moreover,
when-given the type hierarchy-it is clear which path leads to a feature, that feature
can appear withoutthat path.

2.1.2 Unification
A very important operation for comparison and combination of two feature structures is
the "unification" operation. This operation is described in Carpenter ( 1992) as follows.

The unification of two feature structures is a feature structure representing
neither more nor less information than is contained in the feature structures
being unified.
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As can be inferred from this description, two structures can only be unified if they do
not contain conflicting information. For example, the two (untyped) feature structures
in (2.7) are unifiable, and the unification result is given.l

(2.7) NAME mary and
COLOR red

r 1 CONV
CONV LCOLOR redJ WHEELS four

unify to NAME fnary

CONV

The different pieces of information in the two structures are simply "added up." The
unification result is the sum of the NAME information from the first structure, the WHEELS
information from the second structure, and the coLOR information that is present in both
and equal. An example of two (untyped) feature structures that are not unifiable is giveii
in (2.8).

NAME mary

CONV
COLOR red

COLOR red

WHEELS four

WHEELS four

and HOBBY tennis

CONV
COLOR rr d

WHEELS two

The fact that information about different features is given in the two structures is of
course no problem. However, the conflicting values for the feature wHEELS make the
structures non-unifiable.

Determining whether two feature structures contain conflicting information can be
very complex since all structured values have to be compared recursively. The use of typed
feature structures instead of untyped ones can often simplify this comparison significantly,
because if the types of two structures do not unify, the structures cannot unify either. The
unification result of two types is-comparable to the unification of two feature structures-
the type representing neither more nor less information than is contained in the types
being unified. This means that types always unify into the most general subtype that
they have in common (which can be one of the types being unified).

The advantage of typed features is that we do not always have to `go into' feature
structures to see whether they are unifiable. If for example the feature structures of (2.8)
had carried type information like in (2.9), it would not have to be checked whether the
values in both structures for the features coLOR and wHEELS were unifiable. The types
car and óike of the eoNVEYANCE structures make unification already impossible because

~The feature name CoxvEYANCE is abbreviated to coNV for expository reasons.
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car and bike are not subtypes of each other, nor do they have a common subtype.

NAME mary

CONV

car

COLOR red

WHEELS four

and HOBBY tennis

CONV

bike

COLOR red

2.2 HPSG: its basic concepts versus the linguistic
theory

Now that typed feature logic has been explained, it can be described how this logic is
used in the HPSG formalism, that is, which features and types are assumed, and how the
logic is integrated with the grammar rules and other linguistic devices. But before we
do so, the status of two sides of HPSG needs to be explained. These two sides that we
distinguish, we like to refer to as respectively the "basic grammar concepts" of HPSG and
the "linguistic theory" of HPSG. By the basic grammar concepts we mean the set of tools
and methods defined in HPSG that can be used in analyses for linguistic phenomena. The
linguistic theory of HPSG is then the set of particular analyses that is most commonly
adopted among HPSG linguists. This distinction is important in order to understand the
differences between work that has been performed under the name "HPSG."

HPSG is a relatively new grammar formalism, and the linguistic analyses proposed
vary often from one proposal to another, and they are regularly being adapted. There
are, however, a number of concepts that are the same in any HPSG(-based) work. This
comprises the following facts:

. Every natural language constituent (varying from a word to a full sentence) is asso-
ciated with a typed feature structure. A type hierarchy is assumed which determines
what sort of feature structures can occur.

. A small set of schemata is assumed that defines the immediate dominance relation
between constituents.2 These so-called Immediate Dominance schemata (ID
schemata, six in PBcS-94) are said to be universally valid for any natural language.

. A set of rules is assumed that define restrictions on the order of the daughter con-
stituents (the ID schemata define no order). These Linear Precedence rules (LP
rules) are, in contrast with the ID schemata, language-specific (i.e. `parochial').

. A number of principles is assumed that must always hold for each feature structure
that corresponds to a constituent. Of the seventeen principles assumed in PBiS-94,
four are parochial and the rest are universal principles.

. Each word in a particular language corresponds to a typed feature structure, a
lexical entry.

WHEELS two

2That is, which constituents are subconstituents (or "daughters") of which constituents.
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. A number of rules are assumed that define relations between certain lexical entries.
These so-called Lexical Rules can determine many kinds of relations between en-
tries, such as inflectional and derivational relations, but also alternations in syntactic
behaviour.

. The syntactic behaviour of lexical entries and of larger constituents is expressed
by one or more subcategorization features. These are list-typed features. Each
element on a subcategorization list of a particular word or phrase indicates a con-
stituent that the word~phrase subcategorizes for. An empty list means that no
constituent is being subcategorized for (either never have been or not anymore).
The elements appear on the subcategorization lists through definition of lexical en-
tries (possibly via lexical rules). The deletion of elements from subcategorization
lists is taken care of by the ID schemata and by certain principles.

The above concepts can be found in any literature about HPSG analyses or any imple-
mentation of HPSG grammars.

Furthermore, there are certain conventions concerning the choice of subcategorization
features, the formulation of lexical rules, the assumed type hierarchy, etc. However, these
aspects (in fact the way in which the basic concepts are being used) are not identical in
all HPSG work. This very much depends on the function that the grammar formalisrn
has in the particular piece of HPSG work. Especially computational implementations of
grammars often use the basic concepts of HPSG; these concepts have good computational
characteristics. However, the conventions on the use of these concepts do not always fit
the purpose of the grammar implementation. For example: one might be interested in the
implementation of another set of linguistic phenomena than have been described in HPSG
literature so far; or the implementation tools used might not support certain actions with
types or ID schemata; or the grammar might be implemented for integratiorr in a system
that desires another kind of semantic interpretation than is conventional within the HPSG
literature. In such cases, the grammar that is being implemented is an HPSG grammar
in the sense that the basic concepts of the HPSG formalism have been used and not those
of Categorial Grammar, Lexical Functional Grammar, Government 8c Binding, or so on.
:?ov~,-ever, because of the discrepancies with HPSG literature, such grammars are best
called "HPSG-based grammars" rather than "true HPSG grammars."3

The above described situation is also the case for the implemented grammar for DEtvK.
Since explaining both the basic concepts and the entire linguistic theory of HPSG within
the scope of this chapter is not possible, nor necessary for the rest of this thesis, only the
basic concepts of HPSG and a part of the usual way this concepts are filled in in HPSG are
explained. In the chapters 6 and 7 the "filling in" of the concepts in the DEtvK grammar
is described. Also, at several points in these chapters, the differences with HPSG theory
(the conventional filling in) is mentioned.

Since several versions of HPSG exist, we need to make clear which one this chapter is
about. In fact, three versions of HPSG can be distinguished. HPSG-I is the first version,
in which most attention is paid to the consequences of storing the syntactic behaviour

3Since the formalism is still much under construction, it remains a point of discussion anyway what
is and what is not a"true HPSG grammar."
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of words as lexical information (in the feature susCAT of the lexical entries) rather than
as grammar rules. HPSG-I is described in Pollard 8z Sag (1987). HPSG-II differs from
HPSG-I mainly in the organization of information. In HPSG-II, all nonlocal information
is explicitly arranged separate from the local information (the feature Loc vs. the feature
NoNLOC); the syntactic and semantic information is spread over the local and nonlocal
part of the feature structure. HPSG-II is described in Chapters 1 through 8 of Pollard
8c Sag (1994). Already before Pollard 8c Sag (1994) appeared, several changes in the
theory were suggested in order to solve problems wíth certain phenomena (e.g. preposition
stranding and unbounded dependencies), leading to a third version of HPSG, described
in Chapter 9 of Pollard óc Sag (1994). One particular difference between HPSG-II and
HPSG-III is that the elements that can be subcategorized (subjects, complements and
specifiers) are considered to be fundamentally different from each other. In the feature
organization this results in splitting up SUBCAT into SUBJ, coMP, and SPR. The DENK
grammar, for the most part, builds on HPSG-III, and this is the version that this chapter
is about.

2.3 HPSG's types and features
The information structures of HPSG are rather large; the feature structure of one word
can easily cover one page. In this section, the most important parts of HPSG's character-
istic way of structuring grammatical and lexical information are given. In the following
sections, the use of the HPSG types and features is further illustrated.4

The feature structures of words and phrases are in HPSG of the type sign. The kind
of information that can be in a structure of type sign is determined by the appropriate
features of sign, and the features inside all structured values, etc. Below is an overview of
the features and nested features in the form of a"template" of a sign feature structure.
The structure below contains no information, it indicates only the form that all signs by
definition have.

(2.10) PHONOLOGY list(phon,string~

CATEGORY

sign

SYNSEM

synsem

LOCAL

locu!

HEAD head

sUB,r list(synsem)

COMP list(synsemJ

SPR list(synsem~
cnteg `

CONTENT content

CONTEXT context

LNONLOCAL nondocnl

4The full definitions of the types and features used in HPSG-II are in PBcS-94 (appendix A.1). For
HPSG-III, slightly different definitions are assumed.
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Most feature names in HPSG have a full and an abbreviated form. Above, some full forms
are used, in the rest of the thesis most feature names are abbreviated.

In the feature PHON(OLOGY), some kind of representation of the word's or phrase's
sound content is stored, that serves as the basis of phonological and phonetic interpre-
tation. This feature has a special type: a list, and in particular a list of strings. A list
is not an atomic type or a feature structure, which a feature value actually ought to be.
However, lists can perfectly well be modelled by a typed feature structure. In the discus-
sion of the implementation of grammars, more will be said about the modelling of lists
as feature structures. In PBeS-94 as in most descriptions of HPSG, plain lists are used as
values of certain features, written with angle brackets and commas between the elements.
The elements on the list can be of several types. The elements on the PxoN-list are each
of type phon(eme-)string, which corresponds to the phonology of one word.5

The feature SYNSEM contains syntactic and semantic information, divided in a local
and a nonlocal part. The nonlocal part concerns information about unbounded dependen-
cies. This part will be discussed together with the DENK approach to this phenomenon
(Section 6.2.4). The local part contains the typical HPSG representation of the syntac-
tic category and the grammatical arguments in the feature CAT(EGORY), and the local
semantic information in the features CONT(ENT) and CON(TE)X(T). The structuring of
semantic information in HPSG will be further described in Section 2.6.

The feature HEAD in CATEGORY contains the part of speech. The most general value
of this feature, head, has several subtypes, which are shown below together with the
appropriate features.

(2.11) head

' `
substantive functional

LMOD mod-synsem J I SPEC synsem J

, `
noun verb adj prep reltvzr marker determiner

L CASEJ VFORM I PFORM J
AUX L

INV

The different parts of speech have different appropriate features. Here, only the features
MoD and SPEC are described. In PBiS-94, a distinction is made between, on the one
hand, constituents, that are "functional" or "grammatical" in the sense that their seman-
tic content is purely logical in nature (perhaps even vacuous), and on the other hand,
constituents with a substantive semantic content. For the substantive parts of speech,

SThe phoneme-strings of all words are thus in fact subtypes of the type phonstring. Instead of
phoneme-strings often English orthographies are used for readibility or for implementation purposes, as
in the DErrK grammar.
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an attribute is defined that indicates what the constituent modifies. Common examples
are an adjective that modifies an N, or a prepositional phrase that modifies either an N
or a VP. If a constituent does not modify anything, the value of MoD is none. For the
functionad parts of speech, the feature sPEC is appropriate. This feature indicates what
is being specified. For the complementizer that this is an S, for a determiner an N.

The features susJ, COMP, and sPR are the so-called "valence features" of HPSG. These
features indicate which constituents a phrase or word subcategorízes for. The features
have lists as values, with elements of type synsem. So in fact, constituents are selected by
means of constraints on the sYNSEM-part of their feature structure. The valence features
play important roles in the ID schemata, discussed in Section 2.4.

The feature structure of a constituent can also have a more specific value than sign;
it can be a phrase or a word. A word has the same features as a sign, a phrase has one
feature more. The extra feature is DAUGHTERS, which indicates the internal syntactic
structure of the constituent. The content of DAUGHTERS is best explained by giving the
hierarchy of the possible values of DAU~HTERS. The most general value, and thus the
root of the hierarchy of values, is constituent-structure.

(2.12)

ICOMP-DTRS J .-- .-- IF-DTRJ SUBJ-DTR

COMP-DTItS

Each subtype of constituent-structure represents another syntactic structure. The appro-
priate features (not all in (2.12)) of each constituent structure type correspond to the kind
of daughters it has. Of each daughter, the full feature structure of type sign is included.
The type coord-struc is for coordination structures, and its daughters are respectively a
set of conjuncts and one conjunction (e.g. the word and). All subtypes of headed-struc
have in common that one daughter is called the "Head." The Head of a constituent
structure plays an important role syntactically and semantically in many parts of the
grammar. Other kinds of daughters that are distinguished are: complements, markers
(a.o. complementizers), specifiers (in particular determiners, i.e. specifiers of nouns), sub-
jects, adjuncts, and fillers (part of an unbounded dependency). The relation between the
valence features and the different daughters is explained in Section 2.4.

constituent-structure

' `
coord-struc headed-struc

CONJUNCT-DTRS set~sign~ ~HEAD-DTR sign J
CONJ-DTR word

laead- head- head- head- head- head- head-subj-
comps-struc mark-struc spr-struc filler-struc subj-struc adj-struc comp-struc
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2.4 Lexical entries, ID schemata, and LP rules

In lexicalist grammar formalisms, by definition, a great deal of the linguistic information is
stored in the lexicon. A very important piece of syntactic information is subcategorizatioii
information. In HPSG, this information is contained in a limited set of features. All words,
and larger constituents, select their arguments via this same set of what we call "selector
features." A verb, for example, selects its subject through the susJ feature and other
arguments through the coMP feature. A preposition uses the COMP feature to select a
noun phrase, in order to form a prepositional phrase with it. The MOD feature is used to
specify what the PP headed by this preposition can modify. Examples of a verb and a
preposition are given below.s

(2.13) `eat':

`in':
woni

word

PHON (eat)

HEAD verb
cAT sus~ (NP)

COMP (NP)

PHON (in)

HEAD L MOD NPJCAT prep

COMP (NP)

How adjacent words and larger constituents can be combined to form new constituents
is set down in ID schemata.7 Each ID schema corresponds to a kind of phrase (constituent
structure). The phrases are in HPSG divided in two groups: the "headed" ones and the
"nonheaded" ones. Most phrases are headed; the only nonheaded phrase distinguished
in P8t5-94 is the coordination phrase. Headed phrases have one special daughter, the
so-called "head-daughter." The head-daughter plays a special role in many principles,
independent of the particular ID schema it is a part of. The head-daughter passes, for
example, its syntactic category on to the newly formed constituent (the Head-Feature
Principle). As also mentioned in Section 2.3, the other daughters can be complements,
subjects, markers, specifiers, adjuncts, and fillers. An example of an ID schema is given
below.8 For expository reasons, it is assumed for the feature structures throughout this
chapter that the elements on valence-list and in the other selector features are full siyns
rather than synse~res.

sThe abbreviations "NP" in the CoMP-list stands for HEAD noun

COMP O
sign

7In P8c5-94, there are no rules for combining non-adjacent constituents. But see Pollazd (1984) and
Kathol (1995) on this matter.

gTo make the example clearer, the constraints that one of the universal principles puts on the features
cOMP and cOMP-DTRS have also been added to the schema, although such constraints are strictly speaking
not pazt of the ID schemata.
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(2.14) HEAD-COMPLEMENT SCHEMA:

COMP ~~

HEAD-DTR (COMP
DAUGHTERS word`

phmse

0

LCOMP-DTRS ~1 list~sign~
head-comps-struc

The Head-Complement Schema is a frame that represents one type of phrase, a phrase
with one head-daughter and one or more complement-daughters. The head-daughter must
select for exactly the list of elements that c.orrespond to the complement-daughters (in-
dicated with coreference). The phrase itself is satisfied in the sense that it subcategorizes
for no complements (indicated by the empty list, (), as value for the phrase's feature
COMP).

An ID schema is in fact a form that the feature structure of a newly created con-
stituent can have. In many descriptions however, ID schemata are written as, and in
many implementations they are treated as phrase-structure rules with feature structures,
without syntactic categories, and with a nonfixed order.9 The Head-Complement Schema
as rewrite rule looks for example like shown below.

(2.15) HEAD-COMPLEMENT SCHEMA ( as rewrite rule):

~COMP ( ~J ~
phmse wo~ L COMP 01~ 0

HEAD COMPLEMENT(S)

When represented as genuine ID schemata, as done in (2.14), the information on the
constituents that are needed to create the new constituent can be found in the feature
DAUGHTERS. In an ID rule, this feature is less important; the information on the daughters
can be linked directly to the constituents on the right-hand side. In rewrite-rules, the sort
of daughters is usually indicated below the constituents on tlie right-hand side.

In most constituent structures, the head daughter selects the nonhead daughter. Dif-
ferent nonhead daughters are selected via different features. This can be one of the valence
features (SUBJ, COMP, SPR), or the nonlocal selector feature TO-BIND~SLASH (not further
explained in this chapter). In a few kinds of phrases, the selection happens the other
way around: then the nonhead daughter selects the head daughter. This is done via a
selector feature in HEAD, that is, via MOD or sPEC. Each ID schema roughly corresponds
to one kind of nonhead daughter. The seven schemata as formulated in HPSG-III are in
Table 2.l.lo The individual ID schemata will not be further described in this chapter, but

9Commas between the daughters indicate the nonfixed order at the right-hand side. LP rules (men-
tioned hereafter) restrict the order of the daughters.

loThe "empty feature structures" [] in the table indicate the absence of constraints on the correspond-
ing constituent, and not the absence of inforination.
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they will occasionally be referred to when the implementation of the DENK grammar is
discussed.

Because ID schemata do not mention syntactic categories, they can be used for different
kinds of constituents. The Head-Complement Schema, for example, is used for verbs with
their arguments and for prepositions with their noun phrases. Thus, the number of
schemata can be small. Moreover, the schemata are not just abstracted over categories
but also over the order of the daughter constituents. The Adjunct-Head Schema, for
example, can be used for an adjective followed by an N-bar, but also for a modifying PP
preceded by an N-bar. A set of linear precedence rules (LP rules) restricts the order irr
which daughters may occur.l'

Not only the number of schemata is kept small, but also their sizes. An immediate
dominance relation consists in fact of a number of constraints on the mother and daughter
constituents. Many of these constraints can be stated in such a way that they hold for
all schemata. These constraints are formulated in HPSG as principles, and they are not
part of one or more particular ID schemata. In PBtS-94, seventeen principles are stated.rz
The principles that are most important for the constituent structure of phrases are the
Head-Feature Principle and the Valence Principle, which function as rough analogs of the
Projection Principle in Government 8t Binding. They are given below in the form of a
grammar rule.r3

(2.16) HEAD-FEATURE PRINCIPLE :

IHEAD ~I J IHEAD ~I J ,
HEAD NONHEAD(S)

(2.17) VALENCE PRINCIPLE :

iF o] conc(QI ~L` V] '

HEAD F-DAUGHTER

for F-svs.I, F-coMP, and F-sPR

~ iF 0

The most important principle concerning the semantic content of constituents is the
Semantics Principle, which is described in Section 2.6.

r1See Pollard 8z Sag (1987) for examples of LP rules. LP rules in HPSG only account for permutations
of the daughters, and not for interleaving (see Pollazd 8c Sag (1987)).

r2Including the ID principle that says `Every headed phrase must satisfy exactly one of the ID
schemata.'. This principle is only meaningful if the ID schemata are considered to be templates of
feature structures. However, if they aze treated as grammar rules, the ID principle is implicit. The other
principles aze also formulated as constraints on single feature structures (considering the schemata real
templates). But they can easily be read as constraints on the mother and daughter constituents of the
ID rules.

13conc(OI ,~ stands for the concatenation of lists ~1 and a2
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Table 2.1: The HPSG-III ID-schemata

HEAD-SUBJECT SCHEMA:

ISUBJ ( )] ~
TO-BINDISLASH

HEAD
phrnse

HEAD-COMPLEMENT SCHEMA:

I COMP

HEAD COMPLEMENT~S)

HEAD-SPECIFIER SCHEMA:

LSPEC

HEAD-SUBJECT-COMPLEMENT SCHEMA:

SUBJ

COMP

( )1 ~ word , f ~

I SPR (~1 10

L J

SUBJECT

HEAD SUBJECT COMPLEMENT(S)

HEAD-IVíARKER SCHEMA:

I J ~ I TO-BINDISLASH () J , I HEAD mnrker]
LLL L

HEAD L MARKER

HEAD-ADJUNCT SCHEMA:

word ,

i] .~
SPECIFIER HEAD

ITO-BINDISLASH ( ), ' ~MOD al J
HE.AD ADJUNCT

HEAD-FILLER SCHEMA:

[ ] ~ fHEAD
I veró
SUBJ

COMP

INHERIT~SLASH

O '
()

~SYNSEMILOC 11

TO-BINDISLASH ~ ~

HEAD FILLER
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2.5 Lexical rules

Besides lexical entries, ID schernata, LP rules, and principles, lexical rules are an im-
portant component of HPSG. Lexical rules map one class of words to another. This is
a technique to capture linguistic generalizations. Without lexical rules, there would be
rnuch redundancy in the lexicon, which is unacceptable from a theoretical and a practical
point of view. Lexical rules are also used in other frameworks, such as LFG (Lexical Func-
tional Grammar), and PATR-II, and are already described in Stanley (1967), Jackendoff
(1975), and Bresnan (1982). Lexical rules are used for example for handling inflections,
derivations, and alternations of subcategorization frames.

Below, two examples of a lexical rule are shown, one with morphological changes:
(2.18), in which base-form verbs are mapped into past participles (e.g. from walk to
walked); and one with changes in the complements: (2.19), in which the dative shift is
performed (without changes in the morphology).r4

(2.18)

(2.19)

word

word

ward

ward

PHON X

SYNSEM~LOC~CATIHEAD ~VFORM bseJverb

PHON X ~- ed

SYNSEMILOC~CATIHEAD LVFORM pSp Jverb

HEAD verb
SYNSEMILOCICAT

COMP ( NP(dat), I~1VP(acc))

SYNSEMILOCICAT
1

Of course, from a formal point of view, operations used for the phonology (here `f') must
be defined precisely, and to take exceptions into account as well, the rules will be much
more complex. Several lexical rules are given in PBeS-94. At the moment, many more are
being proposed and discussed among HPSG researchers.

Besides the theoretical advantage of reflecting linguistic generalizations, lexical rules
are also of special importance in practice. Lexical rules reduce the redundancy in the
lexicon, which can become enormous in a lexicalist theory. Reduction of redundancy is
vital for maintenance reasons because every redundancy can easily result in inconsistencies
in the parser during the deve.lopment. Code with less redundancy is also more compact,
and therefore easier to read and adapt, and thus again better maintainable. Furthermore,

14NP(Case~- HEAD rioun , PP(Pform~- HEAD prep

CASE Case PPORM Pform

COMP (~ COMP (~
sign sign

HEAD ver

~COMP
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if the lexicon can be used in compact form without being expanded, this can decrease the
load of inemory during operation.ls

2.6 Semantics in HPSG

In the preceding sections, we described what is more or less standard in the HPSG for-
malism (HPSG-III). For the semantics, it is more difficult to say what is standard. The
treatment of semantícs in HPSG is in fact still very much an open issue, and none of the
approaches that are currently available is ideal with respect to all issues of content and
context. In this section we will outline the treatment of semantics as described in PBLS-94.
The description will not go into detail since the semantics in the DENK grammar bears
little resemblance to that of PBcS-94. In Chapter 4, we describe our own approach to
semantics for HPSG, and a few related approaches.

The semantics in standard HPSG, described in PBLS-94, is based on Situation Seman-
tics (see e.g. van Benthem 8t ter Meulen (1997)). The interpretation of a constituent is
contained in the feature CONT(ENT). FOr propositions (verbs, sentences), the value of
this feature denotes a`parameterized state of affairs.' This psoa consists of a relation and
a number of arguments. In PBcS-94, the arguments have names that correspond to the
roles of the relation, e.g. `seer' and `seen' for the verb see; in many variants of HPSG the
names are more general, e.g. `agent' and `theme,' or even `argl' and `arg2.'

(2.20) see
CONT

psoa

RELN

SEER
SEEN

see~

For nominal elements, the feature coNT is a`nominal object.' This nom-obj consists
of an index and a number of restrictions. For a pronoun the number of restrictions is zero
(e.g. (2.21)); common nouns have usually one or more restrictions (e.g. (2.22)). INDEx
encodes the referential property of nouns. With the coreferences that are usual in feature
structures, the noun can be linked to the entity it refers to. This entity can be the
argument of a verb or the argument of one of its own restrictions (e.g. (2.22) and (2.23)).

(2.21) she

CONT
INDEX

NUM sing

PERS ,ird

GEND fem

RESTR ( 1
ppro

15For other practical issues about lexical rules, see Section 3.4.3.
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(2.22) lenses

(2.23) see

NUM plur

INDEX ~I PERS 3rá

GEND neuter
CONT

RESTR

npro

RELN lens

INST O1
pson

SUBJ ~~CONTIINDEX IQ~~

COMP ~~CONTIINDEX OZ)~
CAT

SEEN

RELN see

CONT SEEER O1

psoa
0

Since the semantics in PBcS-94 is based on Situation Semantics, information about
the situation in which a phrase should be interpreted is also included in the sign feature
structure. This context information is stored in the feature coNx. Context information
can comprise information about the speaker of the sentence and the addressee (in the form
of references to arguments in the CoNT feature), about politeness that was linguistically
expressed, and about the time or place of speech. This kind of information enters the
feature structure of a sentence through lexical entries or certain constructions, depending
on how it has been coded linguistically. However, nothing is said in P8c5-94 about how
this content information is to be used for the interpretation of the current or following
sentences.

In Chapter 8 of PBcS-94, coding of the semantics in a feature structure is slightly
changed, and extended with scoping mechanisms for quantifiers (so-called Cooper-storage,
Cooper (1983)). Especially the internal structure of the CONTENT feature has been
changed. Nominal elements keep the same content as described above. Verbs and full
sentences on the other hand, get a content that consists of two parts: a"nucleus" and
a list of quantifiers. The NucLEUS of is equal to the content as described above. The
list of quantifiers (in the feature QUANTS) represents the scoping of the quantifiers. In
the lexicon the quantifiers are `stored' as a set in the feature QsTORE. When words are
combined to form a sentence, all quantifiers are `retrieved' from the QsTORE values of the
daughters and put in the RETRIEVED feature (a list) of the mother in a certain order. One
order of the quantifiers in RETRCEVED corresponds to one possible scoping, and thus to
one interpretation. All interpretations will be found because each order is derived once.
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The features involved in the interpretation are organized as in (2.24).

(2.24) sign : CAT categ

SYNSEM~LOC CONT content

CONX conte2t

QSTORE set~quantifier~

RETRIEVED list(quantáfier~

The type content is a nom-obj like in (2.21) and (2.22), or it is the new kind of psoa as
ín (2.25). The NUCLEUS is now a quantifier-free psoa (qfpsoa), comparable to the first
kind of psoa explained above.

(2.25)

pson

QUANTS list(quantáfier~

NUCLEUS qfpsoa

Finally, the computation of the semantics of phrases out of the semantics of its
subconstituents needs to be defined. In PócS-94, the notion of `semantic head (daughter)'
and a principle are formulated that guarantee the correct transportation and combination
of semantic information between the various daughters and the mother constituent. The
the Semantics Principle in PBLS-94 (p.323) is below.

(2.2ó) SEMANTICS PRINCIPLE

In a headed phrase:

a. The RETRIEVED value is a list whose set of elements forms a
subset of the union of the QSTORES of the daughters; and the
QsTORE value is the relative complement of that set; and

6. (Casel) if the semantic head's coNTENT value is of sort psoa,
then the NUCLEUS value is identical with that of the seman-
tic head, and the QUANTS value is the concatenation of the
RETRIEVED value and the semantic head's QUANTS value;
(Case 2) otherwise the RETRIEVED value is empty and the
CONTENT value is token-identical to that of the semantic
head.

Condition a guarantees that all quantifiers of the subconstituents are either kept in storage
or retrieved, and that they are not lost. Condition b defines that the mother always inherits
the content from the semantic head, supplied with the retrieved quantifiers if there are
any. In the ID schemata of HPSG-III, the semantic head is the Adjunct daughter if there
is one, and otherwise the semantic head is the Head-daughter (the syntactic head). For
an example of the flow of semantic information in a constituent structure, the reader is
referred to PBcS-94, pages 323-324.
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In Chapter 4, the treatment of the semantics in DEtvK is explained. Parts of the
semantics described above that can also be found in our grammar are the notion of
semantic head, a slightly adapted version of the Semantics Principle, and some features
that express basic components of semantics such as reference, restriction, and relation.
However, as will be shown, our approach to semantics differs in important respects from
the approach described hPre, especially in the treatment of context and quantifiers.



Chapter 3

Grammar and parser
implementation tools

In this chapter, the tools are described that are needed to implement an HPSG gram-
mar. One way to implement a grammar could be on the basis of an existing grammar
implementation. Since more and more implementations become available, this option in-
creasingly deserves consideration. We discuss this option, which was not chosen in the
DENK project, in Section 3.1.

For the full implementation of the DENK system component that parses utterances
on the basis of an HPSG grammar, we needed an implementation of the mathematical
formalism used in HPSG: typed feature logic, together with a parser that can handle
typed feature structures. Section 3.2 describes the parsing algorithm used in the DEtvK
system, and Section 3.3 the properties of formalism implementations.

In Section 3.4, the formalism that is used to implement the DEtvK grammar is de-
scribed, the Attribute Logic Engine (ALE), developed by Carpenter 8c Penn (1998).

This chapter is intended for readers not already familiar with parsing and grammar
development platforms. The more experienced reader might still be interested in the par-
ticular experiences with platforms in DEtvK, described in Sections 3.3.4, 3.4.3, and 3.4.4.

3.1 Reusing an existing grammar

Nowadays, several implementations of HPSG grarnmars exist, especially for German and
English. There are, however, three reasons why we did not start from an existing grammar.

Firstly, implementations on which a new implementation is to be based should be
ver,y stable. When we started the implementation of the parsing component for DEtvK,
existing HPSG gramtnar implementations were still under development.

Secondly, implemented grammars are either much larger than what we had in mind
for DENK, or they are small and quite specific. Using a small grammar that is focussed
on rather uncommon linguistic constructions (e.g. tough constructions), and that fails
to cover a number of very common phenomena (e.g. adjectives) does not help us a lot.
Compared with writing a complete grammar, we considered re-using a small grammar not
worth the effort because ~~-e would have to implement common constructions anyway, and

:~Fi
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we had to change the treatment of the semantics to the way this is done in DENK (Chap-
ter 4). Also, we considered starting from a large grammar rather risky. When adapting
a large grammar it is hardly possible to test during development because the grammar is
transformed from one working grammar to (hopefully) another working grammar instead
of growing in a relatively monotonic and well-controlled manner. Therefore, there is a
risk of not having a working grammar during the transformation process, or indeed even
at the and of it.

Thirdly, in an existing grammar a problem might have been solved in a rather complex
way, while it could be solved in a simple way if the grammar is intended for another
application. For example, since we have chosen in DEtvK to treat context knowledge
outside the parser, a number of problems can be treated in a simpler way.

Although using a large grammar as a basis for a new one is very complex, parts of
other grammars can be re-used. In the DErrK grammar we did not do this directly, but
contact with other grammar writers was often inspiring in one way or another. Their
work showed, for example, where deviation from the theory is unavoidable because of
some properties of the formalism that is used for the implementation. For us, this was
especially the case with the grammars written in the ERG1 project at CSLI in Stanford,
the EU project LS-GRAM,2 SFB340~B8 at SfS in Tubingen,3 and the CMU ALE HPSG
grammar extended by Kathy Baker.

3.2 Parsing

When strings of a language need to be parsed, a grammar is not sufficient. An algorithm
is needed to recognize in the strings the structures that are described in the grammar.
There are many algorithms for parsing strings of a natural language according to a cer-
tain grammar. In this section, we describe the parsing algorithm that is used for many
programming and natural languages, and that is also used in the parser engine ALE used
in DENK. This algorithm is called `bottom-up chart parsing.'

3.2.1 Chart parsing

Chart parsing was introduced in Kay (1980). Chart parsing has been developed originally
for context-free grammars, but it is the case that chart parsers can also be used for unifi-
cation grammars with a context-free backbone, and even for constraint-based grammars
that do not have a clear backbone of context-free grammar rules (such as HPSG with
its ID schemata that contain no category information). In the chart parsing approach,
the data structure that contains the partial results during the parsing process plays a
central role; it is called the "chart." The partial parsing results are called chart-items or

1ERG - English Resource Grammar, web-page: hppt:~~hpsg.gtaafora.eau. Much information about
this grammar was gained by personal communication with Dan Flickinger.

2LS-GRAM - Large-Scale Grammars for EU-Languages, web-page:
http:~~clvw.essex.ac.uk~group~projects~lsgram~

3SFB340~B8: Sonderforschungsbereich 340, project `Ein HPSG-Syntaxfragment fiir das Deutsche',
includes former projects B4 and B8 (Meurers 1994)
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simply "items.s4 Besides the chart, a second control structure is employed for systematic
parsing: an "agenda." The agenda also consists of items. An item contains all currently
available linguistic information of a constituent (for constraint-based grammars in the
form of a feature structure), and information about the position of the constituent in the
input string. A common notation of an item is [X, i, j] for a constituent X that reaches
from position i to position j of the input string.

When parsing a string, the chart and the agenda are initialized and filled with items
according to a certain algorithm. Parsing of the string is finished when no more new items
can be added to the chart. The most general specification of a chart parser is presented
below.

(3.1) General schema for a chart parser (Sikkel (1993), p. 218)

program chart parser
begin

create initial chart and agenda;
while agenda is not empty
do delete (arbitrarily chosen) current item from agenda;

for each item that can be recognized by current
in combination with other items in chart

do if itern is neither in chart nor in agenda
then add item to agenda fi

end.
od

od

After parsing, each item on the chart that reaches from the beginning to the end of the
string represents an analysis of the complete string.

For the recognition of new items out of old ones, many algorithms are in use in different
parsers. For parsing constraint-based grammars (unification grammars), a strategy like
the following can be used.

Bottom-up item recognition strategy
(to go with chart parsing algorithm)

if ( the rule X~X„~. .. Xn is in grammar )
and
( a sequence of adjacent items [Y,,,, p, q] through [Yn, r, s]

are in chart )
and
( X; unifies with Yt for all m G i G n)

then [X, p, s] can be recognized --

40ther terms in use are edges, patches, cells, constituents, ete.
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A particular parsing algorithm usually bears the name of its recognition strategy. Abovc,
a so-called bottom-up strategy is described. Bottom-up chart parsing is a very common
type of chart parsing that has also been used in ALE, the formalism used to implement the
DEIVK grammar.s For extensive descriptions of the various types of parsers, the reader
is referred to Sikkel (1993). Only one more aspect of bottom-up parsing needs to be
mentioned here.

An important property of strictly bottom-up parsing is that the parser does not look
for a particular type of constituent. A top-down parser always intends to recognize a
constituent that has the category of the so-called start symbol of the grammar, in context-
free grammar usually an S. In other words, the `top' of the parse tree has to be known
before parsing can take place. A bottom-up parser, on the other hand, starts `at the
bottom' of the parse tree, and combines the words in the input in every way the grammar
allows. If there are several analyses of the input possible, no matter their category, a
bottom-up chart parser will find them all. This property is important for the embedding
of the parser in a system; see Sections 6.9 and 7.6.

A prerequisite for using the algorithm above for an HPSG grammar is that the ID
schemata are converted to phrase structure rules. The highly underspecified categories
in the rules form no problem. The constituents will become further specified with lexical
information via unification with the chart items. However, the order of the daughters
must be fixed so that it can be decided which adjacent items on tlie chart have to be
unified with the daughters of the grammar rule. For example, the phrase structure rule
versions of the Head-Subject Schema and the Head-Specifier Schema in Figure 3.1 can be
used to parse the sentence below.

(3.3) The voltage increased.

After parsing, the chart of this sentence will look like the one shown in the figure.

3.2.2 Efficiency

The feature structures, both in the grammar and in the lexicon, and therefore in the
chart, are of course much more extended in examples that are more realistic in size and
complexity. Unifyíng chart items with constituents of the grammar rules can therefore
take a significant part of the parsing time. The number of unifications (or attempts to
unify) that are to be performed depend highly on the number of rules in the grammar
and on the number of items on the chart.

Using HPSG keeps the number of grammar rules low (15 in the DEtvK grammar).~
The number of items, on the other hand, can grow considerably with longer sentences,
with words with multiple lexical entries, and with ambiguous sentences (e.g. 123 items for
a sentence with 9 words and 4 readings). It is therefore useful, from an efficiency point
of view, to minimize the number of lexical entries for a word, and to let the grammar
produce as few alternative analyses as possible. This can be done by avoiding redundancy
and by underspecifying ambiguity. The desire to reduce the number of analyses for words

SFor more details on the pazsing procedure in ALE the reader is referred to Cazpenter 8c Penn (1996).
óAlthough in Chapter 9 of PBcS-94 seven ID schemata were employed, six more rules were needed in

the implementation, as explained in the rest of the thesis.
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Grammar: HEAD ~l ~ ~ HEAD Ol

SUBJ (~ SUBJ ~~~

Lexicon:

increased:

the:

Chart:

HEAD veró

SUBJ

SPR

~~
(~

SUBJ

SPR.

-~ L?~ SPEC
HEAD 10

~
SPR (~2~

voltage:

HEAD I SPEC ~HEAD noun J

SPR

HEAD noun

SUBJ ( ~

SPR (~HEAD detJ ~

HEAD verb

SUBJ ( ~

HEAD noun

SPR (

~

~

HEAD verbf 1
HEAD ISPEC~HEAD rioun J HEAD noun

det
SUBJ

( ~
HEAD noun

SUBJ ( ~ SUBJ
( '

SPR ( ~ SPR ( I HEAD det J~
L

SPR ( ~

SPR ( ~

The vo] tage increased.

Figure 3.1: Chart parsing of (3.3)
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and phrases will show up at several points in the description of the grammar development
for DENK as an argument for certain design decisions.

A phenomenon that occurs in many grammars and that is a source of inefficiency,
is the use of empty categories. Empty categories are elements in the lexicon that are
phonetically empty. They do have a feature structure like all words, but they do not
correspond to a part of the string that is to be parsed. In some sentences, words occur
that need to be combined with an empty category in order to find an analysis for the
sentence. Given a strict bottom-up strategy, the only way to combine words with empty
categories is to put the empty categories on the chart. Because the empty categories
might be needed before or after any word of the input, they are put at every position in
the chart. An example of a chart with empty categories is in Figure 7.5.

If, for example, sentence (3.3) is to be analysed with a grammar in which an empty
determiner is employed, the agenda will be initialized with four more items. Four empty
determiners will be added to the agenda as if they were words of length zero. Their feature
structures are identical and the exact feature values depend on how the empty determiner
is defined in the particular grammar. Their positions are respectively in front of The,
between The and voltage, between voltage and increased, and to the right of increased.

The parsing algorithm will try to make combinations with these extra items, no matter
how senseless a combination linguistically may be. In longer sentences, this leads to many
extra unification attempts (about the number of items times the nurnber of grammar
rules). Empty categories can therefore cause quite a waste of effort and should be used
with caution.7 This matter is addressed to in the discussion of our analysis of specifiers
in Section 7.2.

3.3 Constraint-based formalisms

Any parser incorporates an implementation of the complete set of abstract datatypes that
formalise the descriptive devices used in the grammar formalism. For an HPSG grammar,
this means that an implementation of typed feature logic is needed.

An inventory of the various formalisms that are used in language engineering has
recently been produced in the EAGLES project (Backofen et al. 1996).8 A distinctiorr can
be made between grammar formalisms (HPSG, LFG, etc.), mathematical formalisms (esp.
typed feature logic), and implemented formalisms (ALE, CUF, etc.). We are particularly
interested in implementations of the formalisms used in HPSG. Backofen et al. (1996)
describes six such implemented formalisms, but they are not systematically compared to
each other. A good comparison of eight formalisms with respect to implementing HPSG is
given in Bolc et al. (1996).9 The comparison has been made on many aspects concerning
logic, grammar components, computational and practical aspects. No overall conclusion
is given, but a table is provided in which global ratings are given for these aspects in each

~The same problem arises with grammar rules that have an empty right-hand side. This does not
occur, however, in HPSG theory ( so far).

aEAGLES - Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Standards, WWW-page of the For-
malisms Working Group: hssp:~~,~,r.a:ki.~i-sn.ae~-capssicx~Eecces-FUC~

9The implemented formalisms compared in Bolc et al. (1996) are TFS, CUF, ALE, ALEP, TDL (with
environment PAGE), ProFIT, CL-ONE, and ConTroll.
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of the eight systems. For the data, the reader is referred to Bolc et al. (1996). Here, we
will give an overview of the criteria on which the decision to use a certain implemented
formalism should be based. We distinguish three (groups of) properties of implemented
formalisms that determine the usability for a grammar implementation.

At the end of this section, we will motivate our choice for one formalism for the
implementation of the DENK grammar.

3.3.1 Expressivity

An implemented formalism should offer the grammar writer enough expressivity. The
formalism should provide an implementation of typed feature logic, but many formalism
implementations do not cover all aspects of this logic. Constructions that are not covered
in some implementations vary from disjunction and negation of simple types, to recursive
feature structures and negative coreferences (inequalities).

Besides the standard elements of typed feature logic, some implementations offer extra
devices to describe feature structures. Examples are: macros (abbreviations of a descrip-
tion, with or without parameters) and logic program goal calls (definite clauses attached
to types). Strictly, an implementation of typed feature logic does not have to offer these
possibilities, but also in theoretical descriptions of grammars not only feature structres are
used. Abbreviations are used very often (e.g. `NP' for a complete sign-feature structure
inside a valence feature), and the HPSG principles are stated in plain English which can
be far more expressive than feature structures.

Apart from the expressivity for describing feature structures, the implemented for-
malisms differ significantly in the grammar writing devices that they offer. Among the
tools for grammar writing can be: different types of phrase structure rule formats (e.g.
with or without definite clauses, and with or without variable order in the right-hand side
together with LP constraints); empty categories (see also Section 3.2); different types of
lexical rules and other devices for the morphology.to

In general, the expressivity of an implemented formalism should match as much as
possible the expressivity of the grammar formalism that is to be used, both with respect to
the typed feature logic and the grammar components. Expressive power that is not l~ïesent
in the grammar formalism can compensate for deviation from the grammar formalism or
it can make the grammar development more convenient.

3.3.2 Applicability and performance
The purpose of a grammar implementation imposes certain requirements on the imple-
mented formalism. In most applications until now, grammars have been implemented for
parsing purposes; generation can another purpose, or the purpose maybe simply to study
the grammar.

Most implemented formalisms come with a parser, and some with a generator.ll The
parsing algorithms that are used differ mainly in the way in which newly recognized

loAt the time of writing of Backofen et al. (1996), CL-ONE was apparently the only implemented
formalism with variable order in the phrase structure rules and with LP constraints.

11Systems currently known to have generators are: ALE, ALEP, and CL-ONE.
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constituents are created. This creation involves searching for suitable constituents in
the chart, and a lot of unification and copying of feature structures. In the different
implemented formalisms, more or less effort has been made to optimize these time and
memory consuming actions. This results in significant differences in the speed of the
parsers, especially if a medium to large grammar is implemented. Since the DErrK parser
had to function in a user interface, a parsing time of, for example, more than half a rninute
for an average sentence would be unacceptable.

The possibilities of the various implemented formalisms and their parsers are so dif-
ferent that it is difficult to make a fair comparison with regard to speed.12 A comparison
for a particular application can hardly be made before a first implementation of the ap-
plication has been made. At ITK in Tilburg it was clearly experienced how for a certain
application (the PLUS project) one implemented formalism (ALE) could have a much
more satisfying speed than another (STUF).13

At least as important as the speed are the reliability and stability of the formalism
implementation. The behaviour of the system must be correct with respect to its speci-
fications. If new versions of the system are developed, the functionality must remain the
same or increase. Otherwise a grammar that is under development would no longer be
compatible with the new version of the formalism implementation.

3.3.3 System external factors

A number of practical aspects of an implemented formalism can be decisive for choosing
it. First of all, availability is important. Often, several versions of the implemented
formalisms are available. As holds for most software, the latest version might have every
feature that you need, but an earlier version might be more stable. Many implemented
formalisms are available free of charge, others are not cost-free.

Furthermore, the 6ardware and software requirements of the implemented formalism
have to be met. Most formalism implementations run on Unix systems with a version of
Prolog. There are however implemented formalisms that require one particular release or
type of Prolog, or a certain amount of working memory, and some systems use Lisp and
C.

Other practical issues are the different forms of support. With `support' we mean every
way in which a user can be helped in writing a grammar in the implemented formalism.
Support in this sense includes the peripheral properties of the implementation ( i.e., the
interface in broad sense, including for example the input format, pretty-print functions,
debug~test facilities, version management), documentation (esp. the user's guide), assis-
tance by the authors of the system (is the system still maintained and further developed`?),
anrl also: the presence of other people that have been ~ are working with the same for-
innli~tu.

12However, a rough indication of the efficiency has been made by Bolc et al. (1996).
13Personal communication from Gerrit Rentier. This was in 1994; no conclusions can be drawn with

regard to the current versions of both formalisms, although for the same reasons the STUF-III formal-
ism was abandoned in favour of the CUF formalism at one stage in the Verbmobil project (personal
communication from Harry Bunt).
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Besides the availability of the system itself, the availability of a development envi-
ronment in which the implemented formalism can be used is important as well. With
such an environment, feature structures can be displayed in a more readable way; more
insight can be offered in the parsing results; large sets of test sentences or a test corpus
can be parsed automatically; the versions of a grammar can be controlled; etc. There are
development environments that support different formalisms (e.g. Pleuk for CUF, ALE,
and other formalisms; Hdrug for e.g. ALE but, also for Tree Adjoining Grammars). For
some formalisms different environments have been developed (e.g. an Emacs interface
and two graphical interfaces for ALE); and other formalisms have been developed with
an environment included (e.g. ALEP).

3.3.4 The formalism used in DENK
The criteria above played a role in tlie decision for an implemented formalism to be used
in DEtvK. We considered using one of five formalisms that seemed good candidates at the
time this decision had to be made (1994):

. ALE (Attribute Logic Engine),

. CUF (Comprehensive Unification Formalism),

. ProFIT (Prolog with Features),

. STUF (Stuttgart Unification Formalism)

. TFS (Typed Feature Structures).

The formalism STUF had been used in an earlier project (PLUS) at Tilburg University.
The participants in this project were satisfied with the development environment. On the
other hand, the inefficiency of STUF (first version) and the fact that the implementation
deviated in certain important places from the theory14 were reasons not to use it in the
DErrK project.

Other implemented formalisms that had been installed and were being tried out at
Tilburg University were ALE and ProFIT, and furthermore, our attention was drawn to
CUF and TFS. CUF and TFS are purely constraint-based systems and have no built-in
or coupled parser. ALE and ProFIT did have a parser. Therefore, we wrote small test
grammars for ALE and ProFIT in order to investigate their merits further.

It turned out that ALE was at that moment much more stable and reliable than
ProFIT. Since it was especially developed for implementation of HPSG grammars, the
expressivity of ALE was also good, especially the typed feature logic, which was strictly
based on Carpenter (1992). The set of grammar writing tools was good too, although
not perfect because it supports not exactly ID schemata but rather phrase structure
rules, and the formalization of lexical rules did not entirely match that of PBLS-94; see
also Section 5.2.6 of the problem analysis. It was not in the first place developed for
implementing large scale grammars (e.g. no version management, no device to split up
the grammar in multiple files), but the fair amount of grammar writing devices, the good

14Features in STUF are total functions, while the logic assumed in HPSG is a partial one.
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Expressivity
typed feature logic -~ -
grammar writing devices ~~-

Applicability 8c performance
parser~generator f - ~- -
reliability~stability -F- -
speed~efficiency f -

System external factors
availability~costs f ~- f
hardw.~softw. requirements ~- ~- -}-
support:

peripheral properties ~
documentation f
assistence~maintainance f
other users f

development environments ~- ~

Table 3.1: Criteria for choosing an implemented formalism
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performance of the parser ( fast and correct), the support by the authors and by other
users, and the existence of grammar development environments ( see Section 3.4.4) made
us decide to implement the DEtvK grammar with ALE.

An overview of the criteria mentioned in Section 3.3, and the information available
about the five formalisms that we have considered to use is given in Table 3.1. Even if not
all properties of implemented formalisms are available, this list of criteria is a convenient
aid for comparing formalisms in order to decide on one to use in an application.

Evidently, much has changed since we started implementing the DEtvK grammar.
Since then, many more formalisms have been (further) developed and described in the
literature. We have not (re-)investigated the implemented formalisms that are currently
available. The constantly increasing possibilities of ALE makes it still an attractive op-
tion, but in view of the large grammars that have recently been and are at the moment
being implemented in the formalisms PAGE (Verbmobil project) and ALEP (LS-GRAM
project), these formalism should certainly be considered too if a similar decision would
have to be made again.ls

~sFor up-to-dat.e information on the stare c~f implement.ed formalisms, the reader is advised to check
with thc tiuthors or distributors of the furm~ilisn~s. Contact information can be found in either Backofen
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3.4 The parser engine ALE

The Attribute Logic Engine (ALE) is "an integrated phrase structure parsing and definite
clause logic programming system in which the terms are typed feature structures", created
by Carpenter óc Penn (1998). To put it in more practical terms: ALE is an implementation
of typed feature logic (described in Carpenter (1992) and Section 2.1.1 of this thesis),
extended with grammar writing devices, and completed with the functionality to create
either a parser or generator (on the basis of a grammar). In DErrK, version 2 of ALE
has been used to generate a chart parser for our HPSG grammar. In this section, a
description of ALE is given as far as is needed for the explanation of the implementation
of the DErrK grammar in later chapters.ls The reader is expected to be more or less
familiar with the basic principles of definite clause logic programming or with the logic
programming language PROLOG.

This section describes first the typed feature logic as it is implemented in ALE, in-
cluding the type definitions and the possible methods to describe a feature structure.
Second, the devices are described that can be used to build a constraint-based grammar
and lexicon. Furthermore, a number of technical details of the creation of a parser with
ALE are given.17 Finally, a few remarks are made on the development environments that
are available for grammar writers working in ALE.

Examples in this section are not (necessarily) from the DENK grammar.

3.4.1 Feature structures in ALE

Typed feature structures are in fact data structures. In ALE, each kind of structure that
is used in a grammar must be defined in advance. ALE is `strongly typed'; as explained
in Section 2.1.1, feature structures are characterized by types and appropríate features
for each type. Once a hierarchy of types has been defined, typed feature structures can
be formulated (and used in a grammar).

Type definitions

A type is defined in ALE by enumerating its subtypes and its appropriate features together
with their types.18 The ALE definition for the small set of types in (3.4a) (the appropriate
features are beside the types) is for example as given in (3.4b).19

et al. (1996) or in Bolc et al. (1996).
1sA good description of ALE can also be found in Erjavec (1995).
17For details about the creation of a generator with ALE, the reader is referred to the User's Guide of

ALE (Carpenter 8c Penn 1998).
1eThe subtypes and the features are enumerated in a Pttot,oc list, but their order is azbitrary.
19The definitions "... sub [] ." are not strictly needed. In version 3.0 and later versions of ALE, any

type that is used in the right-hand side of a type definition but that does not appeaz at the left-hand
side of some definition is automatically defined as a type without further subtypes.
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(3.4) a.

noun~CASE case] verb vFORM vform adjunct

Aux bood

b. substantive sub [noun, verb, adjunct]
intro [prd: bool].

noun sub []
intro [case: case].

verb sub []
intro [vform: vform,

adjunct sub
bool sub

minus sub
plus sub

vform sub
base sub
fin sub
pastpazt sub
prespart sub

aux: bool].
C] .
[minus, plus].
[] .
[] .
[base, fin, pastpazt, prespazt] .
C] .
C] .
C] .
C] .

Besides defining the subtypes and the features of a type t, constraints can also be
defined that have to hold for any feature structure of type t. For the formulation of
a type constraint, all devices for describing feature structures ( explained later in this
section) can be used. For example the fact that the base forms of verbs ( e.g. read) can be
the finite form of any agreement except the third person singular can be expressed with
a constraint on the type verb, e.g. formulated as below, given that the features vFORM
and AGx are properly defined for the type verb. `Feature selection' (: ), negation (-`-),
and disjunction ( ;) are part of the description language of ALE, which is described later
in this section.

(3.5) verb cons (vform:-`-fin; agr:num:plur; agr:pers:-`-third).

The above constraint forces it to be the case that for any feature structure of type verb at
least one of the following conditions will hold: either its vFORM has another value than
finite, or it is a form for the plural, or it is not a form for the third person.

In a type constraint, definite clauses can be used. The above constraint could for
example also be expressed as:
(3.6) verb cons V

goal ( nonfinite-vform(V) ; non3s(V) ).
The variable v is used to match any feature structure of type verb. The clauses used
in such a constraint (here nonfinite-vform~i and non3s~i) are to be defined similar to
PxoLOG clauses, with the terms being descriptions of feature structures.
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A grammar writer is free to define any type hierarchy that conforms to the typed
feature logic described in Carpenter (1992). In particular, this puts two restrictions on
the hierarchies that can be created.

First, the feature logic is strictly monotonic, which means that types always inherit all
properties of their supertypes. For the type hierarchy this means that no default values
can be defined. Alas, monotonicity is not assumed in every application of typed feature
logic. In the HPSG analysis for relative clauses in Sag (1997) for example, crucial use is
made of default values for features. We will return to this problem in Section 7.1.

Second, the type hierarchy is constrained to a bounded complete partial order (BCPO).
In practical terms, this means that if two sorts have a common subsort, they must have
a unique most general common subsort. In type hierarchies with multi-dimensional in-
heritance, this constraint might not be satisfied. This can be a problem for implementing
analyses that are based on multiple inheritance. Notice that multiple inheritance is pos-
sible in ALE: an example of two-dimensional inheritance is the hierarchy for the type
agr, in which the dimensions `number' and `gender' are coded in subtypes of agr (see
Figure 3.2). However, the type hierarchy for phrases proposed in Sag (1997), for ex-
ample, does not obey the BCPO constraint. As can be seen in the (slightly simplified)
phrase-hierarchy in Figure 3.3, the types hd-ph and clause have several common subtypes
(wh-subj, fin-wh-fill, inf-wh-fil~. These common subtypes have no hierarchical ordering,
and therefore, there is no unique most general one among them. This hierarchy is thus
not bounded complete. In such cases, it is in principle possible to create a fully linked
lattice by adding types, so that the BCPO constraint is satisfied.20 This can, however, be
a complex task for large hierarchies, and it can result in hierarchies that are impractical to
maintain because of the mixture of types with a linguistic meaning for the grammar, and
(a large number of) types that only have a computational function.21 Another solution
could be to model multiple inheritance by templates (`macros' in ALE).

Besides these two restrictions on possible type hierarchies, there is also a limit in
the use of type hierarchies. ALE does not necessarily resolve the feature structure of a
constituent to its most specífic type (no `eager t,ype promotion'). This has the consequence
that constraints that have been defined on a more specific type and that are intended to
be applied on a feature structure are not invoked. An example of a situation where
this behaviour is disadvantageous is decribed in Section 7.1 about the implementation of
relative clauses.

Descriptions

Once a type hierarchy has been defined, feature structures can be built. ALE offers several
devices to describe feature structures. The main rules for the ALE syntax of descriptions
are as follows.~~

ZoThanks to Leen Kievit, Ann Copestake, and Bob Carpenter for pointing this out.
21There exists code (by Ann Copestake) for calculating the unique greatest lower bounds in the type

hierazchy automatically. But lacking this code when implementing the DENK grammar, we restricted
ourselves to mostly single inheritance.

22The full BNF for ALE is in Carpenter 8z Penn (1998).
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singular

sg!

plural

sg2 sg3 pll p13

Figure 3.2: Two-dimensional hierarchy with BCPO

phrase

hd-ph

hd-subj-ph hd-fill-ph

inf-hd-fill

first second third

pl2

fin-hd-subj fin-hd-ft!! rel-cl

wh-subj frn-wh-fil! inf-wh-fill

agr

clause

inter-cl decl-cl imp-cl

Figure 3.3: Two-dimensional hierarch,y with no BCPO
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~desc~ :.- ~type~
~ wariable~
I ~feature~:~descr~
I (~desc~,~desc~)
I (~desc~;~desc~)
I -`- ~desc~
I ~path~ --
I
I
I

~path~
~ ~macro-spec~
~func-spec~
a- tprolog-term~
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(conjunction)
(disjunction)
(negation)
(path equation)
(template)
(function call)
(arbitrary atom)

As could be expected, a description may in the first place be a(P[toLOG) variable, or
a type, or a feature-value pair. Furthermore, descriptions can be connected with the
PROLOG operators for conjunction and disjunction. ALE also oífers a form of negation.
The description "-`- ~desc~" is satisfied by those structures that are not token-identica123
to the feature structure described by ~desc~. The constraint is evaluated and reduced if
possible during runtime.

The opposite of the negation (or inequation) is also available. If two features are
token-identical, this can be described with a path equation. One path is a list of features,
representing a(valid) path from the outside of a feature structure to one particular fea-
ture value. Path equations can also always be captured by a description with multiple
occurrences of a variable. For example, the descriptions below are equivalent.z4

(3.7) a. ([feati]--[feat2])

b. (featl:X,feat2:X)

In the DENK grammar, only variables are used to express equivalence.
Since similar feature structure descriptions might be used at several points in a gram-

mar, ALE offers a way to abbreviate structures: namely, macros. A macro can have
parameters, so it can also be used as shorthand for structures that vary in a number of
places. For example, a macro "v" with one parameter could be defined so that ~v (inf )
abbreviates (verb,vform:inf).

A special macro is built-in in ALE. Because the use of lists is very common, especially
in PROLOG, a macro has been defined so that any feature value of the type list (which a
grammar writer using ALE has to define himself) can also be written as a regular PROLOc
list, that is, surrounded by square brackets and with commas as separation between the
list elements. Many examples can be found in the DEtvK grammar (Chapters 6 and 7,
and Appendix A).

23Token-identity holds between features that share one and the same value. Token-identity is stronger
than type-identity; type-identical features have only similar values.

24The descriptions in (3.7) are equivalent assuming that there are no other occurrences of
the variable X. If X would also be used as parameter of a macro, the structure shar-
ing would be lost. A parametric macro "samefeats" for description (3.7) should be:
samefeats(Par) macro (featl:(X,Par),feat2:R)..
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Below is an example of a feature description using the expressivity of ALE explained
so far. The feature structure in (3.8a) is coded as given in (3.8b), given a macro definition
for np with two parameters respectively for the number and the gender information.

(3.8) a.
VFORM fin

AGRINUM ~ plur
HEAD

SUBJ

COMP

verb

( NP(NUM:~i, GEND:mascVfe~n) )

()

b. (head:verb,
(vform:fin,
agr:num:(Num,plur)),

subj:[Qnp(Num,(masc;fem))],
comp:[])

An example where types play a slightly more important role is given below.

(3.9) a.
HEAD IAGRINUM (]1 plurJveró-fin L
SUBJ ( NP(NUM:pp, GEND:animate) )

COMP ()

b. (head:verb-fin,(agr:num:(Num,plur)),
subj : [(Qnp(Num,animate)] ,
comp:[])

with extra subtype definitions and type constraints:
verb sub [verb-fin,verb-nonfin],

intro [vform:vform].
verb-fin sub [] ,

intro [vform:fin] .
gender sub [neuter,animate7.
animate sub [masc,fem].

Finally, the description language of ALE has been extended from version 3 on with
function calls and with an infinite collection of atoms. Since the DENK grammar has been
built with version 2 of ALE, these devices have not been used. They inight however be
very useful, and some design decisions of the grammar might be reconsidered because of
this extra expressivity.
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A fundamental extension of the expressivity are the functions from descriptions to
descriptions that can now be defined in ALE. These functions are not only abbreviations
as macros are, but they can also define more complex relations between the parameters
and the resulting description. Technically speaking there are three differences between
macros and functions. First, while the parameters in a macro definition are bound to be
variables, the parameters of a function can be any description. Second, while a macro
must be defined in one clause, a function can be defined in several clauses. A function,
in contrast with a macro, can therefore declare conditional relations between its input
and its output. And third, a function call is evaluated at run-time, while macro calls are
completely expanded at compile-time.

Also the extension with arbitrary atoms (atomic types) forms an important increase
in expressivity. Preceded by a-, any P1to1.oG term can function as an atomic type, i.e.
a type with no appropriate features. This can be useful for features with a very large
set of values that is too tedious to define, such as the semantic predicate of open class
words (increase, decrease, change, switch, etc.), or for literally infinite value sets, such as
numerical values. These atomic types are automatically part of the type hierarchy; they
should not be explicitly declared by the grammar writer. The grammar writer should
only indicate in the hierarchy which features have a- atoms as value.

3.4.2 Grammar writing devices

ALE offers three devices for writing grammars: phrase structure rules, lexical entries,
and lexical rules. There is thus no implementation of universal principles as employed
in HPSG, nor of the ID schemata that are used in the ID principle, or of the linear
precendence rules that take care of the order of daughters in the ID schemata. The three
devices that ALE does offer are described in this section. How these devices are used to
implement an HPSG grammar is the subject of later chapters of this thesis.

Phrase structure rules

ALE offers grammar rules in the form of phrase structure rules, also called production
rules or rewriting rules. These rules consist of a left-hand side with the description of one
constituent, and a right-hand side with the descriptions of one or more constituents. The
constituent at the left-hand side is often referred to as the "mother," and those on the
right-hand side as the "daughters." The order of the daughters in ALE phrase structure
rules is fixed, as is normal for phrase structure grammar rules, but not for the ID schemata
of HPSG. This discrepancy is referred to in the discussion of the DEtvK grammar, esp. in
Section 7.1 about relative clauses.

An example of a phrase structure rule, named s~p-vp and which has two daughters,
is given below.25

~SThe example (3.10) is taken from Carpenter 8c Penn (1998). It is not an `HPSG' style of rule, but
it is only meant to be illustrative of a phrase structure rule in ALE and not to be an example of how
HPSG-rules are implemented in DENK.
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(3.10) s-np-vp rule
(syn:s, sem:(VPsem,agent:NPsem))
---~
cat~ (syn:np, agr:Agr, sem:NPsem),
cat~ (syn:vp, agr:Agr, sem:VPsem).

As can be seen, the variables (starting with a capital) can be used to express relations
that the grammar writer decided should hold between the feature structures of the mother
and~or the daughters.

Another, more extensive means that ALE offers to express such relations are procedu-
ral attachments, which are called `goals' in ALE. Goals are in fact definite clauses, very
similar to those of PttoLOG, with the only significant difference that the first-order terms
are replaced with descriptions of feature structures. The example rule (3.10) could for
example be extended with a goal so that the NPsem is either assigned to the mother's agent
or the mother's patient, depending on the voice of the VP-daughter. A possible extension
and the definition of the used predicate are given below.

(3.11) s-np-vp rule
(syn:s, sem:VPsem)
---~
cat~ (syn:np, agr:Agr, sem:NPsem),
cat~ (syn:vp, agr:Agr, sem:VPsem, voice:VPvoice),
goal~ assign-sem(VPvoice,NPsem,VPsem).

assign-sem(active,NPsem,(agent:NPsem)) if true.
assign-sem(passive,NPsem,(patient:NPsem)) if true.

Attachment of more goals to a rule is also possible, and the goals can be inserted before,
after, or between the daughter constituents (on the right-hand side). The matching of
the constituent descriptions and the evaluation of the goals is performed in the specified
order from left to right. The procedural attachments truly enlarge the possible use of
the grammar rules.26 In ALE version 3, special kinds of attachments can be used for
generation purposes. The reader is referred to Carpenter 8t Penn (1995) for further
information on the generation possibilities of ALE.

Another property that makes ALE rules more expressive than standard rewriting rules
is the possibility to declare a variable number of daughters. Daughters are standardly
introduced one by one, each with the ALE keyword cat~. It is, however, also possible to
introduce a list of daughter constituents, with the keyword cats~. The length of this list.
does not have to be determined at compile-time. Usually a constituent or a goal to the

2óStrictly speaking, procedural attachments have no parallel in the typed feature logic used in HPSG.
However, the principles in HPSG are not expressed in typed feature logic, but rather in plain English.
So what can be expressed in principles probably comes close to what can be expressed in procedural
attachments.
As far as we know, ALEP does not have this feature, and grammar writers working in this formalism
are forced to express conditional relations between constituents in another, often less practical way, for
example with multiple versions of one grammar rule.
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left of the "cats~ daughters" determines the number and kind of constituents in the list.
The most common use of cats~ is for the complement daughters in the implementation
of the HPSG schema for Head-Complement phrases, which is described in Chapter 6.

Lexical entries

A lexicon can be defined in ALE with lexical entries and lexical rules. A lexical entry is
simply a pair of one string ( a PxoLOG atom) and a feature structure description. Thus,
different than in P8i5-94, the spelling of a word is not part of the feature structure of
that word. An example of some lexical entries is given below.

(3.12) betveen ---~ (Qpreposition(betveen)).
in ---~ (Qpreposition(in)).
of ---~ (~preposition(of)).

preposition(Pform) macro (head:(prep,
pform: Pform,
mod:mnbar),

comp:[~np]).

It is, of course, presupposed that the correct type definitions are made and also that the
macros for nbar and np are declared. As is clear from this example, a large number of
similar words can be represented in a compact way by using macros.

Lexical rules

Instead of explicitly declaring lexical entries, they can also be generated by ALE, by means
of lexical rules. ALE's lexical rules resemble the lexical rules of HPSG but there are a
couple of differences in the interpretation of the rules. Both in HPSG and in ALE, a lexical
rule is a pair of feature structures, one representing an `existing' lexical entry and one
representing the lexical entry that can be derived from the first one. The differences with
HPSG are further discussed in Section 6.2.3. In the current section, only the possibilities
of ALE's lexical rules are discussed.

The two feature structures in the lexical rule are described in the same way as feature
structures in lexical entries. Relations between the two structures are described in the
same way as in phrase structure rules. Variables can be used to indicate which part of
the two structures is identical, and goals can be attached to the lexical rule in which more
complex relations than identity can be described.

Besides the relations between the structures, the lexical rules must also determine
the relation between the spelling (which is not part of the feature structure) of the first
word and the derived one. This is done in a separate attachment. This morphologi-
cal component of the lexical rule can be formulated so that the morphological change
(addition~deletion~exchange of letters) depends on the spelling of the first word.

Below is an example of a lexical rule (named past-v) that changes the tense of a finite
verb.
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(3.13) past-v lex-rule
(head:(verb,

vform:(Vform,finite)),
subj:Vsubj,
comp:Vcomp,
tense:present)

s~~
(head:(verb,

vform: Vform) ,
subj:Vsubj,
comp:Vcomp,
tense:past)

morph
(R,e) becomes (X,e,d),
X becomes (X,e,d).

JJ

This lexical rule will be applied to any lexical entry whose feature structure does not
conflict with the first feature structure in the rule (i.e., they unify). When applying this
lexical rule, ALE will create a new lexical entry with exactly the information that is in
the second feature structure. As can be seen, the feature tense is changed, and others are
being copied. All features that are present in the original lexical entry, but that are not
copied in the lexical rule will not be part of the derived lexical entry. For some information
this may be correct, as in this case for the agreement features, which are usually restricted
to certain values for English verbs in the present tense and not for verbs in the past tense.
Other information will have to be copied because it should be present in the derived entry
as well, such as the valence features indicated in the example, but usually much more,
such as the semantic content.

In principle, lexical rules can be applied to any lexical entry, be it one that has been
explicitly declared by the grammar writer or one that has itself been generated by a lexical
rule. Lexical rules might be recursive, and this would result in an infinitely large lexicon.
However, ALE cannot interpret an infinitely large lexicon, as will be explained in the next
subsection. Therefore, the number of times that a lexical entry undergoes some lexical
entry can be limited with the ALE-predicate lexsule-depth.

3.4.3 Parsing with ALE

On the basis of a completely defined grammar, ALE can derive a parser. The parser is
a bottom-up chart parser, as described in Section 3.2. Because a bottom-up chart parser
is used, all possible analyses will be found when parsing an input string. The output
of the ALE parser is standardly in the form of descriptions, more or less resembling the
descriptions that are used in the input. However, ALE's internal representations of the
results are also available. For development purposes, each part of the grammar (type
system, macros, grammar rules, lexicon) can be inspected in detail in an ALE session, as
well as the chart of the latest parsed input string.
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A few more technical details of the creation of the parser need to be explained to
understand how ALE grammars are being developed.

When a complete grammar has been written, ALE can be told to create a parser.
The grammar will then be compiled into PxoLOC code. ALE creates a set of files, each
containing the definition of a PROLOG predicate that covers one aspect of the grammar.
There is for example the predicate approp~3, which defines all appropriate features of all
types, or the predicate rule~6, which defines the phrase structure rules together with its
procedural attachments. The lexicon also is represented as a PROLOG predicate. The
PROLOG code that represents the grammar, together with the code that represents the
parsing algorithm, is in fact the parser. Or, as is it sometimes viewed, the parser (being
the parsing algorithm) uses that compiled grammar.

After loading the entire set of PROLOG files (18 in ALE version 2), an utterance-
typed in as a list of Px.oLOG atoms, e.g. [which,lens,is,this]-can be parsed. For
parsing, each word in the input string is looked up in the lexicon. ALE does not perform
a morphological analysis. All words, including all derived words, must therefore be in the
lexicon before parsing. That is why the number of lexical entries must be finite. Recursive
lexical rules27 must therefore be avoided, or the number of times such a rule is applied
must artificially be restricted. This can play a role in the treatment of adjuncts in HPSG,
which are in some proposals put on the Co1vtP list with a recursive lexical rule. This
problem is further discussed in Section 6.5.

A small detail of the compilation of the grammar, as it is written by the ALE user,
which is quite important for the design of the grammar, is the treatment of disjunctions
and of negations in feature structure descriptions in lexical entries. All disjunctions in
lexical entries are being compiled out. That is, if the description of a lexical entry contains
a disjunction with two disjuncts, two entries will be created by ALE during compilation
of the lexicon. A disjunction with three disjuncts results in three entries, etc., and several
independent disjunctions in an entry are factored out (two disjuncts plus two disjuncts
resulting in four entries, etc.). Each created entry will undergo the lexical rules that
it matches, increasing the enlarging effect of disjunctions on the lexicon. In this way,
one word can get many different entries. Since lexical ambiguity is quite disadvantagous
for the efí'iciency of the (chart) parsing process, this particular treatment of disjunctions
has been taken into account at several points in the development of the DE1vK grammar
described in Chapters 6 and 7. Inequation constraints (constraints containing negation),
on the other hand, are always stored explicitly in the compiled grammar. They are checked
during run-time.

A final remark to be made about the precompilation is that in general it takes a long
time to recompile a grammar, which is necessary after changing a part of it.28 Sometimes
it is sufficient to recompile only a part of the grammar, but if a change has been made
in one part, all other parts that have been based on it have to be recompiled too. For
example, the whole grammar builds on the type hierarchy. So when one change is made
in the type hierarchy, the complete grammar has to be recompiled. Furthermore, the

Z7Either a recursive rule, such as A-~ A B, or a recursive set of rules, such as A--i B C and B~ A D,
result in the same problems.

ZBCompilation times of 30 minutes to two hours have not been exceptional for the DexK grammar (on
several kinds of SPARC stations).
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lexicon depends on many components of the grammar (type system, macros, lexical rules,
definite clauses), so most changes make recompilation of the lexicon necessary. Alas,
the lexicon comprises the largest part of the compiled grammar.29 Compilation of the
lexicon therefore takes by far the most time. Long compilation times are no problem for
the performance of the grammar, but they can significantly reduce the progress that can
be made in the development of a grammar per day, since testing some behaviour of the
grammar immediately after programming it is hardly possible.30 This certainly influences
some design decisions if there is a choice possible between changes in different parts of
the grammar.

The described property also had some influence on the design of the DEtvK grammar.
This disadvantage of the parser engine has been reported to the developers of ALE. As
a result, several changes were made to the ALE compiler that significantly decreases the
time it takes to create the new parser after the grammar has been updated, such as the
possibility to compile the lexicon partially.31

3.4.4 Development environments

ALE has in fact a very functional interface. The user can inspect any aspect of the
grammar, including the inheritance of features, the effect of combining certain macros,
the satisfiability of a clause, etc. Furthermore, the edges of the chart created during
parsing of the last input can be inspected after and during the parsing process. Even
some manipulation of the parsing process by hand is possible, in order to investigate the
effect of some changes in the grammar before they have actually been realized.

However, the feature structures in a medium-sized grammar as the one for DErrK are
usually too large to be readable on the standard output in the format as ALE presents
them. The user can tell ALE not to show certain parts of the structures, but the structures
remain much harder to read than when they would be presented as attribute value matrices
(AVMs) like in ( 3.8a). F~rthermore, it is important to always ( re)compile sufficient parts
of the grammar, and to regularly test the behaviour of the grammar on various input
strings. Both tasks are best done automatically. Therefore, several grammar development
environments have been created.32

Grammar development environments usually offer a sophisticated graphical output,
and testing and maintenance functionality as described above. There are at least three
environments that support ALE, being: Pleuk, Hdrug, and an Emacs interface. For
information about the Emacs interface the reader is referred to Laurens (1995). For

z9For the DENK grammar over 3 Megabytes.
3oThe reader is reminded that this is not because of the parsing time. The parsing time in ALE

is actually rather good compared to similar formalisms. An indication of the parsing time is given in
Appendix B.

31 ALE 3.1 ís the first version with these improvements.
3zA grammaz writer might program such extra functionality himself; ALE is written in PRO[,oc, and

its programming code is freely available. However, the way in which ALE represents feature structures
internally differs quite a lot from the description language used to write a grammar in, nor is the internal
structure of ALE explained in the User's Guide. (The internal structure of ALE is to a certain extent
explained in Carpenter 8t Penn (1996).) Moreover, grammaz writers often need the same functionality,
even if they aze not working in the same formalism.
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technical reasons,33 in DErrK, most of the grammar has been developed using Pleuk, and
Hdrug has only been tested for a short while. Pleuk and Hdrug offer both the needs
desribed above, which were experienced in DErrK as being the most important ones: well-
readible graphical output, automatic maintenance, and automatic testing. Below, a brief
comparison is made between Pleuk and Hdrug. For details, we refer respectively to Calder
8c Humphreys (1994) for Pleuk, and van Noord ói Bouma (1997) for Hdrug.34

Differences between Pleuk and Hdrug

The prominent differences between Pleuk and Hdrug are the way in which the output is
shown, the amount of statistic information ofFered in Hdrug, and a so-called "derivation-
checker" offered in Pleuk.

The output is shown in Pleuk as AVMs in postscript format, compact and therefore
well-surveyable, and also literally very readable. In Hdrug, the output is displayed as
nested blocks, each corresponding to a substructure. This looks like AVMs too. Moreover,
each block can be opened and closed by clicking on it with the mouse. This possibility of
interactively adapting the presentation of the output can be very convenient. Alas, this
option took too much of the computer's memory to work well for the structures of the
DENK grammar.

When testing a corpus of input strings, Hdrug offers quite detailed information that
Pleuk does not. This includes information about total and mean values of parsing time,
number of results, used memory, etc. Pleuk, on the other hand, has a derivation checker
built in. With this device, the user can graphically build any parse he likes, combining
words from the lexicon and grammar rules in arbitrary order. Success and failure of each
combination can be investigated immediately.

33The particular version of the graphical software required for Hdrug (Tc1~Tk) was not at our disposal
when needed.

34Pleuk by J. Calder (http:~~vw.ltg.ed.ac.uk~Pleuk~), and Hdrug by G.J. van Noord

(http:~~odur.let.rug.al~ vanaoord~hdrug~)



Chapter 4

Semantics in the DENK parser

The interpretation of the user's utterances in the DEtvK system is performed in two stages:
a context-independent and a context-dependent stage. The former is performed in the
parser. Because of this two-stage process, the semantic and pragmatic analysis in the
DEtvK grammar bears little resemblance to the semantic and pragmatic interpretation as
defined in PBeS-94. In this chapter first more is said about the two levels of interpretation
in DE1vK. After that, the intermediate representation form ULF is described. Finally, we
describe the integration of ULF in the grammar and the way it is expressed in the form
of typed feature structures. 1

4.1 Two level semantic analysis

The semantics and pragmatics of a natural language utterance are determined by many
different aspects. The words and the structure of the utterance are of course essential.
In spoken language, the prosody also bears information about the meaning of the utter-
ance. Another factor that determines much of the meaning is context. Over the last
two decades, the role of context has increasingly been acknowledged to be important for
a variety of aspects of the interpretation. This is reflected in a n!:~nber of natural lan-
guage understanding projects that have, directly or indirectly, provi;led inspiration for the
DENK project. Context has been used in experimental language understanding systems
for resolving lexical ambiguity, structural semantic ambiguity (among which the distribu-
tivity and the mass~count distinction), grammatical imperfections or unanticipated words
or constructions (for an overview see Bunt (1995)). In all these projects, as well as in
others, such as the Core Language Engine (CLE) and the Verbmobil system, there is a
context-independent level of interpretation, and one or more levels where context is used
for further interpretation.

In principle, the interface between the context-independent level and the context-
dependent level(s) can be organized in three ways (Bunt 1995). For a given sentence, with
aspects A1, A2, .., Ak that are undecided and for which there are Nl, N2, .., Nk possibilities,
one can create:

l:vfuch of this chapter is based on work of~with other pazticipants of the DEtvK project. Parts of the
chapter have appeared in Ahn et a1. (1995).
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60 Chapter 4. Semantics in the DEtvK parser

1. a separate representation for each combination of possibilities (Nl x N2 x... x Nk
representations)

2. one single representation containing disjunctions for the undecided aspects
Ai, Az, -., Ak

3. one single representation which is underspecified in the respects .91, A2, .., Ak

A combination of the above methods is also possible, where less than Nl x N2 x... x Nk
representations are built, containing some underspecified parts.

Method (1) is unattractive from a computational point of view. Maintaining a large
number of representations in the parser is inefí'icient; clustering of the representations
considerably speeds up the process (Tomita 1986). When method (2) is used, if the
aspect A; is disambiguated, the number of representations is immediately reduced by a
factor Nt. However, method (2) is not ideal either with respect to efficiency, because there
are many cases in which the different possibilities of an ambiguous aspect do not matter.
For example, the sentence those three boys carried all twelve boxes upstairs is ambiguous
as to how the boxes were distributed over the boys, but in many contexts this level of
precision in the interpretation is irrelevant. Therefore, it would be a waste to describe
all possibilities, even with disjunctions. Moreover, method (2) (as well as (1)) may be
problematic because for some aspects it is impossible to enumerate all possibilities. This is
usually referred to as "vagueness". For example, a large house can still have an indefinite
number of exact measurements. For these reasons, the underspecification of inethod (3)
should be pursued as much as possible. The context can than further disambiguate the
single representation to the degree that is relevant in a particular situation.

Having opted for underspecification, a representation language is needed in which
different kinds of ambiguity can be underspecified. In recent projects (PLUS and Delta)
a so-called underspecified logical form (ULF-)language has been developed. In DErrK,
ULF has been further developed and used as an interface language between the modules
of the DEtvK system for context-independent and context-dependent interpretation. The
version of ULF that is used in DENK is described in the next section. In this section we
first look at the main types of ambiguity that we would like to underspecify in DEtvK2
(see Bunt (1995) for a more detailed classification of ambiguity).

lexical ambiguity: Words with a finite number of distinct meanings. Examples are
bank and letter. The word does not necessarily have the same syntactic category
for the difFerent meanings, e.g. current can be an adjective or a noun.

lexical vagueness: Words with an indefinite number of related meanings. Examples
are adjectives like large and heavy, whose precise meaning depends (among other
things) on the kind of object they are applied to. Compare a large mouse to
a large elephant.

referential ambiguity: Words and phrases for which several candidate objects are avail-
able that they could be referring to. Examples are: definite NPs (the lens), personal

2The types of ambiguity distinguished for DENK were earlier described in Kievit (1996).
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and reflexive pronouns ( it(self)), demonstratives ( this), possessives (their(s)), and
one in the green ones.

structural syntactic ambiguity: Ambiguity caused by the possibility of assigning
more than one syntactic tree to an utterance. Examples are PP-attachment and
adjectives in conjunctions (old men and women).

structural semantic ambiguity: The definition of this kind of ambíguity depends on
the kind of semantics that is used. Usually, it comprises phenomena like scope
ambiguity of quantifiers, or the collective~distributive readings of plurals. These
are also the main types of structural semantic ambiguity for the semantics used in
DENK.

The inefficiency that can be caused by these kinds of ambiguity, or by combinations
of them, is illustrated with the sentence below.

(4.1) Every button controls a lens in the tube
of the microscope.

In this sentence, the scopes of the quantifiers every and some are ambiguous. Moreover,
the two PPs cause structural ambiguity; they can be attached to the verb and to each
other in five ways. In a straightforward generative grammar of English, this would lead
to ten alternative interpretations. This would, for instance, be the case for the grammar
of English, using separate representations for each combination of the attachment of the
PPs (method (1)) and using Cooper storage (cf. Cooper (1983)) for quantification, which
is presented in PBLS-94. This is not a good basis for an efficient and effective interpreta-
tion process since every additional ambiguity would multiply the number of alternative
interpretations. Interpretation through "enumeration-and-filtering" (Allen 1993), is not
monotonic (Alshawi 8z Crouch 1992); instead of having one or a few interpretations of
an utterance that gradually become more specified during the interpretation process, wc~
have an often large number of fully specified interpretations of which all but one must be
discarded.

In DENK, we have chosen an architecture which allows for semantic interpretation
of utterances in two stages, in order not to be forced to generate a large number of
disjunctive feature structures at an early stage as interpretations of an utterance which is
multiply ambiguous. A schema of the relevant parts of the architecture for interpretation
in the DENK system is given in Figure 4.1. In the module labeled "structural analysis"
we perform the full syntactic analysis and part of the semantic interpretation. At this
level, all context-dependent interpretation is left underspecified. The representation at
this level is therefore called Underspecified Logical Form (ULF). Internally, the natural
language parser uses an English grammar and lexicon, which are described in the rest of
this thesis. The grammatical interpretation results in expressions in ULF, which can be
thought of as representations of predicate~argument structure. In the rest of this chapter,
more details are given about ULF and its use in DENK.
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context information (CTT)

structural
analysis

utterance (English)

NL parser

grammar

lexicon

context-independent meaning (ULF)

Contextual interpreter
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interpretation

~
conceptual

lexicon

meaning (CTTtannotations)

Figure 4.1: Architecture for interpretation in DENK

Context-dependent interpretation, which is the second stage of interpretation in the
DENK system, involves processing on the basis of context information and is performed
in a separate module. The use of underspecification in the first module is of little interest
if it is not clear how the underspecified representations can be useful for reasoning, cf.
Allen (1993), Reyle (1992). In the DENK system, fully specified semantic representations
are constructed by the module labeled "further semantic interpretation" in Figure 4.1
and are cast in the formalism of Constructive Type Theory (CTT), a powerful represen-
tation language that Ahn 8c Kolb (1990) have shown to be a generalization of the DRT
representation system, and that has a well-established proof theory ( see Borghuis (1994),
Coquand 8e Huet ( 1988) and Martin-Ldf (1984)). The contextual information used for
interpretation in the DErrK system, consisting of (private and common) knowledge about
the domain with respect to its fixed characteristics, information about the state of the
domain, and the preceding discourse, is also represented in CTT.3 Internally, the contex-
tual interpreter makes use of an implemented "conceptual lexicon" that relates (senses
of) ULF predicates to the predicates and types defined in the CTT model of the DENK
domain. ULF predicates have a straightforward correspondence to natural language con-
tent words; the conceptual lexicon indirectly relates these words to the concepts of the
application domain. More details about the contextual interpreter and the use of CTT in
DErrK for context representation can be found in Kievit ( 1998). The expressions in CTT
(fannotations) that result from this second interpretation module are passed on to other
modules, where the reactive behaviour of the system is computed (see Section 1.2.3 and

3The different kinds of context information are in Figure 1.2 respectively Context ( private and common),
Pending context, and the Domain evaluator. In Figure 4.1 these components are not represented, only the
input of CTT-segments.
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Piwek (1998)).

4.2 Underspecification

The five forms of ambiguity distinguished above are represented in different ways in ULF.
In this section we show how the representation form that is used in the interface between
the two modules for semantic interpretation (extended ULF) and the data types usecí
inside the first module (typed feature structures) are employed for underspecification.
First a description of ULF is given. Next, the example sentence (4.1) is worked out,
explaining the underspecification of referential and structural semantic ambiguity. Finally,
the underspecification of the other forms of ambiguity is described.

4.2.1 ULF

In the projects PLUS and DErrK, several versions of ULF have been defined (Rentier
(1993), Kievit ( 1994a), Kievit (1996)). In this section we will describe the final version
that has been developed in the DErrK project by Leen Kievit and the author of this
thesis, and which is also described in Kievit ( 1998). The BNF syntax of this version is in
Table 4.1.

A ULF represents a quantified object or an event. The nature of the quantification
of objects is represented in the first part of the ULF: the quasi-determiner (Det); event-
ULFs have the special `quantifier' e. ULFs have a parameter (P),4 which can be used to
refer to the object(s) or event that it represents. Some `features' of the parameter are in
the F-list.s The list of features represent syntactic information that can be useful for the
context-dependent semantic and pragmatic interpretation, but that does not clearly form
part of the propositional content. Finally, the restriction list (R-list) contains propositions,
in the form of a relation, one or more parameters, and zero or more arguments. The
arguments can be either parameters or ULFs, and in this way, ULF is recursively defined.
The full definition of ULF is in Table 4.1. Below, the features on the feature list of ULF
are explained, and a number of other details of ULF.

Semantic and pragmatic features

Botli semantic and pragmatic features are embedded inside the ULF, in contrast with the
treatment of similar features in the original version of the ULF language, developed in
the PLUS project (Rentier 1993). In PLUS, the parser offered the pragmatic features of
an utterance separate from the ULF of the utterance. In this way, the pragmatic features
are not connected to one specific part of the utterance. However, such a connection is
desirable because the `pragmatic' interpretation of the overall utterance can depend on the
exact location of certain features. The pragmatics of a wh-word is for example different

"P is intended to be a set of Ptto[.oc variables.
SULF features should not be confused with attributes in typed feature logic, which are also called

`features'.
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Table 4.1: Definition of ULF

Let D be a finite set of quasi-determiners:
{the, a, no, many, every, all, each, this, that, some, ...}
Let R be a finite set of restrictions corresponding to 'content words':
{microscope, light, bundle, zenith, adjust, increase, large, on, condenser,
virtual, ... }
Let P be an infinite set of parameters.
Let S be a set of strings.
Well-formed ULF's are defined as the set generated by the following BNF syntax:

ULF ulf (Det, P,F-list,R-list)

Det

F-list
Feature

Boolean
tenseval
modal
voáceval
vformval
promval
numval
persval
yendval
whval
tailval
clospunctval

M e ~ name ~ theposs ~ pro ~ conj ~ nodet ~ vhdet ~
thatc ~ whetherc ~ ifc ~ D

[ Feature I F-list ] ~ []
tense : tenseval ~ perf : Boolean ~ prog: Boolean ~ voice : voáceval ~
inv: Boolean ~ vform: uformvad ~ neg: Boolean ~ prom: promval ~
num: numval ~ pers : persval ~ gend: gendval ~ rah : whval ~
tail : tailval ~ clospunct : clospunctval
minus ~ plus
pres ~ past ~ modal
can ~ may ~ will ~ shall ~ could ~ might ~ vould ~ should ~ must
active ~ passiv~~
fin ~ inf ~ imp ~ perfpart ~ passpart ~ prespart
none ~ leftdisl ~ topical ~ do-supp
sing ~ plur ~ num
first ~ second ~ third
masc ~ fem ~ neut ~ animate
none ~ vho ~ rahat ~ which ~ hov ~ vhere ~ when ~ why
none ~ please ~ qu-tag
period ~ questmrk ~ exclmrk ~ none
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(continued from previous page)

R-list
Restriction

~
M

[ Restriction I R-list ] ~ []
restr(Rname, P-làst, A-dist) ~ Special

R~aame

P-ltst
P-val
P-lit

A-list
Argument
Argname

Special
Name
Poss
That
ConjRest
SentConj
ConjName

M

M

M

M

M

~
M

M

~
~
~
M

-.,~
M

[ R] ~[ R I Rname ] ~[ Rname ]

[ P-val ] ~ [ P-vall P-list ]
P ~ {P-lát, . . . , P-lit}
P~?P

Rname I Rname

[ Argumentl A-list ] ~ []
Argname: ULF ~ Argname:P
agent ~ theme ~ goal ~ preparg ~
thatarg ~ coparg ~ cnjl ~ cnj2 ~ ante ~ cons

]

Name ~ Poss ~ That ~ ConjRest
restr( [name] ,P-list, [namearg:S] )
restr( [poss] , P-list, [possarg: Argument] )
restr ( [that] , P-lást, [thatarg: ULF] )
restr( [ConjName (R-list, R-list)] ) ~ restr( [SentCon~7 , P-list, ArgList)
if-then ~ ConjName
and ~ but ( or ~ vhile ...
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for different locations in an utterance; e.g. sentence (4.2) is a question, but (4.3) is not.

(4.2) Which lens needs to be turned on?

(4.3) I know which lens needs to be turned on.

With the recursive definition of ULF, pragmatic features can also be attached to a specific
part of the utterance. Below, each of the ULF features is described.

tense perf prog: Complex VPs with auxiliaries are not represented by more complex
ULFs, but rather by ULFs with other values for the features. Properties of English
verb clusters are whether the perfective or progressive form is used (represented by
binary features perf and prog), and the tense. The tense can be past, present, and
future. The first two correspond to possible values of the feature tense. Instead of
`future', the modal auxiliaries are literally represented in the ULF. Modals can be
used for the future tense, but there are many other meanings of the use of modals
(necessity, obligation, permission, ability, etc., Quirk et al. (1985) Sections 4.49ff.).
For obvious reasons, the feature tense is only specified if the verb cluster is finite.

voice: This feature indicates whether the sentence had an active or passive form. The
grammatical subject in a passive sentence is assigned to the theme-argument in
ULF. With the voice feature, the information that a special construction has been
used-possibly to stress the theme-can be recorded and kept available for further
interpretation.s

inv: This feature indicates whether the subject and finite auxiliary have been inverted
(SAI). Inversion is a strong indication for an utterance having the pragmatic function
of a question. However, subject questions, declarative questions, tag-questions, and
wh-in-situ questions are not inverted (Verlinden 1995). Therefore, inv has to be
interpreted together with the other indications for questions such as the wh-features
of the arguments and the feature tail.

vform: The form of a VP is important for the pragmatics of the utterance: an imperative
is often an order. Furthermore, it is important for the interpretation of the argu-
ments. The ULF of an imperative has usually no agent present on the argument
list because it was not overtly syntactically realized. This does not mean that there
is no agent of that event, but rather that it has to be calculated, using the context
information, which object in the dialogue situation is the agent. The same holds
for a VP(inf), which can be the answer to a question (S: What do you intend to do?
U:To adjust the lens).7

sIf it turns out that voice is used only to know which argument was most prominent, the feature
prominence is probably more appropriate to store this information. In the DEtvK system, the voice
information is also used to interpret a PP(by) correctly (see description of the azguments).

~The pazticiples are also included in the set of possible values of vform, but we expect no utterances
with other vform-values than finite, infinitive, or imperative; see Section 7.6.
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neg: Negation of a VP is represented in the neg-feature of the event.s Thus no scoping
of the negation relative to a part of the event is represented. We suppose that there
is always one preferred reading as of scoping or that the scoping is determined by
the context. Examples: must not X and mustn't X mean both that it is neces-
sary~obliged that X does not happen (Sections 4.54, 10.67 of Quirk et al. (1985)).
It can not X is ambiguous in this respect; either the auxiliary or the main verb
could be negated, corresponding respectively to the meanings "it is not possible
that X" and "it is possible that not X" . The choice between these options is in gerr-
eral determined by the context. In the electron microscope application for example,
we expect the use of can not in the second meaning (so-called `prediction negation',
Section 10.69 of Quirk et al. (1985)) to be rather exceptional.9

prom: In DEtvK, three forms of accentuation are distinguished.ro The accentuation infor-
mation can be stored in the ULF feature prom(inence). An NP can get extra accent
by left-dislocation (e.g. The lens, how do I adjust it?, see also Rentier (1995)), and
by topicalisation (e.g. That lens, I never touched.). The values for prom are in
these cases respectively leftdisl and topic.rr A VP can be accentuated by addi-
tion of the verb do, sometimes called `do-support', corresponding to the prom-value
do-support (e.g. I did touch the C2 lens.). It should be noted that topicalisation
and do-support are also used for other reasons than accentuation. Wh-constitrrerrts
are usually moved to the beginning of the sentence~phrase, analogous to topicalised
NPs. Since the prominence of wh-constituents is already clear from their wh-feature,
there is little preference for either the specification prom:topical or prom:none frorn
a semantic or pragmatic point of view. From a syntactic point of view, the specifica-
tion prom:topical is easiest to produce, and this specification was therefore agreed
upon for wh-constituents.12 Do is also added for negation or inversion to sentences
without any other auxiliary. Therefore, prom has to be interpreted in combination
with neg and inv.

num pers : These features have the usual meanings. The meaning of these featrrres is re-

BThe negation of NPs is treated only to a limited extent in DeNK. The negation in an NP like no lenses
is represented with a special determiner none.

9As opposed to can not, the contracted forms cannot and can't are not ambiguous. For the DEtvK
system, we take into account that the vazious forms aze used alternatively with little consideration of the
usual difference in meaning, especially by nonnative speakers of English. If discarding this distinction
turns out to be rigorous, a special value for neg could be íntroduced that should always scope over the
auxiliary; see also Section 7.4.

The scoping problem should be reconsidered if the meaning of `negative adjuncts' such as
nearly, hardly, quite or never are to be represented in the neg-feature as well. In DetvK, these words are
represented explicitly as restrictions in ULF.

loOther forms of accentuation are for example cleft-constructions (It is the Cl lens that you adjusted),
or words like really.

1~ Left-dislocation is not implemented in the prototype grammar. The value is mentioned here in order
to show where such information would go.

~ZAnother reason for explicit representation in ULF of the topicalisation of the wh-element (wh-
movement), might be to distinguish wh-in-situ questions semantically or pragmatically from the normal
questions. Wh-in-situ questions can express surprise, revealing information about presuppositions of the
user, or audibility (not an issue in the keyboard input of DetvK).
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stricted for wh-pronouns, however. Who and what can in general refer to one, but
also to more persons or objects, respectively, and the referent can be of any person
(first, second, third). Apparent information about the number in sentences with
a wh-pronoun (e.g. in the VP) can be misleading (Qu.:Who is coming with me?
Answ.: We are!). The feature num and pers are therefore to be interpreted depen-
dent on wh. If no information is available at all, the features have neutral values
(num : num) .13

gend: The gender of objects in ULF is defined by the personal pronoun that would be
used to refer to it, and the pronouns themselves get the usual gender values.la This
simple method of assigning gender links up directly with the information that is
needed to solve references. We do not take the difference between grammatical and
biological gender into account. This is possible because (in contrast with many
other languages) the grammatical gender in English is of little importance (Section
5.104 of Quirk et al. (1985)). For cases where several referring pronouns are possible
and different values of gend (e.g. child: he~she~it ~ animate or neuter) there are
two solutions. Either the most commonly used gender is chosen, or the gender is
left unspecified. The choice depends on how many objects there are in the domain
with uncertain `reference gender', and on the degree of uncertainty. In the domain
of the electron microscope in DEtvK, there are no really doubtful cases.

wh: Wh-pronouns and NPs with a wh-determiner get a value for wh, equal to the de-
terminer or pronoun. It is presumed that a determiner and pronoun that are or-
thographically identical have identical contributions to the meaning. The ULFs of
such cases differ in their restriction list (e.g. [] and [lens(L)] for resp. What?
and What lens?). For wh-adverbs a semi-PP is created, with vhprep as preposition.
An example is given in (4.8). The set of possible values for whval is closed. Not all
values are given in the definition because they are not relevant for DENK (whatever,
whenever, etc.). As can be seen in the example, the vh-feature is used locally, rather
than globally, at the outermost ULF. This corresponds with the idea that the in-
tepretation of a wh-value depends on the kind of event(s) that the wh-constituent is
embedded in. The pragmatic function of Who did it? is for example a question, but
I know who did it. is not. No decision about the meaning of a particular wh-value
is made at this interpretation level because this might also depend on the context.
The sentence I don't know who did it. can for example be either an answer or a
request for information in different dialogue contexts or in different applications.

13Event-ULFs have no number or person. The corresponding VPs do have such information, but this
is semantically and pragmatically not significant.

laThe possible values are mag~ui~ae, feminiae, aeuter, and animate. Animate corresponds to the super-
type of masculine and feminine in the type hierarchy of the grammar. The values of ULF-features are
not hierarchically ordered because this ordering is not used in the other system components, but animate
in ULF means the same (masculine or feminine).
The pronouns have the usua] gender: masculine for he, neuter for it, animate for we, etc. The same holds
for the reflexive pronouns (masculine for hirnself, neuter for itself, etc.), but the binding theory has not
been implemented in the DExK grammar. All references, including the sentence-internal ones, are solved
after parsing.
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tail: Tags in a sentences often bear pragmatic information, but have usually no
syntactic or semantic function. The tags we have in mind are for example
isn't it?, please, I guess, don't you thinlc? rig6t? etc. For DErrK, we distinguish the
tags used in so-called tag-questions15 and the word please. More kinds of `tails'
certainly must be distinguished-and thus more tail-values defined-for a spoken
rather than a typed interface.

clospunct : Punctuation marks at the end of a sentence bear pragmatic information. The
four values of clospunct correspond to the three possible sentence-final punctuation
marks (Section III.14 of Quirk et al. (1985)), and the case where no punctuation is
present. ls

Restrictions

A restriction in a ULF is about the object or event that corresponds with the parameter
in the restriction. Although it often is, this is not necessarily the parameter introduced
by this ULF. Furthermore, there can be a set of parameters for which the restriction
holds, and there can be a list of possible parameters or parameter sets. A question-mark
before a parameter means that the restriction holds optionally for this parameter. Lists
of parameters, sets in parameter lists, and the ?-operator are used for underspecification
of structural syntactic ambiguity, illustrated in Section 4.2.5.

The restrictions in ULF have a list of arguments. The arguments correspond to argu-
ments of verbs and other predicates. They are given a label, or `argument name.' This
label represents all information about the role of the argument that becomes available at
the structural analysis of the utterance. In most cases the subject is made the agent and
the object the theme. Another distribution is chosen only if the syntax gives rise to it, e.g.
in the passive form. If the semantics leads to a special distribution, this is not expressed
in ULF. The fact that the subject of a verb like stumble is the patient rather than the
agent is worked out in the context-dependent module, where more conceptual world and
domain knowledge is available. The argument name is thus merely a first indication of
thr~ role of the argument. The labels agent, theme, and goal are for the regular kind of
arguments of verbs;~~ preparg is for the argument of a PP-restriction; coparg and proparg
are for the arguments of copula verbs; and there is a set of labels for special restrictions
such as a name, a conjunction, or a relative clause.

Examples

The aspects of ULF described above are illustrated with a number of examples. In the
next subsection more attention is paid to underspecification by means of ULF.

1sA tag in a tag-question is an auxiliazy with or without negation, plus a pronoun corresponding with
the subject in the main clause. Ex.: You know how to do it, don't you? See also Verlinden (1995).

~sSentence-final punctuation mazks, as well as sentence tails are stripped from the utterance before
parsing, see also Section 6.9.

17A4ore neutral names like azgl, arg2, etc. could equally well have been used.
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(4.4) the strong lens below the gun

(object-ULF, adjective, PP-restriction)

ulf(the,X,[num:sing,pers:3rd,gend:neuter,vh:none,prom:none],
[restr ( [lens] , [X] , C] ) ,
restr([strong],[X],[]),
restr([belov],[X],[prepazg:ulf(the,Y,[...],

[restr([gun],[Y],[])]

(4.5) I couldn't have been changing the mode, could I? (event-ULF,
pronoun, verb cluster, negation, tag, closing punctuation mark)

ulf(e,X,[tense:could,perf:t,prog:t,voice:active,inv:-,vform:fin,
neg:-,prom:none,tail:tag,clospunct:questmazk],
[restr([change],[X],[agent:

ulf(pron,Y,[num:sing,pers:irst,
gend:animate,wh:none,
prom:none],
C]),

theme:
ulf(the ,Z,[...],

[restr([mode],[Z],[])]

(4.6) Is the microscope on? (inversion, copula)

ulf(e,X,[...inv:t...],
[restr([be],[X],[agent:ulf(the,Y,[...],

[restr([microscope],[Y],[])]),
coparg:ulf(a,Z,[...],

[restr([on],[Z],[])])])])

(4.7) 4[~ith which button can the mode be changed? (passive, wh-PP)

ulf(e,X,[...inv:t,voice:passive...],
[restr([change],[X],[theme:ulf(the,Y,[...],

[restr([mode],[Y],[])])]),
restr([with],(X],[preparg:ulf(whdet,2,[...vh:vhich...],

[restr([button],[Z],[])]

(4.8) How can the mode be changed? (wh-adverb)

ulf(e,X,[...inv:t,voice:passive...],
[restr([change],[X],[theme:ulf(the,Y,[...],

[restr([mode],[Y],[])])]),
restr([vhprep],[X],[prepazg:ulf(whdet,Z,[...wh:how...],

[restr([how],[Z],[])]
)])])]
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(4.9) Can the mode be changed now? (adverb)

ulf(e,X,[...inv:t,voice:passive...],
[restr([chaage),[X],[theme:ulf(the,Y,[...],

[restr([mode],[Y],[])])]),
restr([noW],[X],[])])

(4.10) Is the bundle dispersed by this lens? (by-phrase)

ulf(e,X,[...inv:t,voice:passive...],
[restr([disperse],[X],[theme:ulf(the,Y,[...],

[restr([bundle],[Y],[])])]),
restr( [by], [X], [prepazg: ulf(this,Z,[...],

(restr([lens],CZ],C])])7)7)

4.2.2 Referential ambiguity

71

The intended referent of a referential expression in a dialogue utterance, such as a pro-
noun, can sometimes be found within the same utterance, but usually there are several
candidate referents, in the same or in a preceding utterance, or not in any utterance but
in the physical context. In DEtvK, the resolution of referential expressions is therefore
deferred to the stage in which the context is available (discourse context as well as phys-
ical context). After the context-independent analysis of the utterance in the parser, all
semantic information (needed for resolving the references) that is available at that point
is passed on through ULF, including person, number, and gender.rg These properties are
described in features with the corresponding names on the F-list. Using these feature~.
most utterances with refential ambiguity can be expressed in one single representatio:~
without disjunctions over the possible referents.

However, the separate syntactic-semantic properties that are passed on can themselves
be ambiguous. In the feature structures that form the internal representation durirrg
the first interpretation stage, ambiguity in number, gender, or person corresponds to a
disjunction in atomic values. Such a disjunction in the information about the referent
is disadvantageous just like disjunctions over the referents themselves. The organizatiorr
of the types of a typed feature formalism in a type hierarchy allows for a way arourrcí
disjunction over atomic values. By defining the type hierarchy in a particular way, such
disjunctions can be traded for underspecification.

'aIn the DEtvK grammar, we do not account for differences between semantic and syntactic agreement,
and we did not implement a treatment of reflexives, which seem irrelevant for the DExK prototype
domain.
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The agreement information for you contains for example two disjunctions, as shown
in (4.lla). But with a slightly altered type hierarchy, and using the supertype of sing
and plur that already exists as a feature value in HPSG, the same information can be
written in a feature structure without disjunctions as shown in (4.llb).

(4.11) gender-types:

a. gend

, I `
masc fem neuter

description you:

PER50N 2nd

NUMBER sing V plur

GENDER masc V fem

b. gend PERSON 2nd

NUMBER numb

GENDER anim

Since a structure with two disjunctions like in (4.lla) is equivalent to four separate
disjunctive structures without internal disjunctions, and since the agreement information
of ine also contains one disjunction, the underspecification reduces the number of analyses
for the example sentence (4.1).

4.2.3 Structural semantic ambiguity

The ambiguity in sentence (4.1) caused by the difFerent possible interactions of the scopes
of the two quantifiers remains, when we represent the semantics of the sentence as in
PBeS-94. However, in contrast to the approach laid out by Pollard and Sag, we do not.
use a combination of situation semantics and quantifier storage~retrieval, but have opted
for a constraint-based context-independent event semantics represented in typed feature
structures.

This means that we do not view reality as existing of parametrized states of affairs
(Barwise 8L Perry 1983), but in terms of events (or `eventualities') in the sense of Davidson
(1967) (see also Zeevat et al. (1987)). Since we do not incorporate any context information
in the feature structures (as we deal with context after parsing), we also abandon the
feature CONTEXT which deals with presuppositions and the like, cf. Chapters 1 and 8
of PBcS-94. We will illustrate our approach with the treatment of a quantifier scope
ambiguity, which may realistically occur for the DENK prototype domain.

Quantifier scope ambiguity is one of the more stubborn problems in dialogue systems,
cf. Calder et al. (1986), Hobbs 8i Shieber (1987), as it is in many applications of natural
language processing. Consider (4.12a)-which contains quantifier scope ambiguity-and
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its two predicate logic interpretations:

(4.12) a. Every button controls a lens.
b. b'y.BUTTON(y) ~~z.LENS(z) n CONTROL(y, z)
c. ~z.LENS(z) n b'y.BUTTON(y) ~ CONTROL(y, z)

The more general reading of ( 4.12a) in (4.12b) concerns the case that for every button,
there is a lens which is controlled by this button. The more restricted reading in (4.12c:)
concerns a unique lens which is controlled by every button. Since Montague (1974),
formal semantics is generally concerned with the derivation of all readings of an ambiguous
sentence by separate derivations. As we do not follow that tradition, we do not make use
of quantifier storage and retrieval in syntax, so-called `Cooper-storage' (Cooper ( 1983); see
Chapter 8 of PBeS-94 for its use in HPSG). In an approach based on situation semantics
and quantifier storage, one derives n dísjunctive interpretations for n possible quantifier
scopings. Instead, in DE1vK we derive just one interpretation, represented by the ULF in
(4.13) as a context-independent semantic interpretation for (4.12a):

(4.13) ulf(e,x,[...],
[restr( [control2] , [X] , [

agent:
ulf(every,Y,[...],

[restr(Lbutton],[Y7,[])]),
theme:
ulf(indef,Z, [. . .] ,

[restr ( [lens] , [Z] , [] ) ] )
])])

The second, context-dependent stage of interpretation in the DEtvK system turns such
unscoped representation into scoped representation in CTT, using a refined version of the
Hobbs-Shieber scoping algorithm (Kievit (1998), Chapter 5). If an unscoped interpreta-
tion has two scoped interpretations of which one is more specific than the other, only the
least specific interpretation is generated (cf. Ahn et al. (1995)).

4.2.4 Lexical ambiguity and vagueness
Words with more than one meaning, related or unrelated, and with either a finite or an
infinite number of ineanings, are all treated in the same way in DEtvK. These ambiguous
or vague words are represented by equally ambiguous or vague ULF-terms. There will be
no separate representations in the lexicon for different meanings of words, unless different
word meanings correspond to different syntactic properties. The ULF for the word ba.nk
has for example a relation that is neutral as to whether it refers to a financial institution
or the side of a river:

(4.14) ulf ( - , X, [num: sing, . . ] , [restr( [bank] , [X] , [] )] )

The meaning of the vague ULF-relation bank is either determined by the particular domain
and application, or by the local context. Both the domain knowledge and the local context
information are accessible at the second stage of interpretation. This simple form of
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underspecification, which was already pioneered in the PHLIQA system (Bronnenberg
et al. 1980), is therefore sufficient. The distinction between ambiguity and vagueness
(discrete vs. continuous scale) is no longer important, once they have been underspecified.

Whereas the meaning of a word is easily underspecified, the syntactic behaviour is not.
For words that have different syntactic categories or different subcategorization frames,
there are separate representations in the lexicon. The lexical ambiguity in categorization
or subcategorization will usually be solved during parsing of the complete utterance.
Sentences (4.15) and (4.16), for example, contain words that are ambiguous in their
category (current: adj or noun) or in their subcategorization frame (change: transitive
or intransitive), but the sentences are not ambiguous. Therefore, there will be only one
representation for the complete sentence, which is passed on to the context-dependent
module.~9

(4.15) What is the current in this lens?

(4.16) Can I change the voltage?

One exception is when a transitive~intransitive verb is used in an inverted sentence
like (4.17).

(4.17) Does the voltage change?

In the DErrK grammar, we used the HPSG analysis without traces and with extraction.
Utterances like (4.17) can therefore be seen as a normal, complete S(Ir1vf), but also as an
S with an extracted object (on sLASH). This ambiguity can easily be solved by discarding
all parses with a nonempty SLASH list, as is done in DE1vK.20

4.2.5 Structural syntactic ambiguity
There are many forms ofstructural syntactic ambiguity. A few of tliem are in the examples
below.

(4.18) The lens focusses the bundle in the tube. (PP-attachment)

(4.19) the lens and the aperture of the microscope
(modification in a conjunction)

(4.20) gun alignment coils (compounding)

19The ambiguity might exist for quite some tíme during the pazsing process, leading to less efficient
parsing. It is therefore sometimes suggested to check before parsing whether the words adjacent to an
ambiguous word restrict the category of that word. For example, a determiner in front of a word that
could be a noun or a verb can solve the ambiguity at an eazly stage. In context-free grammars, the sets of
possible `followers' and `predecessors' of each category can be derived from the grammar. For constraint-
based grammazs this is difficult if not impossible, but then statistical information about followers and
predecessors may be used to derive the most likely pazse first.

ZoThere are other cases where lexical ambiguity leads to ambiguity at sentence level, which we did not
address. The case where several ambiguous words coincidentally can be combined in more than one way
are generally accepted as resulting in more than one separate interpretation (e.g. They saw her duck). A
regular, typical English case of phrasal ambiguity that is caused lexically, is formed by the multiple func-
tions that the ing-form of a verb can have: gerund and participle, as in Flying planes can be dangerous
It might be worth trying to find a way to underspecify these cases.
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In this section we concentrate on PP-attachment like in (4.18), as it is probably the
most frequent form of structural syntactic ambiguity in our application, and one that
leads most easily to extreme multiple ambiguity. At the end of the section, a bit more
is said about the representation of ambiguity caused by modification in a coordination.
The treatment of compounds is further discussed in Section 7.5.

The underspecification of utterances with ambiguous PP-attachment mainly involves
two problems. First, we need to have a way to express this ambiguity in ULF so that it can
be further interpreted when additional, disambiguating information becomes available.
Second, we need to find a grammatical analysis of PP-attachment that results in this
single representation in ULF. In the DEtvK project, both problems have been worked
on, mainly by Leen Kievit concerning the ULF representation, and by Gerrit Rentier
concerning the grammatical analysis. We did not get to the implementation of this work,
and it is therefore not described in Chapter 6, but since it is one of the first things that
we would implement next, we will describe the work in brief in this section. More details
can be found in Rentier (1996), Kievit (1996), and Kievit (1997b).

The two interpretations of (4.18) could each be represented in a separate ULF that
would look as follows:

(4.21) ulf(e,X, [.. .] ,
[restr( [focus2] , [X] , [

agent : ulf (the , Y , [ . . . ] , [restr ( [lens] , [Y] , [] ) ] ) ,
theme:ulf (the,2, [. . .] , [restr( [bundle] , [Z] , [] ) ,

restr( [inside , [~ , [
prepazg : ulf ( the , P , [ . . . ] ,

[restr( [tube] , [P] , [] )] )] ) ] )
])])

(4.22) ulf(e,X, [. . .] ,
[restr( [focus2] , [X] , [

agent:ulf (the,Y, C. . . ] , Crestr( [lensl , [Yl , [] )] ) ,
theme : ulf (the , Z , [ . . . ] , [restr ( [bundle] , [Z] , [] ) ] ) ] ) ,

restr([inside ,[X],[
prepazg:ulf (the,P, [. . .] , [restr( [tube] , [P] , [] )] ) ] ) ] )

For utterances without structural ambiguity we would have only one of these ULFs.
However, for ambiguous sentences like (4.18), we want to have an underspecified repre-
sentation. The two differences between the ULFs (4.21) and (4.22) are the second item
of the PP-restriction, the parameter that is restricted by the PP-restriction (Z or X), and
the place of the PP-restriction (at the restriction list of the bundle-ULF vs. that of the
focus-ULF). The two possible restricted parameters can be combined in one parameter
list. The meaning of such a list of parameters is thus `the set of objects and events that are
candidate parameters for the restriction'; context information or reasoning must decide
which one is meant. The places where the restriction can go are in general all restriction
lists of the ULFs that introduce and `bind' one of the parameters. In DE1vK, we chose
to put restrictions on the restriction list of the outermost ULF introducing one of the
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parameters. The resulting ULF is below.

(4.23) ulf(e,X, [. . .] ,
[restr( [focus2] , [X] , [

agent:ulf(the,Y, [. . .] , [restr([lens] , [Y] , [] )]) ,
theme:ulf(the,Z,[...],[restr([bundle],[Z],[])]) ]),

restr([inside ,[X,Z],[
preparg:ulf(the,P,[...],[restr([tube],[P],[])]) ]) ])

By choosing the outermost ULF, we guarantee that all restrictions on a parameter
are either in the restriction list of the ULF that binds the parameter or in a restriction
of one of its ancestors (- the ULFs that enclose it). This is more convenient for disam-
biguating than one of the alternative places. This approach also works for multiple PPs,
as illustrated in (4.24).

(4.24) a. The second lens focuses the bundle in the tube
after the first lens.

b. ulf ( e,X, [. . .] ,
[restr( [focus2] , [X] , [

agent:ulf(the,Y,[...],Lrestr([lens7,[Y],[]),
restr([second],[Y],[])]),

theme:ulf(the,Z,[...],[restr([bundle],[Z],[])]) ]),
restr( [in] , [R,Z] , [

prepazg:ulf (the,P, [. . .] , [restr( [tube] , [P] , [] )] ) ] ) ,
restr([after],[X,Z,P],[

prepazg:ulf(the,Q, [. . .] , [restr( [lens] , CQ] , [] )] ),
restr( [first] , [Q] , [] )] )] ) ,

restr( [in] , [X,Z,P,Q] , [
prepazg:ulf (the,R, [. . .] , [restr( [micr.] , [R] , [] )] ) ] )

])
The task of the parser is now to come up with this single r`~resentation of the ambigu-

ous utterance. Here, we want to stress that we do not want t.; underspecify the syntactic
structural ambiguity as such21 but rather derive one particular syntactic structure with a
representation in which the semantic ambiguity is underspecified. The ambiguity is more
precisely being converted to a kind of referential ambiguity, an idea that was introduced
by Bunt (1995); see also Pinkal (1991) and Bunt (1985).

Rentier worked out a grammatical analysis in which the PP-modifiers are attached
as high as possible in the syntactic structure. In this analysis, essential use is made of
the idea of `modifiers as optional arguments' (Miller 1992). PP-modifiers are added to
the CotvtP list of all verbs having an NP as its most oblique complement, by means of
a lexical rtile, `PPMILR' (PP-Modifier Introduction Lexical Rule). The rule consists of
two parts: Part I, a version of the rule for adding the first PP-modifier after the last
NP-complement; and Part II, the recursive version of the rule for adding any number of

21This might be done by so-called parse-forests (Tomita 1986), but in such an approach the ambiguity
is essentially coded non-locally, which makes it hard to define disambiguation strategies (Kievit 19976).
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Flat attachment: Attachment one by one:

VP

~I"
V NP PP ... PP

Figure 4.2: Attachment of multiple PPs

subsequent PP-modifiers. The two parts of the rule are given in (4.25).22 In this lexical
rule ULF is expressed in feature structures of type ulf . The conversion from the linear
notation to this `matrix notation' is described in Section 4.3.

With these lexical rules, the PP-restrictions in the ULF get the desired parameter
lists. The syntactic structure of a VP with an arbitrary number of PPs will be either
flat or deep (Figure 4.2), depending on whether an Head-Complement Schema has been
chosen in which a head is combined with all its complements at once, or a schema where
this is done one by one.

Discussion of inerits and problems

In this analysis with PPs as optional arguments, we have to ensure that all possible
locations of PPs are covered. With the PPMILR only PPs that follow a unique VP are
covered; PPs that do not follow a VP, or not a unique VP, do not have an analysis yet.
As suggested in Rentier (1996), modification of an NP in front of a VP (a subject) can be
solved with an extra lexical rule, and topicalized PPs can be analysed as extracted from
the cotvtP of the VP.

A more stubborn problem is formed by embedded sentences. Since PPMILR can be
applied to both verbs, two syntactic structures will be derived. Future work is needed
to find out whether underspecification is also possible here. In any case, the analysis of
embedded sentences with PPs is correct (the correct readings are found), and the efficiency
gain for PP-attachment in general is still significant, assuming that long strings of PPs
are more common than multiple embedding of verbs.

There are still a number of problems that would have to be solved before the analysis
for PPs described above can be implemented in the grammar for a natural language
interface. First, the analysis described here also gives readings that correspond to tree
structures with crossing branches. It has to be decided whether this is desirable for an
application or not, and if not, a way has to be found to discard or filter out these readings.23

22The constraints on the content in PPMILR in Rentier (1996) are based on an earlier version of ULF
(Kievit (1994a), Kievit (1994b)) tha.n the one used in DetvK. The content in (4.25) has been adapted to
the improved ULF representation for syntactic ambiguity proposed in Kievit (1996).

23Crossing branches do not have to be ungrammatical: John sawaship in March from a Dutch company,
where the first PP restricts the event, and the second the object of the sentence. About crossing branches:
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Second, the status of the Head-Adjunct Schema has to be reconsidered. Since for efficiency
reasons every reading should be derived only once, PPs should not be analysed both as
optional arguments and as adjuncts. Therefore, the Head-Adjunct Schema should be
adapted, or an alternative analysis should be found for all non-PP adjuncts, so that the
Head-Adjunct Schema can be discarded altogether. Third, this analysis does not take
into account the difference between pronouns and NPs headed by a noun, while it is often
assumed that PPs can attach to the latter but not to the former. However, it is arguable
which attachments are ungrammatical (That is me in a Halloween suit; The boy~?He~~`I
in that Halloween suit is~am a funny sight ). 24 In the DENK project, we have not been
working on these problems.

Modification in coordination

The ambiguity in (4.19), repeated below, is slightly different from the ambiguities dis-
cussed above. While the PP-restriction in an attachment ambiguity without coordination
restricts exactly one parameter in a list of candidates, the modifier in a coordination
restricts one or more of the conjuncts.

the lens and the aperture of the microscope ((4.19), repeated)

In this example, the PP restricts certainly the lens, and possibly also the aperture. In
ULF this is represented with a parameter set in the restriction list as shown below.

(4.26) ulf (conj ,X, [. . .l ,
[restr([and],[X],[

cnjl:ulf(the,Y,[...],[restr([lens],[Y],[])]),
cnj2:ulf(the,Z,[...],[restr([aperture],[Z],[])])]),

restr([of],[?Y,Z],[
prepazg:ulf(the,M, [.. .] ,

[restr( [microscope] , [M] , [] )] )] )
] )

Here the PP is a restriction on Z and possibly on Y; see also Kievit (1998).

4.3 ULF in typed feature structures

For the integration of ULF in the DE1vK grammar, the linear ULF notation has been
converted to that of typed feature structures. Just like in HPSG, the feature eotvT(EtvT)
is used to store the semantics. In PBLS-94, the value of this feature is of type content, a
supertype of psoa, nom-obj, and qua~at. Because of the different treatment of interpreta-
tion in DE1vK, the type content is replaced by a new type that we defined instead: ulf . To
systematically convert the linear notation into a feature structure, we describe for each
part of the ULF definition the corresponding part of the type definition of ulf . This way
we guarantee that everything that can be expressed in a linear ULF can also be described
in a feature structure of type ulf .

Bunt ( 1994b).
24The sanie holds for names.
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According to the definition in Table 4.1, a ULF always consists of the same four parts:
a`determiner', a parameter, a feature list, and a restriction list. These parts therefore
form the four appropriate features of the type ulf : DET, INDEX, FEATS, and RESTRS,
respectively of type determiner, parm, ulffeatures, and restr-list. The type ulf has no
subtypes because ULF has per definition always this same structure.

The finite set of ULF-determiners (D) corresponds in the type hierarchy to subtypes
of determiner as depicted in (4.27).

determiner

``
(4.27) e name .I . whdet quasidet

the~, ``.. .

The parameter (P) is of type parm. The parameters are intended to be an infinite set
of variables. Variables correspond to token identíty (coindexing) in feature structures.25
Subtypes of parm are therefore not needed. The coindexing between the parameter of a
ULF and an element on the parameter list of a restriction is illustrated in the example at
the end of this section.

The feature list (F-list) could be converted to a list in typed feature logic as well,
but representing the F-list as a feature structure is also possible because the number
of features is limited, and the kind of features are known beforehand. We opted for a
feature structure because the features are rather diverse, and a list with different kinds of
elements is neither elegant nor practical in typed feature logic.2ó Since not every ULF has
all features, we chose to create two subtypes of ulffeatures corresponding to features for
event-ULFs and for object-ULFs.27 Features that are appropriate for both are assigned
to the supertype ul,fj'eatures. The complete hierarchy is in (4.28).

25Token identity, or shazing of one common value, as opposed to type identity, see also Shieber (1986).
Other terms in use for token identity in feature structures aze: reentrancy, coreferencing, and structure
sharing.

ZsNíoreover, it is assumed implicitly that each feature should not occur more than once, although the
ULF definition does not force this explicitly. This constraint is not easily maintained in a list, but it is
automatically realized and maintained in a feature structure.

Z~Analogous type distinctions aze made for types involving semantics in PBtS-94 and in Minimal Re-
cursion Semantics (Copestake et al. 1997).
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ulgentures

(4.28)

~PROM promvalJ
, `

TEN~E tense

PERF llool

PROG 6001

VOICE voice

INV l)ool

VFORM vform

NEG bool
vpfeatures

npJeatures

NUM num

PERS pers

GEND gend

WH whval

The ULF-features tail and clospunct are not included here because the `tail' and the
closing punctuation are stripped from the utterance before it is parsed. The values of
each feature are converted to simple hierarchies, of depth 1 or 2(e.g. (4.llb); see further
Appendix A).28 The value none (for whval and promval) is not implemented. If there is no
indication for a specific value, then there is no opportunity either in the parsing process
to fill out such a`default' value. The feature remains therefore unspecified in those cases
(e.g. PROM:promval).

Finally, the restriction list (R-list) has to be converted. The restriction list from the
ULF definition corresponds to a list in the feature structure. The type restr-list therefore
has a definition that is similar to the definition of other lists, such as sign-list. All lists
are a subtype of the type list. The complete list hierarchy is in (4.29).

list

' I`
sign-list restr-li:c rel-list parm-lís~ ne-list rHD óot

(4.29)

i~ ~ , r ` ~ r~ `
TL list

e-list - ne-sign-list ne-restr-list ne-reLlist ne-parm-list

HD sign HD restrictàon HD rel-or-rellist HD parm

TL Sign-li3t TL restr-li9t TL reLlist TL parm-list

The elements of restr-dist are of type restriction. The appropriate features of restriction
correspond to the three parts of Restriction in the ULF-definition. Even in the special
restrictions, these parts are always more or less the same. All three parts are lists, and
Rname and P-list are converted to lists in the feature structure as well. Just like for

28The exact names for features or values may be slightly different in the implementation because of
restrictions put on identifiers by ALE or PHOLOC.
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restr-list, subtypes of list are created for rel-dist (Rname), and parm-list.29 A rel-list is a
list of relations, but as opposed to the símple lists like sign-list and restr-list, it maybe
a bracketed list. This is realized in the feature structure with elements on the rel-lást of
type relation or rel-list (ex. 4.30).

(4.30) ~REL ((diffraction,mode),switch) Jreee.;~eion

As can be seen in the definition of ULF, the relation names (the set 7Z) are all the
content words, including the prepositions.30 The prepositions are in a small subhierarchy
for technical reasons.31 For the rest, the hierarchy for relation has no structure; it is flat
and very broad like in (4.31).

relation

(4.31)
, I`

pform ad~ust2 ampere focal len ... zenith

below in on
r~`

The argument list (A-list) is converted to a feature structure rather than to a list for
the same reason why we did so with the F-list (number and kinds of elements on the A-list
are limited). The type definition of argument thus looks like (4.32).32 A supertype of
parm and ulf is needed because the arguments can be either one. In the special restriction
Name, the argument is a string. We have chosen not to make any separate type for the
special restrictions. Instead, types for strings are included in one hierarchy with parm
and ulf (4.32).

argument

(4.32)

I `
ulf parm string

DET determtner `

INDEX parm

FEATS ulffeatures

RESTRS restr-list

john

29In an eazlier version of ULF and in the implemented grammar for DENK (Appendix A), restrictions
do not have a pazameterlist but rather just one single pazameter.

aoFor words with more than one meaning, occasionally more than one relation name is used, e.g. for
current the relation names current~tream and current-present. However, if the words do not
differ in their syntactic behaviour, only one relation name is used.

31The prepositions are to be used in a syntactic feature (HEAD~PFORM) as well as inside the content
feature. In any well-typed system like ALE, types can be introduced only once. By `gathering' all
prepositions under one type, these types can also be used as values for the feature PFORM, without
allowing all relations of open class words as value.

32In the implementation we also created an option to leave the A-list explicitly empty (args-noargs).
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An example of a ULF in both linear notation and in typed feature structure form is
given in (4.33).

(4.33) a. Every button controls a lens.

b. ulf(e,X,[vform:fin,tense:present,...),
[restr([control2],[X],[

agent:
ulf(every,Y,[gend:neuter,...],

[restr([button],[Y],[])]),
theme:
ulf(a,Z,[gend:neuter,...],

[restr( [lens] , [Z] , [] )] )
])])

c. DET e
INDEX

FEATS

0
VFORM fin

TENSE present

upfeatures `

REL (control2~

PAR ~~

DET every

INDEX

AGENT FEATS

npfeatures

RESTRS ~

ARGS

RESTRS

ntf

DET

0

GEND neuter

REL (óutton~

V4VPAR

u
INDEX

THEME

~ ulf

utf restriction

0

i
Í

GEND neuter
FEATS

npfeatures

REL (lens~
RESTRS

( PAR ~
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4.4 ULF in the grammar

The use of ULF representations in the grammar has been realized in three steps. First, the
words that can have a full ULF as content have been extended with the correct CoNTENT
feature. For words of this kind ( mainly pronouns) the ULF in the lexicon depends only
on the decisions about the interface between the parser and system components of the
context-dependent interpretation. Second, an algorithm has been developed for comput-
ing the contents of phrases out of the content of their subconstituents. And third, all
remaining words were given a ULF that works well with that algorithm.

4.4.1 Full ULFs in the lexicon

There are not many words in the lexicon that can have a full ULF as content; they should
be words of category NP or S. Words of these categories are restricted to pronouns, and
nouns that can occur without determiner (plurals and mass nouns). These words get a
basic object-ULF that has been decided upon. An example of a pronoun is in (4.34);
ULFs of nouns that can do without a determiner are described in Section 7.2.

(4.34) she:

ulJ

DET pro

INDEX

FEATS

RESTRS ~ )

0

NUM sing

PERS third

GEND fem

4.4.2 ULFs of phrases

The computation of the semantics of phrases is based on the Semantics Principle and the
notion `semantic head' that are used in HPSG.

The Semantics Principle of PBcS-94 has already been cited in (2.26). This principle
is in particular complex because of the treatment of quantifier scoping. As explained,
scoping of quantifiers in DENK is not treated in the grammar. Therefore, the Semantics
Principle for DENK can be much simpler. This simpler version implies that the value
Of CONTENT is always inherited from the semantic head. This principle is implemented
and-like the other principles-attached to the ID schemata.

Furthermore, like in HPSG, for every ID schema one of the subconstituents is marked
as the semantic head. In this way, the Semantics Principle can be applied with every
parsing step. Although the semantic representation in DENK differs from the one in
standard HPSG, the choice of semantic head differs only for one of the seven ID schemata.
The exception is discussed below. In (4.35), we illustrate how the simplified version of
the Semantics Principle that is used in DENK is integrated in the implementation of the
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Head-Complement Schema.

(4.35) HEAD 0
COMP ~ )

CONT 2
-~ Head

Specifier as semantic head

HEAD
COMP

CONT

1

0 Complements 0

2

For most ID schemata in the DENK grammar, the same daughter has been chosen as
semantic head as in PBeS-94. In the Head-Subject Schema, the Head-Subject-Complement
Schema, the Head-Filler Schema, and the Head-Marker Schema, the syntactic head is, like
in PócS-94, equal to the semantic head, and in the Head-Adjunct Schema the adjunct is
the semantic head. We chose the semantic head different from PBzS-94 only for the Head-
Specifier Schema. In the DENK grammar, the syntactic head of this schema could not be
the semantic head because some specifiers contain semantic information that cannot be
incorporated in the ULF of the syntactic head (-specifiee) with our Semantics Principle.
As it turned out, the reverse is possible in all cases treated in the DENK grammar.33
Therefore, we made the specifier the semantic head of the Head-Specifier Schema, and
gave specifiers, similar to adjectives, a semantic representation in which the semantics of
the specifiee can be incorporated.34

We encountered the need for switching the semantic head especially in the analysis
of NPs with possessives, which are treated as specifiers in the DENK grammar.35 More
complex specifiers such as more than 50 would probably also be problematic, depending
on the exact ULF that we would target.

Below, the parse trees of one NP with a plain article, and one with a possessive are
given.

(4.36) NP
ulf(the,X,[..],[lens(X)])

the book
`

the ~ book
ulf(the,-,-,-) ulf(-,X,[..],[lens(X),of(X,john)])

aaWe did not work on multi-word (`phrasal') specifiers such as more than 50.
34Regarding the specifier as the semantic head is actually the more conventional view.
35In PBtS-94, it is presented as an open issue whether possessives are subjects or specifiers. We chose

to treat them as specifiers. We did not work on gerunds, which in fact form the real problem in this
matter. The treatment of gerunds that we have in mind when analysing possessives as specifiers, is that
the distinction between nominal and verbal gerunds is not lexical but rather grammatical. We would
suggest that any VP(gerund) could be "nominalized" into an NP one way or the other, so that a gerund
that is already modified as if it were a verb (with an adverb, e.g. tastelessly portraying Bush) can still be
combined with either an NP or a possessive (or any other determiner). A more fundamental approach to
the "mixed" syntactic category of gerunds has been worked out for HPSG by Malouf (1998).
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(4.37) NP
ulf(the,X,[..],[lens(X),of(X,john)])

John's book

`
John's- book
ulf(the,-,-,-) ulf(-,X,[..],[lens(R),of(X,john)])

As can be seen, the ULF of the first one can easily be based on the ULF of the specifiee
(syntactic head); the ULF of the mother is a monotonic extension of the ULF of the
specifiee. This is not the case if the specifier is a possessive determiner because the
restriction list needs to be extended, just like in the case of modification through the
Head-Adjunct Schema. Here, we can apply the same solution as with adjuncts because
the ULF of the NP with an article can be based on the ULF of the non-head just as well.
The semantic information of the syntactic head is accessible through the SPEC feature of
the specifier (comparable to the tvtoD feature of the adjunct).

The Semantics Principle is also integrated in the Head-Specifier Schema and this
schema thus looks as follows.

(4.38) HEAD

SPR

CONT

0

~~

0

-~ Specifier
SPEC

CONT
0

4.4.3 Partial ULFs in the lexicon

~ Head0
4
2

HEAD

SPR
4

After adapting the S and NP words and all schemata to ULF, the rest of the lexicon was
also extended with semantic information (determiners, prepositions, all different sorts
of verbs, etc.). This had to be done in such a way that these eONTENT values always
contribute in the correct way to the content of any phrase they are part of. In most cases
this can be realized with a ULF in which one or more parts are left out, that is, extremely
underspecified. At the place of the missing parts there are references t0 the CONTENT
values of elements in selector features (coivtP, sPEC, etc.). By means of unification, the
ULF of a word is completed automatically when during parsing the word is combined
with constituents that it selected for. As an example, the feature structure of a transitive
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verb is given in 4.39.

(4.39) adjust:

CAT

CONT

HEAD IVFORM
veról

SUBJ ~ L CONT

COMP ~~CONT

DET

INDEX

e
~

o~~
0 )

0

FEATS I VFORM

REL

RESTRS ~

PA R

ARGS

1 i]
(adjust.2)

~~

AGENT

THEME
0

~

)

Note that the whole content of the complement is put in the restriction as value of
the thematic roles, as opposed to PBcS-94, where only the index of the complement is
put in as value. In PBzS-94, for indexed arguments, the index rather than the whole
content is used as value so that a parameter introduced in one place can be used again in
another place. All available information about the indices that are introduced is stored
in a central place, separate from the thematic roles. This way, a method for resolving
referring expressions might be integrated in the structural analysis of utterances. However,
in the DENK architecture, referring expressions are resolved separate from the structural
analysis. Therefore, simply the whole content can be put as value in the thematic role.
Using the whole content as value of the thematic role corresponds to introducing a new
parameter with every thematic role.3s

4.5 Related approaches
The need for underspecified semantic respresentations has in recent years been widely
recognized. Several representation languages have been and are being developed. At the
beginning of the DENK project, ULF was the only language available that had already
been linked to HPSG. Therefore, this representation language have been used in DENK.
In this section we will discuss a few other languages, first the best known one, which
has partly been an example for ULF: QLF (Alshawi (1992), Alshawi et al. (1992)), and
furthermore two formalisms that are currently applied in HPSG-based grammars: UDRS

3sBinding within one utterance can still be expressed in a ulf-feature structure, although no analysis
for binding has been realized ín the DENK grammar.
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(Reyle 1993) and MRS (Copestake et al. 1997). A more extensive comparison of ULF
and other underspecification languages can be found in Kievit (1998).

4.5.1 QLF
Perhaps the best known form of underspecification is Quasi Logical Form, as defined in
the Core Language Engine (CLE) project (Alshawi 1992), and further developed and
applied in the project CLARE (Alshawi et al. 1992). The CLE is "a general purpose
device for mapping between natural language sentences and logical form representations
of their meaning" (Alshawi 1992).

The architecture of the CLE bears some resemblance to the DEtvK architecture in
that the input is analysed in several stages, with explicit intermediate levels of linguistic
representation in between. The same forms of ambiguity can be underspecified during
the first stage as when using ULF. Most forms of ambiguity are expressed in a way
that is rather similar to ULF. Lexical ambiguity is represented by ambiguous terms;
lexical vagueness is not explicitly described in Alshawi (1992) but can be represented
analogously with vague terms. Referential ambiguity is represented with meta-variables
(in QLF ~,-y,...) that can later be instantiated with the correct references. Agreement
information can be coded in a feature list (~feati-vali,feat2-va12,...~). Structural
semantic ambiguity is represented with quantifiers that are present at the place where
they were introduced (compare (4.13)) without any order between them. Below examples
are given of the underspecified representation in case of referential ambiguity and in case
of structural semantic ambiguity (in the CLARE version of QLF).

(4.40) No ambiguity

Every lens rnagnifies.

magnify(term(tl,~type-q,lex-every~,lens,forall,fl)).
(without scope constraint, or free variables)

(4.41) Referential ambiguity
Every button controls it.
control(term(tb,ttype-q,lex-every~,button,forall,tb),

term(ti,~type-pro,lex-it~,impersonal,-q,-r)).
(where the referential meta-variable -r can become instantiated later)

(4.42) Scope ambiguity
Every button controls a lens.
-s:control(term(fb,~type-q,lex-every~,button,forall,tb),

term(tl,~type-q,lex-a~,lens,exists,tl)).
(where the scoping meta-variable -s can be resolved as
[tb,tl] for the b'~ reading, or [fl,fb] for the ~d reading)

The form of ambiguity that has a significantly different representation in QLF is
structural syntactic ambiguity. In CLE, packing (a form of structure sharing) is used to
represent so-called `local ambiguities,' whic:h includes what we call structural syntactic
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ambiguity, such as ambiguous PP-attachment. The regular syntactic representations are
split up in `constituent' records and `analysis' records. When a phrase can have either
of two syntactic structures, it has two analysis records, and one constituent record that
contains references to the analysis records. The packed syntactic records are translated
into packed semantic structures, which consist again of `semantic-constituent' records and
`interpretation' records. The completed logical form can be recovered by selecting among
the interpretation records. This way, the structural part of parsing can be carried out
with single constituent records.

4.5.2 UDRT

An underspecified semantic representation that has been developed outside any particu-
lar project, but which has been integrated in some HPSG grammars recently, is UDRT
(Underspecified Discourse Representation Theory, Reyle (1993)), an extension of DRT.
A DRS (Discourse Representation Structure) represents the meaning of one or more sen-
tences, in particular including scoping and referential information about the occurring
quantifiers and objects. In UDRT, a collection of labeled DRSs which are hierarchically
ordered represents the meaning of one or more sentences, with possibly some information
left underspecified. For example, the two meanings of sentence (4.43) with ambiguous
scoping correspond to the two DRSs below.

(4.43)

(4.44) a.

Every button controls a lens.

x

button(x)

Y
lens(y)

b.
x

button(x) control(x,y)

In UDRT, this is expressed as one directed acyclic graph with the separate parts of the
DRSs at the labeled nodes, as shown below. The edges represent the subordination
relation (~) between partial DRSs. An edge from label 1 to 1' (1 above, 1' below) stands
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for the subordination relation I 1 1', which means that 1' is equal to, or embedded in 1.

~T

(4.45)

buttnn(x)

x
~ 1~2.

y

lens(y)

control(x,y)

Resolving the scope ambiguity of a UDRS means to find which partial DRSs can be
combined into a single one. Scoping (a) corresponds to 1T - lt and 12 - 112, while scoping
(b) corresponds to 1T - It - 12.

References are expressed by equalities between discourse referents. A referential am-
biguity is therefore expressed by an equality with an empty righthand side: x-[]. Such
referents can be bound in a later stage. Additional information about the referents (such
as agreement information) is stored in a separate database. In DRT, accessibility rules
exist that constrain the way a variable can be bound, e.g. a variable can be bound only
in the same DRS or in a DRS that encloses it (Asher 8c Wada 1988). This matter is
more complicated in UDRT than in DRT because the enclosing relation between DRSs
is in general not fixed in UDRT. In Schielen (1997) more can be found on the matter of
interaction between scope underspecification and referential underspecification.

Syntactic ambiguity cannot be expressed in standard UDR.Ss without a lot of extra
machinery. A proposal for such an extension is made in Eberle (1997). In this proposal
UDRT is extended with (among others) variable labels for UDRSs, and a second type of
ordering between the UDRSs. Altogether, the solution of a parameters list for ambigu-
ously attached restrictions as in ULF is much less complicated (example ULF in (4.24)).

The description Language for Underspecified Discourse representations (LUD), which
is closely related to Reyle's UDRSs, has been implemented in the speech-to-speech trans-
lation system of Verbmobil (Bos et al. 1996).

UDRT in HPSG

Frank 8i Reyle (1995) give a proposal for replacing the standard HPSG attribute cotvT by
a UDR.S, and a corresponding new Semantics Principle has been worked out. The UDRS
is represented in three features: coNDS, SUBORD, and Ls. The values of these features
are as follows.
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Co1vDS: a set with all separate DRS-conditions, labeled as the partial DRS they belong
to (e.g. lll:x, lll:button(x), 12:y, etc. for (4.45))

susottD: a set of subordination restrictions that indicate which DRS can be enclosed
in which other DRS (e.g. lL2 C12)

t,s: and the two distinguished labels, which indicate the upper and lower bound of the
semilattice that the DRSs in a UDRS form

The Semantics Principle for UDRS consists of six clauses:

I Inheritance of UDRS-conditions
II Inheritance of subordination restrictions
III Projection of the distinguished labels
IV Closed Formula Principle
V Quantifier Scope Principle
VI Principle for Plural Disambiguation

The clauses I and II require that the UDRS-conditions (feature corrDS) are inherited from
both the Head- and the Nonhead-daughter, and so are the subordination restrictions.37
Clause III ensures that the distinguished labels of a phrase are equal to those of the
Head-daughter. Since the verb should always have weak scope relative to its arguments,
the partial structure of the verb is kept equal to the lower bound. This is realized by
requiring-in addition to the subordination restrictions inherited from both daughters-
that the lower bound of the Nonhead-daughter is above or equal to the lower bound of
the Head-daughter (clause IV).38

Two more clauses are needed to define the influence of the syntactic structure on quan-
tificational scope for generalized quantifiers and distributive readings of plurals. Genuine
quantifiers and distributive readings of plural NPs are (in contrast with indefinite NPs
and collectively interpreted plural NPs) clause bounded. That is, they may take scope
only over elements that appear in their local domain. This requirement is expressed in
clause V as a conditionalized subordination restriction, using the upper and lower bounds
of the Nonhead-daughter (resp. lup and l~ow) and the upper bound of the Head-daughter
(Iupy): Iup 1 I~ov, ~ Iupy 1 I„p.

Finally, the last clause defines a function with which the reading of a plural can be
disambiguated at any stage of the interpretation process. When disambiguating semantic
or pragmatic knowledge becomes available, this function can be called, and the reading
will then, monotonically, be further specified. This further specification corresponds to
the monotonic operation of changing a weak subordination restriction (e.g. 1~ 1') into an
equality (1 - 1') or a strong subordination restriction (1 ) 1'). -

The integration of UDRT in HPSG as described in Frank 8t Reyle (1995) looks promis-
ing. So far, it covers only structural semantic ambiguity, but the authors suggest that
the approach can be generalized to other disambiguation problems as well as to anaphora

37Except for in the Head-Filler Schema, where the features cotvns and SuBORD aze only inherited from
the Head daughter.

3BFrank ~ Reyle assume binary branching.
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resolution. UDRT has clean and clear computational properties, and the expressivity of
UDRT is, as Frank and Reyle explain, stronger than the quantifier storage mechanism
employed in PBcS-94 because the ordering in the feature susoRD is explicitly partia1.39

This is, however, a specification of a grammar, not yet an implementation.ao We feel
that it might not be trivial to implement the rather special kinds of feature values in-
troduced here. Not every implementation of the typed feature formalism supports sets.
Moreover, the elements in the sUBORD set (mathematical comparisons between labels)
are non-standard feature values, especially the ones that are conditionalized such as in
clause V. Mathematical properties of these concepts are not automatically present in an
implementation of these concepts. For example, the proposed disambiguation process sup-
poses that a weak comparison can be unified with a stronger one, and that the unification
result will be the strong comparison, like in clause VI. An implementation of this single
property of the comparisons can be created in typed feature logic,41 but for any other
property that might be important too (e.g. transitivity), again another solution would be
needed.

4.5.3 MRS

At CSLI (Stanford University) and at several sites of the Verbmobil project a framework
has been developed for semantics within HPSG (Copestake et al. 1997). This Minimal
Recursion Semantics (MRS) has been utilized in the English grammar developed for
Verbmobil. The use of MRS for Machine Translation is described in Copestake et al.
(1995) and Copestake (1995).

MRS uses flat semantic representations. The representation of a phrase in MRS con-
sists mainly of three parts: an index (comparable to the lambda variable in conventional
representations), a list of propositions: relations that hold between objects and events
(in which the index can also occur), and a label, called `handle.' Every element in the
list of propositions also has a handle. Handles are values of a feature, and can therefore
be underspecified. The relations can be of several types: quantificational, corresponding
to determiners; properties, such as expressed by nouns; events, usually expressed with
verbs. In a linear notation, the variables that stand for the events and objects involved in
the relations would be expressed as `~', `y', etc. (as in ULF); in feature structures, such
variables are expressed with coindexation. Not every every relation has to have links with
other relations in the MRS, and this way scopes can be underspecified. This is illustrated
in the example below.a2

3sFor example, 1 1 I' V 1 1 1" cannot be expressed in the approach of PBtS-94 without deciding on
an order between 1' and I", since only one simple list is used instead of explicit and sepazate ordering
constraints.

aoThe implementation of UDRT for Verbmobil ( Bos et al. 1996) is in the grammar formalism TUG,
Trace and Unification Grammaz, rather than in HPSG, nor does it employ typed feature structures.

alIt is possible to employ a type hierazchy of the possible subordination relations. The most general
type would correspond to weak subordination, and its two distinct subtypes correspond respectively to
equality and to strong subordination.

azFor expository reasons, the t,ypes are in this example above the first feature in a structure rather
than at the lower left-hand corner of the structure.
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(4.46) Every button controls some lens.

Unscoped MRS:

I HANDEL handle

INDEX ~

LISZT ~

every-rel

HANDEL handle

BV ~2

RESTR ~3

SCOPE handle

button-rel

HANDEL ~

INST 20

,

controLrel

HANDEL handle

EVENT ~8,
ACT

UND

L

j5,

some-rel

HANDEL handle

BV

RESTR

SCOPE

,

)

~

~

handle

When this example is disambiguated, all handle-typed features become coindexed. If it is
for example found on the basis of domain knowledge that every should take wide scope,
the top-handle would be coindexed with the handle of the every-relation. The scope of
the every-relation would be equal to the handle of the some-relation, and the scope of
the some-relation would be the handle of the control-relation.

Other forms of ambiguity can be underspecified too (Copestake 1995). By leaving
out the coindexation, referential ambiguity can be tmderspecified. Furthermore, lexical
ambiguity is underspecified by using a small type tlierarchy for relations. A bank-relation
would for example have two subtypes: bank-riverside and bankfnancial. This solution
is, however, not possible for the inenumerable meanings of a vague word.

One might think that attachment ambiguity can be underspecified like the referential
and scope ambiguity, with coindexation left-out. However, simply leaving out the coindex-
ation is not restrictive enough for most cases of attachment and other forms of ambiguity.
Therefore, a feature has been employed that contains various kinds of constraints on the
resolution of the coindexation. The two kinds of constraints are the so-called outscopes
constraints and the is-one-of constraints. The former is comparable to the subordinate
relation employed in DRT. The latter constraint is in fact a kind of disjunction.

For selectional restrictions on relations, an extra head feature is used (xEY). This
feature is always linked to the relation that was introduced by the lexical head of a
constituent. In this way, a word can put certain constraints on one of the constituents it
selects (e.g. the complement of put must be lleaded by a directional preposition).
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Finally, for the structurally imposed constraints on possible scopings, a`storage and
retrieval' mechanism has been implemented, slightly different from the one worked out
in PBzS-94. The Semantics Principle has been adapted so that this quantifier storage
mechanism works well, and that all other MRS-features are correctly passed on from one
or two daughters to the mother of a schema (Copestake et al. 1997).

The main difference between MRS and ULF is the degree of hierarchical ordering in the
representation. Compare, for example, the ULF in (4.33) with the MRS-representation
in (4.46). MRS is extremely flat, in that every event predicate, object predicate, and
quantifier is put separately on one and the same list. In ULF, on the other hand, the
quantifier and the predicate(s) of one object are connected, and the representation of an
event or object comprises the representations of its arguments. The degree of structure in
the semantic representation has consequences for the creation of the representation and
for the further interpretation afterwards. In MRS, the explicit constraints on the semantic
structure must be created and interpreted; in ULF, part of the semantic structure arises
automatically when the structured representation is created, and can directly be used
in the interpretation phase.43 For the recursive structure of ULF, a recursive algorithm
can be used to interpret it. The interpretation methods for MRS look probably quite
different in this respect. In the Verbmobil project, the interpretation process for MRSs
has been implemented, as far as MRSs have to be interpreted for automatic translation.
For another purpose, such as the generation of a cooperative reaction of the system in
DErrK, another interpretation has to implemented anyway.

43Admittedly, there are exceptions to the correspondence between the structure of ULF and the seman-
tic structure: a restriction on a certain parameter is not necessarily located in the ULF that introduces
this parameter.
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Problem analysis

As part of the DEtvK project, a grammar has been specified and implemented for a
fragment of English. Three stages can be distinguished in the process of designing and
implementing a grammar. First, the language fragment has to be defined that will be
covered by the grammar. Second, the grammar has to be specified in the terms of the
grammar formalism that has been chosen. And third, the grammar has to be implemented.
The specifications of the second stage have to be coded, and differences between the
theoretical formalism and the implementation formalism have to be overcome.

The three stages are ordered in the sense that in each stage the results of the preceding
stage are used, but it is not the case that each stage is completely finished before the next
one is started. Often a problem at a certain stage requires reconsiderations of the work in
an earlier stage. The problems that can arise at each stage are analysed in this chapter.

5.1 Definition of the language fragment

Since natural language interfaces are only realistic for restricted language fragments, the
first step in creating such an interface is defining the fragment that will meet the re-
quirements of the application. The most important factors in the definition of such a
fragment are the intended situation of use of the system and the specific subject matter
of the application. Sources of information on the situation of use could be for example
`think-aloud protocols', descriptions of a typical task given by the users (Gomoll (1990),
Zweekhorst óz Sijtsma (1993)). Information sources on the domain are usually available
in the form of an expert, or a manual. Another commonly used source for defining a
language fragment are corpora of texts representative of the application that is being
developed. Because for DE1vK we are mainly interested in generic dialogue aspects and
less in one specific domain or one specific task, dialogue corpora are the most promising
basis for the fragment definition.

A generally accepted and practical way to define a language fragment for a particular
application is to decide which linguistic constructions are to be included in the fragment,
on the basis of a frequency analysis of their occurrence in a corpus of dialogues that
are representative of interacting with this system. The dialogues can be obtained in the
original situation without the system, or with a preliminary prototype of the system, or

95
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with a fake version of the system in a so-called Wizard of Oz experiment (see e.g. Fraser
8z Gilbert (1991)).1

The collection and processing of a dialogue corpus is discussed in some detail in Kay
et al. (1994). For the creation of a dialogue corpus, it is essential that the obtained set of
variants of language use is as representative as possible of the specific situation of use of
the system that is to be built. As noticed in Kay et al. (1994), the only way to do so is
to collect large amounts of data in experiments under circumstances that are as constant
as possible, and to strongly restrict the conversation by imposing narrow constraints on
the subject matter and by giving clear tasks to the participants.

A dialogue corpus collected in this way can be seen as an example-based definition
of the relation between input and output of the complete system that has to be built.
This relation should be subdivided in terms of relations that have to hold for the input
and output of components of the system. Kay et al. (1994) suggest that this is effectively
done by enriching the corpus by hand with the representations that are passed on between
the components for each input-output pair. These subrelations can then be used for the
specification of the components, and for dummy components to test the implemented ones
before the complete system is built.

For the situation in which the DE1vK system will be used, no corpus as described above
was available; there was no opportunity to collect one in the absence of an implemented
prototype for the intended domain; and the performance of a Wizard of Oz experiment was
not feasible because of the complexity of simulating the electron microscope domain. Also,
the multiple input and output connections of the components that update and use the
data bases representing the domain knowledge and the dialogue context would complicate
the described processing of the corpus severely.2 As an alternative, we studied existing
corpora of dialogues from situations that bore some similarity to the DEtvK situation,
described in Section 5.1.1. An outline of the language use that is to be expected in DEtvK
dialogues is given; this is used for the fragment definition described in Section 5.1.2.3
As mentioned earlier, the stages in the grammar design can be passed iteratively, which
means that the definition of the language fragment can be adapted in the specification
and implementation stages, as explained in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Analysis of the language use in dialogues

To define a language fragment for the DErrK system corpus data were used that had been
obtained in situations sharing one or more of the characteristics of the DEtvK application.

1 Wizard-of-Oz experiment: experiment in which the user is led to believe they are using a real system,
but in which the system is actually simulated by another person trained to know the functioning of the
future system. It is named after the fake wizazd in the tale "The Wizard of Oz".

ZSee Section 1.2.3 about the architecture of the DEtvK system. It may be noted that the context-based
approach to dialogue, which is central to DetvK and which is reflected in the DEtvK-architecture, gives
rise to system components with input-output subrelations whose relation to the overall system is much
more complex than in the case of a translation system, which was the focus of Kay et al. (1994).

3The reader is reminded that in this project corpora are used for the definition of the language fragment
only. The linguistic analyses are carried out purely with a grammaz, and not with a corpus. The author
makes no claim as to whether the analysis of dialogue utterances is best performed in a grammar-based
fashion, a corpus-based fashion, or a combination of the two.
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As described in Chapter 1 and in Beun (1994), the test application for DEtvK will be an
English keyboard dialogue,9 between a human and a simulated assistant that is an expert
on electron microscopes. The dialogue will be about the use of such a device.

In particular, we made use of the results of three experimental dialogue studies, carried
out at IP05 and ITK6, that shared certain characteristics with the DEIVK situation. Also
one monologue study about the use of an electron microscope was used, because the
available dialogue studies all had a different subject matter. The four corpus-based studies
are described briefly below, with special attention to the characteristics of the interactive
situation in comparison with the characteristics of the DErtK situation. For each sttidy,
some conclusions are drawn about the language used in these dialogues. The comparison
of the dialogue studies is summarized in Table 5.1.

Characteristics of the dialogue situations

An overview of the studies mentioned above is given in Table 5.1. The table describes
the characteristics of the DENK situation in comparison with the characteristics of the
interactive situations of the four corpus-based dialogue studies. Each characteristic is
a feature of either one of the corners of the DEIVK triangle or of one of the edges. As
explained in Chapter 1, the corners of this triangle (Figure 1.1, reproduced here for
convenience) represent the user, his or her dialogue partner (the `assistant'), and the
domain. The edges stand for the interaction between these three entities. If a feature was
varied on purpose between the different dialogues, there are multiple values in the table
for that feature. All features are explained below.

Application
Domain

observaoon and' `observation and
manipula(ion manipulation

User

Figure 5.1: The DEtvK `triangle view' of interaction

4The user types his utterances on a computer keyboard and reads the answers of his dialogue paztner
from a computer screen. Sometime.g, such dialogues aze called "terminal dialogues", referring to the
combination of a monitor and a keyboazd connected to a computer as a"terminal."

SIPO: Institute for Perception Reseazch (Eindhoven), currently Center for Reseazch on User-System
Interaction, part of Eindhoven University of Technology

6ITK: Institute for Language- and Knowledge technology in Tilburg, currently the department of
Computational Linguistics of Tilburg University
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User The user of an application usually has a certain goal that determines the content
of his utterances. The particular task can be either very strict and clearly defined,
or the user can be free to use the application in the way he wants.

Assistant The assistant can be human or simulated by a computer. If the user is led to
believe that his dialogue partner is a computer, as in a Wizard-of-Oz experiment,
the assistant is indicated to be a machine too because we are interested in how the
user approaches his dialogue partner. In dialogues both participants might have
their own goals. For DEtvK we are interested in cooperative interfaces, where the
dialogue partner is purely an assistant, and thus has no goal of its own. We do not
count `wanting to help' as having a goal of one's own.

Domain There can be many more properties of the domain than those given in the
table. Here, we chose three rather general properties related to time and space that
were considered to relate to the use of certain linguistic constructions. The chosen
properties are: whether anything in the domain could change during the dialogue
(static vs. dynamic); whether there were physical aspects to the domain, such as
size, weight, and position of objects (`physical, spatial');~ and whether the objects
present in the domain could move by themselves (as would have been the case in
the simulation of traffic, `autonomic movements').

User-assistant interaction The user and the assistant interact both with and without
language. Details of the linguistic interaction are of course of primary interest to
us. The modality and the language of this communication are commonly studied
parameters. The two possible modalities (or communication channels) in applica-
tions are usually voice and text, where text means typing on a keyboard and reading
from a computer screen. Other forms of interaction, such as mimics or gestures, are
common in face-to-face dialogues between humans and are important there. How-
ever, in many computer applications this form of interaction is not possible, nor is
it in DE1vK, nor was is it in the four studies (in the table called `visual contact').8

Interaction with ;;he domain Both the user and his dialogue partner may have visual
access to the domain, direct `hands-on' access, or both. In the applications where
the user has no direct access to the domain (as in information dialogues such as
the Yellow Pages and KLM dialogues), the dialogue partner and the domain are
not always viewed as separate entities, especially if the assistant is simulated and
therefore in a sense part of the same device as the domain. For these cases, the
separation is supposed to be the same as in the human-human situation, after which
the application is modelled.

~One might argue that this parameter is somewhat too broad, as there is more variation in the domains
than the table shows at this point. It is also difficult to say whether an application has physical aspects.
In the KLM dialogues, for example, the subject matter involves aeroplanes, but the physical properties
of the planes play no role in the dialogue.

BWe consider pointing at objects in the domain not a form of direct interaction between the paztici-
pants, but interaction via the third corner of the triangle: the domain.
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Table 5.1: DEtvK compared with four other dialogue~monologue studies
e50

~, ~o~
~~~~ 1~~1y a~~ Je~

4e,t ~,~`~ ~~~~ ~o~O
4,~~ o~~~,~- ~~.~. ~0~4 ~ti~

e,~ v~Application characteristics ~ `o~ ~v~ -~ ~

User:
with own purpose~goal f f ~- -}- ~
with clear task - -}- ~- ~ f

Assistant:
human, machine, none m h hr m~h m~h
with own purpose~goal - -2 - - -

Domain:
static~dynamic d d d s d
physical, spatial ~ ~ f ~- -
autonomic movements - - - - -

User-assistant interaction:
ling.channel (spoken~typed) t t~s s t~s t~s
language (English~Dutch~...) E D D E~F~S D
visual contact - - 3

User-domain interaction:
visual inspection -{- ~ f
direct manipulation ~- f4 ~-

Assistant-domain interaction:
visual inspection ~ f ~- f -t-
direct manipulation ~- ~- - - -

Notes:
1. This was in fact a monologue rather than a dialogue, there being no dialogue partner;

the characteristics about the partner are filled out for the human assistant that could
be consulted if needed.

2. The builder only had to follow up the instructor's requests.
3. There could be visual contact between the microscopist and the assistant mentioned

in note 1, but there probably hardly ever was during the monologue.
4. Restricted manipulation: pointing but no displacing.
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Corpus 1: Blocks experiment in DEtvK project

One of the DEtvK subprojects has investigated in detail how people refer to objects in
a physical domain (Cremers 1996). For the experiments a pair of subjects had to build
a little building with colored blocks. One subject could see and reach the blocks (the
assistant, alias builder), while the other one knew the plan (the user, alias instructor),
and had to instruct the builder. The instructor could make gestures, such as pointing at
the blocks, but could not displace anything in the domain.

Although the physical objects were different from those of the prototype DErvK sys-
tem,9 the dialogue participants were both human, and the language was Dutch rather
than English; the situation was basically `DEtvK-like'. As in the DE1vK situation, both
participants had visual and physical access to the domain, and communicated in natural
language. As such, the situation exemplified that of the DErrK triangle (see Chapter 1).
The modalities for communication that people usually have were reduced to language and
gesticulating (e.g. pointing); other modalities such as mimics, direction of gaze, and pos-
ture were blocked by placing a screen between the subjects. The language of the dialogues
was Dutch, and they were either spoken or typed on a computer keyboard and read on a
computer monitor. Twenty dialogues were recorded in total, ten spoken and ten typed.
The transcriptions are in Cremers (1995).l0

The language use recorded in these experiments contains many incomplete sentences,
incomplete phrases, and other elements that are diíficult for a parsing system, such as rep-
etitions, typos, and abbreviations. The user seem to be eager to shorten his utterances, in
the terminal dialogues even more than in the spoken ones. Examples of abbreviated words,
telegraphic phrases, and interrupted sentences in the terminal dialogues are in (5.1), (5.2),
and (5.3).11

(5.1) een kl rode

(a sm red one)

(5.2) geel blok op rood en groen

(yellow block on red and green)
(5.3) De schuine kant moet (-) op de achterste 4 posities van het ... juist.

(The sloping side has to be (-) on the far 4 positions of the ... okay.)

Because the possible actions were very limited, very few verbs are used. Most words refer
to color, form, or position.12 Most of the utterances had the function of an instruction,
but could have many forms: an (incomplete or complete) NP, PP, or an imperative,
interrogative, or declarative sentence (Then you put it there ~ This goes there etc.). In a

9At the time the experiments were performed, the domain for the DEtuK prototype had not been
chosen yet. A preliminazy, partial prototype of the DENK system used a toy blocks world (see Bunt et al.
(1995)).

~oThese are the spoken dialogues. The data of the typed dialogues are available at IPO.
11Sources: (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) resp. human-human blocks dialogues 6, 4, and 9
~ZIt must also be kept in mind that the task in this experiment was especially designed to encourage

all kinds of referring expressions. The toy blocks in several shapes without a particular name lead to
relatively many rather complex descriptions of objects.
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domain where more different and complex actíons are possible, most of the instructions
would have to contain a verb, and the instructions would be more often Ss.

Corpus 2: Electron microscope task analysis

Independent of the DErrK project, the activities that microscope users have to perform
were analysed, in order to design a better user interface (Spierenburg 1992). In a case
study, the problem-solving behaviour was investigated of four microscopists with varying
amounts of experience with the particular type of microscope. The subjects were asked
to perform a common task with the microscope and to tell everything they were thinking
while performing the task. The language in this experiment was Dutch. The audio data
of these `thinking aloud' experiments were recorded and transcribed.

Another experienced microscopist was present, who could help the subject if needed.
Only the single subject without experience with the particular microscope posed questions,
and only very few. So most of the utterances were descriptions of the user's own actions.
The monologues gave more information on the expressions used to refer to certain parts or
modes of the microscope (the magnification is 200,000 times ~ a magnification of 44,000
etc. ) .

Corpus 3: Yellow pages information dialogues

The aim of the EU project PLUS13 was to build a robust system that can support the
user in realistic information-seeking situations. For the empirical foundation of the system
architecture and the definition of a language fragment, dialogue corpora were collected in
Wizard-of-Oz experiments.

The collected corpora varied over three parameters: language, dialogue type, and
scenario. The languages were French, English, and Swedish. The `dialogue type' refers
to the configuration of the participants and communication channels. First, there were
Wizard-of-Oz keyboard dialogues, where the subject interacts through a keyboard with
what he believes to be a computer system. For comparison, two other types of dialogues
were collected: human-human keyboard dialogues, and (only Swedish) human-human
telephone dialogues. The term `scenario' refers to the specific task that the subject is
to perform. Three similar tasks were selected, all concerned with finding information
from the Yellow Pages data base to which the computer had access, relating to either car
hire, restaurants, or personal insurance. Of each combination of the parameters language,
dialogue type, and scenario, at least ten dialogues were collected.

We looked at the English data from the first type of dialogue (Wizard of Oz). The
utterances of the user in this experiment are much more carefully formulated than in the
blocks experiment. Most utterances are complete sentences, declarative or interrogative.
Some shorter but complete phrases were given in answer to a question of the system. This
can be caused by the dialogue partner (presumably) being a computer, as in DEtvK, or by
the fact that the user cannot use a complementary visual channel, which is possible in the

13PLUS: `A Pragmatic-Based Language Understanding System', ESPR.IT project 5254, Black et al.
(1991)
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multimodal configuration of DEtvK (by pointing in the domain). There are fewer imper-
atives, but there are fewer orders as well because the system (wizard) cannot manipulate
objects in the domain for the user, as is possible in the DEtvK situation.

Corpus 4: KLM telephone dialogues

At IPO in Eindhoven, several corpora of Dutch information dialogues were collected. The
analyses of these corpora included the investigation of the assignment of communicative
functions by one dialogue participant to utterances by the other participant. The results
of this investigation are in Beun (1989).

In two experiments, twenty-four subjects were asked to determine by telephone the
departure and arrival times of airplanes and trains from an informant at Schiphol Airport.
The informant was simulated by a well-trained person. Subjects fulfilled their tasks under
different conditions with regard to the accessibility of the communication channel (full vs.
half duplex). The transcriptions of these dialogues are in Cramer (1985) and Prust et al.
(1985). The conclusions of these first experiments are in Beun (1985). The collected data
also formed the basis for Rats (1996).

In a follow-up experiment, information dialogues in a different setting were collected:
keyboard dialogues. Here, the type of partner was manipulated: human vs. wizard. The
transcriptions are in Beun (1987). The data of these experiments were used in Van Bavel
(1987), de Winter (1987), Beun 8z Bunt (1987), and Sijtsma (1989).

We looked at the terminal dialogues of this series of experiments. The language use in
these dialogues is comparable to that in the terminal dialogues about the Yellow Pages.
In the human-human dialogues as well as ín the Wizard-of-Oz situation, the subject used
complete and quite elaborated sentences. The majority of the sentences were questions.
Due to the specific tasks that the user had to perform, there were hardly any questions
of the system, and therefore almost no utterances of the user in any form of answer. In
several cases, a turn consisted of more than one sentence, often one or two explanatory
declarative sentences, followed by a question.

5.1.2 The language fragment for DENK

The DEtvK fragment can in fact be constructed in several steps, corresponding to in-
creasingly specific characterization of the fragment. First, a number of natural language
constructions have to be in any fragment in order to make it a natural language fragment.
Second, the fragment has to contain certain constructions that are typically necessary for
performing dialogues. Third, the specific setting of the dialogue determines which other
constructions have to be in the fragment. In this last step, a study of the language use
as described in Section 5.1.1 can be used. Below we describe which linguistic phenomena
are included in the DEtvK fragment in each of the three steps.

The basic set of constructions for each language fragment, no matter whether it is
for the interpretation of dialogue utterances or for a completely different purpose such
as the translation of long written texts, contains the words of closed classes, such as
prepositions and determiners, and the main mechanisms for creating phrases, i.e., the
constructions for combining a word with its arguments and (part of) the verb system.
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The fact that the DEtvK fragment is intended for dealing with utterances in a dialogue
rather than with sentences in a running text makes it necessary to include sentence forms
that can be used for posing questions and giving answers. The declarative mood can
be used for posing questions, but the most direct way to pose questions is by using
interrogatives. We thus added the interrogative mood to the fragment in order to
allow the user to express him~herself naturally. Also, utterances that are not complete
sentences, but that are useful for giving short answers have to be in the fragment, such
as NPs, PPs, and APs.

Finally, many details of the fragment should be inferred from the specific setting of
the dialogue. There are several ways in which we can use our study of language use in
specific dialogue situations for adding linguistic constructions to the fragment. We could,
for each corpus, make a list of which constructions are used, and then check whether these
constructions are likely to be needed for DEtvK, given the differences and similarities in
setting between the corpus collection situation at hand and the DENK situation. This is
as much work as defining a language fragment for each of the four corpora. Moreover,
it is not really possible to draw well-founded conclusions about the relation between a
construction and a dialogue setting parameter because there are too many parameters
that vary from one setting to another in proportion to the number of corpora. Working
out four separate fragments could be avoided by using one list of constructions, such as
the one in the test suite of Flickinger et al. (1987), and check which of the constructions in
the test suite occur in the corpora. However, checking against the corpora would still be
difTicult because of the high number of parameters versus the number of corpora. Another
possibility is to estimate the influence of each DENK characteristic on the language use,
and to check this estimate against the corpora with the same characteristic. The result
of this method cannot be expected to be very detailed and firm, but as it is best focussed
on the DENK situation, this is the method we applied. In the rest of this section we
therefore briefly consider each of the DEtvK setting characteristics in turn, and their
estimated influence on properties of the natural language fragment.

User's initiative

Human-computer dialogue systems often have severe restrictions built in on the amount
of initiative that the user may take. Such restrictions influence both the user's and the
system's language use. In many everyday dialogue situations, both participants have goals
of their own, e.g. at a sale or when making an appointment. In DEtvK, only the user ha.s a
certain goal. Therefore, we expect that the user's utterances are most often instructions
and questions, and less often answers or statements. The most direct forms for utterances
with these functions are the interrogative and the imperative mood, respectively. As
expected, a significant part of the user's utterances in the corpora with this same division
of tasks (all except the monologue corpus) has interrogative mood. The imperative mood
often occurred in the terminal dialogues of the blocks experiments.14

Remarkably, the imperative mood only occurred sporadically in the YP terminal dia-
logues (human-machine), only once in the complete set of KLM terminal dialogues, and

laNo exact counting was done for the spoken blocks dialogues, but at least ten imperatives were
encountered in ten sessions.
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never in the KLM telephone dialogues. Beun 8t Bunt (1987) found that the linguistic
expressions in terminal dialogues were more direct than in telephone dialogues. There-
fore, they expected a more extensive use of the imperative in terminal dialogues because
it is more explicit in requesting something. They give as a possible explanation of the
fact that this did not occur that people are not familiar with the use of imperatives in
everyday dialogues. We tend to think that the use of the imperative mood is influenced
by the capabilities of the assistant. If the assistant is known to be able to perform certain
operations on the domain, a direct request in the imperative mood seems appropriate. In
the blocks experiment, the assistant can manipulate objects in the domain; in an infor-
mation dialogue, such as the KLM and YP dialogue, the assistant cannot do anything
but give information, and for requests of information interrogatives are usually shorter
than imperatives (Why ...? versus Tell me why ...).15 In DENK the assistant can also
perform all kinds of actions in the domain. Therefore we added the imperative mood to
the fragment. Examples of interrogatives and imperatives from the corpora considered
here are:ls

Interrogative:

(5.4) wat is de aankomsttijd?

(what is the arrival time?)

(5.5) heb je nog blokken over?

(do you still have blocks left?)

Imperative:

(5.6) neem een blauw vierkant

(take a blue square)

Human-machine

Another factor that influences the use of language, is whether the user believes to be
communicating with a machine. In general, we expect that the user is more direct when
communicating with a machine then when communicating with another person, not feel-
ing obliged to be polite. On the other hand, we expect that people take more care typing
complete and correct sentences in the human-machine situation for fear of being misun-
derstood. In corpora studies it is indeed noticed that there are significantly fewer indirect
requests, openings and closings in the human-machine than in the human-human dialogues
(Beun 8e Bunt 1987). This confirms once again that the interrogative mood, the most
direct form of request, must be in the DErrK fragment. Other differences in language use

15 We also think there is a tendency for people to get more used to having a machine as dialogue partner.
New standards with respect to acceptable language use arise for this new type of dialogue. The obvious
desire on the part of the user to type as short utterances could then easily lead to using more imperatives
(The KLM terminal dialogues were recorded in 1987; those on the YP in 1991; the first blocks experiment
took place in 1992.)

1sSources: (5.4) KLM dialogue 17.1; (5.5) blocks dialogue 8; (5.6) blocks dialogue 1; The original Dutch
or English utterances are given, and the Dutch ones with the English translation because the grammar
of DE~K is for English.
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that would influence the choice of constructions to be included in the language fragment
were not noticed between the human-human and human-machine KLM dialogues.17

The domain

The type of domain also influences the language use. The complexity of the physical do-
main, which both parties have access to, may give rise to many descripiions referring to
objects and their properties. The specific objects, relations, and properties in the domain
correspond to frequently used words and collocations. Therefore, for DENK, words and
expressions specific to (the simulated part of) the electron microscope and its operation
are added to the fragment (ex. 5.7). In a technical domain like electron microscopy, often
technical terms can be used to refer to an object or property. Technical terms are usually
noun-noun compounds (ex. 5.8).18 If the user does not know the right term, as can easily
be the case in the learning-like situation of DENK, or if there is no particular name for
objects (as in the block experiments), then the descriptions are NPs with various types
of adjuncts such as APs, PPs (ex. 5.9), and relative clauses (ex. 5.10 and 5.11).19 Fur-
thermore, Zweekhorst 8c Sijtsma (1993) mention that the language for a specific subject
domain (sublanguage) tends to contain so-called anonymous constructions, in which ref-
erences to the author or reader are removed. Examples of anonymous constructions are
the use of the impersonal pronoun (one, Dutch: men) for referring to the author or reader,
and the passive voice. In the electron microsope corpus we found a couple of instances
(ex. 5.12, 5.13).Zo

Domain-specific words and collocations:
(5.7) En de vergroting (-) is ongeveer 200.000 keer.

(And the magnification (-) is about 200,000 times.)

Noun-noun compounds:

(5.8) contrast-brightness setting; condensor aperture; projector lens; etc.

PPs and APs:
(5.9) pak het blauwe vierkant met afdak

(take the blue square with lean-to roof (slope))

i~For the YP corpora, no such comparison was available.
18Compounding is also one of the forms that Sauer (1990) mentions as a typical construction for

creating concise descriptions in a specific subject domain.
195auer (1990) mentions the use of PPs rather than subclauses as a way to be more concise, which

is usual in a sublanguage (of a specific subject domain). However, this appears to be a trend which is
typical of Dutch sublanguages (Sauer 1990), and it might not always be possible to use PPs instead of
subclauses (Zweekhorst 8c Sijtsma 1993).

ZoSources: (5.7) EM dialogue `2 years experience'; (5.8) EM domain; (5.9) blocks dialogue 4; (5.10)
KLM dialogue 1.1 (hum.-mach.); (5.11) YP dialogue 4(hum.-mach.)
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Relative clauses:

(5.10) hoe laat vertrekken de treinen uit Tilburg die naar
Amsterdam CS gaan?
(at what time do the trains from Tilburg depart that go to
Amsterdam CS?)

(5.11) Can you give me a list of hire car firms that both
deliver the car to the customer and do not require
it to be returned to the same place?

Impersonal pronoun:
(5.12) als men veel cont,rast wil hebben moet men het preparaat

behandelen

(if one wants strong contrast one has to prepare the specimen)

Passive voice:
(5.13) Objectiefdiafragma is niet goed uitgelijnd.

(Objective aperture is not correctly aligned.)

Keyboard communication

The channel through which communication is performed can significantly influence the
kind of language that is used. It is expected that the user's utterances are shorter in
typed than in spoken communication. Furthermore, we expect that they contain fewer
interruptions and restarts, or none at all. The various corpora that we examined confirm
these expectations (see also Beun 8c Bunt (1987), Oviatt 8c Cohen (1991), and Cremers
(1998)). The occurrence of very low numbers of interruptions and restarts means that we
can worry less about the robustness of the parser in relation to these sources of ungram-
maticality. This kind of robustness is usually realized with pre-processing rather than
inside the grammar. Therefore, this does not change the fragment.

The lower average number of words in the utterances does not directly say something
about the linguistic constructions that are used. The only difference we expect is that
constructions for the creation of longer utterances, especially conjunction ofclauses, might
be less common. However, in the corpora and in the reports on the corpora we found that
the terminal channel does not prevent the user from using coordination, subordinatioii,
and relative clauses (Sijtsma 1989). Coordination of Ss, VPs, and NPs are the most
common ones (ex. 5.14, 5.11). Subordination is often an if-then construction (both in
Dutch and English, 5.15). Examples of relative clauses were given above (ex. 5.10, 5.11).
In general, shorter utterances can be made with the same constructions as longer ones.
One very common form of shorter utterances in any kind of dialogue is the non-sentential
phrase (ex. 5.16 and 5.17). As separate discourse turns at least NPs, PPs, and APs should
be included in the fragment.

As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, other, less predictable ways to shorten utterances are
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(self-coined) abbreviations, telegraphic style, and unfinished sentences. We consider these
methods ungrammatical and therefore we do not include them in the natural language
fragment. Exceptions are made for abbreviations that form part of the jargon of the
domain. Abbreviations as in (5.18) are used in the documentation of the microscope, and
are indicated on the (simulated) control panel as we11.21

Coordination:

(5.14) Welke vlucht is dat en hoe laat arriveert deze?
(Which Hight is that and what time does it arrive?)

Subordination:

(5.15) Can I hire a car if I am under 25?

Non-sentential phrase:
(5.16) Iedere dag?

(Every day?)

(5.17) op de rode

(on the red one)

Abbreviations:
(5.18) EM ; diff ; C2 , etc.

(- electron microscope ; diffraction ; second condensor)

Multimodality

Since the application domain is visually accessible for the user, we may expect him to
use deictically referring expressions. These references will be resolved in the context
of the dialogue and thus not in the grammar. Expressions referring to the absolute
or relative position of an object, referring to what is pointed at, etc., must be in the
fragment. This means that the fragment should include words and phrases expressing
visible properties of objects in the DEtvK domain (form, color, size) and visible relations
between the objects (e.g. above, below), as well as demonstratives and pronouns that can
be used deictically, including the word one (possibly modified as in the green one). Only
the blocks experiment had a similar accessibility for the user and the assistant; the corpora
of this experiment indeed contained a large number of deictically referring expressions.

Z1Sources: (5.14) KLM term. dial. 12.1; (5.15) YP term. dial. 4.; (5.16) KLM term. dial. 2.8; (5.17)
blocks term. dial. 7; (5.18) electron microscope domain
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5.1.3 Interaction with the grammar specification and implemen-
tation

The way in which one part of a grammar is implemented often determines what other parts
can easily, can witli difficulty, or in no way be implemented. Therefore, we started the
implementation of the above-mentioned phenomena before the fragment was completely
defined. The extension of the initially implemented part of the grammar (henceforth
`kernel') to include other linguistic phenomena was determined by four different factors,
one at the level of the grammar specification and three at the level of the implementation.

First, linguistic theory in general and HPSG in our case in particular, determines
what parts of the language form an interconnected group, so that they are naturally
implemented at once. This does not necessarily correspond to what is a coherent part
of language viewed from the situation of use. In most context-free grammar formalisms
for example, all PPs, no matter their grammatical function, form a coherent group; or,
to give a example for HPSG, all adjuncts, no matter their category or the category of
what they modify, are such a group. But as far as the use of language is concerned, a
grammatically coherent group, such as PPs or adjuncts, can be used for many different
purposes, and where a PP can be used, often another construction can be used instead.22
Instead, questions for example clearly form a group with a specific use, independent
of the syntactic formulation as a main clause or some subordinate clause (`direct' vs.
`indirect' question). The missing correspondence between grammatical coherence and
communicative coherence is one important reason why it is hard to create a grammar
whose coverage is exactly what is desirable or needed for a certain application. Grammars
tend to show both overgeneration and undergeneration at the same time.

Second, as mentioned above, the implementation choices made for the kernel influence
what can (easily) be realized. For example, selecting specifiers through either sPtz or suB~
is more or less similar for standard determiners, but does make a difFerence for the possible
implementations of possessives (see Section 4.4.2), and also for predicative adjectives, as
in Kim is two meters tall.

Third, the planned coverage of the other components of the system determines what
is useful to add to the kernel of the grammar. For example, reflecting all the nuances of
the different modal auxiliaries is useful only if the system as a whole can take modality
information into account.

And fourth, available resources such as hardware, time, and human resources put
definite restrictions on the size of the implementation. Because of resource limitations,
for example, only ad hoc solutions for coordination have been included in the DEtvK
grammar; limited attention has been paid to the positioning of adverbs, and no analysis
has been worked out for raised expletives. The resulting phenomena that have been
implemented are in Section 5.4.

22It seems that there could be some correlation between communicative purpose and linguistic con-
struction for adjuncts. This correlation could be stronger for what is a linguistic construction in a
constraint-based grammaz than in a context-free grammar. However, the relation is still so weak that it
remains difficult to match the borders of conceptual delineation, specification and implementation of the
grammar.
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5.2 Specification of the grammar
The definition of the language fragment has to be translated into a grammar specification.
As mentioned in Odijk (1993) for grammar specification in the machine translation project
Rosetta, aiming at broad coverage has the consequence that the time and the resources
to investigate every phenomenon in detail are simply not available. Exactly the same
holds for the DErtK project, and therefore the linguistic engineering work in DEtvK, just
as in other projects, has to be based primarily on existing analyses. This does not mean,
however, that the theory can be equal to the specification. As also stated in Odijk
(1993), in theoretical linguistics one can temporarily abstract away from certain details
if the analyses that the theory offers in its current state cannot describe these details
adequately. When one is constructing a dialogue system or a machine translation system,
only the situation in which the system will be used can ultimately provide criteria for
inclusion or exclusion of linguistic data, not the theory. Furthermore, in the theory
phenomena are often studied in isolation, and this may result in analyses which are not
mutually consistent. Such analyses cannot be incorporated in one and the same grammar
specification, which must be consistent in order to allow implementation.

In DErrK, the specification is based on HPSG, and therefore consists of a large set of
constraints on words (lexical entries) and a relatively small set of constraints on phrases
(principles and ID schemata). First, the ID schemata 1 to 5 of PBzS-94 were taken to be
part of the specification, together with a number of verbs, determiners, and nouns with
regular syntactic behaviour. All the constraints on the semantics and nonlocal informa-
tion were left out in the first version of the grammar specification. This specification was
extended by repeatedly adding some lexical entries, and then adding more constraints
(to ID schemata, principles, lexical entries etc.) in order to exclude ungrammatical con-
structions. The analyses for the phenomena in the fragment from HPSG theory are used
as much as possible. However, several problems can arise for which the theory provides
no satisfying solutions or no solutions at all. The coverage of the theory is limited, as
well as the degree of detail of the analyses; analyses for different phenomena may not be
consistent with each other, etc. Moreover, since the purpose of this grammar is to serve
in an interface, changes are sometimes required in the original analyses, in particular in
the semantic parts.

In this section, we first describe the usual procedure that is followed when specifying
a constraint-based grammar, and especially how this differs from specifying a context-
free grammar. In the rest of the section, the types of problems that we encountered
during the specification will be described, such as limited coverage of the theory, mutual
inconsistency of analyses, and the consequences of the purpose of this application-oriented
specification. Particular instantiations of these problems for the case of DEtvK, and the
solutions that we provided for them are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

5.2.1 Constraint-based vs. context-free grammar

The process of specifying a grammar in a constraint-based formalism is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the corresponding process in a context-free grammar formalism. In a context-
free formalism, a set of production rules defines what is grammatical and what is uot.
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In general, a larger set of rules increases the set of grammatical constructions. In the
constraint-based formalism HPSG, defining a grammar is all about adding and refining
constraints. The ID schemata are so unspecific that they easily overgenerate. More con-
straints or more precise constraints in lexical entries, ID schemata, and principles will
more accurately produce analyses for grammatical phrases, and reject ungrammatical
ones.

Below, an example is given of the extension of a grammar specification with a new
linguistic construction. We compare the additions that have to be made in a constraint-
based specification to those that have to be made to a generative rule-based specification.
The construction that is added in this example is the prepositional phrase. We presuppose
a grammar that already accounts for VPs and NPs, including modification by adverbs.

For the specification in a rule-based grammar formalism, phrase structure rules have to
be added for constructing PPs, and for using them as modifiers in VPs or NPs. Further-
more, the lexical entries for prepositions have to be added. Just like other lexical entries,
they mainly contain the syntactic category of the word. The additions for a context-free
grammar specífication therefore look like ( 5.19a).

For a constraint-based specification, on the other hand, no new grammar rules have
to be added. The ID schemata that account for NPs and VPs are used for the creation
and attachment of PPs as well. It is therefore suffiicient to specify the lexical entries for
prepositions in order to introduce PPs to the grammar. The entries look like (5.19b).

(5.19) a. extra grammar rules:

PP ~ prep NP
VP ~ VP PP
N ~ N PP

extra lexical entries:
in : prep

to : prep

etc.

b. no extra grammar rules,

extra lexical entries:

~n ' HEAD L MOD VP V NJ
PreP

COMP ( NP )

HEAD ~MOD VP v NJ
prep

COMP ( NP )
etc.
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The construction PP has now been added, but, as mentioned before, extra constraints
may have to be added in order to exclude ungrammatical phrases. In this example,
the schemata of PótS-94 (see also Chapter 2) overgenerate. The phrase in (5.20) will
incorrectly be analysed as a complete NP. An extra constraint has to be added to the
Head-Adjunct Schema: the adjunct daughter must be satisfied for eoMP.

(5.20) ~` the girl with

For similar phenomena, such as adjectives and adverbs, again more grammar rules
have to be added to a context-free grammar, but for the constraint-based grammar only
a slightly different feature structure has to be created for the adjectives and adverbs.

5.2.2 Missing analyses

A problem that can easily arise when specifying a grammar with broad coverage is that
there is not always an analysis available in the theory for the phenomenon that has to be
treated. This does not necessarily concern peripheral phenomena, since what counts as
core phenomena in the theory may differ from the core of a language fragment that has
to be implemented for a particular application.

For the phenomena for which no analysis has been found in the grammatical theory, an
analysis had to be provided. For DENK, we created, for example, analyses for subordina-
tors, and for noun-noun compounds. The provided analysis may be of theoretical interest,
depending on how well it captures the generalizations in the linguistic data. Our analysis
of the subordinators, for example, seems to capture the similarities between prepositions
and subordinators. Our analysis of noun-noun compounds, on the other hand, is rather
ad hoc.

For some phenomena it can be more practical to treat them outside the grammar.
Punctuation marks at the end of the sentence, for example, are analysed in the prepro-
cessor of DENK the parser, and as such they are not a part of the grammar specification.

5.2.3 Missing details

Some theoretical analyses are not detailed enough for the grammar specification. In such
cases, decisions have to be made on any part that in the theory has left vague.

In particular, feature structures are often not fully specified in the theory because of
the large number of features. The values of those features can in many cases be drawn
from other parts of the theory (type inheritance, notational conventions, etc.). There
are also cases, however, where the value of a feature remains unspecified. This lack of
specification has to be solved, because in the specification of a grammar that is to be
implemented, everything has to have a certain value, be it maximally specific, maximally
underspecified, or somewhere in between. It is important to notice here that a vague
specification in the theory does not automatically mean that the value of the feature is
underspecified; an undeispecified feature and an unspecified feature are not the same.

It is quite common, though, that a missing specification does indeed correspond to
underspecification. Examples are the casE of the pronoun you, or the NUMBER of the
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HEAD-DAUGHTER in the Head-Subject Schema. These features can be assumed to be
underspecified.

However, underspecification is not the solution to all missing specifications. Selector
features of lexical entries cannot be underspecified because the application of ID schemata
to such entries can cause problems. The selector features that are not specified in the
theory are often assumed to be satisfied, which means that they must be equal to an
empty list. This is certainly not the same as being underspecified; elist is a very specific
value.

Assuming that all unspecified selector features are allways satisfied is not correct
either. It might be the case that a selector feature has to be filled in different ways for
different instantiations of the word type at hand. The colvlP of an adjective, for example,
is probably often empty (e.g. for red), but can be (PP) as well (e.g. for fond of something).
Another example is the tvtoD value of verbs: it is generally none23 but in the ing-form
and the passive another value is appropriate.

Most missing details in HPSG analyses concern values of features, as described above,
but other missing details occur as well. For example, the Linear Precedence (LP) rules are
worked out only in very little detail. This is an example of a`detail' that we did not add to
the specification, but that we solved in the implementation. Fixing the complete system
of LP rules at the specification stage was no use to us because there was no mechanism
in the implementation tool that corresponds to LP rules; see Section 5.3.

5.2.4 Required functionality
The aim of linguistic theory is to explain how different linguistic phenomena relate to
each other; for an application the aim is usually much more concrete, and can often be
stated as a certain function.

The main functionality of the parser for the dialogue interface of DEtvK is to deliver
the correct semantic representation. As described in Chapter 4, the representation of the
semantics in the DEtvK grammar is a context-independent event semantics, which is quite
different from the content and context information described in PBzS-94. The semantic
part of the analyses had to be changed to ULF. In most cases this was possible without
changing other aspects of the analysis. The semantic interpretation in the DENK parser
is less complex than the interpretation proposed in P8z5-94. The set of features involved
in the interpretation was reduced to a single one: CoNT, and the Semantics Principle was
maintained (see Chapter 6).

For other applications, the functionality can be different but it will in general require
some adaptation of the theoretical analyses.

5.2.5 Mutually inconsistent analyses
In the theory, linguistic phenomena are often studied in isolation. An analysis only has to
provide an explanation for that one phenomenon. In a broad coverage grammar, however,
every analysis has to be consistent with all the rest of the grammar as well.

23~MOD noneJ means that it does not modify anything. In the DEtvK grammar MoD has been imple-
mented as a list, with an empty list instead of the value none (Section 6.1.1).
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A clear example of inconsistent analyses are the various approaches to adjuncts. Ad-
juncts can be considered to select for the constituent that they want to modify (`their
modifiee') or they could be selected by that constituent via the CoivtP list of that con-
stituent. Different aspects of the adjunct are accounted for by one approach but not by
the other. The unlimited modification of a constituent is best accounted for in the first
approach, while the positioning of adjuncts between complements is only accounted for
in the second approach. The two analyses should not both be used in one gramrnar. If
adjuncts are put on col~tp, the Head-Adjunct Schema is not needed anymore and vice
versa.

5.2.6 Mutually inconsistent formalisms
Inconsistency can also occur within the formalisms involved in the specification. This
mainly concerns technical properties of the underlying logics of HPSG and ALE.

The most prominent example of this is a difference between the feature logic used
in HPSG literature, and the feature logic in ALE. The feature logic in ALE is strictly
monotonic, and in much HPSG work default inheritance is used.24

Another example is the different formalization of lexical rules. This difference is de-
scribed in detail in Meurers (1994) and Meurers 8t Minnen (1997). In extremely simplified
terms the difference between a lexical rule in HPSG theory and a lexical rule in ALE is
as follows. In HPSG, the resulting lexical entry is identical to the original lexical entry
except for everything specified on the right-hand side of the rule. In ALE, the resulting
lexical entry is just what is specified on the right-hand side of the rule. Everything from
the original entry that needs to be preserved in the new one has to be copied explicitly.
Because of this difference it is important to be aware of the exact meaning of every lexical
rule.

5.3 Implementation of the grammar
The specification of the grammar has to be coded as a piece of software. On the basis of
this coded grammar, a parser will be generated. For DEr1K, this is done with the "phrase
structure parsing and definite clause programming system" ALE (described in Chapter 3).
From the grammar, ALE compiles a P1to1.oG parser. This parser can be embedded in a
P1to1.oG program if extra functionality is required. Four aspects of the functionality are
sketched below, and further explained in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.4.

A number of the building blocks of the specification can be implemented with corre-
sponding building blocks in ALE (type hierarchy, lexical entries, lexical rules). Also, a
number of these blocks do not, or not exactly, correspond to building blocks in ALE (ID
schemata, LP rules). For these parts of the grammar, the implementation has to deviate
from the specification.

On the other hand, ALE offers a number of building blocks that normally are not
in HPSG theory, and therefore not in the grammar specification (macros, phrase struc-
ture rules, definite clauses). These extra capabilities of ALE are especially practical for

24Especially in the latest proposal for the analysis of relative clauses (Sag 1997).
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implementation purposes. They can be used to implement building blocks of the specifi-
cation that have no exact correspondence in ALE, but they can also be convenient for the
implementation of other parts of the specification (e.g. types implemented as macros).

Another aspect that influences the way a specification is implemented is efficiency.
Parsing a dialogue utterance of average length and complexity should in DE1vK maximally
take a few seconds. Of course, parsing time depends on the quality and the working load of
the hardware,25 but also on the parsing software, and even on the grammar. We focussed
on the influence of the grammar, which was of more interest in this project than the pars-
ing algorithm and the hardware. Many of the decisions made at the implementation stage
of the grammar determine how efficiently a sentence can be analysed, such as the choice
between ALE types and macros, or the formulation of a definite clause. Furthermore,
efficiency improvement can also be achieved by reconsideration of the grammar specifica-
tion. The sort of changes in the specification that improve the efficiency depends in part
on which parsing algorithm is used. ALE produces a chart parser; therefore, changes in
the grammar specification that reduce the number of items in the chart can result in a
more efFicient parsing component.2ó The types of improvement that were made in the
specification are described in the present section about the implementation stage because
of the relation with the parsing algorithm, although such changes are in fact recursive
changes at the preceding stage: that of grammar specification.

Finally, at the implementation stage, solutions can sometimes be created for problems
that had not yet been solved at the specification stage. By embedding the PxoLOG parser
in extra PttoLOC code, numbers can for example be converted to strings that the parser
can handle.

In this section, the different problems in the implementation process are described
in a little more detail. The full implementation of the various linguistic phenomena is
described in Chapter 6.

5.3.1 Alternatives for missing possibilities of ALE

Two components of HPSG that have no corresponding component in ALE are the ID
schemata and the principles that have to hold for all phrases (phrase in the sense of string
of words, rather than satisfied phrase XP). More precisely, one of the HPSG principles
is the ID principle, which says that every phrase has to satisfy one of the HPSG ID
schemata. The obvious thing to do in ALE is to implement the ID schemata as phrase
structure rules, and to link the HPSG principles (other than the ID principle) to each
phrase structure rule.

An ID schema is formulated as one feature structure; a phrase structure rule has to
be defined in terms of feature structures for the left-hand side (the mother) of the rule,
and for each of the constituents on the right-hand side (the daughters). In the feature
DAUCxTER.s of an ID schema, all data of the daughters is available. The rest of the
information in the ID schema forms the feature structure of the left-hand side. The

ZSThe computer available for the DENK prototype was a Sun SPARCstation 4 with 60 Mb internal
working memory, situated in a network with several users.

ZsIf there are a smaller number of lexical items but the items are more complex, this is not necessarily
more efficient.
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DAUGHTERS feature can be left out.
There is, however, a difference between the set of daughter structures that is extracted

from the ID schema and the right-hand side of the phrase structure rule. In HPSG, the
order of daughters is determined by Linear Precedence rules. However, the order of the
right-hand side of one particular phrase structure rule cannot be varied, ID schemata
with variably ordered daughters have to be implemented with multiple phrase structure
rules, one for each order. For the grammar of one language, this problem is limited. All
schemata but one (the Head-Adjunct Schema) have a fixed order. In English, the order of
the complements in general is the same as the phonological order. For the Head-Adjunct
Schema two versions are implemented. In Chapter 6, it is explained how constituents are
prevented from being combined with the wrong rule.

The other principles can be linked to the phrase structure rules in several ways. They
can be integrated in the feature structures of the rule, or they can be attached to the rule
as a definite clause. The different choices we made for the various principles are described
in Chapter 6.

5.3.2 Choices between extra possibilities of ALE
The components of ALE that do not correspond to components of HPSG are phrase
structures, macros, constraints on types, and definite clauses in lexical rules. The phrase
structure rules are used to implement ID schemata, as mentioned above.

The extra possibilities of ALE may also be used to deal with pure specification prob-
lems, such as the inconsistency between lexical rules as defined in HPSG and in ALE
(Section 5.2.6). This problem can be solved by copying all features from the left-hand
side to the right-hand side of the lexical rule except the ones that do not change. This
copying can be simplified by using macros or definite clauses.27 Such implementations are
described in Chapter 6.

The extra possibilities can also offer alternative solutions besides the straightforward
ones. In particular the decision whether to implement a type of the HPSG type hierarchy
as a type in ALE or as a macro returns frequently in the implementation phase. Types in
ALE, of ~ourse, automatically have the inheritance from supertypes to subtypes. Macros
are not a,utomatically ordered, nor is there an inheritance relation. This can, however,
be simulated more or less by including `super-macros' in `sub-macros'. Moreover, during
the development of the grammar, macros are in some respects more practical than types
because the grammar has to be recompiled completely after any change in the type hi-
erarchy, but only a partial recompilation is necessary after changes in the macros. The
time cost for entire recompilation or partial recompilation can be respectively one hour
versus one minute; see also Section 3.4.3.

5.3.3 Efficiency improvement

When implemented, the grammar forms the main component of the parser in the natural
language interface to a dialogue system. This means that certain efficiency requirements

z7In principle, defaults, as defined in Lascarides 8c Copestake (1999), can also be used for simplifying
the copying. This is however not possible in ALE because of its strict monotonicity.
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have to be met. Since the goal of the implementation is not to deliver a software product
that is ready for use, but a research prototype system, the efriciency constraints are not
as strong as for commercial applications. The parsing of a dialogue utterance of average
length and complexity should maximally take a few seconds. As explained in the beginning
of this section, the efficiency can be increased by reducing the number of items on the
chart.

Chart items are by definition different and therefore not redundant. However, they can
be so similar that an integration of them would be preferable. Two feature structures that
differ in one feature value only can for example be combined with a disjunctive value for
this feature. However, since ALE always compiles a structure with a disjunction operator
into separate structures, alternatives to disjunctions are desirable, e.g. irr the form of extra
types in the type hierarchy.

Chart items can also differ in an uninteresting way, giving rise to `spurious ambigu-
ity'. For example, structural differences that have no influence on the semantics (e.g.
attachment of adjuncts left and right to a noun) might still be reflected in the resulting
structure. A couple of such items are the products of different analyses for the same
interpretation. In general, each item is created from a sequence of other items. Therefore,
for each alternative analysis that could be discarded, the parsing would take one set of
items less.

5.3.4 Extra-grammatical solutions

Finally, the implementation is the phase in which problems are best solved that are of
less linguistic interest. On the basis of the grammar, ALE produces the PROLOC code
of a chart parser. This code is embedded in the implementation of the DErrK system
as a whole. The parsing predicate offers a complete HPSG feature structure. The next
interpretation component, however, is only interested in the ULF substructure. Therefore,
a postprocessor is built to extract that part.

On the other side, the parser can only handle strings of PROLOG atoms. All elements
in the input that are not PROLOG atoms have to be converted into atoms (numbers,
punctuation marks, etc.). This is done in the preprocessor of the parser.

The preprocessor can also be used for slight alteration of the input, so that the gram-
matical analysis can be simpler, yet adequate for the given application. Interjections
such as please, and tags such as didn't I can be removed.28 Any information that such a
removed part might contain cari be added to the ULF in the postprocessor if necessary.

The preprocessor and the postprocessor of the DErrK parser are described in Sec-
tion 6.9.

280n1y parts that do not have to be parsed can be removed. Admittedly, for the recognition of tags
like didn't I, do you, did we, etc., some parsing is needed. However, the parsing of these tags does not
have to be integrated in the pazsing of the complete utterance.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have analysed the problems that arise when developing a grammar for
a natural language interface. We distinguished three phases in the development process:
the definition of the natural language fragment, the specification of the grammar, and the
implementation of the grammar. The first phase has been described in this chapter in
full. The specification and implementation of the grammar are the subject of Chapters 6
and 7. A summary of the linguistic phenomena and the problems that they cause at
different stages of the development is given below.

argument structures The Head-Complement Schema, the Subject-Head Schema, and
the Head-Subject-Complement Schema are necessary for combining words with their
obligatory arguments. The ID schemata have a clear specification in the theory. In
the implementation they have to be converted to phrase structure rules.

verb system (incl. passive voice) For the verb system, we have to specify and implement
the lexical rules for derivation of different verb forms. The Head-Subject Schema is
needed for combining the verb with a subject. Furthermore, for the English auxiliary
system, the behaviour of the modals and the other auxiliaries be, have and do have
to be specified.

interrogative mood For interrogative sentences, the Head-5ubject-Complement
Schema is needed. For wh-questions, extraction of the questioned constituent must
be realized. Lexical rules for complement extraction, subject extraction, and ad-
junct extraction from the theory can be used in the grammar specification, together
with the Head-Filler Schema. However, introducing subject extraction might lead
to multiple analyses for noninverted sentences (via the Head-Filler Schema, and the
Head-Subject Schema). This is better avoided from an implementation point of
view. Similarly, adjunct extraction can lead to multiple analyses for an adjunct fol-
lowed by its modifiee (via the Head-Filler Schema, and the Head-Adjunct Schema).
These negative effects of subject and adjunct extraction have to be solved at the
specification stage, in order to obtain a satisfactory analysis for utterances in the
interrogative mood.

imperative mood A sentence in the imperative mood can be analysed as an S or
a VP. In the first case, a lexical rule is needed for the creation of the imperative
form of verbs, with a special value for the sus~ feature because imperatives do not
need (and usually do not have) an overt subject. The alternative is to analyse the
utterance as a VP. In that case, a lexical rule is not needed because the infinitive
form of the verb can be used. However, at the implementation stage, provisions
have to be made that separate VPs can be recognized as complete utterances, and
that VP(inf ) can be interpreted as an utterance with imperative mood.

separate XPs In order to recognize separate NPs, PPs, etc. as full-blown utterances,
the parser should not just search for Ss. This is determined by the kind of parsing
strategy that is chosen at the implementation stage. A top-down parser searches for
a constituent of a particular category. When such a parser is used, it must be ensured
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that all the categories that we consider possible complete dialogue utterances are
being looked for. On the other hand, when a bottom-up parser is used, the chart
can simply be checked for all kinds of constituents that have been found spanning
the entire input string. The parser engine ALE, which is used in DENK, creates a
bottom-up parser, so we get the analyses of separate XPs `for free.'29

NPs (with adjuncts) For creating NPs from determiners and nouns, different suggestions
are made in the theory, one of which has to be chosen for our grammar specification.
Either the Head-Subject Schema or the Head-Complement Schema is used, or a
Head-Specifier Schema is needed (PBcS-94, page 359). If the Head-Specifier Schema
is chosen, the features sPR and sPEC are introduced. They have to be added in
the right place to the type hierarchy, and all structures that automatically get this
feature through inheritance have to be given the correct value for them (e.g. SPR
must be empty for pronouns).
For combining nouns and adjuncts, the Head-Adjunct Schema is needed, or the
adjuncts must be on the cotvtP list of the modifiee. The option of placing adjuncts
on the cotvtP list presents us with major problems in the implementation. In ALE,
the complete lexicon is precompiled, but arbitrarily many adjuncts can be added
to a noun (or any other constituent) and such precompilation would be endless and
thus impossible. This made us decide not to have the adjuncts on coMP, and to
use the Head-Adjunct Schema instead.30 The Head-Adjunct Schema is the only one
that is used in two orders in English, which has to be accounted for when converting
the ID schema to a phrase structure rule.

noun-noun compounds The theory offers no analysis for noun-noun compounds. As
these are quite common in English, one has to be specified and implemented for the
DENK grammar.

relative clauses A full analysis for relative clauses has recently been described in
Sag (1997). In this analysis, extensive use is made of default inheritance. How-
ever, the feature logic in ALE is strictly monotonous. This inconsistency between
formalisms has to be `repaired', especially for the specification of a treatment of
relative clauses.31 Furthermore, the complex type hierarchy proposed in Sag (1997)
for phrases poses a problem since it does not have a bounded complete partial order
which ALE requires.

coordination For coordination, several different analyses can be found in the liter-
ature. It has to be investigated whether they are consistent with the rest of our

29We get in fact constituents of any type that match the utterance, including constituents that are
not considered normal dialogue utterances such as singular Ns or constituents with non-empty s~nsH. A
filter after parsing is therefore needed; see further Sections 6.9.4 and 7.6.

3oThere aze, however, alternatives to the Head-Adjunct Schema. The lexical entries with adjuncts on
the Cot~fr list could be added in a lazy fashion (not in ALE), that is, during parsing and only when
it turns out that it is necessary; see van Noord 8z Bouma (1994) and Meurers 8c Minnen (1997). Also
preprocessing the input string can reduce the problem of the precompilation of the lexicon.

31 Sag has worked out and presented an alternative analysis without defaults, but this has not been
published so far.
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grammar specification, and whether they are not unnecessarily complicated for the
coordination facts that we want to account for.

subordination The HPSG literature does not offer a general account of subordination
(as far as we know). Subordination bears some resemblance to coordination, but
also to the use of PPs and adverbs. The specification that is worked out for the
grammar should reflect at least one of these resemblances.

closed-class words The closed-class words that have to be described in the gram-
mar are determiners, prepositions, and personal pronouns. Lexical entries for these
words have to be added to the lexicon.
The exact specification of determiners depends on the choice that is made for the
creation of NPs out ofdeterminers and nouns. It is important to have the demonstra-
tive determiners included as well, and different from the other determiners, because
any object in the domain that the user points to should be linked to an NP with
a demonstrative rather than to another NP in the utterance. A special determiner
in the theory is the `empty determiner', used to make an NP out of a plural noun.
However, in an implementation, empty elements have computational disadvantages.
Therefore, it is desirable to have an alternative analysis for empty determiners.
Prepositions form a closed class, a rather large one. The prepositions that certainly
have to be added to the lexicon for the DENK application are the ones that describe
relations in the domain of' electron microscope use. For each relation, all synomyms
should be included (e.g. below and under) because the system might seem incon-
sistent if it understands one word and not another word with the same meaning.
The exact specification of the prepositions depends on the particular choices with
respect to the treatment of adjuncts in general.
Personal pronouns have to be added too, including the demonstrative ones. Tlie
lexical entries should be like all NPs in our grammar. The reference of a pronoun
is of no concern in our parser; all reference relations are interpreted outside the
parsing component of the DErrK system. The binding theory has thus not been im-
plemented. A pronoun that needs extra attention is one. A different specification
has to be worked out for this pronoun because it is the only one that can be made
plural, can be modified, and can take a determiner.

domain-specific words (incl. abbreviations) All kinds of domain-specific verbs, nouns,
and adjectives have to be added to the lexicon, especially words that refer to some-
thing in the domain simulation. In the electron microscope domain, many terms
have common abbreviations. These must also be understood by the parser. They
can be added to the lexicon, or they can be converted into the full expressions in
the preprocessor. The specification of many of the words is determined by the rest
of the grammar. Some others can show quite particular syntactic or semantic be-
haviour. For example, for some verb patterns an adequate specification still has to
be found, or one has to be chosen from several alternative possible specifications.



Chapter 6

Implementation

The present chapter deals with various aspects of the specification and implementation
of the DErvK grammar. It describes problems and their division in subproblems, the
solutions that were considered and the particular decisions that were made, and it also
discusses which aspects of a problem have and which have not been addressed in the DErrK
grammar. We explain the specification and implementation of the basic components of
the grammar: the type system, the ID schemata, and the lexical information of the most
common word categories. These components form the backbone of the grammar, in the
sense that the analyses of more complex or less common constructions depend on the
specification of these basic components. Chapter 7 is concerned with the implementation
of more complex or less common phenomena, which require a certain amount of theoretical
groundwork before a computationally acceptable implementation can be developed.

6.1 The kerriel of the grammar

6.1.1 The type system

The type system in HPSG describes precisely what information can belong to a con-
stituent. This information has the form of a feature structure of type sign. A good view
of the kind of information that is in a grammar is therefore obtained by considering the
appropriate features of the type sign. Here we will concentrate on the differences between
the standard HPSG features and the ones in the DEtvK grammar (see also Figure 6.1).
The features with a relatively shallow structure are described first, followed by SYNSEtvt
with its elaborate structure.

First, there is the feature PxotvoLOGY (Pxorr). In standard HPSG, this feature con-
tains the phoneme string that corresponds to the information in the rest of the feature
structure. ALE has a different way to connect lexical units to feature structures and to
change them by lexical rules (see Section 3.4.2). The feature PxoN is therefore not used
in the DEtvK grammar.

Second, feature structures of type phrase (a subtype of sign) in HPSG have the feature
DAUGHTERS. In ALE, the ID schemata are treated in ALE as phrase structure rules, or
in other words, as constraints on a mother constituent and her daughters, rather than
constraints on a single constituent (Section 3.4.2). With this approach, we do not need

120
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HPSG (PBzS-94):

PHONOLOGY

SYNSEM

DAUGHTERS
QSTORE

RETRIEVED
sign

DENK grammar :

SYNSEM

sign

CATEGORY with synse~re-lists

LOCAL CONTENT content

CONTEXT

NONLOCAL

LOCAL

NONLOCAL

TO-BIND

SLASH

REL

QUE

SLASH

INHERITED REL

QUE

CATEGORY with ságn-lists

CONTENT tt~f

SLASH
REL
QUE

Figure 6.1: Feature structure of sign in PócS-94 and in the DENK grammar
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to keep any administration on the daughters of a constituent inside its feature structure.
Therefore, there is no need for the feature t)AUGxTERS. After parsing, all mother-daughter
relations ( the parse tree) can be found in the chart, which is created by the parser.

Third, in contrast to the approach of PBcS-94 we do not use situation semantics nor
quantifier storage. In DENK the semantics is in Underspecified Logical Form (ULF,
Chapter 4), therefore we do not need the features QSTORE and RETRIEVED QUANTIFIERS.

Fourth, there is the feature SYNSEM which contains most inFOrmation, divided into
local (LOC) and nonlocal (NONLOC) information. The local feature eoNTExT is not a
part of the DENK grammar because the information concerned with context is taken care
of outside the parser. The local feature CoNTENT is present in the grammar, but has a
different structure, based on ULF. ULF and its coding in a feature structure are described
in Chapter 4. The most elaborate local feature is cATECOItY (cAT). Its structure in the
DENK grammar does not differ much from that in standard HPSG. The main difference
is that in the DENK grammar, all selecting features have been implemented with the
same type: a list of signs (sign-list), rather than lists of synsems. In Pollard 8c Sag
(1987), lists of signs were used for the subcategorizing feature; this was changed to lists
of synsems in PBcS-94. The reason for this change was to disallow the possibility of heads
imposing conditions on the internal constituent structure of their complements (P8e5-94
page 23). This internal structure is in features outside the SYNSEM feature. The reason
why for DENK signs are still used is not because we want to select for features other
than SYNSEM, but because references to signs are much easier to code and to read. As a
result of this choice, the essential content of the locality principle does not immediately
follow from the internal structure of signs. Therefore, the implementation of each schema
has to be checked and possibly altered so that it does not violate the locality principle.
However, in the DENK grammar the other features for sign are not used at all, and so, in
our grammar, the locality principle is obviously guaranteed.l For the selecting features
in LOC~CATIHEAD ( MOD and SPEC), we used signs for the same reason as for the valence
features. In contrast with PótS-94 we organized the MoD and sPEC values in a list,
similar to the valence features. This list organization has in the first place been chosen
for convenience during grammar development. Organizing MoD and sPEC in a list, it is
possible and easy to block selection via these features if this is ever needed. The constraint
MoD () corresponds to MoD none in PBcS-94, and it is used for `n~n-adjunct' substantives
(PBiS-94, page 398 footnote 11). The constraint sPEC () is needed for coordinators which
are in our grammar of a functional category, but select nothing via sPEC (Section 6.8).

Finally, the feature NONLOC contains information about unbounded dependencies.
This feature is also in the DENK grammar, but it is organized in a simpler way. We did
not introduce the distinction between dependencies that are required by the grammar
to become bound and those that continue to be inherited upward. We concentrated on
the dependencies that have to be bound, and thus everything in the nonlocal feature was
interpreted as required to be bound. This turned out to be simpler than the uniform
treatment of the different kinds of dependencies with one single NoNLOCAL Feature Prin-
cíple, proposed in PBcS-94. The newly proposed analysis for dependencies in Sag (1997)
is in fact much like the one worked out for DENK.

1Having no other features for the type .sign, one might consider to collapse sign and synsem. There is
however one feature with derivation information for debug purposes: ~Ett~v.
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In Chapter 7, some more types are introduced for the analysis of specific constructions,
mainly subtypes of list for the analysis of optional specifiers. An overview of the types
and features used in the DErrK grammar is given in Appendix A.1.

6.1.2 ID schemata

For the kernel of the grammar, the six standard HPSG ID schemata from PBcS-94 have
been implemented, together with the Specifier-Head Schema introduced in Chapter 9
(HPSG-III). In ALE, there is no special tool for implementing principles. However, def-
inite clauses (PROLOC) can be attached to the ID schemata. Six of the most important
principles have been implemented with such clauses, more or less integrated in the ID
schemata. The schemata and principles are based on the ones in Chapter 9 of PózS-94
(HPSG-III); in this section we describe and motivate the adaptations that we made to
the schemata and principles, except for the semantical matters which are described in
Section 4.4.2 (comprising the notion `semantic head' and the Semantics Principle). The
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 at the end of the section contain the schemata and principles as imple-
mented in DErrK. In these tables, some details are left out for expository reasons.2 Tlie
full versions can be found in the appendix.

Phrase structure rules

The ID schemata are implemented in the DENK grammar as phrase structure rules and
there are no LP rules as such in the implementation. Although ALE is not designed for
it, it would have been possible to implement linear precedence rules as they are stated
in the theory. This would have required the creation of phrase structure rules for all
permutations. Then each linear precedence rule could be implemented as a conditional
constraint, and all those constraints would have to be added to all phrase structure rules
(as an ALE-goal). However, this was not considered worth-while, given the specific ap-
plication this grammar is being developed for. This choice is a matter of software design
and made in many practical implementations of HPSG.

When implementing the schemata as phrase structure rules, one has to take care
of the linear precedence of constituents in another way. In contrast with ID schemata,
the order of the daughter constituents in a phrase structure rule is fixed. In theory,
each ID schema should therefore be implemented with more than one phrase structure
rule: one rule for each permutation of the daughter constituents that might occur. The
Head-Subject Schema would, for example, be implemented as one rule with first the
Head and then the Subject, and one rule with first the Subject and then the Head. A

ZAmong others, the influence of three schemata on the content of the mother constituent is not
indicated in the H) schemata. In general the content of the left-hand side of an ID schema is determined by
the Content Principle (Table 6.2). However, the Subject-Head Schema and the Head-Subject-Complement
Schema determine the value of the ULF-feature inv of the mother (resp. minus and plus), and the Filler-
Head Schema determines the value of prom in the pazt of the mother's content that corresponds to
the filler (topical). In the implemented DEtvK grammaz these values have literally been stated in these
three schemata. Alternative ways of implementing are equally well possible, like coreference between
xea~~ixv and the ULF-feature inv in the type definitions, and indicating elements on any s[.nsH-list as
prom:topical.
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schema with three daughters ( e.g. the Head-Subject-Complement Schema) would have
to be implemented with six phrase structure rules. However, in English (and in many
other European languages) the order of the daughters is largely constant. In fact, there
is only one schema whose daughters can occur in more than one order: the Head-Adjunct
Schema. There are thus eight phrase structure rules in the DE1vK grammar, one for each
of the ID schemata 1 to 4, one for schema 6, one for the Head-Specifier Schema (from
Chapter 9 of PBeS-94), and two for schema 5(Head-Adjunct Schema). In Section 6.5, we
explain the choice of the correct phrase structure rules.

Besides the varying order of the daughters, a varying number of daughters could cause
problems when implementing the schemata as phrase structure rules. In the grammar at
hand, only the number of complements varies. In the version of ALE that we used, this
causes no problem since the daughters can be described either one by one, or as a list.
The description of the complements can therefore be a simple reference to the ColvtP list
in the Head daughter. This way, the number of complements does not have to be known
before the lexical information of the Head has been unified `into' the rule, which happens
during parsing. No matter the exact number, all complements are being satisfied at once.3

Valence features

A second difference between the theory and our implementation is in the treatment of
valence features.4 This difference affects all schemata and the valence principle. In the
theory, the valence features are mainly constrained by the valence principle. In Chapter
9 of PBcS-94 (page 348), the valence principle is stated as follows:

"In a headed phrase, for each valence feature F, the F value of the head daugh-
ter is the concatenation of the phrase's F value with the list of sYNSE1vt values
of the F-DTtts value."

In schemata with l.-daughters (or `valence daughters', i.e. s[rs~, cotvtP, or SPR), the
corresponding F values are already very specific. Therefore, in our implementation, these
valence features are constrained explicitly in the grammar rule rather than in the valence
principle. This is done for two reasons, firstly, for clearness of the code. It is more
consistent with schemata 5 and 6 where the selecting features are also explicitly a part of
the schema; furthermore, it is easier to see what the schema is used for. And secondly,
for efficiency in parsing. This way ALE does not start to resolve the goals if the assumed
):-daughter does not meet the constraints in feature F in the first place.

Implementing a part of the valence principle by way of the schemata creates redun-
dancy. And even if we had chosen not to move a part of the treatment of the valence
features from the valence principle to the schemata, it would still have been hard to

3In some implementations the complements are satisfied one by one, resulting in a parse tree that is
less flat. In such an approach, the number of constituents on the right-hand side is always fixed. Another
difference between this `one-by-one' approach and ours is the possibility to attach other elements between
the complements in the structure. Although we did not run into cases that would require this for our
application, we can imagine that there are phenomena that make it necessary to satisfy the complements
one by one for this fundamental difference in structural possibilities. The mixing of complement and
adjunct PPs as in Kim was seen in Pazis by Sandy would be an example.

4The subcategorization features: suB~, COMP, and sPR.
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avoid all redundancy because (in the theory) certain constraints on the valence features
do belong in particular to a certain schema (mostly constraints on the lengths of the
F-lists, see also PBeS-94 page 363). Because of the redundancy, the implementation of
the valence principle in DEtvK is cut down. For each F, a special version of the valence-
principle-macro has been written for the schema with `valence-daughters' F. In those
macros all valence-features except F are passed on. Feature F is dealt with in the schema.
For schemata without valence-daughters,5 a valence-principle-macro has been written in
which all valence-features are passed on from the head daughter to the mother.

Head-Subject Schema

A third difference is that the Head-Subject Schema is slightly different from that in
PBeS-94. The Head-Subject Schema is (at least in English) only used for combining sub-
jects with VPs.s The form of the VP is not constrained in PBcS-94. It is, however, not
desirable to have nonfinite VPs combine with a subject (~` The gun emitting electrons.).7
Therefore we added the constraint "vFOItM finite" to the Head daughter. Another possi-
bility might have been to give nonfinite verbforms "SUB.t ()" . This is, however, not a real
option because the subject is needed for several purposes, e.g. for sentences with finite
auxiliaries (The gun is emitting electrons.).

The IIVT-principle

Fourth, one principle was implemented that is not in PBtS-94, but which is needed for
distinguishing wh-constituents from non-wh-constituents. Several types of verbs require
their complements to be wh-infinitives or (finite) wh-clauses,8 like know and wonder in
the sentences below.

(6.1) I know how to sail a boat.
(6.2) ~` I know to sail a boat.

(6.3) I wonder what she said.

(6.4) ~ I wonder she said it.

As shown in the examples below, wh-clauses and wh-infinitives can have various syntac-
tic structures. They start with a wh-constituent, like a wh-question, but they are not
inverted. The wh-constituent can be a marker, a complement, a modifier, or the subject.

wh-infinitives:

(6.5) know whether to do it or not (wh-marker)

SThat is, the schemata in which no valence feature is employed for selection, but rather a HEAD
feature (btoD, SPR), or the nonlocal selectional feature s[.AStt. For the grammar at hand, this is the
Head-Adjunct Schema, the Head-Marker Schema, and the Head-Filler Schema.

sA separate schema is used for specifiers in HPSG-III.
~There aze sentences with such `nonfinite Ss' (e.g. I hate the children quarrelling). Such cases aze only

licensed by certain verbs, and therefore we opted to let this licensing verb select the subject and nonfinite
verb rather than combine this subject and nonfinite verb first (see also Section 6.2.2). Note that many
linguists do consider these strings correct single constituents, called `small clauses'.

8 We have chosen to call infinitive phrases no clauses.
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(6.6) know what to do (wh-complement)

(6.7) know how to do it (wh-modifier)

wh-clauses:

(6.8) know whether he did it (wh-marker)

(6.9) know where he put it (wh-complement)
(6.10) know in what way he did it (wh-modifier)
(6.11) know which man did it (wh-subject)

Whether a clause is inverted is indicated in the boolean feature INV. To indicate whether
a phrase has a fronted wh-constituent, we introduced the boolean feature INT (`interrog-
ative', appropriate for the type categ). Based on the ID rules of Ginzburg (1992) and
Pollard 8z Yoo (1997) for Ss with a wh-complement or a wh-filler, we implemented the
following general principle that determines the INT-value of a phrase.

(6.12) INTERROGATIVE PRINCIPLE

A phrase is -~INT, if and only if its left-most daughter
has a non-empty QuE.

The inheritance of the nonlocal feature quE is described by the QUE feature principle; see
below and Table 6.2.

Nonlocal features

Finally, there are some remarks to make about the treatment of the nonlocal features.
In P8i5-94, there are two sets of the nonlocal features sLASx, REL, and QuE. Both sets
are involved in a different kind of unbounded dependency: dependencies that have to be
bound at some point in the sentence (strong UDCs, e.g. Whatl does the lens magnify-t ?),
and the ones that always continue to be inherited upwards in the tree structure (weak
UDCs, e.g. This is the imagel the lens magnifies -1.). One single, but rather complex
Nonlocal Feature Principle has been defined to fill all features correctly. Since, for DEtvK,
we would concentrate on the strong UDCs, we started working with one triple instead of
two.

In Sag (1997), the distinction between two kinds of unbounded dependencies was for-
mulated in a different manner, corresponding to a different division of roles for the three
nonlocal features. On the one hand, the dependencies between fillers and gaps (`extrac-
tion' dependencies) are to be treated with sLASx. On the other hand, the dependency
between the presence of an interrogative or relative element in a phrase and a construc-
tion in the surrounding phrase that requires such an element (`pied piping' effect) is to
be treated with REL and quE. Viewed this way, one set of nonlocal features suffices for
the treatment of the different UDCs. Together with this new arrangement of the features,
the one Nonlocal Feature Principle from PBeS-94 is split up in Sag (1997) in different
principles for the different features.
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The principles suggested in Sag (1997) are not trivial to implement because they
involve default inheritance, which is not available in ALE, and a kind of `lexical con-
straint' (Lexical Amalgamation of sLASH), which is difficult if not impossible to implement
straightforwardly with ALE.9 Since we were interested in analyses for a limited group of
UDC types (wh-questions and wh-relatives), we could work with slightly simplified prin-
ciples. We simply concatenate the values of REL of all daughters to form the REL of a
phrase, and we do the same with the SLASH feature, except in REL or SLASH binding con-
texts.lo In this way, we always propagate the nonempty values no matter which daughter
they are in.

For the qUE feature we just reasoned from which daughters the property of being a wli-
constituent could come. The resulting Que Feature Principle bears a strong resemblance
to that of Pollard 8c Yoo (1997). The only difference is due to the fact that we analyse the
combination of a wh-adverb with an adjective or adverb (e.g. how fast) as an Adjunct-
Head phrase rather than a Specifier-Head phrase.ll

Table 6.1: The HPSG schemata in DENK

SUBJECT HEAD RULE:

LSUBJ 0

SUBJECT HEAD

SUBJ ~~

COMP ~~

VFORM finite

HEAD COMPLEMENT R.ULE:

I COMP ~COMP 0 0

HEAl~i COMPLEMENT(S~

9This `lexical constraint' is the Lexical Amalgamation of SLASH. It is a constraint that cannot simply
be expressed as a feature structure description. It should hold for every feature structure of type word.
The only straightforward way to implement this would be a constraint on that type. However, when using
the mechanism of type constraining in ALE, we did not get it working. Since we did never found what
the problem was, it is still uncleaz whether this approach to the Lex. Am. of sLASH is implementable in
ALE.

~oThat is, not in relative clauses or Head-Filler constructions.
11In fact, we did not pay much attention to the analysis of wh-adverb -~ adjective~adverb. The use

of wh-adverbs as modifier of Ss or VPs (e.g. in How did he do it~ might suggest that wh-advetbs are
modifiers in any context, thus also in cases like How fast did he do it?. However, this cannot be sustained
for cases with iteration, like ~ How very fast did he do it?.
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,

SPECIFIER l3EAD 1~ULE:

~SPR ~ ~J ~ 0

SPECIFIER HEAD

0

(continued from previous page)

I SPEC ~~ J

HEAD SUBJECT COMPLEMENT RULE:

COMP
~I1I~

0

0 2

INV f

VFORM finite

HEAD SUBJECT COMPL.~S~

SUBJ

COMP

IVIARKER HEAD R,ULE:

~SPEC ~~ J 0

MARKER HEAD

HEAD ADJUNCT RULE:

POS post

HEAD ÁDJUNCT

ÀDJUNCT HEAD R,ULE:ii - 0

ADJUNCT HEAD

MOD ~

POS pre

FILLER HEAD R.ULE:

ISLASH 2 0 HEAD veró

COMP ~~

MRK unniarked

LSLASH ~ul~

FILLER HEAD
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Table 6.2: The HPSG principles in DENK

HEAD FEATURE PRINCIPLE:

L HEAD 0

HEAD

VALENCE PRINCIPLE:

0

0 ~ .

~HEAD

SUBJ

COMP

SPR

SUBJ

COMP

SPR

0
~
0

0
3

1'
2'
~

0

2'
3'

HEAD
if there are no SuBJECT daughters
if there are no COMPLEMENT daughters
if there are no SPECIFIER daughters

MARKING PRINCIPLE, with daughter parameter X:

L MRK 0
i] y X L MRK OJ
MARKER if there is a MARKER daughter
HEAD if there is no MARKER daughterx[

1NTERROGATIVE PRINCIPLE:

I INT ~1 J ~ ~QUE ~J2

1

f if 2 - (-)
a- - if82 - ( )
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(continued from previous page)

SEMANTICS PRINCIPLE:

~CONT 0 ICONT

SEMANTIC ~lEAD
The semantic heads are the underlined daughters in Table 6.1; see further Section 4.4.2.

NONLOCAL FEATURE P RINCIPLE:

REL concat

SLASH concat

~

0 n'

...,t 'y ~

' ~L-V

0

SLASH

... REL ~

I SLASH a
0

7'

if there is no SLASH daughter

QUE FEATURE PRINCIPLE:

HEAD ~h ~ . . ~ X I QUE

QUE ~1 l

COMPLEMENT if ~h is preposition
X- SPECIFIER tf there ls a SPECIFIER daughter

ADJUNCT if the left-most daughter is an ADJUNCT daughter
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6.1.3 The organization of the lexicon

In a lexicalist grammar formalism like HPSG, the lexicon forms a major part of the
grammar, and is in fact interwoven with the other parts of the grammar. There is a
strong interaction between the lexical entries and the grammar rules (or ID schemata),
with the selector features as the main interface, and the type hierarchy plays an important
role in both the grammar and the lexicon. The exact content of the lexicon is described
in more detail in the rest of this and the next chapter. In this section, a number of
organizational matters of the lexicon are explained.

The information attached to each word in the lexicon comprises detailed information
on the syntactic behaviour.12 It is therefore even more important than in nonlexicalist
formalisms to capture lexical generalizations as much as possible, both generalizations
based on the syntactic category (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.), and those with a morpho-
logical basis (e.g. run, running, runner). In order to capture linguistic generalizations, and
to reduce the redundancy in the lexicon, it is necessary to know how the words are best
categorized into groups and what exactly the features of each group are. Considerable
information on these questions can be found in different kinds of descriptions of English
grammar. In DE1vK, we used, among others, Levin (1993), Quirk et al. (1985), Leech
8e Svartvik (1994) and van Roey (1982). These grammars are not used to decide which
phenomena will be included in the lexicon, but rather as an overview of the variations that
can be distinguished within the phenomena that we decided to implement (Chapter 5).
In descriptions of linguistic formalisms usually more attention is paid to (the analysis of)
a particular, sometimes quite specific, phenomenon, rather than to a complete overview
of related phenomena in the language.

The techniques available in HPSG to implement lexical generalizations are the type hi-
erarchy and the lexical rules (Sections 2.1.1 and 2.5). Both techniques have correspondents
in ALE. Furthermore, ALE offers the possibility to define certain feature descriptions in
the form of macros (Section 3.4). All three techniques are used in the DE1vK grammar.
The lexicon in the DE1vK grammar consists of a list of basic lexical entries, in which
macros and types play an important role, and a set of lexical rules for the inflection of
words, together with a set of rules for the regular and irregular morphological changes
in the lexical rules. The particular lexical rules and entries in the DEtvK grammar are
described in the sections of this chapter about verbs and nouns. There are, however, some
points to note on the implementation of the lexicon in general.

Lexical rules

When implementing in ALE, lexical rules are indispensable for capturing generalizations
between morphologically related words. A lot can be and has been said about lexical
rules (Flickinger (1987), Meurers (1994)); here we only note one practical point about
the implementation of lexical rules, and one more theoretical point about their formal-
ization. The particular lexical rules that have been implemented in the DEtvK grammar

lZOne could in fact regard all kinds of syntactic behaviour as a very fine division into syntactic categories
(Flickinger 1987).
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(for changes in inflection and valency13) are described in Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4.

First, the lexical rules in ALE are mere instructions for the creation of lexical entries
out of other ones. When ALE creates the parser, the lexicon is compiled and all entries are
created. At run time, the generalization captured by a lexical rule is no longer expressed
as such in grammar or lexicon. A large number of lexical rules therefore increases the
compile time, whích is impractical for grammar development, and lexical rules without
morphological changes also increase the number of entries per word, which can be a serious
disadvantage for parsing efficiency. Furthermore, in theory, there might be a network of
generalization relations between words. This means that several lexical rules might be
applied to a lexical entry in the implementation, one after another. If the lexical rules
in the implementation are formulated equally generally as in the theory, they could be
applied once in every order. This could result in multiple, identical entries in the lexicon.
Multiple completely identical entries are highly undesirable because they do not give
new interpretations and they do increase the parsing time because of spurious analyses.
This therefore has to be avoided by a formulation of the lexical rules that restricts their
applicability. In general, the interaction of inflection rules and extraction rules give rise
to this problem. In Section 7.4, the interaction of inflection, extraction, and lexical rules
for negation is described.

The second point to note on lexical rules is that different interpretations are possible,
concerning when a rule should be applied to an entry, and which information should be
transferred from the input of the rule to the output of the rule. In PBiS-94 and ALE,
these aspects have been formalized in different ways. How this problem is approached is
explained for the lexical rules for inflection, in Section 6.2.3.

Lexical entries

For representing "categorial generalizations," both types and macros are common meth-
~~ss. VVhich method is best is in fact the subject of an ongoing discussion. In the descrip-
t:ons of the implementation that follow, several arguments for the use of either one will
be given. Some conclusions about the use of macros and types are given in Section 6.10
and in the concluding chapter.

One final remark we want to make about the lexicon in general, is that the syntax,
which determines the greater part of information in the lexicon, is semantics-driven. As
opposed to many linguistic theories, in our project the syntactic analysis of utterances
is not a goal in itself. It is a means to obtain a correct and usable (underspecified)
representation of the semantic and pragmatic information contained in the utterance.
Therefore, in the discussion of syntactic choices, examples of the desired content will
often be given and will be of decisive importance.

'aDerivational lexical rules have not been implemented for DeNK (e.g. from verbs to nouns: run ~
runner).
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6.2 Main verbs

In any linguistic framework, the complementation of verbs plays a central role in syntactic
analysis. In a lexicalist framework, this needs to be described in the lexical entry of each
verb. In the HPSG literature, many examples of verb complementation behaviour are
given, but not a full partition of the set of all verb types. Classifications of verb types
are available in general literature on English grammar, such as Quirk et al. (1985), Levin
(1993), and dictionaries such as the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current En-
glish (Hornby 1980), the Longman Lexicon of Contemporary English (McArthur 1981),
and the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Summers 1995). The classifi-
cations in these books are written from quite different perspectives, and they differ in
coverage, in the detail of subdivisions, and in the detail of description of each verb pat-
tern. The main characteristics of the classification of verbs in the literature are described
below. At the end of the section we list the verb patterns that are used in the DENK
grammar.

6.2.1 Classifications in the literature

Levin's verb classes

Levin (1993) is written from the point of view that the behaviour of verbs, in particular
the way ín which their arguments are expressed, is to a large extent determined by their
meaning. The variation in expression of the arguments is described as diathesis alterna-
tions. Each alternation is a pair of two verb patterns, sometimes with a slightly different
meaning. Levin (1993) contains a list of 80 alternations, and a list of 190 verb classes
that participate in an identical set of alternations. An example of an alternation is the
Benefactive Alternation in (6.13). Verb classes alternating in this way are for example
build verbs, verbs of performance, and get verbs.

(6.13) BENEFACTIVE ALTERNATION

a. I will build a house for you. (for variant)
b. 1 will build you a house. (double-object variant)

Verb classes in Levin (1993) are formed by verbs that have similar, but not identical
meanings. Each verb class can participate in a certain set of alternations. One of the
verb classes is the build verbs, which participate in the Benefactive Alternation. This class
is defined as the verbs describing `the creation of a product through the transformation
of raw materials'. Besides in the Benefactive Alternation this class participates in four
other classes, among which the Unspecified Object Alternation, and the Sum of Money
Subject Alternation.

Using Levin (1993) for the implementation of a lexicon would mean one would im-
plement all verbs as a member of one verb class, and to link each class to a number of
alternations (with types or macros). It is not obvious how the alternations would have
to be implemented, however. In the first place, there is overlap between the alternations.
In some cases one verb pattern of a certain alternation is identical to one verb pattern of
another alternation. As explained in Chapter 3, it is very important to avoid redundancy
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in the lexicon, and thus also the redundancy in verb patterns. Implementation of the
alternations in the form of lexical rules seems attractive. However, for some alternations
there are classes of verbs that occur in one variant and not in the other, and at the
same time classes that occur only in the other variant. This makes Levin's alternations
less ideal as a basis for implementing generally applicable lexical rules. F~rthermore, the
number of verb classes is very large for the purpose of this project, and many alternations
that classes participate in occur quite marginally in dialogues, such as the Sum of Moaey
Subject Alternation. And having a correct analysis for marginal use of verbs can in a
lexicalist framework seriously slow down the other, more regular uses of the same verb.

Many patterns that one verb can occur in, through one or more alternations, are so
similar that they could easily be underspecified. For example, in two of the patterns of
the build verbs the arguments are expressed as two NPs and one PP(for).

(6.14) a. I will build a house for you.
(`for'-variant of the Benefactive Alternation)

b. I will build a house for ~100,000.

(PP-variant of the Sum of Money Subject Alternation)
c. I will build a house for it.

For some cases it is unambiguous which alternation they are a variant of (eg. a. and b.).
But sometimes the context is needed to decide on that. In (6.14)c. for example, it can
refer to the child or to the money. In order to avoid double parses for such sentences, the
two verb patterns could be underspecified by not specifying what the exact role of the
PP(for) argument is in the semantics. In the next interpretation step that role could be
determined by using the context. By contrast, when implemented as different alternations,
it is very difficult if not impossible to realize underspecification of the separate variants.
For these reasons, Levin's verb classification is not very attractive to base the lexicon on.

English grammars

Another source to look for information on verb patterns is formed by English gramm,.,rs.
They offer detailed descriptions of a wide range of phenomena in the English langua,ge,
largely independent of any linguistic theory. Grammar books differ from each other in
form (textbook vs. reference book), and also in their perspective. For example, Leech 3z
Svartvik (1994) is written from a semantic and communicative perspective; Greenbaum
(1996) is an enumeration of phenomena found in corpora, quite comprehensive, and pre-
sented in a theory-neutral way, and with very little structure; and Quirk et al. (1985)
(henceforth Quirk'85) is focussed on the structural and formal aspects of grammar. For
the purpose of a lexicon base, the structural and formal aspects of grammar are most
useful. Furthermore, Quirk'85 is by far the most complete grammar of modern English at
the moment. Quirk'85 is written in reference form (consisting of 1779 pages), and has an
extensive index with both grammatical terms and English words as examples of a certain
category In Quirk'85, most phenomena of the English language have been given a name,
put in perspective with all related phenomena, illustrated with examples, and often with
an indication of the relative frequency of occurrence in spoken~written, formal~informal
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English. The fact that the grammar is so complete that for any phenomenon all related
phenomena are described as part of the same system, is particularly important for im-
plementations of grammars with a relatively "allround" purpose. The indication of the
degree of occurrence of phenomena can be useful for decisions on the boundaries of the
language fragment.

The system of verb patterns as part of the full description of English grammar in
Quirk'85 is both useful and transparent. 25 Verb complementation types are distinguished
that cover copulas, `monotransitives' (i.e. simple transitives, transitives with one object),
ditransitives, and complex transitives. Intransitives, multi-word verbs, and the auxiliaries
are treated separately. The complementation types differ in the number of complements,
their syntactic categories, and in case of clausal complements the complementizer, the
form of the verb, and the absence~presence of a subject. This characterization of verb
types can be used for the DENK lexicon because the degree of syntactic detail suffices
for the needs of an HPSG grammar (head-type, markedness, vform). Also the degree of
semantic detail in general does not exceed the semantic detail of ULF, and where it does,
underspecification is easily realized because the main division in verb types is based on
structuralfeatures.

English dictionaries

Dictionaries are in the first place meant for looking up the meaning of a word, but some
dictionaries also give syntactic information on the use of words. Verb patterns in these
works are an annotation rather than a part of a complete syntactic and~or semantic
system. These less eleborated systems have the drawback that the descriptions used in
these categorizations have to be worked out to make explicit what exactly they stand
for; e.g. what forms an `adjective complement' can have. With sufficient detail, this
problem need not be great. On the other hand, when one plans to implement a large-
scale lexicon, it is attractive to choose the categorization used in a dictionary, provided
that the annotation is complete. This holds even more for dictionaries that are available in
electronic form. For DEtvK, we examined the verb categorizations of the three dictionaries
mentioned earlier.

The annotation in the Longman Dictionary is not a real categorization, and has too
little detail for implementation purposes. Only 12 ofthe 25 `Grammar Codes' are for verbs.
They difFer strongly in type of information: e.g. (in)transitivity, the typical preposition
that can follow, and the existence of a progressive form. Furthermore, for a number of
patterns the type of argument is missing (e.g. AP~NP~adverbial for linking verbs), and
some patterns are not covered by any code other than the code for transitivity ( e.g. verb
f NP f VP(to)). For these reasons, the codes of the Longman Dictionary cannot serve
as a partition of verb types to base the DEtvK lexicon on.

The categorizations in the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary and the Longman
Lexicon are considerably more detailed. The "Grammar Table" in the Longman Lexicon
covers all content words in the dictionary, and is arranged in two dimensions. One dimen-
sion is the distinction in 19 global "word types": different kinds of nouns and adjectives,
simple transitive verbs, ditransitive verbs, etc. The other dimension is the type of the
constituent that immediately follows the word. There are 10 possible "followers," e.g.
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noun, infinitive without to, that-clause, etc. Every content word, and thus every verb, is
a combination of a word type and a follower.14 Six word types are verbs; cross-classified
with the set of followers, this results in 31 verb classes. The level of semantic detail is
minimal: there are no more details about roles than the distinction of linking verbs from
the rest. Therefore, from a syntactic and semantic point of view, this set of classes is
reasonably suited to the purpose of writing the lexicon for DEIVK. The only real excep-
tions to this suitability are the follower type "wh-word," which can be the first word of a
constituent of any type (NP, AP, clause, etc.), and the fact that the verbs with a particle
are not distinguished.

In the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, special attention is paid to the usage
of verbs. It offers a set of 51 verb patterns, grouped in 25 subsets of patterns with a cer-
tain resemblance. Characteristics of the verb patterns are: the number and the syntactic
categories of the complements, possible conversions to other usages,ls and whether the
prepositions in the prepositional objects have to be a particular one or can be any prepo-
sition.ls Modals, the verbs be and have, and a number of linking verbs have separate
verb patterns. Altogether, the Oxford Dictionary offers a categorization that is at least as
well-suited to our purpose as the one in the Longman Lexicon. It is more operational be-
cause the description of the patterns is more elaborate, and a number of additional useful
distinctions are given, such as wh-clause (or dependent question) versus wh-infinitive.

In conclusion, the Oxford Dictionary and Quirk'85 are most suitable as a base for
implementation of verb patterns. Their categorizations of verbs are in fact quite compa-
rable. For the lexicon of the DEIVK parser, we have chosen to use Quirk'85 because it
offers so much detail on verbs and other parts of the grammar at the same time.

6.2.2 Implementation of verb patterns

The implementation of verb patterns is based on the patterns of Quirk'85. Example
sentences with verbs of these patterns are in Table 6.3. An overview of the implementation
of the patterns is in Table A.1. In this section, the implementation is described globally,
with remarks on a number of special cases.

The verb patterns of Quirk'85 are implemented with about thirty macros, one or two
for every pattern. As explained in Section 3.4, macros are easy to adapt during develop-
ment in ALE, as opposed to types.17 The hierarchical way in which certain constraints
reoccur in some groups of verbs could of course be implemented with types. But this is
also quite well possible with macros, and macros are in general more flexible and more
convenient to implement exceptions because of the lack of default inheritance in the ALE
type system.

140n1y one third of all combinations occurs in English; of the resulting 1Ox19 array 64 cells are filled.
1sE.g. They enjoyed the 61m can be converted to the passive voice, They lacked confidence

cannot, and to give something to somebody can be converted to the double object form, but
to explain something to somebody cannot.

1sE.g. to congratulate somebody on~'in~`under~~... something as opposed to to put something
on~in~under~... something.

l~In other platforms, this redefinition is easier to do in the type hierarchy on the fly.
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Table 6.3: Verb complementation types in Quirk'85

COPULAR (Types SVC and SVA)
[A1] Adjectival CS
[A2] Nominal Cg
[A3] Adverbial complementation
MONOTRANSITIVE (Type SVO)
[B1] Noun phrase as O

(with passive)

The girl seemed restless.
William is my friend.
The kitchen is downstairs.

Tom caught the ball.

[B2] Noun phrase as O Paul lacks confidence.

[B3]
[B4]
[B5]
[BS]
[B7]
[B8]
[B9]

(without passive)
That-clause as O
Wh-clause as O
Wh-infinitive as O
To-infinitive (-S) as O
-Ing clause (-S) as O
To-infinitive (~-S) as O
-Ing clause (-~S) as O

TRANSITIVE (TypeSCOMPLEX

[C1]
[C2]
[C3]
[C4]
[C5]
[cs]

Adjectival Co
Nominal Co
O -1- adverbial
O f to-infinitive
O ~ bare infinitive
O -f- -ing clause

[C7] O f -ed clause

I think that we have met.
Can you guess what she said?
I learned how to sail a boat.
We've decided to move house.
She enjoys playing squash.
They want us to help.
I hate the children quarrelling.

SVOC and SVOA)
That music drives me mad.
They named the ship `Zeus'.
I left the key at home.
They knew him to be a spy.
I saw her leave the room.
I heard someone shouting.
I got the watch repaired.

DITRANSITIVE (Type SVOO)
[D1] Noun phrases as O; 8c Od
[D2] With prepositional O
[D3] O; f that-clause
[D4] O; -I- wh-clause
[D5] O; ~- wh-infinitive clause
[D6] O; -f- to-infinitive

The,y offered her some food.
Please say something to us.
They told me ttiat I was ill.
He asked me what time it was.
Mary showed us what to do.
I advised Mark to see a doctor.

137
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As explained in Section 6.1.3, the basic lexical entries for main verbs have
"vFORM bare-inf ," and no information concerning agreement (number, person) or tem-
poral location (tense). The entries of all other verb forms are derived with lexical rules
that add this information. Apart from the information about the verb form, and the
information about typical syntactic behaviour for a pattern, there is some information
identical for all forms of all main verbs (except for the passive participles and the copular
be; see below). This general information is in the feature structure (6.15).

(6.15)

CAT

CONT

HEAD

SUBJ (NPI CONT

MOD (~

AUX minus

INV minus
verb

SYNSEMILOC DET

INDEX

FEATS

e
0

0

vpfeatures

RELS ( 3~

RESTRS ( PAR ( 2~

ARGS ~AGENT
ulf

~~~

The additional constraints that are typical for the different verb patterns are described
in Table A.1. This concerns the specification of the complements and the content, that
is, the features COMP and CoNT. With certain coreferences between these features the
correct ULF is built up. The complements have different categories (indicated in the
table with the usual abbreviations), but are all saturated for coMP. The content of
a verb is an "event-ULF," with one restriction. The relation18 of this restriction (-0
in (6.15)) depends on the specific verb.19 The different possible argument labels in ULF
(AGENT, THEME, etc.) are described in Chapter 4.ZO Which arguments are used in a verb
is determined by the complementation pattern. The arguments in ULF that constitute
nominal complements are "object-ULFs," with a"quasi-determiner." For adjectival and

1BThe definition of ULF allows also multiple relations in the list. However, this possibility has not been
employed for verbs in the DENK grammar. It has been employed for noun-noun compounds.

19E.g. divergel for the intransitive verb diverge, magnijy2 for the simple transitive verb magnify. The
number at the end of the relation name represents the semantic arity. This was especially done for the
cases where various arities are possible such as with the verb change, which has only one semantic role
in the voltage changes but two in I change the mode.

ZoThe reader is reminded that the labels are merely convenient names, and that the labels do not
always exactly correspond to the role that an argument has.
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adverbial complements it is a similar kind of ULF, although without a specific determiner.
Clausal complements result in an event-ULF, exactly the ULF of the complement clause.

Event-ULFs are also created from the non-event-ULFs of the two non-clausal com-
plements of the special patterns C1 to C3. In these patterns, a copular relation exists
between the first and second complement. Therefore, their object-ULFs are not put in
two arguments, but rather they are combined into one event-ULF, as if they formed a
clause with a copular verb, with the first complement as subject and the second as object.
The resulting ULF is the TxE1vtE argument. The connections between cAT and eoNT for
patterns C1-3 are shown in Figure 6.2.21

There are only one verb and one verb form with a small difference compared to (6.15).
In contrast with any other main verb the copular be can be used in inverted sentences just
as in noninverted sentences. The copular be has therefore not the constraint [NV mireus,
and is thus underspecified for the feature ttvv. One can argue whether the copular be is
in fact a main verb. If we had chosen to let the copular be also be an auxiliary like the
other versions of be, this would be set automatically. We preferred, however, a uniform
treatment of all copulas. The verb form that deviates from (6.15) is the passive participle.
In the passive forms of the verbs, the subject is coreferential with the argument that has
been passivised (THEME or GOAL) rather than with the AGENT (see also Section 6.2.3
about inflections).

Controlled complements

A number of patterns have a nonfinite clause as complement (B6-9, C4-7, D5-6). For
these patterns it has to be decided which element in the sentence `controls' the clausal
complement, or in other words, acts as subject of that nonfinite clause. The other question
to be answered is which semantic role the `controller' gets from the verb in the main clause.
In PBcS-94, verbs are divided into four categories on the basis of these two criteria:

subject equi verbs: They try to run.

subject raising verbs: They tend to run.

object equi verbs: They persuade him to run.

object raising verbs: They believe him to run.

According to PBcS-94, the main diíference between equi verbs and raising verbs is the
number of semantic roles they assign.22 The subcategorized-for constituents are compa-
rable, but the equi verbs assign semantic roles to all of them, while the raising verbs assign

Z1The exact relation used in the patterns of copulazs is in fact different for A1, A3, C1, and C3, as
opposed to A2 and C2. We suppose that the complement in the former set of copula expresses a property,
while with the patterns A2 and C2 some kind of equality between the subject and the complement is
expressed. Correspondingly, we choose to use different relation-names and azgument-names for these
patterns. E.g., the verb be is on the one hand a verb with patterns A1 and A3, relation be-pmp2, and
a PROP-nRG-argument, and on the other hand a verb with pattern A2, relation be2, and a coP-nRG-
argument. For expository reasons, only the relation be2 is used in Figure 6.2.

z2Another difference has to do with expletives. We did not work out how expletives can be analysed
correctly in the DEnK pazser. Sentences like It tends to be sunny in June and (ungrammatical) ~It tries
to be sunny in June will not be analysed correctly.
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CAT
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Figure 6.2: Feature structure for complex transitive verb patterns C1 to C3
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semantic roles to all but one subcategorized constituent. In both equi and raising verbs,
the `understood' subject of the nonfinite clause can be either the subject or the object of
the equi~raising verb.

In Quirk'85, it is stressed that these distinctions are related to other syntactic matters
such as rules for passivation and extraction. The distinction between equi and raising
verbs is presented as a gradual difference. Since, in DEtvK, we concentrated on the con-
trol of the nonfinite clause and the role assignment of the controller, we simply assigned
each pattern with a nonfinite clause complement to one category. The patterns B6-7 are
subject equi verbs, B8-9 object raising verbs, C4-7 object raising verbs too, and D5-6
are object equi verbs, with one exception: promise, which is a subject equi verb.23 Tlie
subject raising verbs do not correspond to one of the patterns A1-D6 from Quirk'85. In-
stead they are described as a separate group of verbs, called `catenatives'. They have a
status intermediate between auxiliaries and main verbs. The verb groups distinguished
in Quirk'85 with this intermediate status are (from `auxiliary-like' to `main verb-like'):
marginal modals (e.g. ought to), modal idioms (e.g. had better), semi-auxiliaries (e.g.
have to), and catenatives (e.g. appear to). These intermediate verbs have not been im-
plemented for DErrK, but if they were, they would have been implemented as subject
raising verbs.

In PBcS-94 (Section 3.5), it is explained how equi and raising can be translated in HPSG
terms: roles are assigned by means of coreferencing between the subcategorized element
and the correct argument in the content, and the control is realized by coreferencing
between the controller and the susJ feature of the clausal complement. This is what
we did in the DENK grammar, as can be seen in Appendix A.5.1. We also opted for
a VP complement as suggested in PBcS-94 rather than a V with all its arguments as
separate complements. This explicit raising of arguments is sometimes applied in other
implemented HPSG grammars; see e.g. Meurers (1994). Below we give the motivation for
our choice.

The subcategorization of equi and raising verbs can be implemented in two ways: l. the
nonfinite verb and its arguments are combined, and this VP forms the complement of the
the equi~raising verb; or 2. the equi~raising verb, the nonfinite verb, and the arguments
of the nonfinite verb are all combined at the same level in the parse tree. Possible lexical
entries for the verb want are in examples (6.16) and (6.17).24

(6.16)

(6.17)

VFORM to-inf
COMP ~ V ~

COMP ()

COMP
COMP (

VFORM to-infll~ )

0
Z3The difference between B8~9 and C4~6 is that the NP preceding the nonfinite VP can be passivised

in the comp transitives (C4~6), but not in the simple transitives (B8~9).
Z4The difference between (6.16) and (6.17) also plays an important role in the analysis of Italian clitic

by Monachesi (1995).
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The implementation in (6.17) has a disadvantage: it is a source of spurious ambiguity.
The verbal, first complement can be either saturated or unsaturated for its colvtP, corre-
sponding with a nonempty or an empty list 01 . This is necessarry because the verb can
have any arity; see below the examples of arity 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

(6.18) I want to sleep

(6.19) I want to see the image.

(6.20) I want to show you the image.

If there are no restrictions to the length of ~1 , a verb with a feature structure like (6.17)
can be combined with a complete VP as well as with a V, resulting in more than one
parse for sentences like (6.19) and (6.20). This is a case of spurious ambiguity, because
on all parses the content of the verbal complement is the same. Solutions to this problem
can be: 1. have equi~raising verbs select for something that is LEx~-; or, 2. change the
Head-Complement Schema in order to prevent any V(non;fàn) from combining with its
complements ( on its own, without an equi~raising verb). The first solution is good from a
parsing point of view, but we consider it inelegant to make a distinction between Vs and
VPs by means of the feature LEx (which has no other function in the DEtvK grammar), and
having to promote each intransitive verb to a VP via a nonbranching version of the Head-
Complement Schema. The second solution is sometimes proposed in HPSG, but it is not
very well motivated to have infinitives ( and other nonfinite verbforms) not form VPs with
their complements because they are often constituents in sentences without equi~raising
verbs ( for example in nominal use). The approach in (6.16) is better. It results in one,
correct parse. Moreover, there are more possibilities to attach adjuncts in this complex
VP, especially between the verb and the verbal complement because the structure is less
flat.25 An adverb could for example attach to the right of the equi~raising verb, or to the
left of the following VP. The exact implementation of the positioning of adverbs and the
description of its modifiee, which is in fact much more complex, is described in Section 6.5.

Multi-word verbs

All verbs occurring in the verb patterns in Table 6.3 are considered as units which behave
as a single word syntactically; no separate patterns are defined in Quirk'85 for so-called
multi-word verbs. Because the parser has to deal with the morphological units, special
versions of the patterns have to be implemented for multi-word verbs.26 For DEtvK, multi-
word versions have only been created for patterns with an instance in the DEtvK domain.
The structures for these extra patterns are below.27

25The subcategorization scheme in (6.17) corresponds to a flatter structure only if the Head-
Complement Schema realizes all complements at once, as is usual in HPSG. In some grammars, it is
chosen to realize the complements one by one.

ZBCombining pazticles and the corresponding verb before pazsing is only possible if they are adjacent,
which is often not the case.

27The relation between the alternatives in (6.22) and (6.23) could be the basis for a lexical rule. This
has not been worked out in the DetvK gra.mmar.
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(6.21) intransitive:
I COMP ( particle)J

(6.22) monoltransitive [B1]:

COMP ( particle,

NPI CONT

CONT ...THLEME:I

1

1
1~

(6.23) monotransitive [B1] (alternative order):

COMP (NP L CONT

particle)

CONT ...THEME:

1

0

i],

The particles are implemented as non-predicative adverbs without any real content; this
content is filled only with identifying information, because a multi-word verb can be
combined with only one specific particle. The relation in the content of the verb is a
string consisting of the lexical verb and the particle, e.g. switch-on.

6.2.3 Inflections

In the grammar code, lexical entries are written for the infinitival form (base form). All
other forms of verbs are generated by means of lexical rules. The DENK grammar contains
six lexical rules for the inflection of verbs: three for the different finite forms, and three
for participles (present, perfective, and passive). We did not work on the gerund for the
DENK grammar: an -ing form is created only for the present participle. Furthermore,
there is no lexical rule for the imperative because we decided to use the base form for
both infinitive and imperative.

The main aspects of a lexical rule are the applicability of the rule, the transfer and
transformation of information from the right-hand side to the left-hand side, and the mor-
phological changes. The various lexical rules are rather alike for most aspects. Therefore,
we subsequently describe these aspects rather than the separate rules. Representations
of the rules can be found in the appendix.

The application of the lexical rules increases the number of lexical entries significantly:
in the DENK grammar from about 550 to about 2500, among which there are often three to
nine entries with the same morphology. Having multiple entries for a word is inconvenient
during grammar development, and it is usually very inefficient for parsing. Therefore, we
tried to minimize the effect of lexical rules by underspecification. At the end of the section
we describe how this was done for the present-tense lexical rule.
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Application

The lexical rules for inflection of verbs are written for the infinitival forms of main verbs.
The modals are not inflected at all, and for the other auxiliaries not all inflections are
valid (e.g. the auxiliary have for perfectives does not exist in the perfective form itself).
For the auxiliaries we created all forms separately. That is much simpler than to specify in
the lexical rules to which auxiliaries it can be applied. The input constraints are therefore
[VFORM inf , AUX -].

As mentioned in Section 6.1.3, care has to be taken when lexical rules can be applied
to each other's output. The rules for inflection cannot be applied to each other's output
because the vFORM is always changed to something other than infinitive. However, there
are also lexical rules for complement extraction, and they might be applied to verbs of any
form. In order to avoid multiple entries for inflected forms with extracted complements,
we had to restrict either the applicability of the inflection rules or that of the extraction
rules. For morphological reasons (see below), we chose the first option, and thus added
the input constraint [SLASH ( )].

The lexical rule for the creation of a passive participle needed two application con-
straints. First, verbs must have a complement that can be used for passivization. For
the DENK grammar, we translated this constraint into the requirement that the first
complement has to be an NP, thus: [coMP (NP,...)]. For more extended coverage than
what we aimed at for DENK, a more sophisticated constraint is needed. Cases that we
left out of consideration are among others passivation of a PP-complement, and of an NP
out of a PP-complement; see for a discussion of passives Alshawi (1992). Second, verbs
that cannot be passivised although they have an NP-complement have to be excluded
(e.g. the main verb have, and copulas such as seem). For this purpose, the binary feature
PASS~os is used, which indicates whether passivization of a verb is possible. The correct
value is given in the macros of the verb patterns,28 and the constraint in the passivation
rule is [PASS~POS f].

Changed and unchanged information

The information that c:auges in verbal inflectional rules is the vFORM, and for the finite
forms the TENSE, and the agreement of PERSON and NUtvtsER. Each input entry, however,
contains much more information, about the content and the specific syntactic behaviour
of the verb. Intuitively, the complete feature structure of the input has to be copied
to the output, and the values of vFORM and the other changing features have to be
exchanged for the new ones. It is however not possible in the description language of
feature structures in ALE to `exchange' or `overwrite' specific values with other specific
values; only less specific ones can be `overwritten' with more specific ones, which is in
fact merely a monotonic increase of information in the feature structure. Since the input
entries (infinitives) did not have any specific agreement or tense, this information does not
give problems; the vFORM however does. For this reason, all HEAD features other than
vFORM have to be copied one by one, and so do the cAT features other than HEAD, and

ZAThe verb patterns that cannot undergo any passivation aze the copulaz patterns A1~A2~A3, mono-
transitive patterns B2 and (object raising) B8~B9.
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the features Co1vT and tvotvLOC.29 This copying is the same for four of the implemented
lexical rules, and therefore a definite clause is written for this `information transfer.' This
definite clause cannot be used for the creation of the passive form because the valence
features are different in this form.

For the creation of the passive form, the constituent on the svs,1 list is replaced by the
first constituent on the cotvtP list. This is realized with clausal attachment that copies
the entire specification of the complement, including its references to other parts of the
verb's feature structure, but excluding its cnsE, which is changed from non-nominative to
nominative. As a result, the colvtP list of the passive form of a verb has one element fewer
than all other forms of that verb, and the subject is coreferenced with the theme rather
than with the agent. The overt realization of the agent is optional, and no valence feature
is therefore coreferenced with the agent. We could have created an extra PP-complement
for the by-phrase that is sometimes used to express the agent in sentences in the passive
voice. The content of the NP inside this PP could be coreferenced with the agent in the
content of the verb. A passive sentence with a by-phrase could then get an analysis with
an instantiated agent and theme. Because of the optionality of the by-phrase, the passive
form without the PP(by) complement would still have to be derived too. However, this
form can also be used in passive sentences with by-phrases. The by-phrase would in
such sentences be regarded as an adjunct, and thus interpreted as a restriction on the
space, time, or means of the event. Sentence (6.24) gets for example the ULFs in (6.24a)
and (6.24b).

(6.24) They were caught by the river.

a. ulf(e,X, [. ..] ,
[restr ( [catch] , [R] , [

theme:ulf(pro,Z,[3rd,plur],[])]),
restr( [by] , [X] , C

prepazg:ulf (the,Y, [. . .] , [restr( [river] , [Y] , [] )] )] )] )
b. ulf(e,X, [. ..] ,

[restr([catch],[X],[
agent:ulf(the,Y,[...],[restr([river],[Y],[])]),
theme:ulf(pro,Z,[3rd,plur],[])])])

Clearly, in this example, the context is needed to know which interpretation is the right
one. In other examples, one of the interpretations might be less plausible, but in order to
derive the correct interpretation information would still be needed that is not available in
the parser (world or domain knowledge). For this reason, we have chosen to underspecify

29This is where a non-monotonic form of unification would be very useful. In contrast with standard
unification, non-monotonic unification would always succeed. If the two operands are unifiable, non-
monotonic unification is equal to standard unification. Otherwise, for all non-unifiable parts, the values
of the second operand are chosen. This way, the first operand can partly be overwritten by the second
operand.

The diflïculty in giving the exact definition of non-monotonic unification is to describe what happens
with coreferences. If a not-unifiable pazt contains a coreference, is this coreference preserved or not? In
lexical rules it is practical to leave such coreferences intact, and change the value only. However, the
implementation in ALE of this option is not trivial, and for other purposes it might be desirable to lose
the coreference. See also Lascarides et al. (1996) and Lascarides 8t Copestake (1999) on this point.
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the interpretation. Since restrictions are in many cases open to more than one interpre-
tation, the most straightforward way to realize the underspecification was to derive only
the `restriction analysis,' and leave it to the context-dependent interpretation to decide
whether the restriction tells something about space, time or means, or maybe about the
agent if there is no other information about the agent available in the ULF.3o

Morphology

Rules for morphological changes have been implemented for the -s form, -ed form, and
-ing form. Morphological forms are used for one or more syntactic verb forms, and the
rules for the -s form can also be used for the formation of the plural form of nouns. We
based the morphological rules on those described in van Roey (1982) and Quirk'85.

Rules that depend solely on the spelling of a word are the simplest to implement, e.g.
the final y that changes to i(e) (in -ed~-s form) or the final ie that changes to y (in -ing
form). However, even these simple cases have exceptions (namely if the final ,y is pre-
ceded by a vowel). Since the exceptions are also purely based on the spelling, words in the
lexicon can easily be checked for which rules apply to them. Other morphological rules
for inflection are partly based on the pronunciation. For example, final single consonants
should be doubled if the preceding vowel is stressed. We did not implement this rule ex-
actly ín our lexicon because we do not have pronunciation information at our diposal. We
worked therefore with heuristics instead, adding those endings with consonant doubling
that were needed, which is a bit more general than separately enumerating all complete
words ending in a single consonant. In some cases, two rules had to be added for one
ending, such as for -it, of which the t is doubled in emit, but not in limit.

In a number of cases, various forms are correct. In such cases, multiple new entries
have to be created. The verb focus for example can be inflected with and without a
doubled s.

Finally, there are the irregular verbs. Their -s form and -ing form are regular, but
their -ed forms are irregular. There are about 250 irregular English verbs. Their past
inflection and their possibly different -ed participle inflection have to be enumerated in the
lexicon. We introduced only those that were needed for the DEtvK prototype application.

So far, the regular and irregular verbs could be implemented on the basis of the
rules given in the grammar literature. There are mainly two points where additional
arrangements had to be made: for the finite inflection of the verb be and for the dropping
of the final e in the -ing form for verbs ending in -nge.

One of the irregular verbs is be. It is the only verb that has irregular forms for any
other agreement than third person singular. The verb be has been excluded from the
lexical rules for finite forms because the agreement of am, are, was, and were have to be
more specific than for the regular entries (sgl: first person singular and pl-or2: second
person or plural instead of non3s: not third person singular). The words am etc. were
explicitly added to the lexicon, just like the base form be, for every pattern it can occur
in (A1-3). These inflections of be can undergo other lexical rules (such as complement

3oGerrit Rentier made an interesting suggestion to investigate whether there is any psycholinguistic
reasons to treat the agent-reading and the adjunct-reading in parallel.
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extraction) like the inflected forms of other verbs, generated by an inflectional rule. Had
we chosen to extract complements before inflection, then we would have to inflect the
extracted version of be by hand too.

During the implementation of the grammar sometimes deficiencies turned up in the
rules for inflectional morphology. One example is formed by the rules for deleting the
final e of a verb, as with a verb ending in -nge. After the implementation of the lexical
rules for creating the progressive participle out of the base forms of verbs, in the compiled
lexicon there was no entry for the word changing. There was an entry for the base form
change, and a progressive participle had been created, but the participle had become
changeing. The morphological rules in the grammar literature said that verbs ending in
nge and with a monosyllabic base keep their final e in the -ing form. The verb change,
however, is monosyllabic but does have to drop its e in the -ing form. To see whether
change was exceptional, we checked an on-line lexicon with over 94,000 words. Of the
13 monosyllabic -nge verbs, 10 had a progressive participle ending in -nging, and only 3
ended in -ngeing. Therefore, the morphological rule we specified is that the e is dropped
unless stated otherwise.

Underspecified agreement

In ALE, structured values cannot be negated. Therefore, the AGR for the finite verb form
for the present tense that can be used for any agreement except third person singular,
cannot be implemented as stated in the theory; see below.

(6.25) AGR ~ NUM sing

PERS third
agr

Instead, five entries would have to be created, each with another combination of values
for NUM and PERS. However, the creation of a further specified subtypes of agr as given
below makes it possible to negate a complex value.

(6.26)

NUM num

PERS pers

agr GEND gend

sgl sg3

`
pl-or2nd

rl"
sg2 pll p12 pl3
... ... ...

NUM sáng NUM sáng NUM plur

PERS first PERS thárd PERS thárd
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The new subtype sg3 is more specified than agr, namely as [NUM sing, PERS thirdf . The
non-3s present tense verb forms ca.n now simply be specified aS AGR -`- sg3, where
- `- is the ALE negation.

The type pd-or2nd can be used for the agreement of all entries of the words are and
were, so that the lexical ambiguity can be reduced with a factor four (from 48 to 12 entries
for are and the same for were).

6.2.4 Extraction

A lot of linguistic constructions involve extraction, the so-called `unbounded dependency
constructions'. Below are examples of the unbounded dependencies distinguished in
PBtS-94, with a slightly extended characterization of questions, and one more phenomenon
that occurs particularly in spoken information dialogues: left-dislocation (Rats 1996).

wh-question

(6.27) Which button should I turn?

wh-complement

(6.28) I know which button I should turn. (wh-clause)

(6.29) I wonder which button I should turn. (wh-clause, indirect question)
(6.30) I know which button to turn. (wh-infinitive)

(6.31) Could you tell me which button to turn?

(wh-infinitive, indirect question)

relative clause
(6.32) Show me the button tha.t I should turn. (wh-relative)

(6.33) Show me the button I should turn. (bare relative)

topicalization

(6.34) The red button, you should never touch.

left-dislocation

(6.35) This button, can I use it?

clefting

(6.36) It's the C2 lens that I am looking for. (it-cleft with overt filler)
(6.37) It's the C2 lens I am looking for. (it-cleft without overt filler)
(6.38) What I am looking for is the C2 lens. (pseudo-cleft)
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purpose infinitive

(6.39) I bought it for Sandy to eat.

tough `movement'

(6.40) The microscope is difficult to understand.

~ying to implement all forms of a construction at once leads very often to major over-
generation, especially in lexicalist grammars. Overgeneration may seem innocent for the
functioning of a parser, but overgeneration may lead to incorrect analyses and overgener-
ation usually complicates development of the grammar seriously. Therefore, we did not
implement all kinds of UDCs, although they could be treated similarly to a certain extent.
The most important UDCs, which are also in the desired coverage given in Section 5.4,
are direct and indirect wh-questiorrs and relative clauses. We decided to introduce first
only these forms of extraction, and to exclude other forms of extraction explicitly from
the grammar. The less urgent forms of extraction might be introduced later by weakening
the constraints in order to exclude those forms.

Complement extraction

Since HPSG-III (Chapter 9 of PBeS-94), extraction of complements is realized with lexical
rules. We implemented two versions of the complement extraction lexical rule, one for the
extraction of the first complement and one for the extraction of the second complement.
In those rules, the complement in its entirety is moved from the colvtP list to the sLASx
list, not just the value of its Loc feature as in PótS-94. We allowed several categories of
complements to be extracted, not only NPs as in the examples above, but also PPs, adverb
phrases, arid adjective phrases. Extraction of these categories is needed for sentences like
the ones below.

(6.41) Do you know [how strong]Ap [the magnification is]s`AP~
(6.42) I can see (what]Np [the lenses do to the electron beam]s`NP.
(6.43) HM is the mode [in which]pp [you just put the microscope]s`pp.

The introduction of the extraction rules makes the lexicon grow a lot. Most verbs
get multiple entries because of complement extraction.31 In order to keep the number of
parses low, it was important to add information about the values for SLASH at several
points in the grammar, such as in subcategorized-for elements.

Extraction of non-complements

Other forms of extraction than complement extraction, such as adjunct or subject extrac-
tion, have not been implemented for DErrK.

Implementing these forms of extraction similarly to complement extraction would lead
several complications. First of all, the lexical ambiguity would increase again significantly.

aiThe same holds for other words than verbs that would be allowed to undergo complement extraction.
In the DENK grammaz complement extraction of other words has not been implemented.
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Second, a sequence of an NP and a VP could then be analysed in two ways, as a
Subject-Head combination and as a Filler plus Head. This spurious ambiguity would
occur in almost any S once or more, and is therefore highly undesirable.

And third, lexical extraction of adjuncts is not possible in our grammar, since the
adjucnts are not on any valence list (see also Section 6.5). An alternative lexical rule
might be used to introduce an adjunct in SLASH without `extracting' it from a valence
feature. This would, however, not solve the increase of lexical ambiguity of verbs, nor the
spurious ambiguity that arises with adjuncts exactly like with subjects. Moreover, such a
lexical rule would be recursive, and would lead to an infinitely large lexicon, which cannot
be compiled in ALE.32

Examples of sentences that would require other forms of extraction, and that are thus
not in the DEIVK coverage, are:

(6.44) I forgot which lenses you said are in the condensor system.

(subject extraction)

(6.45) In which mode do you mean the magnification is 10,000?

(adjimct extraction)

The grammar does cover, however, the simpler utterances that have the same semantics
and pragmatics and which are probably used more frequently:

(6.46) Which lenses are in the condensor system?

(subject question)

(6.47) In which mode is the magnification 10,000`~

(S(f~NV) with wh-adjunc;t)

Inheritance of the extracted element

Besides lexical rules for extraction, a mechanism for correct inheritance of the extracted
part is also needed. The correctness of our implementation of this mechanism is limited
(no special arrangements for all island constraints), but the complexity of extraction
in dialogue utterances is in general limited too. We opted to never allow more than
one element on the sLASx list, and the mother's sLASx is in most cases equal to the
concatenation of the daughter's sLASxes. Exceptions are the Head-Filler Schema (of
course), and the coordination schemata. In the coordination schemata the SLASxes of
both conjuncts have to be equal to each other and to the mother's sLASH.33

Binding

The lexical extraction and the inheritance of the extracted part are only useful if the
extracted element is also bound somewhere in the correct way. In our grammar, SLASH

32It might be possible to use in the feature SLnsH optional elements as we have developed in Dt NK
(Section 7.2). If we made all verbs standardly select for optional adjuncts via st,nsx, there would be no
(extra) lexical ambiguity.

a3Coordination is further described in Section 6.8.
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can only be satisfied in the Filler-Head Schema.34 In order to approve only wh-questions
and relative clauses, we allow sLnsx to be satisfied only by a wh-constituent or a relative
phrase,35 which corresponds in HPSG to a non-empty QuE or non-empty REL. This
restriction can be realized either lexically or grammatically. In the DENK grammar it has
been realized in the Filler-Head Schema. The restriction could also have been introduced
in the sLnsB element itself, through the lexical rule. However, this would lead again to a
multiplication of lexical entries because of the disjunction.3s

Moreover, certain restrictions are put on the head of the Filler-Head construction. In
most examples given at the beginning of this section, the head was an S. Most other cate-
gories should not occur as head in the Filler-Head Schema. The gap in a PP(sLnsx(NP))
for example, cannot be `filled' immediately at its left-hand side: ~`which mode [in --]pp`Np.
There is, however, one type of extraction construction in which the head is not necessarily
an S(fin): the wh-complement of a verb (ex. 6.30 and 6.31). Verb patterns B5 and D5
license the so-called wh-infinitive which is a VP(to-inf ). The syntactic category of the
head of the Filler-Head Schema is thus constrained to be S(fin) or VP(to-inf ).

Finally, the binary feature tvtc (mainclause) of the Filler-Head phrase is set to be plus
for regular wh-questions (that is, Ss(-~INV) whose Filler daughter has a nonempty QuE),
and minus for the other wh-phrases and relative clauses.

6.3 Auxiliaries

Auxiliaries are often viewed as argument-raising verbs like many main verbs (patterns B8-
9, C4-7). Also, auxiliaries show some similarities with simple transitive main verbs with
verbal complements (B6,B7). However, auxiliaries differ from main verbs syntactically
in their ability to be inverted and to be negated, and semantically in that they do not
introduce an event into the discourse context but instead provide additional information
concerning temporal location of an event. For these reasons, we created separate descrip-
tions for auxiliaries. The syntactic pecularities of auxiliaries are taken care of through
the boolean features nux and INV-POSS (in PBcS-94: 1NV). The raising character of aux-
iliaries is realized in the same way (with a non-flat analysis) as for main vei bs. This also
implies that the content is formed from the content of the (single) verbal complement.
This content (an event-ULF) is, however, not embedded in a new event-ULF as in main
verb patterns, but is completely taken to be the content of the auxiliaries, only extended
with some time information in the form of ULF-features. These features (all appropriate
features of the type vpfeatures) are left unspecified in the lexicon so that a ULF can easily

3aThere aze two versions of the Filler-Head Schema in our grammar: one for the creation of wh-
questions and wh-clauses, and one for the creation of (most of the) relative clauses. We will come back
to the special versions of schemata for relative clauses in Section 7.1.

3sWh-constituents (or interrogative phrases) and relative phrases aze almost identical. Exceptions are:
phrases with what (strictly interrogative), and phrases with that (strictly relative).

3sRentier (1995) proposes to use two sepazate lexical rules for complement extraction: one for wh-
complements and one for topicalized or left-dislocated complements. It seems that with this approach
even a third lexical rule would be needed for relatives. By the way, Rentier's approach to left-dislocation
(employing a special type of pronoun) might be used in combination with any approach to topicalization,
also if all extraction phenomena aze treated with one lexical rule as we would prefer.
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be copied with a coreference, and be changed~extended at the same time.37 For example,
the entry for the auxiliary have, with which the perfective tense is formed, is as in (6.48).

(6.48) SUBJ 0

VFORM perf

COMP ~VP SUBJ

CONT

CONT 0

1

~J
)

[FEATSIPERF piusJ
Other auxiliaries differ only from this one in the VFORM of the complement and in
coNT~FEATS. Furthermore, the auxiliary do has an extra constraint: the complement
is restricted to be Aux-. This makes sure that ungrammatical sentences like (6.49) have
no parses (Quirk et al. (1985), Table 3.37).38

(6.49) ~ The value doesn't have increased.

The inflections of the auxiliaries are not formed with the lexical rules. Auxiliaries do
not have all verb forms. Modal auxiliaries, for example, only have finite forms (see Tables
3.30 and 11.24 of Quirk'85) and no past tense at all. Therefore, the finite forms of the
auxiliaries are created directly in the form of a lexical entry. Other auxiliaries (i.e. do,
have and be) do have more forms, but there are irregularities. Several combinations of
auxiliary type and verb form are impossible (Quirk'85 Table 3.55) or very rarely used.
For example, have, the auxiliary for the perfective, cannot occur in the perfective form
(participle) itself. Because the auxiliaries are a closed word class, and not as regular as
the main verbs, all possible forms of the auxiliaries are enumerated, and the auxiliaries
that do have an infinitival form are excluded as input for lexical rules by indicating AUx -
in these rules.39

6.4 Nouns and pronouns

The DENK lexicon contains around 100 nouns and 24 pronouns. The entries have the right
values for xEAD and for their selecting features, and the correct ULF. We introduced an

37Therefore, the features that are still unspecified after pazsing must be interpreted as if they were
filled with some `default' values: the values with the least explicit syntactic characteristics, that is
imperfective, active, etc.

3aThe copulaz be can be combined with the auxiliary do in the imperative: ~`Don't be shy, 'Do be nice;
but not in other forms: ~`She doesn't be shy, ~`He did be nice. Because the copulaz be is made nux-
in the DENK grammar ( patterns A1,2,3), there is some overgeneration here. A solution to this problem
(not implemented in the prototype grammar) is to make the entries for the finite forms of the auxiliazy
do [nux-, RESTR ~ 6e], and the imperative [RESTR 6e].

39The restricted creation of forms of auxiliaries (e.g., no pazticiples of the auxiliary `have'), together
with the specific complementation information for the auxiliaries (e.g., [COMP (VP(perf))] for `have'),
preserves the restricted order in which the different auxiliazies can occur in one verb phrase.
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extra HEAD-feature named COUNT, which indicates whether a common noun is countable
and whether a plural form should be created.

The mutual selection of determiners and nouns is the same as in HPSG-III,
through sPR and the HEAD-feature sPEC. The implemented lexicon contains no
nouns with complements, such as picture, nor any nouns with modifying features.
Therefore, not only the feature suB.1, but also COMP and MoD are empty lists.
Macros are used to capture systematic similarities in the features mentioned for per-
sonal~demonstrative~interrogative~relative pronouns, and (non)countable nouns, `mea-
sure terms' (such as voltage), and `unit terms' (such as volt).Qo

6.5 Adjuncts

The adjuncts that were implemented for the kernel of the DENK grammar are adjectives,
adverbs, and PPs. Relative clauses were added to the grammar at a later stage; they are
described in Chapter 7.

6.5.1 Adjuncts as attributive modifiers

What most adjuncts have in common is their ability to modify another constituent at-
tributively. There are two common ways41 to treat attributive adjuncts: adjuncts select
the constituent that they can modify (modifiee) via the HEAD feature MOD (in accordance
with PBeS-94), or modifiers are put on the coMP list of the modifiee by means of a lexical
rule. In the second case, the modifier will be selected by the modifiee.

The advantages and disadvantages of these two methods are the subject of current
research in HPSG. Since a constituent can be modified by an arbitrary number of cnodi-
fiers, the second method requires lexical entries of each modifiee with zero, one, two, etc.
modifiers on the coMP list. However, when using ALE, the lexicon has to be precompiled
entirely and that is impossible if the number of entries is infinite. Therefore, the second
method is rather problematic when using ALE, and we have chosen to follow the first
method and use the Head-Adjunct Schema and the MoD feature from PBzS-94.

As explained in Section 6.1.2, the Head-Adjunct Schema is implemented in two ver-
sions, for the two possible orderings of the daughter constituents. Clearly, arrangements
have to be made to pick the correct version for combining modifiers with modifiees, in
order to reject the boy F7rench while accepting the Fi-ench boy, and in order to avoid
incorrect analyses of a sentence with a modifier between two constituents that could serve
as modifiee (e.g. She gave the boy French books. which should not be interpreted as being
about a French boy).

Assuming that this ordering is mainly determined by the adjunct, we have opted for
an indication of the position of the adjunct inside the feature structure of that adjunct.
Therefore, we introduced a new feature Pos, that can have the values pre, post, and as

aoUnit terms analysed as nouns might not be ideal, but it was a quick solution for a problem that was
not considered central to this project.

a1We leave the approach of Pollazd 8z Sag (198ï), in which the head selects the adjunct through the
HEAD-featllrC ADJUNCTS, out of consideration here.
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neutral value, the supertype pos. Below, the values of the features MOD and Pos are
shown for an adjective, an adverb, and a PP.42

(6.50) green .

(6.51) quickly .

(6.52) in the box :

MOD ~ N )

Pos pre

~MOD ( VP OR S )1

MOD ~ N) V I MOD ( VP OR S)J

POS post `

By the way in which ALE treats disjunctions, the disjunctions in (6.51) and (6.52)
result in multiplication of the chart items of each adverb, preposition, and PP. However,
the number of disjunctions in adverbials43 has been decreased by collapsing "VP or S"
into the feature structure (6.53). N in the examples abbreviates the structure (6.54).
(More will be said about the implementation of Ns in selector features in Section 7.2.)

(6.53) VP or S :

(6.54) N

HEAD verb

COMP ~)

HEAD rt07~71

SPR ne-list

PPs, and thus prepositions, will still have double chart items,44 one that can modify a
verbal phrase, and one that can modify an N.45 Exceptions are made for prepositions
that typically form a modifier for an N, and not (often) for a verbal phrase, for example
of. In the function of modifier of a verbal phrase, the positioning of adverbials is in fact
much more complex than suggested with (6.51) and (6.52). For example, the specification
in (6.52) wrongly allows PPs to come between the subject NP and the following VP, as
in ~ Kim in her bed sleeps. In Section 7.3, this positioning is discussed in more detail.

6.5.2 Semantics

The semantics of adjuncts has a different form (ULF) than what is usual in HPSG, but
the way in which the content feature is built is not very different. Like in HPSG-III, the

aZThe tvtoD-values in (6.51) and (6.52) give spurious ambiguity with VP-final modifiers. Also, (6.52)
leads to overgeneration. Possible solutions for this ambiguity are discussed in Section 7.3.

aaThe term adverbial is often used in a very broad sense. It is used here for constituents that can
function as modifier of verbal phrases. In the DENK grammar, this comprises adverbal phrases and PPs.

aaThe possibility to create some kind of supertype for the syntactic categories noun and veró has not
been worked out.

aSIt is sometimes argued that PPs should be modifiers of NPs, or modifiers of either Ns or NPs
(Sag 1997). We saw more disadvantages than advantages in this approach: since PPs should not modify
propernames or pronouns (NPs), and the disjunction N or NP in b1oD can be underspecified, but it would
still lead to spurious ambiguity. Therefore, we chose to make PPs modifiers of Ns.
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modifier is the semantic head in the Head-Adjunct Schema. Therefore, the ULF of the
adjunct has to contain the semantics of the syntactic head, that is, the modifiee. For
regular (i.e. intersective) adjuncts the semantic information of the element in MOD is to
be copied into the coNT feature of the adjunct itself, and the particular semantics of the
adjunct is acided as an extra restriction in that ULF. The feature structure of an adjective,
as an example of such a regular adjunct, is in (6.55).

CATIHEADIMOD ~ CONT
(6.55) green : SYNSEMILOC

CONT OI -~ green(x~

DET

FEATS

INDEX

RESTRS

Copying of the complete CoNT structure of the modifiee by means of a simple coreference
as indicated in (6.55) would not work, however, since the extension green(x) is to be
added to the restriction list in the ULF of the modifiee. Therefore, the different parts
of that ULFare copied separately. The correct restriction list of an adjunct is thus a
concatenation of the restrictions of the modifiee and the restriction of the adjunct itself.
The result is in (6.56).

CATIHEADIMOD ~CONT

ulf

(6.56) green :

CONT

DET

FEATS

INDEX

1

0
3

RESTRS ~

ulJ

0

0

0

~

4

)1
1

)

ARGS no-args ~

PAR ~ 3~

RELS green

)

The lexical entries of other adjuncts, like prepositions and adverbs, differ a little from
the one in (6.56). They will be described in comparison with this example, so that other
examples can be simplified by leaving out some obvious parts.

In case of a preposition, the semantics of the complete PP that will be formed with that
preposition has to be added. This semantics consists of a relation, that is the preposition
itself, and an argument, which corresponds to the IVP within the future PP. The semantics
of the argument can be accessed via the eoMP feature. An example of a preposition entry
is in (6.57).
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CAT

(6.57) in :

CONT

HEADIMOD (CONT

ulf

RESTRS

COMP ( LCONT ~5 J )

INDEX 3

uIf

RESTRS ( ARGS ~5

~3 )

3

~

4 )

~,~~

In order to avoid having a preposition connected to an NP before it is saturated, the
constraint "coMP ()" is in the adjunct daughter in the Head-Adjunct Schema. This is
in fact a specific case of the more general principle of HPSG-III that nonhead daughters
must be saturated for all (nonsubject) complements.

The semantics described above of a preposition functions well for modification of an
N, and of a VP or S. The fact that a PP at the end of a sentence can be attached in two
ways does not give problems in the semantics. Two examples of such modification are the
following.4s

(6.58) Bill saw John on Monday.

(6.59) a. Bill saw John on the bus.

(6.60) b. ulf(e,X,[tense:past,...],
Lrestr([on],X,[prep-arg:~`the bus'-ulf~]),
restr([see],X,[agent:~Bill-ulf~,

theme:tJohn-ulf~])])

In these examples, the PP can refer to the predicate or to the complete sentence. In
many cases, this makes no difference for the meaning of the sentence, as in (6.58). When
it does make a difference what the PP modifies, as in (6.59) where it corresponds to
Bill's presence or absence on the bus, the correct interpretation very often depends orr
the context. Therefore, what exactly is restricted by the PP is underspecified in ULF. In
ULF, the PP is always a restriction on the event (see (6.59)b). This is realized with the
feature structure in (6.57), irrespective whether the syntactic attachment is made to the
VP or to the 5.47

PAR (

RELS in

48 We do not consider the syntactic ambiguity here that would arise in such cases if the propername is
replaced by a determiner plus N, or in the examples, if PPs attach to NPs (rather than to Ns). The ULF
representation of that kind of attachment ambiguity has been discussed in Section 4.2.5.

47It would have been even better to also underspecify the (spurious) structural ambiguity. But, because
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Non-intersective adjuncts

Non-intersective adjuncts, which do not express an additional attribute of the modifiee,
but rather change the meaning of the modifiee, have a different restriction list. Examples
of non-intersective adjuncts are fake, alleged, former, and formerly. In the entries of these
adjuncts, the restrictions of the modifiee and the adjunct cannot simply be concatenated.
Instead, they have to be integrated at the level of the relations inside the restriction. An
example is in (6.61).

INDEX

(6.61) fake :

CATIHEADIMOD ~CONT

CONT

INDEX

RESTRS (

ulf

3

0

RESTRS ~ ARGS
PAR

RELS
u!f

ARGS a5

PAR ~ 3~

RELS concat((fake),~6 f

0

(L
6

~ )

)
)

As shown in (6.61), the adjunct is semantically integrated with the first restriction of the
modifiee. This is correct if there is just one restriction as there is in the fake books. If
there are more restrictions, as in the examples below, a more sophisticated way is needed
to select the restriction that must be adapted. ULF, as currently defined, does not offer
the possibility for that.

(6.62) I see the funny fake books.
(6.63) I see the fake books on the table.

(6.64) the fake funny books

Although we did not extend ULF with the necessary mechanism, still simple sentences
with non-intersective adjuncts get a correct analysis. Sentence (6.62), for example, offers
no problems, because during parsing fake will only be connected to the phrase books,
which has a restriction list of length one. In sentence (6.63), there is a structural ambiguity
which leads to two ULFs in case of an intersective adjective. The two possible parse trees
for the relevant NP are in (6.65).

the ULFs are identical, the double ones can be filtered out in the postprocessor. The obvious approach
to select only for either VP or S would decrease the coverage of the analysis~ither pre-VP or pre-S
modification would not be covered-or would re-introduce inefficiency in the form of disjunctions.
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(6.65) a. b.

N
, `

~` on the table fake ,N`

fake books books on the table

The parsing order that corresponds to tree a. offers no problems to the construction of
the ULF. Like in (6.62) the non-intersective adjective is attached to the N, with only one
restriction. In parse tree b., fake is attached to an N with a restriction list like below.

(6.66) INDEX 0

RESTRS (

ARGS

PAR

RELS

"the table "-ulf

(0)

( on)

ARGS no-args

PAR ( 1~ ~

RELS (book)

,

The attachment of fake to this structure results in an incorrect ULF with the relation
fake attached to the on-relation. For sentences like (6.63), there is only a structure
possible with the same problem in the ULF that structure b. has. This problem has
not been solved in the DENK prototype. So, sentences like (6.62) get a correct analysis,
structurally ambiguous sentences with a non-intersective adjunct, like (6.63), get one
correct and one incorrect analysis, and sentences with another adjunct between the non-
intersective adjunct and its modifiee, like (6.64), get only an incorrect analysis. Non-
intersective adjuncts do not play a significant role in the prototype domain of the electron
microscope, but if the linguistic coverage is to be further extended for another application,
ULF has to be extended with a mechanism to select the restriction that is affected by the
non-intersective adjunct.48

6.5.3 Predicative use
Besides modifying attributively, many adjuncts can also be used predicatively as the
obligatory element in a sentence with a copular verb. In those cases, the adjunct is not the
selector. Instead, the copular verb selects the adjunct through its cotvlP feature. Because
not all adjuncts can be used predicatively, there is a boolean head feature PRD, which
indicates whether an adjunct is predicative or attributive. Lexical entries of adjuncts
have a value for this feature that indicates what they are. Prepositions, most adjectives,
and many adverbs can be used either way and are therefore unspecified for PRD. Words
that can be used only predicatively are PRDf (e.g. awake);49 words that cannot be used

48The extension is expected to resemble a mechanism that is employed in MRS (Copestake et. al. 1997).
49We did not account for the fact that PR~~ adjectives can modify nouns if they head a phrase: the

children awake before dawn, while otherwise they cannot: 'the children awake ~'the awake children.
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predicatively are PRD- (e.g. previous, very, rather). The feature PRn is used in selector
features and ID schemata to indicate what is needed. The copular verbs select only for
constituents that are PRD-~. Furthermore, the adjunct daughter of the Head-Adjunct
Schema must be P1tD-.

Related to the predicative use of adjuncts is the fact that, in contrast with PBzS-94,
we have chosen to give adjectives and adverbs their own head types: adject and adverb,
respectively. We did so because in the set of verb types used in the DEtvK grammar there
are copular verbs that have complements of one of these categories. For example, become
can have an adjective as complement (verb pattern A1), but not an adverb, and live can
have an adverb as complement (verb pattern A3), but not an adjective.

(6.6?) He became green.
(6.68) ~He became abroad.

(6.69) ~`He lives green.

(6.70) He lives abroad.

6.6 Determiners

In HPSG-III (PBzS-94, page 359), three proposals are made for the analysis of specifiers.
In HPSG-II, the relation between a noun and a determiner is an instance of the Head-
Complement Schema; the determiner is an element on the suscAT list of the noun. With
the introduction of susJ and colvtp instead of suscAT, the new place of the determiner
subcategorization has to be determined. The first possibility is to use the feature sus.r.
The second is to treat the determiner as a complement. A third alternative is worked out
in PBzS-94. In this analysis, the specifier and the noun select for each other, through the
valence feature sPR (specifier) of the noun, and the head feature SPEC (specifiee) of the
specifier. A special Specifier-Heacl Schema is introduced, with the head daughter as both
syntactic and semantic head.

The features and the schema for the third option are implemented in the DErrK gram-
mar, with the one adaptation that, instead of the head daughter, the specifier daughter
is the semantic head.

For most cases, either daughter could be the semantic head. Either way, the content
of the semantic head is a ULF with an unspecified part: the determiner or the restriction
list. By the coreferences between the selector feature and the content, this part will be
filled, and the result is passed on to the mother as usual by the Semantics Principle.
A case for which this does not work is formed by the possessives (his, its, whose, etc.).
We have chosen to analyse possessives as specifiers. However, a possessive contains more
information than can be in the determiner of a ULF. Therefore, an NP with a possessive
specifier has an extra restriction with the possessive relation between the object, expressed
by the noun, and the possessor, expressed in this possessive specifier. The content of such
an NP can only be realized when the specifier daughter is the semantic head. The lexical
entry for his, for example, is:
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HEAD~SPEC ~N

(6.71)

CONT

DET

FEATS

INDEX

CONT

the

0

0

FEATS

INDEX

RESTRS

RELS (poss)

RESTRS ~

PAR 0

0

0

0

)

DET ppron

ARGS~POSSJ~RG FEATS ...male,3'~d,sing...

RESTRS ~ )

For more about relative determiners, we refer to Chapter 7.

6.7 Complementizers

0 )

Complementizers are implemented exactly as they are described in P8t5-94. We employ
a Head-Marker Schema, in which the marker daughter selects an unmarked clause via the
HEAD feature sPEC. The type of marker is stored in the cAT feature tvtRx. The feature
MRx is inherited from the marker daughter if there is any, and otherwise from the Head
daughter. We implemented both that and whether as complementizers.

6.8 Coordination and subordination

In English there are several means to connect two or more saturated constituents. We
found it useful to implement a number of them in the DENK parser. The implemented
forms of conjunctions are subordination of two Ss, and coordination of two NPs, two VPs,
or two Ss. In other words, conjunctions of unequal categories as in (6.72) are outside the
coverage, as well as enumerations as in (6.73).

(6.72) Is the microscope in HM mode or not?

(6.73) The Cl lens, the C2 lens, and the minicondenser are on.

Besides the fact that only Ss can be combined by subordination, while several cate-
gories can be combined by coordination, there is one more syntactic difference between
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coordination and subordination. Coordinators must always occur between the conjuncts
that they connect, while subordinators can also come before the two conjuncts (that is,
if commas are not taken into account, which we don't). This is illustrated below.

(6.74) [The lens is excited] and [the aperture is highlighted].
(6.75) ~And [the lens is excited] [the aperture is highlighted].
(6.76) [T'he lens is excited] because [the microscope is in HM mode].
(6.77) Because [the microscope is in HM mode], [the lens is excited].

Semantically, coordination and subordination are also different. Normally, in a coordi-
nation the meanings of the conjuncts are combined in a symmetric way, but the conjuncts
of a subordinator usually bear an asymmetric relation. In subordination, there is al-
ways one main event (expressed in the main clause), and one event that describes some
additional information about the event (the subordinate clause).

6.8.1 Subordination
The syntactic and semantic characteristics of subordination make it easy to analyse this
construction with the existing Head-Adjunct Schema and Adjunct-Head Schema. The
subordinate clause including the subordinator acts as an adjunct and the main clause is
the head. The subordinator takes the subordinating clause as a complement with the
Head-Complement Schema. In this way, the subordinator is the lexical semantic head of
a subordination. A ULF for this kind of sentence can therefore be defined in the lexical
entry of the subordinator in the feature corrT. The content of the Ss in the selector
features lvton and CoMP are used in this ULF. The other selector features are disabled.
The position feature pos is left unspecified, so that both orders are possible.

6.8.2 Coordination

Analogously with subordination

For coordi~~,~ti.on, one might tend to use the same analysis, that is, use the Head-
Complement Schema for combining the coordinator with the second conjunct, and the
Head-Adjunct Schema for connecting the first conjunct to the rest of the coordination.
It is not very common to view the relation between the first conjunct and the rest of
a coordination as a Head-Adjunct relation, but since the same schemata are used, the
coordinator would be the lexical semantic head (just like the subordinator), and again
any content can be defined in the lexical entry, also a symmetrical one. With regard to
the structural differences between subordination and coordination, the lexical entry for
coordinators can be adapted so that only the one correct order is allowed (POS po.st). The
specification of tvtoD and cotvtP can be made to allow various categories to be coordinated
(a number of unspecified CAT features), as long as the two conjuncts have enough in
common.

There is, however, a problem when generalizing over the category of the constituents
that can be coordinated. The constraint "as long as the two conjuncts have enough in
common" cannot be realized through coreferences between cotvtP and 1vioD alone. The
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categories (HEAD-type and valency) of the two conjuncts must always be the same, but
what other features have to be identical depends on this category. This relation is too
complex for a single feature structure. Therefore, for one coordinator, e.g. and, there
have to be entries for each conjunct category.50 The VP-version of and would match the
vFORM values, the NP-version would match the cASE values, etc. Although possible in
principle, such multiple lexical entries were considered inelegant and impractical.sl

Two heads (Sag et al. 1985)

Besides the idea above, suggested by the implementation of subordination in our grammar,
several other proposals can be found in the literature. First, in Sag et al. (1985) it is
proposed to let both conjuncts be heads of the coordination. The Head Feature Principle
(HFP) is in this proposal reformulated so that the HEAD features of each head daughter
are an extension of the HEAD features of the mother. This constraint is however too
weak, especially for bottom-up parsing. As Richard Cooper (1990) shows, it can easily
happen that two constituents are coordinated that have no HEAD features in common at
all, and the mother will then be completely unspecified for HEAD. This licences many
ungrammatical sentences.

One functional head (Paritong 1992)

Another proposal is made in Paritong (1992). Paritong treats the coordinator as functional
head. The approach is described for the earlier version of HPSG with only one valence
feature: suscAT. Both conjuncts are selected by the coordinator via this feature. The
complements (as these elements on the suscAT list would be called in HPSG-III) are
satisfied one by one. With the LP rules, it is guaranteed that one conjunct is on the right
and one on the left. Furthermore, the HEAD features are split into MltvoR and MAJOR
features (see also Netter (1994)), and the HEAD of the coordinator is a function of the
HEAD features of the conjuncts.

The approach of Paritong (1992) bears a number of characteristics that are not unifi-
able with the rest of the DENK grammar. In the DEtvK grammar, complements are satis-
fied all at once and not one by one. We have no LP rules and only one Head-Complement
Schema, which can only be used for a head followed by all its complements. It might
be possible to create Head-Complement schemata with other orderings, and to rearrange
the HEAD features in the type hierarchy (and thus in the whole grammar), but in an
implementation in ALE (and probably in many other formalisms) a lexical entry cannot
contain a function as presupposed in Paritong (1992). This is in fact the same problem
that we ran into when trying to treat coordination analogously with subordination.

soOr one entry with disjunctions, which makes no difference in the implementation.
slIf underspecification was used in the lexical entries instead of disjunction, as has been done in the

English R.esource Grammar developed at CSLI in Stanford (Dan Flickinger, p.c.), this approach is already
more attractive. Moreover, it seems the only right way to do coordination in Japanese, so there is also
linguistic motivation for it.
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Special schema, no head (Richard Cooper 1990)

Altogether, it seems the best solution for our purpose to use a special coordination schema
and to connect all constraints on the relation between the different HEAD features to this
schema. This resembles the approach taken in Richard Cooper (1990). We decided not
to use a(new or existing) selector feature through which the coordinators select the
conjuncts because the schema was introduced for such particular use. Instead, we gave
the coordinators a special value for the feature HEAD: coord, which is a subtype of func.
This same type is used in the coordination schema. This way, the application of this
extra schema is restricted to coordinations only, and therefore has little effect on the
performance of the grammar on strings without coordinators. The resulting schema is
the non-headed schema in (6.78).

(6.78) COORDINATION SCHEMA ( first veiSlOn):

XP ~ XP coord XP

~CAT ~i ~CAT ~J I HEAD coordJ I CAT i1

Unfortunately, this schema is too simple, since it finds only analyses for phrases
with strict congruence between the head features of the conjuncts, like in (6.79), (6.80),
and (6.81), and not for cases of weaker congruence, as in (6.84), (6.85), and (6.86).

(6.79) Is this a lens or an aperture?

(6.80) The voltage increased and changed again.

(6.81) The aperture rotates and the bundle converges.
(6.82) ~` The voltage increase or decreases.
(6.83) ~` I see áim and she.

(6.84) I see the microscope and tlle lenses.
(6.85) The voltage increased or will increase.
(6.86) The apertures rotate and the bundle converges.

In order to account for coordination of only partly congruent constituents as well, and
to still reject coordination with too little agreement as in (6.82) or non-corresponding
cases as in (6.83), weaker but more complex constraints are needed. Most but not all cAT
features have to be identical for the mother and the two conjunct daughters, therefore
they are transferred separately in the Coordination Schema. The valence features are
fully identical, and the HEAD feature is three times of the same type. However, the fea-
tures inside HEAD (NUM, CASE, VFORM) are not necessarily identical. The Coordination
Schema thus has to be a non-headed schema like in (6.87).
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(6.87) COORDINATION SCHEMA (second version):

XP -i XP

HEAD
SUBJ
COMP

SPR
SLASH

0

0
~

6

HEAD ~2

where 0

SUBJ

COMP

SPR

SLASH

4
~

6
7

- f(~,0 4 ,~

coord XP

HEAD LCFORM
cooni

8 HEAD
SUBJ

COMP

SPR

SLASH

0

0
0

6

7

The HEAD feature of the mother is computed on the basis of the valence features and
the HEAD features of the conjuncts. Since for NPs, the HEAD feature NUMBER depends
on the exact coordinator, the value of eFORM is also needed.52 In order to simplify the
computation of the mother's HEAD feature, we implemented three instantiations of the
Coordination Schema: one for Ss, one for VPs, and one for NPs. For the Ss, no special
constraints are put on the HEAD features; for VPs, the vFORM and the AGR have to be
equal; and for the NPs, the ca,sE has to be equal for all three XPs, and the NuM of the
mother is sing if the coordinator is (n)or and both conjuncts are singular, and it is plur
in all other cases.s3

Finally, the Coordinate Structure Constraint including the across-the-board exceptions
(Ross 1967) is realized by simply forcing the sLASH feature of the conjuncts and the mother
to be equal. In the GPSG or HPSG literature, the Head Feature Principle and~or the Foot
Feature Principle is said to be responsible for the realization of this constraint, see Sag
et al. (1985) and PBcS-94. In HPSG-III or our grammar, however, the sLASH feature is no
longer in a head- or foot-feature, and our Coordination Schema is non-headed. Therefore,
these principles have no effect. The Nonlocal Feature Principle cannot be used either.
That principle adds up all sLASxes of all daughters, but in the coordination the SLASxes
of each conjunct and the mother have to be coreferential. Therefore this could only be
settled in the schema that is especially introduced for this construction.

6.9 Pre- and post-processing

In this chapter, many aspects of the DENK grammar have been discussed. ~~Vith the parser
engine ALE, this grammar can be converted into a parser. This parser forms part of the

52This feature contains the type of conjunction (nnd, or, óecause, etc.), like PFOat~t contains the kind
of preposition.

s3More complex rules can also be implemented easily because the full expressivity of definite clauses
can be used, see for example Kang (1989). The rules that we have implemented were sufficient for the
DENK prototype domain because it does not contain persons, which limits the significance of case and
person information.
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natural language analysis component of the DEtvK system. Because the parser as derivecí
by ALE is not entirely compatible with the rest of the DExK system, a pre-processor ancí
a post-processor were added. The pre- and post-processors convert the raw input into a
format that ALE parsers can process, and the typed feature structures that ALE yields
into plain ULFs. The pre- and post-processors serve another purpose as well, because
some parts of the utterance analysis hardly have a grammatical character, and are better
performed outside the parser; see Figure 6.3. In the rest of this section we describe the
pre- and post-processors.s4

English utterance

NL analyser
preprocessor

'stripped' iuterance

parser
(ALEtgrammar)

(8lobal)
pragmatic
features

typed feature stnicture

postprocessor

ULF

Figure 6.3: The parser with pre- and post-processor

As will become clear below, the pre- and post-processors for the DEtvK prototype
system are especially created for keyboard input. If another modality, such as speech,
were used for the input of the system, an entirely different pre-processor and a slightly
different post-processor would be needed. The parser, on the other hand, can remain the
same. A speech recognizer usually produces a word graph rather than a word string, but a
chart parser can parse a word graph just as well as a word string (though less efFiciently).

6.9.1 Pre-processing

As input, the user is free to type any character sequence, but the parser works only for
lists of strings of alphanumeric characters (including the underscore: -) starting with a
lower case letter. Input that must be converted therefore include:

54The pre- and post-processors of the pazser have been implemented by Leen Kievit.
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. names: John ; Amsterdam

. abbreviations: HM mode ; diff. mode

. numbers: 15 volts ; 10,000 times

. measure terms: 15 V

. compounds with hypens: the mini-condenser

. utterances with a leading capital: That is an aperture

. utterances with punctuation marks: yes, but ... ; this lens?

. clitics: he'd do it ; it's done ; John's mother

. contracted negation: he hasn't done it

A problem with these utterances is that the way in which they are typed can vary
quite a lot from one user to another. A dialogue-keyboard or spoken-is in fact rather
cursory, much more than a running text. A user can, for example, be expected to type
either HM mode, hm mode, hm-mode, high-magnification mode etc. Since, in most cases,
there is little use in allowing only officially correct spellings, most character nuances are
simply removed from the input before parsing. This way, the parser as a whole can be
more error-tolerant than the grammar it is based upon, and also more tolerant than a
generator should be.

Removing the special characters is done in the DEtvK system as follows:

. capitals are replaced by the corresponding lower case letters

. common abbreviations are replaced by full forms

. hyphens are replaced by spaces

. words ending in n't are replaced by two separate words, the `root-word' and an
explicit `negation-word' ( e.g. doesn't becomes does nt)55

. apostrophes (other than in ...n't) are replaced by a space, so that clitics become
separate words: he s, you re, i m, etc.ss

. punctuation marks at the end of the input are removed and stored for further
processing

. sentence-internal punctuation marks are replaced by a letter string such as x-comma

. numbers are replaced by one of the place holders x~umberi through x~umber957

ssThe treatment of the artificial word nt in the grammar is different from the treatment of the word
not; see further Section 7.4.

ssThe alternative approach, to treat clitics as a part of a word, was not investigated for DEtvK because
ALE offered too few possibilities for full morphological analysis of words.

s7Strings of digits and letters are first split in two: e.g. 35mm becomes 35 mm
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These conversions give the parser a certain robustness. However, these simple conversions
are not ideal. Some conversions requíre adaptations in the grammar or the postprocessor
as well. Furthermore, although the conversions increase the ratio of utterances that can
be analysed at all, they sometimes lead to incorrect analyses, for instance because the syn-
tactic information that sentence-internal punctuation marks may carry is neglected. The
consequences of the pre-processing for the grammar and the post-processor are discussed
below.

6.9.2 Consequences for the grammar
The grammar must be extended with lexical entries for the artificial word nt, for the clitics
(s, d, 11, m, re), for the strings that represent punctuation marks (x-comma, etc.), and
for the number place holders (x~umberl, etc.). The treatment of the negation words in
DENK is described in Section 7.4.

Clitics

Clitics, which are not implemented in the DEIVK grammar, are in fact abbreviations of
other words in the lexicon. The simplest treatment is therefore to create for each clitic
lexical entries identical to the entries of the words the clitic is an abbreviation of: for 11 an
entry identical to the one for will, for d one entry identical to the one for vould and one
identical to the entry for the auxiliary had, etc. For the clitic s, not only entries identical
to those of the full forms (has and is) are needed, but also an entry that represents the
possessive (or genetive) case marker.

Punctuation marks

The grammatical analysis of sentence-internal punctuation marks such as commas, colons
and semi-colons has not yet received extensive attention in the linguistic literature,SS
and no implementation of these marks has been realized in DEIVK. One difFculty with
punctuation marks is that they can have very different structural functions. In the exam-
ples below, the comma functions as a coordinator, as some kind of brackets (indicating
additional information rather than restrictive information), and as an indication of a
noncanonical placement of some constituent, while in the last example the comma seems
rather redundant in combination with the words that explicitly introduce sub-clauses such
as but.

(6.88) This aperture, that lense, and the mini-condenser.

(6.89) The C21ens, which is below the CI lens, is now highlighted.
(6.90) The mini-condenser, you should have turned off.

(6.91) The condensor aperture is above the specimen, but the diffraction

aperture is below the specimen.

SBIn the CLARE system (further extension of the CLE), punctuation marks like a comma are treated
in the grammar as a separate token. How these tokens are treated grammatically is not described in
Alshawi et al. (1992).
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Purely intuitively, we estimated the `redundant' use and the coordinating use of the
comma to be the most common. We therefore considered introducing the comma as a
coordinator (for cases like (6.88)), and also as a special element that could `vanish' (for
cases like (6.91)). The entry for the coordinating comma had to resemble the entries
for and and or. The entry for the redundant use could be like an adjunct that attaches
to a constituent without altering its content. Such syntactic behaviour corresponds to
`vanishing' in the parsing process.

The details of this approach have not been worked out for DEtvK. One very important
matter to solve first is to which type of constituent this `vanishing' comma should attach.
Attaching it to constituents of any category is unattractive because it would introduce
much ambiguity. Furthermore, the comma that occurs in English enumerations before
the and cannot be treated as a coordinator. (However, it might be possible to treat it as
a redundant comma, letting it select and via its 1vtoD feature.)

Numbers

ALE can in fact deal with words that are numbers (with or without a decimal point, and
without a comma). However, ALE must have a lexicon that is finite, and so the numbers
cannot be included in the lexion. Therefore, the numbers in the input are replaced by
some dummy string. All numbers in one utterance are each replaced with a different
string: the first one with x~umberl, the second one with x~umber2, etc.59

The strings x~umberi through x~umber9 are included in the lexicon as adjectives.
This licenses the use with a determiner as in the 2lenses of the condenser system, and the
use with a measure term, which has to be plural in English, e.g. 15 volts. In order to block
incorrect number agreements like 2 book, the `adjectives' x~umberl through x~umber9 is
specified tvulvt plur, and for the number 1 is separately added to the lexicon as singular
adjective.so

6.9.3 Post-processing

After having parsed an utterance, ALE delivers one or more feature structures. These
structures contain more information than what is needed for the further interpretation
of the utterance. The feature sYtvsElut~LOC~coNT contains the ULF representation of the
utterance. This feature is extracted from the structure produced by ALE. The ULF is
then combined with the information that liad been extracted from the utterance in the
pre-processor: the punctuation mark at the end of the utterance, and the values of the
numbers. This information is put in the ULF-feature clospunct and in the place of the
ULF-restrictions x.numberi etc. (see Section 4.2.1), respectively.

59We assume that utterances do not contain more than nine numbers.
soThese azrangements for blocking incorrect number agreements have not been implemented in the

prototype grammar.
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6.9.4 Extra possibilities of the pre-~post-processor

As shown above, the embedding of the parser between a pre- and post-processor allows for
more adequate treatment of some special typographic phenomena than could be realized
with the parser alone. The extra machinery around the parser can also serve some other
purposes. In DEtvK, this has been used for two things: for the removal of certain utterance
endings, and for filtering out analyses that are for certain reasons useless for further
interpretation. In addition, the preprocessor can add left-end and right-end markers to
input strings.

Endings removal

In DE1vK, interjections at the end of utterances (e.g. please) and tags of tag-questions
(e.g. isn't it) are removed, and therefore do not need to be analysed by the grammar.fil A
representation of these endings was stored through the post-processor in the ULF-feature
tail (see Section 4.2.1).

Solution filtering

Although much effort is put into producing no more solutions than needed, the parser
usually ofFers more than one solution, and among them are often analyses that will not lead
to a useful interpretation. There are two properties that can make an analysis useless.
Furthermore, there can be a clear dispreference for a certain interpretation relative to
another.

First, there may be several analyses with ULFs that are identical modulo alphanu-
meric variation. This spurious ambiguity is simply removed in the post-processor after
comparison of the ULFs.

Second, the utterance may have been analysed as a type of constituent that is not
considered to be a correct utterance. Utterance (6.92) will for example have two analyses,
both of category S.

(6.92) In which mode did you put it?

One of the analyses has an empty sLASH-feature, while the other is specified as SLnsH (PP)
because in which mode can be analysed either as a complement or as an adjunct. This
is why the analyses with nonempty st,ASH-features are discarded in the DErrK post-
processor. Other reasons for discarding an analysis are the feature values: tvtwclvcLnUSE -,
nonempty ttEL, vFOxtvt equal to a participle, and a nonempty sus,1 if vFOltlvt finite (see
also Section 7.6).

s1But see Bender 8t Flickinger (1999) on tags of tag-questions in HPSG.
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a.

b.

PP

V
~AUX-~~

S
~SLASH (PP)~

V
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S
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Hd. Su j. Compl.

NP VP

VFORM inf

SLASH (PP)

Head

NP VP

VFORM inf

SLASH (PP)

Some interpretations are not useless in themselves, but they would drop out first if
there are alternatives. For example, sentences starting with There is ... and There are ...
can be interpreted with there as expletive or as adverb, while in most cases only the
expletive interpretation is the correct one. In such cases the postprocessor can be used to
select a preferred reading among the set of analyses that the parser yields, as for example
has been done in CLARE for the utterances with there (Alshawi et al. (1992), Section
10.5.1).

Adding explicit utterance boundaries

Furthermore, the preprocessor could be used to add a left-end marker and~or right-end
marker to an utterance. This might be used in certain grammatical analyses, for instance
a right-end marker is employed in one analysis sketched in Section 7.6 for yes at the
beginning of an utterance.
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6.10 Summary

In this chapter, the implementation of a large part of the grammar for the DENK system
has been described. The described part covers nine of the (groups of) linguistic phenomena
that had been set as a goal in Section 5.4. The covered phenomena are enumerated below.

6.10.1 Phrase structure rules
Since ALE does not support ID schemata nor linear precedence rules, the seven HPSG
schemata that are needed for the following phenomena have been implemented as phrase
structure rules (Section 6.1.2):

. argument structures

. the verb system

. interrogative utterances

. NPs

. subordination

Furthermore, an ID schema has been worked out for

. coordination of Ss, VPs, and NPs,

which has been implemented as three phrase structure rules (Section 6.8.2).
The six principles that were needed for these phenomena were implemented as pro-

cedural attachments to the phrase structure rules. The expressivity of the procedural
attachments is higher than that of the phrase structure rules themselves, and are there-
fore well-suited to express the principles that are in HPSG literature often stated in plain
English.

6.10.2 Lexicon
A lexicon has been implemented with

. closed-class words and

. domain-specific words.

For the realization of the lexicon, information structures have been designed that express
the semantic and syntactic behaviour of homogenous groups of words. Mainly for practical
reasons, mostly macros have been used to capture generalizations in the lexicon. Around
thirty macros have been implemented that each cover a verb pattern from Quirk et al.
(1985); see Section 6.2.2 of this thesis and Appendix A.5.1.

The lexical entries for auxiliaries have been created with less explicit generalizations
because of the limited number of the entries involved, and because of the relatively large
number of irregularities (Section 6.3).
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Furthermore, macros have been implemented for nouns and pronouns, determiners,
prepositions, adjectives (predicative and attributive), adverbs, complementizers, coordina-
tors, subordinators, possessive determiners and possissive pronouns, and wh-determiners,
wh-pronouns and wh-adverbs.

Except for the words themselves, macros have also been used for the usual type of
constituents that words can select for, such as an NP, a wh-clause, or a PP.

The other methods available in ALE for capturing generalizations are lexical rules and
hierarchically ordered types. Lexical rules have been used for inflection and extraction.
Six rules have been implemented for the creation of difFerent forms of the main verbs
(Section 6.2.3), one for the creation of the plural forms of countable nouns, and two for
the extraction of complements (Section 6.2.4). As it turned out, the differences in formal-
ization of lexical rules between PBcS-94 and ALE made it impossible to straightforwardly
implement the lexical rules. Macros and the possibility in ALE of procedural attachments
to the lexical rules have been used to construct implementions of the lexical rules.

Types versus macros

Manipulating types in an ALE grammar has the consequence that the entire grammar has
to be recompiled, which takes significantly more time than the recompilation of just a part
of the grammar.62 Therefore, during the iterative process of developing the grammar, it
was disadvantageous to make adaptations in types as opposed to adaptations in macros.

Other reasons why we used macros intead of types, is that linguistic analyses in the
HPSG literature use often elaborated feature structures with specific values for the fea-
tures but without placing these structures into a type hierarchy. Macros are not used
either in theoretical analyses, but macros offer in fact exactly what is needed, namely a
way to abbreviate feature structures of arbitrary sizes. In one macro, a deeply nested
structure can be defined, with values that can be parametrized. In one type definition,
the attributes for only one level can be determined. For the definition of a deeply nested
structure, one type definition would be needed for every level in this structure. Moreover,
parameters cannot be used in types. Coding all possible values in a type hierarchy is
possible but more complex than the direct parametrization, possible in macros.

The use of types also has advantages. By the definition of a hierarchy of types, a
partial ordering is automatically defined between values of features, which can be used
directly in the implementation of generalizations in the grammar (including the lexicon).
For the reasons described above, we did not use types much for this purpose. However, the
hierarchical ordering of types was explicitly used in a couple of places. Types are especially
useful to define a hierarchical ordering of unstructured values in order to avoid disjunctions
in lexical entries, since such ordering can in general not be realized with macros. In the
DErrK grammar, this has been done for the values of the feature cEtvDER (Section 4.2.2).
Types have also been used for avoiding dependent disjunctions in structured values in the
hierarchy for the structured type agr (5ection 6.2.3).

s2The compilation of the lexicon takes the most time, and also changes in macros that aze used in the
lexicon make that recompilation necessary. 5ti11, the use of macros in the lexicon can be advantageous
over types, because there is most often a connection between the choices made in this respect for the
lexicon and for the phrase structure rules.



Chapter 7

Feedback to the theory

In the previous chapter we described the specification in the DENK grammar of the main
categories of words and phrases in English according to HPSG, and our implernentation
using the ALE tools and formalism. In its current state of development, the theory of
HPSG does not provide proposals for handling all the linguistic phenomena that are im-
portant in the implementation of grammars for computer applications, and in some cases
the proposals that seem theoretically adequate have serious computational disadvantages.
In such casese, a certain amount of theoretical groundwork needs to be done first, and
the result of this work may form relevant feedback to the underlying HPSG theory. In
the present chapter we deal with the following cases:

. relative clauses

. optional specifiers for bare plurals

. adverb positions

. negation

. nominal compounds

. non-sentence utterances

We do not pretend to have developed complete solutions to the problems that these cases
pose, which are in fact notorious problems in grammar engineering. We do think it is
useful to describe our analysis of these problems and to indicate to what extent they
can be solved with the theoretical and practical means available when implementing a
grammar.

7.1 Relative clauses
By relative clauses we mean finite and infinitival clauses that can postmodify nouns. Below
are some relative clauses from various dialogues with certain characteristics in common
with the test application for DErrK.

173
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. from a spoken monologue about the electron microscope (hum.-hum.):
... deze heel kleine structuren die ik hier zie
(- ... these very small structures that I see here)

. from a spoken dialogue about a domain that both dialogue partners can perceive
(hum.-hum.):
... het blok wat je net hebt weggehaaldl
(- ... the block which you have just removed)

. from a keyboard dialogue about a domain that both dialogue partners can perceive
(hum.-hum.):

... het gele blokje waar het op rust2
(- ... the yellow blockd:,,,:,,. where it rests (on))

From the fact that there were numerous examples in the dialogues mentioned, we may
infer that relative clauses will also be used quite frequently in DENK dialogues. Therefore,
an analysis for relative clauses must be in the DENK grammar as well. Since there were
much more finite relative clauses than infinitival ones, we limited ourselves to an analysis
for finite relative clauses. The so-called `reduced relative clauses' like standing in the
doorway; hassled by the police; and in the room, are not treated as relative clauses in the
DE1vK grammar.3

In this section a short inventory is presented of the ways in which relative clauses
could be implemented in our HPSG-based grammar, and how it is done in several other
projects.

7.1.1 The HPSG-theoretical analysis

In PBLS-94 there was an HPSG analysis of relative clauses using empty elements for. As
explained before, empty elements cause inefficiency during parsing. We therefore looked
for an analysis without empty elements when developing the grammar for DEtvK in 1995
and 1996. Sag (1997) does offer an analysis without empty elements. We will not describe
Sag's analysis in detail, but consider the organization of the analysis and the mechanisms
used, because these aspects determine for the most part how much of the analysis can fit
in with our implementation.

The crucial element Sag's analysis is an extended classification of phrasal types, com-
pared to PBcS-94. In Póz5-94 (Chapter 9), only eight types of phrases were distinguished,
ordered in a flat way ( see Figure 7.1).4 In Sag (1997) on the other hand, there are over
20 types of phrases, ordered along two dimensions: HEADEDNESS and CLAUSALITY.
HEADEDNESS corresponds to the classification of the original eight types of phrases.
CLAUSALITY does not correspond to any mechanism in PBzS-94. It reflects differences
in form and content between different clauses like declarative and relative clauses. Each

1Dialogue number 2(pazt 2) from Cremers (1993).
2Dialogue number 3(part 2) from Cremers (1995).
3The ing-clauses and ed-clauses fall outside the coverage of the grammaz, and PPs are treated similarly

to other adjuncts; see Section 6.5.
4The type phrase had an appropriate feature daughters of type constituent-structure.
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individual type of phrase now inherits both from one type of clause and from one type
of headed~nonheaded structure. This results in a cross-classification with many possi-
ble phrase types ( see Figure 7.2). Generalizations over phrases in either dimension are
captured by constraints on the corresponding type in the phrase hierarchy. We will not
describe the exact content of the constraints, but sketch the main differences with PBcS-94,
on which the DErtK grammar has been based.

The Head Feature Principle (HFP) and the Valence Principle (VALP) from PBeS-94
hold in Sag (1997) again for all headed structures, and are thus constraints on the type
hd-ph. In the rest of the hierarchy most constraints correspond more or less to principles or
type constraints from PBcS-94. What is new is the system of constraints on relative clauses,
captured in constraints on the type rel-cl, on the subtypes of rel-cl and on (cross-)subtypes
of rel-cl and hd-ph. Also a new kind of constraint is used in both the HEADEDNESS
and the CLAUSALITY dimension: default constraints. Such constraints are inherited
by subtypes, but can be overruled by other (nondefault) constraints. Furthermore, the
inheritance of the tvorlLOCAL feature is simplified, and now defined in terms of constraints
on subtypes of hd-ph.s

In the next section, the feasiblity is discussed of implementing Sag's approach to
relative clauses together with the resulting changes in the technical organization.

7.1.2 Practical possibilities

A consequence of the new characteristics of the theory is that no implemented grammar
that was based on PBcS-94 (such as the DENK grammar) can be extended with the pro-
posed analysis without major changes. Even in grammars that were based on Chapter 9,
at least the ID schemata have to be changed. And even more important, the description
language used to implement the grammar, generally determined by the parser engine,
must have the right technical properties. In DEtvK, the parser engine and typed feature
description language had already been chosen, and a significant part of the grammar had
been written. And indeed, Sag's newly proposed analysis for relative clauses did present
us with feasibility problems. We will describe the difficulties, and the possibilities that
we considered to overcome them.

The problems mainly concern the way in which the concept HEADEDNESS is mod-
elled in different parts of the theory. Figure 7.3 indicates how the basic components of
classical HPSG are modelled in PótS-94, in the ALE grammar for DErtK, and in Sag
(1997). The presence in the components of the concepts HEADEDNESS and CLAUSAL-
ITY, which play a crucial role in Sag's approach to relative clauses, is also indicated. The
situation in the three `occurrences' of HPSG can be summerized as follows:

. The four basic components are most directly modelled in PBzS-94. The ID schemata
are in PBLS-94 defined as part of the principles; for the rest we see a one-on-one
correspondence. In PBcS-94, the notion of HEADEDNESS is part of both the type
hierarchy (the types phrase and con-struc, and the feature DAUGHTERS), and the
ID principle.

SWe have certainly not menii~,u~~cl ,~ll the differences between PBcS-94 and Sag (1997), but just the
ones that we need to refer to t~cr~~xf~t~~r.
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Figure 7.3: The different combinations of concepts in literature and practice

. In the ALE grammar for DENK, the ID schemata, the LP-rules, and to a large
extent also the principles are integrated in phrase-structure rules because of the
architecture of ALE (see also Chapter 6). In this setup, it turned out that the
presence of the notion of HEADEDNESS in the type hierarchy was redundant with
the existence of different ID schemata ( or ID rules). So we omitted HEADEDNESS
from the type hierarchy.

. In Sag ( 1997), the notion of HEADEDNESS is also concentrated in one component,
but in the type hierarchy rather than in the ID schemata. The component of ID
schemata is not present in Sag ( 1997). Furthermore, the principles are integrated in
the type hierarchy, and the notion of CLAUSALITY is added to the type hierarchy.

Now, for implementing Sag's proposal for relative clauses in the existing DErrK gram-
mar, several moves may be considered. Switching to alternative description language or
working out another analysis for relative clauses was not feasible withín the scope of the
project. Below, the three approaches are described that we have considered to introduce
the dimension of CLAUSALITY in the DEtvK grammar, given Sag (1997) and given the
fact that we use a typed feature description language that does not support defaults and
requires the type hierarchy to be BCPO.

The first option is to try to do as much the same as in the theory as possible, which
would mean: leave out the ID schemata and integrate everything else (HEADEDNESS,
CLAUSALITY, and all principles) into the type hierarchy. We would then use the phrase
structure rules only for dealing with linear precedence. It would be very clean to have
only one grammar rule to create parse trees, and to have only one mechanism (the type
system) to do all the computation around it. There are however three disadvantages to
this approach. First, one phrase structure rule is not enough. The LP rules are `hard-
wired' in the phrase structure rules. Therefore, at least three phrase structure rules will be
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needed: for a head-nonhead, a nonhead-head, and a nonheaded phrase. Second, default
constraints cannot be represented or processed in ALE: ALE is strictly monotonic. One
could work around this problem by stating all constraints for each type, but this would
take away almost all of the elegance of the inheritance in a type hierarchy. And third, in
the proposed hierarchy of phrases, far from all cross-types between the two dimensions
exist. This has the effect that the hierarchy does not have the BCPO property, which is
a requirement for implementation in ALE. If we still implemented the hierarchy of Sag
(1997), all unused crosstypes without linguistic meaning would have to be added. Another
solution is to model multiple inheritance by means of macros.

A second possible rearrangement of the concepts in Figure 7.3 is to integrate the new
dimension CLAUSALITY in the phrase structure rules in the same way as the HEADED-
NESS already was. All most specific types ( the `leaves' of the tree in Figure 7.2) would
have to be translated into phrase structure rules. We would not run into the problems
of the first rearrangement. On the other hand, we would end up with over 20 phrase
structure rules. Having many grammar rules is not in the spirit of classical HPSG, al-
though the number of rules would still not be like in context-free grammars. From a
parsing point of view, a larger number of phrase structure rules could be less efficient.
However, an increase on this scale is not severe, and organizing the rules by some strongly
discriminating factor helps to minimize the effect of some extra rules.

A third way to introduce the new dimension into the grammar is to add only those
phrase types as structure rules that are needed for relative clauses. The existing part
of the grammar would then not have to be altered, the grammar would only have to be
extended. And, because not all kinds of relative clauses have to be in the grammar, only
a small number of phrase structure rules have to be added. The only aspect that we have
to see to in this option, is that the system of constraints defined on rel-cl and its subtypes
in Sag ( 1997) now has to be implemented as constraints on the few extra, non-ordered,
phrase structure rules.

Having considered several possibilities, we considered what has been done about En-
glish relative clauses in a number of other projects, before making a decision for DEtvK.
Three existing implementations are discussed in the next section.

7.1.3 Other HPSG implementations

Two large international projects in which fairly large grammars based on HPSG have
been implemented ( see also Backofen et al. (1996)) are the English Resource Grammar
project and LS-GRAM. Furthermore, an implementation of English relatives in ALE has
been developed at Carnegie Mellon University.

English Resource Grammar

In the HPSG grammar developed at CSLI (`English Resource Grammar', in part for
Verbmobil, see also Chapter 3), multidimensional type hierarchies are used intensively.
The formalism of TDL (Type Description Language) that is used in this project does
not require a BCPO for its type hierarchy. Therefore, it is not trivial to see how to use
solutions from the CSLI grammar in ALE. Still, it might be possible by adding types,
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perhaps automatically.

LS-GRAM

In the LS-GRAM project the system ALEP is used, which does not support multiple in-
heritance. In Bredenkamp 8e Hentze (1995) an implementation of relative clauses without
empty elements is described. It is based on Sag (1994), an earlier version of Sag (1997).
The multidimensional inheritance hierarchy is modelled using a special feature of ALEP:
the analysis-refinement distinction. The processing of linguistic data is divided into two
operations: a structure-buildirrg analysis operation and a feature-decorating refinemer~t
operation-the latter is only able to create structures subsumed by the former. This turns
out to be enough since the clause dimension licenses structures which are subsumed by
those licensed by the phrasal dimension. See also Figure 7.4.

Id

hd-mrk hd-subj hd-fill

R R R R R R Ri' `

dcl-hd-mrk that-rel for-rel dcl-hd-subj bare-rel subj-rel dcl-hd-fill nonsubj-rel

Figure 7.4: The grammar rules ordered by subsumption in LS-GRAM

ALEP was designed as a`lean formalism' (Alshawi et al. 1991), which means among
other things that the components of the grammar rules are mere AVMs. Therefore, it
is not possible to implement the two dimensions both in the grammar rules when using
ALEP. In ALE, by contrast, one can explicitly add constraints or extra goals to the
rewriting rules. These can probably very well express the different clause types. In short,
it might be possible to make a similar division as in LS-GRAM, in another, even easier,
way.

An ALE-implementation

At Carnegie Mellon University, Kathryn L. Baker has written an implementation of Sag
(1997) in ALE, as a part of her PhD thesis. The way in which the three problerns
mentioned in Section 7.1.2 are approached in this implementation is described briefly
below.

In Baker's grammar, the headedness dimension is reflected in the hierarchy for the
type phrase, as well as in the ALE phrase structure rules, functioning as ID schemata.
The number of schemata is kept small, six as in PBeS-94: one for each phrasal type. The
clausal dimension is captured in the hierarchy for the type phrase. The BCPO is `repaired'
by the addition of a number of types, which in fact have no linguistic meaning.

The implementation of the default constraints for relative clauses is based on the
type of constraint. Constraints that depend only on the type of the mother have been
implemented directly as ALE type constraints. The constraints that rely on instantiated
values for daughters cannot be treated this way, since ALE does not necessarily resolve
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a phrase to its most specific type (no `eager type promotion'). If, for example, a wh-
subject relative clause is resolved no further than hd-subj-phr, the constraints on its
subtype wh-subj-rel-cl are not invoked although they should be. Therefore, the `daughter-
dependent' constraints have been put in procedural constraints attached to the phrase
structure rules. These constraints are invoked when the daughters of the phrase are
instantiated.

Baker suggests that an alternative might have been to implement several individual
phrase structure rules for the individual relative clauses, although, as she mentions, "this
may be quite unwieldly in practice."

7.1.4 Relative clauses in the DENK grammar

In DEtvK, we have opted for a minimal implementation of the new dimension, CLAUSAL-
ITY, corresponding to the third approach described in Section 7.1.2, and resembling to
a certain extent the approaches of LS-GRAM and Baker. No phrase subtypes are in-
troduced, since no DAUGHTER feature is employed in the DEtvK grammar, nor any type
hierarchy for the type phrase. We did introduce extra ID schemata for the creation of rela-
tive clauses. Each ID schema that could be used to create relative clauses was duplicated.
In the grammar for DENK, three schemata were used for relative clauses, illustrated by
the examples below.s

(7.1) Subject-Head Schema:
the gun, [that]s„bj~~ [emits electrons]Head

(7.2) Adjunct-Head Schema:

the screen, [on which]Adjunct [an image is projected]ue~a
(7.3) Filler-Head Schema:

the electrons [that]Filler [the gun emits]He~

The pairs of double schemata consist of one version for relative clauses only, and one
version for all other type of clauses ( declaratives and interrogatives). The two versions
have their own constraints on features that play a role in the CLAUSALITY dimension
such as REL and tvtA[1veLAUSE (ivte). The DErrK ID schemata for relative clauses are
given in Table 7.1, together with their nonrelative counterparts. For combining relative
clauses with an N, the Head-Adjunct Schema can be used without any adaptation.

The daughters of the ID rules for relative clauses have been given the same names
as in the corresponding standard rules: Subject, Head, etc. The kind of daughter has,
however, very little meaning in the relative clause rules. These kinds usually play a role
in the principles. Most of the principles, however, are overwritten by other contstraints
for relative clauses. In the DEtvK grammar only the valence principle and the marking
principle are unaltered for the new rules, but we could say that these two principles hold
by coincidence because all three heads are unmarked and satisfied anyway (except the
Head of the Subject-Head Schema, which has of course a non-empty SusJ). In other
words, the schemata for relative clauses can be considered non-headed rules. We keep the
names of the daughters for showing the parallel with the standard rules.

sHere, we abtract away from the commas; see Section 6.9.
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Table 7.1: The schemata in DENK for relative clauses
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(continued from previous page)
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The most prominent difference between the standard rules and the ones for relative
clauses, is that a large part of the feature structures of a relative clause (especially the
modifying character) is explicitly described in these special rules rather than inherited
from the daughters.~ The information that is independent of the daughters-and therefore
the same for all three rules-is given in (7.4).

HEAD

reltvzr

CONT

MC minus

MOD (N CONT

DET

INDEX

FEATS

RESTRS

Í

POS post

DET

INDEX

FEATS

0
0

0

1

~

0

~

RELS (relv)

PAR (~

ARGSIRELVARG ...

RESTRS (

ulf

REL ( ~

NONLOC QUE (~

SLASH ( ~

The coreferences between MoD and CoNT resemble the lexical information of the lexical
head of an adjunct (preposition, adjective, etc.). The ULF-restriction that the relative
clause as a modifier adds to the content of the modifiee has the special relation name relv
and one argument, which is (in contrast with most other arguments) an event-ulf. The ex-
act value of this argument depends on the daughters, more precisely on the semantic head
of the rule. Other constraints that are the same for all relative clauses are [MC -], which
indicates that the phrase is not a main clause (an [MC -] phrase is usually not considered
a full utterance), and empty NoNLOC features. Empty REL and QUE is in accordance with
the constraints in Sag (1997) for the type clause. The constraint [SLASH ()] is according
to Sag (1997) only appropriate for non-wh relative clauses. However, we want to rule
out extraction in wh-relative clauses too.g All constraints in (7.4) are characteristic of

7In the CSLI grammar, the alternative has been chosen, where all verbs have been given the right
naoD-value. Such a'global' alteration has major impact on the syntactic behaviour of the whole grammar,
which would have to be equilibrated again. Therefore, we have decided to persue only our more local
solution.

aExample of ungrammatical extraction in wh-relative clause: What do you know the man who saw?
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relative clauses and in the grammar all left-hand sides of the relative clause rules have
these constraints. In Table 7.1, these constraints have been left out for expository reasons.
In the table, it is shown how the agreement and the argument of the `relative-restriction'
depend on the daughters.

Since so much is taken care of in the rules, the lexical entries for the relativizers do
not have to differ much from the other words of the same syntactic category. The most
common relativizers are the relative pronouns (that, which, who, and whom), and the
relative possessive (whose). The use of relative adverbs or relative determiners is more
exceptional, and will therefore be left out of consideration. The lexical entries of relatives
and of the words with the same category are shown in (7.5) and (7.6).

(7.5) a. personal pronoun he etc.:

HEAD IAGR ~JnounL

CONT

DET ppron

FEATSIAGR ~

RESTRS ( )

I REL ( )

b. Lrelative pronoun who:

IHEAD L AGR ~J I
noun

CONT ~

AGR ~1
REL 1( PARM ~

(7.6) a. possessive determiner his etc.:

HEADISPEC (N

CONT

CONT

FEATS

INDEX

RESTRS

DET tltC

FEATS O

INDEX ~

RESTRS (

RF.LS

PA R

0

0

~

)

ARGSIPOSS~ARG

(poss)

(~

DET

RESTRS

REL ( )
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b. relative possessive determiner whose:

HEADISPEC (N

CONT

CONT

DET the

FEATS ~

INDEX ~

RELS

RESTRS ( PAR

ARGSIPOSS-ARG

REL (I PARM 4~l)

Each type of relative has a nonempty x.EL list, while the standard pronouns and possessives
have empty REL lists. This difference is used for selecting the correct version of the rules in
Table 7.1. When the relativizer is used in one or more steps to form a relative clause, the
value of REL is always inherited upwards. By the Nonlocal Feature Principle employed in
DENK ( see also Chapter 6), the values of REL of the daughters are simply concatenated.

The complete relative clause that will be formed with the relativizer is in fact an
adjunct of an object in a comprising clause, and that objeet plays a role in the relative
clause as well. The element on the R EL list has two features: AGR and pARM, which
respectively contain the agreement information ( if any)9 and the index that that object
has in the relative clause. In the schemata for relative clauses (Table 7.1), this information
is put in the usual place for this information in modifiers ( MOD and CONT).

In summary, this approach can be applied in combination with ALE, without adding
the phrase types of Sag (1997) and expandíng the type hierarchy until it has a bounded
complete partial order. The drawbacks of our app~ .~ach are the partial redundancy in
three pairs of phrase structure rules, and the limitec~ coverage of the relative clauses. We
covered three of the six wh- and non-wh-relative clauses distinguished in Sag (1997):

wh-relatives
subject wh-relatives

ex. who visited Kim covered
ex. whose mother visited Kim covered

non-subject wh-relatives
finite

ex. who Kim visited covered
ex. whose mother Kim visited covered
ex. for whose mother Kim gave, a party - covered

9In English, the possessives bear no agreement information; the possessive does not have to agree with
the N that it specifies.
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infinitival
ex. in which to ]ive not covered

non-wh relative clauses -
bare relatives (that-less relatives)

ex. we visited not covered
that-relatives -

ex. that we visi ted covered
ex. that ]eft - covered

simple infinitival relatives
ex. for us to visit not covered
ex. to visit - not covered
ex. to do the job not covered

7.2 Optional specifiers for bare pluralslo
When implementing a lexicalist theory like HPSG, the redundancy of lexical information
can cause inefficiency during parsing. One of the main sources of this redundancy is the
great number of possible subcategorization patterns that a constituent often has. A com-
mon case of this is that a constituent subcategorizes for certain elements optionally. Since
optionality is not directly expressed in feature structures, this can result in multiplication
of structures, and thus can cause ineíficiency in the parsing process. A way to work with
single, unexpanded feature structures in such cases was therefore developed and imple-
mented. In this approach, important use is made of the type system of a typed feature
logic. The other mechanisms of HPSG, such as the features, the grammar rules, and the
principles remain the same.

In this section, the inefficiency problem caused by optional specifiers is described, and
the solution we developed for such cases, like plural nouns and mass terms. This solution
has been implemented only for the selector feature sPx, but the approach can be applied
to all valence features that contain zero or one element (sPR, susJ, and sometimes colvtP).
The section concludes with some ideas on how the method should be extended for longer
valence lists as well (e.g. the cotvtP-list of ditransitive verbs), and to allow optionality in
general to be handled efficiently.

7.2.1 The inefficiency of empty determiners
One of the phenomena for which an analysis in the DErrK parser was needed were the
'bare plurals', in fact, optional specifiers in general. An example of a bare plural is the
word buttons in sentence (7.7).

(7.7) Dangerous buttons of the microscope are red.

In HPSG-III, the feature sPR indicates for nouns their need for a determiner, and the
feature sPEC indicates for determiners the need for an N. For NPs without a determiner,

loA version of this section has appeared as Verlinden (1998).
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such as bare plurals and mass NPs, it is suggested in PócS-94, to use phonetically empty
determiners (p. 90 fn. 25). The empty determiner (e-det) has a specification that would
correspond in our grammar to ~SPEC ~~SPR ~sign)~)].11 For several reasons, Pollard and
Sag are not happy with empty elements in HPSG, however. Moreover, phonetically empty
elements are in general a major source of inefficiency in parsing, in particular in chart
parsing. The problem with phonetically empty elements is that they can be assumed to
be present between any two words of the input. During parsing this can result in a large
number of extra items on the chart, of which generally only a small subset are used for
a final parse. The parsing of sentence (7.7) for example, will result in the chart shown in
Figure 7.5.

During parsing, every possible combination of items is checked for the possibility to
create a new item from it. As can be seen, two items are created for each combination
of the plural noun buttons and the surrounding modifiers. This is correct, because these
phrases are indeed both NPs, which means they are satisfied for sPR, and at the same time
they are Ns, which implies that they are unsatisfied for sPR. If this could be represented
in another way, that might reduce the number of items on the chart significantly. Since
chart parsing means testing each set of items, creating a new item whenever possible,
any reduction of the number of items increases the efficiency of the chart parsing process
directly.12

Alternative analyses in which non-branching grarnmar rules, such as NP -~ N(plur)
are employed, give rise to the same duplication of items.

7.2.2 An analysis without empty determiners

In order to avoid double items, we have chosen to underspecify the SPR value of plural
noun phrases. In other words, we developed a way to express the optionality of a specifier.
Note that this means that we are looking, not for a mere notation that can be used to
indicate optionality (such as special parantheses or some token to mark the optional
element), but for a technique with well-established properties within HPSG, which can be
used in an implementation. We chose to use typed feature logic (Carpenter 1992) since
it offers great expressivity. As usual with typed feature logic, the main choice is to do
something special either with features or with types.

Types

One possibility to express the optionality of a specifier is an extra feature in the element on
the sPR list, indicating whether the element is obligatory or optional. Another possibility
is to put this information in the type of the elements of the list, which is in DEtvK
standardly the type sign. Only with the second option can a maximal efficiency gain
be realized, as we will see at the end of this section. Therefore, we introduced two new
subtypes of sign: opt-sign and oblig-sign, resulting in the partial type hierarchy shown

L1The choice for signs instead of synsems is explained in Section 6.1.1„ as well as the choice for a SpEC
value in the form of a list.

1zThis is true as long as the reduction is itself cost-free, which we consider to be the case here.
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[SPR ( )]

[SPR (sign)]

[SPR ( )]

[SPR (sign)]

[SPR ( )]

s

[SPR ( )]

[SPR (sign)]

[SPR (ságn)]

1
VP

dangerous buttons of the microscope are red
T T

e-det e-det

Figure 7.5: Duplication of items on the chart due to empty determiners

[SPR (opt-sign)]

[SPR (opt-sign)]

[SPR (opt-sign)]

[sPR (opt-sign)]

VP

dangerous buttons ofthe microscope are red

Figure 7.6: Chart ~vith optional specifiers and without duplication of items
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szgn

, `
opt-sign oólig-sign

Figure 7.7: Extended type hierarchy of signs

in Figure 7.7. The appropriate features of sign remain unaltered and the new subtypes
have no other appropriate features than the ones they inherit from sign.

The new sign-types are to be used in a minimal number of places in the grammar and
lexicon. All feature structures of parsed constituents will be of type sign, as before. The
elements on any sPx. list can be either of type oblig-sign or of type opt-sign. In the first
case it expresses an obligatory specifier, in the second case an optional specifier. An N
with the specification [SPR (opt-sign)] can be combined with a determiner as usual, but
may be regarded as satisfied for sPR as we11.13 Parsing example sentence (7.7) will now
result in a chart which contains just one item for each combination of buttons and the
modifiers, as shown in Figure 7.6.

Updating the rest of the grammar

This change in the lexical entries for nouns that subcategorize optionally for a specifier
realizes the desired reduction in the number of items created during parsing. A limited
number of other components of the grammar have to be altered to agree with these
changes.

The grammar rules that are involved in this new analysis of noun phrases can remain
the same as when the single type sign is used. Nor does the relevant principle, the
Valence Principle, have to be altered. Some of the sPR specifications in the lexicon need
to be adapted for this analysis. The adaptations are different for various kinds of sPR
specifications. We distinguish two types of those specifications: the specifications for sPR
of a word on the one hand, and for sPR in elements of tvtoD, SPEC, and sUS~, CoivtP etc.
of that word on the other hand. We call these specifications henceforth respectively the
main sPR specifications of a word, and the sPR specifications inside the selector features
(tvtoD, sPEC, and the valence features) of a word. The main specifications of words that
are saturated for sPR remain the same: [sPx ()]. Words with this specification are for
example pronouns. Main specifications of the form [sPR (sign)] now have to be either
[sPx (oblig-sign)], or, for any word that can occur without a determiner: [SPR (opt-sign)].
An example of the first case are singular nouns, and an example of the second case are
plural nouns.

In contrast with the main specifications, [sPx. (sign)] in a selecting feature can remain
the same, e.g. in the NtoD of an adjective. The specification [sPR ()] in selecting features,
meaning `satisfied for spR,' now has to be [sPR () V(opt-sígn)], e.g. in the Co1utP of a
preposition (for PPs like with t6e red button and with red buttons).

laAfter unification, the specifier phrase is of type opt-sign. This may seem a bit odd, but it does not
hazm the analysis because the dimension ofoptionality is independent of the internal structure and values
of the sign.
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listr`
opt-list ne-list

(ságn~ list)

`

e-list ne-opt-list ne-oblíg-list
(opt-sign~opt-list) (oblig-sign~list)

Figure 7.8: Extended type hierarchy of lists

Efficient implementation

All of the above specifications for sP1t can be realized in most systems for implementing
typed feature structures. In the DErrK grammar, these were all implemented as described,
except for the one with the disjunction ((sPx () V(opt-sign)]). The disjunction in this
last specification can be implemented as such, but it is undesirable to do so, because
disjunctions lead to inefficiency in most implementations, as it does in the parser engine
that we used (ALE, Chapter 3). In order to make the proposed analysis as efficient as
possible, we worked out a way to express `satisfied for sPx' without disjunction. This was
done by making the optionality of the list elements also visible from the outside of the
list: in the type of the list. Therefore, the hierarchy of list types was extended. The new
partial type hierarchy with most general supertype list is shown in Figure 7.8.

In addition to the simple distinction of e-list and ne-list, we introduced opt-list, a new
type of list which consists exclusively of zero or more optional elements. This is exactly
what we need for the disjunction `( ) V(opt-sign)'. Lists of type ne-opt-list contain only
elements of the type opt-sign. Other non-empty lists (ne-oblig-list), now consist of one or
more oblig-signs, followed by zero or more opt-signs. (In this implementation, interleaving
of oblig-signs and .~pt-signs is not allowed.) In the implemention of the grammar for
DEtvK, these properties are forced by defining the correct constraints on the appropriate
features, HD and TL. The constraints are as indicated below. The (most general) type of
the feature sPx. remains simply list.

ne-list: HD sign

TL liSt

ne-opt-list: HD opt-sign

TL Opt-list

ne-oblig-list: HD oblig-signl
The constraint `satisfied for sPR' (needed in the colvtP feature of prepositions and

many other valence features) can now be stated without disjunction; for instance, instead
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of `( ) V(opt-sign)' we can now write opt-list.14 This optimization would not be possible
if the optionality had been indicated by using a(new) feature inside the elements on
the SPR-list. Only the use of types has let us create types of lists that can quickly be
checked for the presence of any obligatory items, because that characteristic is part of
their definition.

7.2.3 The semantics

In standard HPSG, quantifiers are interpreted during parsing by means of the QSTORE
mechanism. This requires all quantifiers to be present. The quantifier associated with
green books in sentence (7.8) is different from the one in sentence (7.9).

(7.8) The man sees the green books.
(7.9) The man sees green books.

The first would be the, the second some or exists. Semantically speaking, one strategy
ís to always derive quantifiers from determiners, corresponding to the syntactic strategy
of using empty determiners. Another is to use a non-branching rule to lift Ns to NPs,
and to introduce the right quantifier. Any analysis that does not use one of these devíces
requires a different semantic strategy.

One possibility is to view NPs as having a two-part meaning, a quantificational part
and a predicate part, and to have this reflected in their semantic representations. This
strategy has been implemented for determinerless mass NPs in the TENDUM system and
described in Bunt (1985). In the lexicon, nouns can be given such a two-part meaning as
well, where the quantificational part corresponds to some and is used as a default quanti-
fier for determinerless NPs. Another strategy, which is followed in the DENK project, is to
postpone the interpretation of quantifiers altogether, both with respect to scope and col-
lective~distributive readings, and build an underspecified logical form (ULF, Chapter 4).
This solution seems particularly elegant because of the parallel use of underspecification
in the semantics and in the syntax. The ULF that is produced by the parser of the DErvK
system for sentence (7.8) is for example as in (7.10).

ulf(e,X,[tense:pres,...],

(7.10) Crestr(see,X,[agent:ulf(the,Y,[prs:3,nm:sg],[man(Y)]),
theme:ulf(the,Z,[prs:3,nm:p1],[book(Z),

green(Z)])])])

In the ULF of a bare plural, no specific quantifier is filled in. Instead, a term quant, which
has very little meaning, is used. So the complete ULF of sentence (7.9) is as in (7.11).

ulf(e,X,[tense:pres,..],

(7.11)
[restr(see,X,[agent:ulf(the,Y,[prs:3,nm:sg],[man(Y)]),

theme:ulf(quant,Z,[prs:3,nm:p1],[book(Z),
green(Z)])])])

14 With these new types, there is also an alternative way to express the specifications that did not have
disjunctions: ne~pi1;gt(-) for ( opt-sign), ne-o61ig1iat(-) for (oblig-sign), etc., where (-) stands for [T[, e-listj.
This rewriting has no effect, however, on the efficiency of the parser. Therefore, in DetvK the new list
types are only used to avoid disjunctions.
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During parsing, quant means as much as: `no quantifier has been found so far'. Any
quant that is still present in the ULF of a complete utterance after parsing, stands for
`a quantifier that belongs to an object that had no overt quantifier in its morphological
representation'. This ULF is further interpreted by the reasoning component of the DE1vK
system. The underspecified quantifier quant will often be interpreted as so7ne, but other
interpretations are also possible. In the phrase in high magnification mode for example,
which can typically occur in the DENK application, quant has to be interpreted as a
definite quantifier.ls More details about the interpretation of ULF can be found in Kievit
(1997a).ls

7.2.4 Conclusion and further extensions

We have described an alternative analysis for bare plurals which is more efficient than
the standard analyses when it comes to chart parsing. In our analysis we applied an
elegant and useful combination of syntactic and semantic underspecification. The analysis
described is not just applicable to bare plurals, but also to mass nouns, or any other noun
that can function as an NP either with or without a determiner.

The analysis with the selection of either optional or obligatory elements has been im-
plemented for plural nouns and mass terms in the DENK system. Parsing sentence (7.12)
for example, 29 instead of 35 items were created on the chart (-17010). The gain is of
course bigger for sentences with more mass terms and plural nouns. Sentence ( 7.13) for
example, results in 39 instead of 49 items (-20~).

(7.12) The red buttons of the microscope are dangerous!
(7.13) You can compare electron beams with light rays.

As mentioned before, in the implementation for DENK, lists of signs are used instead of
lists of synsems. This does not restrict the use of the described analysis. Similar subtypes
as for sign and sign-list can be created for synsern and synsem-list, and exactly the same

1sAlthough not implemented in the DstvK system, the choice between an existential or a generic
quantifier would be made at this point, where context information is accessible.

~BOne might wonder how the same entry for books can account for the correct content of both
green books (which are books) and fake books (which ase not books). With the described semantic
treatment, it is however possible to define the right behaviour of non-intersective adjectives such as fake.
Restrictions in ULF can be simple, as book(Z) in (7.10) and (7.11); they can also be complex, in the
case of non-intersective adjectives. With the modifier being the semantic head, as usual in HPSG, a
complex restriction can easily be generated (second order quantification). This is illustrated with the
parse tree for the NP fake books below, in which Rel is a second-order variable that is instantiated with
the relation book.

fake books
ulf(quant,X, [prs:3,nm:p1] , [fake(book,R)])

fake books
ulf (quant,X, [] , [fake(Re1,X)] ) ulf (quant,Y, [prs:3,nm:p1] , [book(Y)] )
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benefits hold for the entire analysis and implementation described in this section (see also
Verlinden (1998)).

Furthermore, the approach outlined here can be used not only for optional deter-
miners but also for other subcategorization lists of length one. Many words have, for
example, an optional complement. The so-called picture-nouns are considered to have
a PP-complement with the preposition of. However, words like picture can just as well
be used without this PP. In the classical HPSG treatment, there have to be two lexical
entries for such words, one with an element on the cotvtP-list and one with an empty
colvtP-list. With the tools proposed in this section, one entry would suffice, with the
constraint co1vlP (opt~ignPP(of)).

Finally, it might be possible to extend our approach to describe optionality of any
subcategorization feature, of any size. This would be very useful, since optionality in
subcategorization has up to now been an important source of inefficiency in lexical theories
like HPSG. There are two remarks to be made with respect to this more general application
of the analysis.

First, it must be noticed that the elements on any non-empty list in the type system
given in this section are always ordered in such a way that all the obligatory elements
precede all optional elements. (The order is not important for the features sus~ and
SPR because they never contain more than one element.) In HPSG, the order of the
elements on cotvtP corresponds to the obliqueness hierarchy. In the version of HPSG from
PBtS-94, which forms the basis for the DENK parser, the left-to-right order corresponds to
increasing obliqueness. The order of the complements is thus: primary object, secondary
object, then oblique PP and verbal and~or predicative complements. This means that
the proposed adaptations can be made in all those cases where all optional complements
are more oblique than the obligatory ones. This is for example the case for donate as in
donate something to somebody. The constraint could be as in (7.14).

(7.14) donate: Co1vtP ( oólig~ignNP, ~t~;gnPP(to))

However, the relation between obliqueness and optionality of complements is not entirely
clear; there is some congruence between these aspects of complements, but not a total
one as can be seen from examples (7.15) and (7.16).I~

(7.15) Kim seems (to me) to be happy.
(7.16) Kim baked (me) a cake.

Second, it should be noted that, if the proposed treatment of optionality is used for
subcategorization features with more than one element, the Valence Feature Principle
would have to be revised. In PócS-94, this principle is stated as:

" In a headed phrase, for each valence feature F, the F value of the head
daughter is the concatenation of the phrase's F value with the list of sY1vsElvt
v~~lues of the F-dtrs. "

~TIn the implementation for DEtvK, the order on cotitP is the surface order. This corresponds in English
roughly to increasing obliqueness. When the system of Lineaz Precedence Rules in HPSG is further
elaborated-in theory and in practice-in the future, the obliqueness order can easily be (re-)established.
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This has to be adapted so that the concatenation of two lists with a valid order results in
a new list with a valid order, that is, with all obligatory elements preceding all optional
elernents.

7.3 Positioning of adverbials

Adverbials form a rather special class of constituents. With `adverbials' we mean modifiers
of an S or VP. They can have mainly three different categories: prepositional phrases,
adverb phrases, and subordinating clauses. The rules for positioning of adverbials in
English are rather complex. It seems that almost every position can be correct in one
case and incorrect in another case, as illustrated below.

(7.17) before an S:
Suddenly, the driver started the engine.

~ Completely, she delighted her audience.

(7.18) before a VP or verb:

The driver suddenly started the engine.

~` The driver in a hurry started the engine.

She completely delighted her audience.

~ She completely had delighted her audience.
She really had delighted her audience.

(7.19) after an S or VP:

She had delighted her audience completely

(7.20) somewhere between verb and complements:

She put the book carefully on the table.

? The driver started suddenly the engine.

? I gave him quickly the book.
? I gave the book quickly to him.

~ I gave quickly the book to him.

~ I gave quickly him the book.

In summary, the possible positions of an adverbial depend on its structure, meaning,
focus, weight, and on the structure of the direct context (Quirk et al. (1985), 8.14-23;
Nilsen (1972)). Since we do not have all this information available at parsing time, the
specification of all possible adverbial positions in the DENK grammar is not possible.
Instead, we have defined a simple set of constraints, accepting subordinating clauses
before and after an S(see (7.22)), and accepting the other adverbials before and after
VPs and Ss (see (7.21)).

(7.21) before~after an S~VP : xEaD verb
MOD ~ )

COMP ~)
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(7.22) before~after an 5 :

MOD (

HEAD

SUBJ

COMP

This solution results in syntactic ambiguity for PPs and adverbs after an S(- after a
VP). Furthermore, as is clear from the example sentences above, it results in overgener-
ation (PPs before a VP) and undergeneration (adverbs between verb and complements).
For these (and other) reasons, alternative analyses of adjuncts have been proposed, such
as putting adjuncts on the coMP list. Adverbials in front of an S can then be analysed as
extracted complements, and adverbials between complements can then be analysed more
easily.18 However, there are severe difficulties with the implementation of this alternative
analysis because arry number of adjuncts can occur in one position. Using `lazy lexical
rules' may be a solution to these problems, but they are not available in ALE.19 Therefore,
this approach could not be taken for the DENK grammar.

Instead, the constraints can be slightly revised on the basis of a frequency analysis,
such as the one presented in Quirk et al. (1985) (p. 501).ZO We suggest that PPs are
defined as modifiers of Ss (contraints as in (7.22)), adverbs as modifiers of either Ss or
VPs (contraints as in (7.21)), and both positioned either before or after the modifiee.
These simple constraints offer a satisfying combination of efficiency and coverage: 88.5010
of the PPs, and 94oI'o of the adverbs. On the one hand, disjunctions are not needed in
the description of these constraints. On the other hand, this set of constraints results
in undergeneration only for cases of adverbials somewhere between the last verb and the
last obligatory element in the VP, but these cases are rather exceptional (9oI'o of the PPs,
6070 of the adverbs). Some overgeneration is introduced, mainly for adverbs in front of the
operator in a VP, but overgeneration is less problematic for parsing than undergeneration.

Adverbials in imperatives

With the described set of constraints most Ss (that is [SUBJ ()]) with adverbials can be
analysed. However a large part of the utterances in a dialogue are imperatives, and in our
grammar an imperative is not analysed as an S but a as a VP (that is [suBJ ([..])]). This
means that VPs postmodified with an adverbial must also have an analysis (at least im-
peratives, see examples below). Also premodification of an imperative by a subordinating
clause is generally considered grammatical. The grammaticality of premodification by an
adverb or a PP on the other hand, seems to vary from one example to another, and from

18If complements are attached one by one (unlike in the DEtvK grammaz), there are also more possi-
bilities to attach adverbials with the Head-Adjunct Schema between complements.

19van Noord 8c Bouma (1994) employ a logic programming technique known as `delayed evalutation',
and a variant of this approach is proposed in Meurers 8c Minnen (1997).

ZoFor this frequency analysis, a fairly lazge sample of the Survey of English Usage corpus has been
used, with approximately equal quantities of written material and impromptu spoken material. In the
total of 75 000 words, there were nearly 11 000 adverbials.
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one speaker to another.21

Imperatives postmodified by an adverb~PP~subordinate clause:

(7.23) Switch the mode carefully

(7.24) Switch the mode with care

(7.25) Switch the mode if you want another magnification

Imperatives premodified by an adverb~PP~subordinate clause:

(7.26) (~) Carefully switch the mode

(7.27) ~With care switch the mode

(7.28) On Tuesday come early

(7.29) If you want another magnification switch the mode

The question what makes one case different from another will be left unanswered here; we
suppose that the only choices for the grammar writer are whether imperatives premodified
by adverbs are grammatical or not, and whether those premodified by PPs are. For the
exploration of possible analyses of modified imperatives, we will not take a view in this
matter. In the discussion below, it will be explicitly mentioned when the consequences
for the different points of view are different.

With the constraints that we suggested, cases (7.24), (7.25), (7.28), (7.29), and possi-
bly (7.26) are analysed incorrectly. The possibilities to improve this without affecting the
accuracy of the analysis of Ss depend on the implementation of the uninflected form of a
verb in the lexicon. Assuming that there is a separate lexical entry for the finite use of the
verb, there can further be either one or two entries for the infinitive and the imperative.22
One entry with vFORM base can be used as infinitival verb form and as imperative, or
alternatively we can have two separate entries, with VFORM inf and VFORM imp, respec-
tively. If two entries are used, they have the same coMP value, and they can have either
the same or different values for svBJ because the imperatives (usually) have no overt
subject. The three options are given below.

(7.30) VFORM base

SUBJ ( [..] )

(7.31) VFORM inf

suBJ ( [..] )

(7.32) VFORM ànf

susJ ( [..] )

and

and

VFORM

SUBJ

VFORM

SUBJ

21An example of premodification that was not made-up but found in a(British) English cook-book:
For best results at Christmas time, make the puddings about eight weeks in advance.

22Finite and non-finite forms might be integrated into one single lexical entry. However, we preferred
one sepazate entry for the finite form non-third-singular, in which the agreement information is present
as opposed to the other forms.
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In each of these cases the modification of VPs has to be arranged in a different way.
When using only one entry, all postmodified VPs will be analysed the same, so either

Ss with an infinitive and an adverbial at the end will be syntactically ambiguous (adverbial
attached to the S or the infinitive) or the postmodified imperative will have no analysis.
For this problem, we might consider using the information that there is nothing to the left
of the VP. Then we can conclude that the utterance must be an imperative, and can thus
be postmodified by an adverbial. However, this method will not (automatically) work for
coordinated imperatives.

If a special imperative entry is used, which has subcategorization behaviour identical
to the infinitive entry, there will be two analyses for all VPs with a base form verb. This
means that there will be extra items on the chart, and multiple analyses for imperative
utterances. Taking that for granted, the modifiee of adverbials can be constrained more
precisely. Subordinate clauses can for example pre- and post-modify Ss with a vFORM
value other than imperatàve, and pre- and post-modify VP(i~np). Most lexical constraints
for the adverbs, prepositions, and subordinators can be stated as one feature structure,
without disjunctions through the negation supported in ALE. The only exception is-if
one choses to reject imperatives pre-modified by PPs-the constraint on PPs.23

Using a special imperative entry with an empty sus~ results in the same increase
of analyses. Imperatives are .on this approach Ss. Therefore, using the specification
in (7.21) for adverb phrases, and the specification in (7.22) for PPs and subordinate
clauses, covers all modified imperatives, including premodification by adverbs or PPs.
Exclusion of premodification by adverbs or PPs can also be realized without disjunctions.

Underspecifying the value of sus~ might be a fourth and even better alternative.
However, not specifying the subject at all makes it difficult to link the subject to the
correct part of the content. Instead, the technique for capturing optionality of a valence
feature described in Section 7.2 can be used. The base form of verbs could be given an
optional subject. The category of base verb phrases is then in fact underspecified between
S and VP.

(7.33) VFORM base

sus.l ope.1ist( opt-sign )

With this underspecification, the same cases as with a special lexical entry for imperative
are covered, but the number of analyses that will be found for VPs is reduced, as well as
the overall number of chart items, which is usually more efficient.24

Finding little support from theoretical work in HPSG regarding the treatment of im-
peratives, in the DEtvK grammar we implemented one entry for the uninflected (nonfinite)
verbs. Viewing the options above, we would now choose to improve the grammar by imple-
menting the fourth solution: one base-form verb, with an optional subject. This way, the
analyses of imperatives will be better, while the number of chart items will be smaller and
the number of lexical entries for verbs will be equal to that in the current implementation.

z3The constraint would be [t~toD S(~imp)] V[MOD VP(imp), Pos post].
24If this approach is taken, the lexical rules for forming finite verb forms have to be adapted, so that

the subject is obligatory in the finite forms.
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7.4 Negation

The most common form of negation in English is negation of a clause through negation of
the (auxiliary) verb with the negator not (Quirk et al. 1985).25 In DENK, we concentrated
on this form of negation.

In recent literature on negation in HPSG, mainly two mechanisms are used to negate
VPs with not. In Kim 8c Sag (1996), on the one hand, the word not is an adverb
that modifies nonfinite VPs, and on the other hand, some verbs select not through the
colvtP list. Independent of Kim 8t Sag (1996), we developed the same two mechanisms in
DErrK, but we used the second mechanism not as generally as Kim and Sag propose. The
advantage of our analysis is that the parser can find one underspecified representation for
sentences that result in two different representations in the analysis of Kim and Sag.

The differences between our approach and that of Kim and Sag are discussed in Sec-
tion 7.4.3. First our analysis for negation is described. In this description we also pay
attention to the problems that can arise when several lexical rules are subsequently applied
to one lexical entry (Section 7.4.2).

7.4.1 Negator as modifier

Except in formal English, the auxiliary and the negator not are very often contracted, as
in (7.34) through (7.36).

(7.34) The bundle doesn't diverge.

(7.35) Doesn't the bundle diverge?

(7.36) The bundle couldn't have converged.

(7.37) ~ The bundle could haven't converged.

As Quirk et al. (1985) put it, in verb negation, "auxiliaries are the operators that are
negated." Treating the negator as modifier seems therefore a natural thing to do. In
order to implement the negator analogously as other modifiers such as adjectives and
adverbs, it needs to be a word in the grammar. Thus for convenient implementation
rather than linguistic reasons, we treat not only the word not but also the word part n't
of a negated verb as a word, although Zwicky 8L Pullum (1983) argue convincingly that
n't is in fact an inflection rather than a clitic.

We let n't be a lexical adjunct for auxiliaries. In the preprocessor of the parser, the n't
part is cut loose from the auxiliary, and the auxiliary and n't are passed on to the parser
as separate words.2ó Because the n't is always to the right of the auxiliary, the position
feature Pos (see Section 6.5) must be post. Furthermore, n't can only be attached to
finite forms of auxiliaries, otherwise, (7.37) would incorrectly get an analysis.

The semantics of the negated auxiliary comes from the adjunct, n't, which is the
semantic head. The content of n't is the content of the auxiliary it modifies, augmented

25A clause can also be negated by negation of another element than the verb, with no, not, none,
or never, and other forms of negation, which are considered less common clausal negation, aze `local
negation' as in They made some not unintelligent observations, and `predication negation' as in You can
simply not obey the order meaning It's possible for you not to obey the order.

26The irregular forms are converted: can't-3can n't, shan't-ishall n't, won't-)will n't.
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with the feature neg: t in the ULF. The feature coNT can easily be copied and augmented
because the feature neg is always left unspecified in verbs, unless an explicit form of
negation is encountered. The resulting feature structure of n't is shown in (7.38).27

AUX -}-

(7.38) n't :

MOD VFORM finite

1
veró

CONT

POS pOSt

CONT ~ ulf(e,-, [neg:t] ,-)

Defining the full negator not also as modifier of auxiliaries, positioned behind them,
would not be correct. It would account for the use in sentences with a declarative order,
as in (7.39) and ( 7.42), but not for the use in inverted sentences, as in (7.40), nor would
it reject the incorrect use in inverted sentences like in ( 7.41).

(7.39) The bundle does not diverge.
(7.40) Does the bundle not diverge?
(?.41) ~` Does not the bundle diverge?
(7.42) The magnification should not 6ave been changed.

Invariant in the correct sentences with not is that this negator is right in front of the
VP-complement of the operator. Therefore, we chose to make not an adjunct of this
nonfinite VP. The head of this VP may be either a main verb ( ex. (7.39) and ( 7.40)) or
an auxiliary ( ex. (7.42)). The feature structure is shown in ( 7.43).

(7.43) not :

VFORM
MoD (VP

COMP

POS pre

7.4.2 Not-complement for copular be
With the given entries for not and n't, verb clusters with any number of auxiliaries can be
analysed, whether the subject and the (finite) auxiliary are inverted or not. One verb that
can be negated without addition of a form of the auxiliary do needs some extra attention:
the copular verb be. If it is treated like an auxiliary, then the n't-entry in (7.38) would
work well for forms of this copula, both inverted and noninverted ((7.44) and (7.45)).
And even if this version of be is reckoned among the main verbs-like we did in order to
have one verb pattern for all copulas (see Section 6.2.2)-a similar entry will do. Only

Z~These constraints do allow words to appear between the auxiliary and n't. We don't consider this a
serious problem for pazsing. For generation a check is needed to avoid allowing n't to occur freely (not
attached to an auxiliazy).
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the constraint Aux~ has to be replaced by some indication unique for the copula be. We
have chosen to use the restriction in the ULF for that purpose.28

(7.44) The microscope isn't in H11~1 mode.

(7.45) Isn't the microscope in HM mode?

(7.46) The microscope is not in HM mode.

(7.47) Is the microscope not in HM mode?

(7.48) ~ Is not the microscope in HM mode?

(7.49) The microscope could not have been in HM mode.

(7.50) ~ The microscope could have been not in HM mode.

However, the forms of be with the full form not, such as (7.46) through (7.50), cannot
be analysed similarly as the auxiliary case, since there is no nonfinite VP to modify in
such cases. One might consider having one or more other versions of not that can modify
each possible type of complement of the copulas: adjectival, nominal, and adverbial. But
this would lead to overgeneration in the grammar, for APs, NPs, PPs, and adverbs are
used in many other ways than as complement of be. All those instances could then,
incorrectly, get modified by not as well ((?.51) through (7.54)).29

(7.51) ? You can use the not red buttons.

(7.52) ~ The mode changes not the voltage.

(7.53) ~ Kim put the book not on the shelf.

(7.54) ~ The bundle diverges not here.

Moreover, the presence of not has to set the negation feature (neg) in the content of
the complete clause to neg:t. Therefore, it must be possible to reach this content (an
event-ULF) at the level where the negator is attached to the complement. This is easy
for auxiliaries and their VP-complement, because the content of the complement is token-
identical to the content of the complete clause. But the content of the complement of the
copula be forms only a part of the content of the clause, and not the part that contains
the negation information. It is therefore not clear how the negation information can flow
from the complement to the clause. Apparently, the separation of the lexical head of the
VP and the rest of the VP makes it necessary to flatten the tree structure, and attach not
to be, just like the complements. We realized this by putting an element on the coMP
list, corresponding to the word not. For example, the usual entry for is is (7.55) and the
one for is in `is not' is (7.56).

COMP (PP)
(7.55) is :

CONT ulf(e,X, [] , [restr(be,X, [. . .] )] )

2aWe indicate this by using be2 for NP complements and be-prop2 for adjunct complements.
29We will not make any statements here about non-sentential negation. More linguistic investigation

is needed to know whether the sentential negator should be one and the same as the negator in e.g. The
button not beside a]ens is the power switch.
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CONT

nega[ion

extraction

COMP cNP~

SLASH ~ ~

`i5'

'is'
COMP~~
SLASH ~NP~

2

r

negation

Figure 7.9: Two-way derivation of a lexical entry by unconstrained application of lexical
rules.

ICOMP (`not',PP)
(7.56) is :

CONT ulf(e,X,[neg:t),[restr(be,X,[...])])

Because we have three versions of the copula be (with different categories of complements,
see patterns A1-3 in Table A.1) and each version has several inflected forms, we created a
lexical rule to generate all the forms of `be not' that we need. This is exactly what Kim
ót Sag (1996) propose. The first version of this lexical rule that we implemented ís given
in (7.57).

(7.57) NEGATION LEXICAL RULE (first version):

COMP ~not, NP~
SLASH ~ ~

'iS'

extrachon
(of second complement)

`is'
COMP ~nou

SLASH ~NP~

ulf(e,X,[neg:t],[restr(be,X,[...])])
This version is not satisfactory however, for, together with the extraction lexical rule

and the inflection lexical rules (see Section 6.2), some lexical entries are created more
than once. For instance, as shown in Figure 7.9, the word is with not on the coMP list
and an NP on sI.ASH (needed for example in Is this lens not on?) can be the result
of the complement extraction from is with coMP (not,NP), or it could be the result of
the negation lexical rule applied to is with sl,ASx (NP) and coMP (). Such multiple,
identical entries in the lexicon cause a lot of double work during parsing. In general,
this problem has as many dimensions as the number of lexical rules that can be applied
to one lexical entry. In our grammar, considering only the verbs, that is at least three
dimensions: extraction, inflection, and negation.30 This dimensions can be represented

0

ulf(e,R,[neg:bool),[restr(be,R,[...])))0

~Y

COMP ( `nOt' I 1~

~CONT

aoIf multiple extraction was to be taken into account (e.g. for This is a problem which John is difficult
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in a cube, with lexical rules on the edges and difFerent lexical feature structures on the
corners, see Figure 7.10.

In order to have each desired entry created only once, every corner that stands for
such an entry should be reachable from the corner that stands for the unaltered, basic
form in the lexicon by exactly one path. With extra constraints in the corresponding
lexical rules, the other paths have to be clo~ed.

Since the inflection from be to am~are and was~were cannot be done by the lexical
rule, these forms have to be added as basic lexical entries in the lexicon. In order to
avoid writing the extracted and negated versions of these forms by hand, the extraction
and negation have to work on both noninflected and inflected forms, and the application
of the inflection lexical rule is restricted to verbs in the bare form without extracted
complements, and without not on the CoMP list.

Now the only thing left is to restrict extraction to `non-negated' verbs, or to restrict
negation to `non-extracted' verbs. We opted for the latter restriction, for the number of
times that this test is carried out during creation of the full lexicon (which ALE performs
when generating the parser) can easily be cut down significantly, by doing this test only
after the constraint that the verb has to be the copula be.31 The lexical rule for forming
negated forms of be now looks like (7.58).

(7.58) NEGATION LEXICAL RULE (final version):

COMP
CONT

SLASH

1

~2 ulf(e,X,Lneg:bool],[restr(be,X,[..

~)

~

COMP ~ `not' I

0

The edges of the cube that are left (Figure ?.11) show only one path to each node, and
therefore represent a satisfactory system of'~exical rules.

7.4.3 Comparison with Kim 8~ Sag (1996)

In Kim 8c Sag (1996), the mechanism of not on the coMP list is used for all auxiliaries,
including the copula be. In this way, sentences with an auxiliary get two analyses instead
of one. In one analysis, not is used as a modifier (sentences a. below) and in the other
analysis not is the complement of the auxiliary (sentences b. below).

(7.59) a. The bundle vPfin[vdoes vPbse[Advnot vP~diverge]].

b. The bundle vpfi„[vdoes Ad„not vP~ediverge].

CONT 2
)0

)])

ulï(e,x,[neg:t7,[restr(be,x,C...])])

to talk to about, PBeS-94 p. 169), every subsequent extraction would count as another dimension.
a1This is only an argument for efficient grammar development, not for an efficient parser.
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VFORM bse VFORM bse
SLASH c ~ SLASH c ~
NEG - NEG t

VFORM bse
SLASH c-~

NEG -

VFORM non-bse
SLASH c - ~

NEG -

extractíon
negation

inflection

VFORM non-bse
SLASH a ~

NEG t

VFORM non-bse

SLASH c - ~

NEG t

Figure 7.10: Unconstrained set of lexical rules.

VFORM bse

SLASH c ~
NEG -

VFORM bse
SLASH c - ~

NEG -

VFORM bse
SLASH c ~

NEG t

extraction
negation

VFORM non-bse
S LAS H c ~
NEG t

inflection

negation condition:
SLASHo

VFORM non-bse VFORM non-bse intlection condition:

SLASH c ~ SLASH c ~ SLASHo and NEG -

NEG - NEG t -

Figure 7.11: Constrained set of le~:ical rules.
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(7.60) a. The bundle vPfi~[vneed vPb~[Aa~not vPb~diverge]].

b. The bundle vPfi~[vneed Ad„not vP~ediverge].
(7.61) a. The bundle vPfi„[vmay vp~(Aa„not vP~diverge]].

b. The bundle vp~„[vmay Ad ,,not vpbsediverge].

In Kim 8c Sag (1996), it is suggested that the two analyses correspond with two possible
readings, either with the auxiliary scoping over the negation or vice versa. However, for
the ambiguous cases we prefer to have only one analysis with underspecified semantics,
because the disambiguation can take place only after parsing, when context information
is available.

We chose to have the analysis with not as modifier in all cases where possible, and the
not-as-complement analysis otherwise because there are more means to restrict the appli-
cabillity of the lexical rule (with definite clauses if needed) than to restrict the modifiee
of not.

With either mechanism, the scoping of the negation relative to the auxiliary is not
specified. In some cases there is no ambiguity because the auxiliary does not have to be
scoped relative to the negation. This is the case for will and would, and for nonmodal
auxiliaries (do, have, be, including the copula), see example (7.62). In other cases, only one
relative scoping is possible (e.g. need, can, shall, example sentences (7.63)). In these cases,
the order of scoping is always the same and can thus be fixed outside the grammar (e.g.
shall scopes outside negation, negation scopes outside need, etc.; see also Sections 10.67,~j`
of Quirk et al. (1985)). Finally, scoping of the ambiguous cases is completely determined
by the interpretation module (example (7.64)).

(7.62) The bundle does not diverge.

ulf(e,X,[neg:t],
[restr([diverge],[R],[agent:`the bundle'-ulf])])

interpretation: ~diverge(the bundle)

(7.63) The bundle need not diverge.
ulf(e,X,[neg:t,tense:need],

[restr([diverge],[X],[agent:`the bundle'-ulf])])
interpretation: ~need(diverge(the bundle))

(7.64) The bundle may not diverge.

ulf(e,X,(neg:t,tense:may],

[restr([diverge],[X],[agent:`the bundle'-ulf])])
interpretations: may(~diverge(the bundle))

and ~may(diverge(the bundle))

A disadvantage of our approach is that the analysis of VP-ellipsis now forms a new
challenge, while it was solved in the approach of Kim 8e Sag (1996). If it turned out that
for this problem no elegant solution could be found that is consistent with our approach,
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we could opt for the somewhat less elegant solution of having auxiliary entries created in
the lexicon with not on the cotvtP list and the original VP-complement always immediately
extracted and thus on the sLnsx list.

This approach has one disadvantage. Some auxiliaries have a different set of possible
scopes in the contracted form than in the non-contracted form. According to the rules in
Quirk et al. (1985) for usual scoping, this is only the case for can and could. The solution
for this that is most consistent with the rest of our approach is to give the ULF feature
neg different values for not and for n't.32 We can than scope n't always before can and
could. With respect to other auxiliaries, the scoping of n't is equal to the scoping of not.

7.5 Nominal compounds
In the application domain of DENK, the use of an electron microscope, there are many
terms that are compounds. Examples are in (7.65) through (7.69).

(7.65) a diffraction pattern
(7.66) the objective aperture
(7.67) tlle C2 lens

(7.68) the electron gun filament

(7.69) high magnification mode

The role of context in the interpretation of compounds is generally acknowledged; the
interpretation of a compound in terms of the relation between the two components de-
pends very much on the relations that exist in a domain. With Selkirk (1982) we believe
that "virtually any relation between head and nonhead is possible" (p. 23) and that "it
is a mistake to attempt to characterize the grammar of the semantics of nonverbal com-
pounds in any way" (p. 25).33 Even for compounds with established meanings, context
can force an alternative interpretation (Bauer 1983). The contribution of linguistic infor-
mation is considered very small. Copestake 8c Lascarides (1997) suggest that statistical
information on relations occurring between the components of compounds can be very
useful to support contextual interpretation. However, the information on probabilities
has to be based on a domain of discourse. For the application at hand, we do not have a
corpus that could provide us with this information. This leaves us with the task to write
a grammatical analysis in which compounds are minimally interpreted. In the context-
dependent system component, knowledge of the domain and the dialogue will have to
be used to further interpret the compounds. In this section, an analysis is described for
right-headed non-inflected nominal compounds, which is still a majority of the English
compounds (ter Stal 1996).

There are mainly three ways to combine nouns in the grammar into a compound:
adding compounds as entries in the lexicon, using an existing schema, or creating a new

32This has not been implemented in the prototype, but no pazticular problems are expected to arise.
a3Nonverbal compounds in the sense of Selkirk (1982) comprise all compounds except the endocentric

(- headed) adjective or noun compounds whose head adjective or noun is morphologically complex,
having been derived from a verb, and whose nonhead constituent is interpreted as an azgument of the
head adjective or noun. Nonverbal compounds form the vast majority of compounds.
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schema for compounds. The first solution is in principle possible within one domain. It
is, however, not very practical because compounding can be quite productive, especially
in technical domains, and every combination of nouns that has a meaning in the domain
has to be added to the lexicon. Furthermore, for every variation in the spelling of a noun
(abbreviations, capitals) all compounds it can occur in have to be added to the lexicon
too (diffraction mode, diff. mode, diff mode, diffraction pattern, diff. pattern etc.). Of
course this is a loss of generality. Using a schema is therefore more appropriate.34

7.5.1 Existing schemata

When choosing a schema that is already in use for other phenomena (the second solution),
we have to decide which daughter is the syntactic head, and what function the other
daughter has. Of the two nouns, the second one can best be the syntactic head, since the
compound has the number and the valency of the rightmost noun. The function of the
first noun most resembles that of an adjunct, which might suggest using the Adjunct-Head
Schema. Implementing nouns as adjuncts of nouns, however, gives rise to many problems,
as we will explain below.

Since adjuncts are semantic heads, the eoNT feature of the noun has to be a combi-
nation of the content of the noun itself and the content of the noun it modifies, present
in 1vtoD. This constraint is however not unifiable with the constraints that nouns already
have for being the syntactic head of an NP. The fact that the 1~toD feature is filled is not
a problem. It does not prevent the noun from being the head of an NP (as it doesn't
prevent an AP from being the complement of a copular verb). The content, however, has
to be different, since in an NP the noun is also the semantic head and for that setting
eoNT has to contain exactly the content of the noun itself.

Even if we were able to leave some kind of hole in the CONT feature, then there
would still be another, syntactic, problem. APs and PPs would have to be stopped from
intervening between the nouns of a compound.

The inelegant alternative of having two entries for nouns, one with the `adjunct con-
tent' and one with the regular `noun as NP-head' content, is not a solution either. Unin-
tentionally, the adjunct noun could still act as the head of an NP. This would not be the
case if we abandon the idea of having the adjunct-head compound.

If the first noun were not the adjunct but the complement of the second noun, then
the second one would be the semantic head of the compound. Two lexical entries would
still be needed for every noun, with different cotvtP lists and different contents. The one
with the compound content could only be used in a compound, and the other one only
elsewhere. Alas the Head-Complement Schema has the wrong order and a new schema,
a Complement-Head Schema, would have to be added. In order to have the schema with
the correct order used in all old and new cases of head-complement combinations, an
indication of the position would have to be added in all entries, like for adjuncts.

Altogether, the third solution, adding one special schema for noun-noun-compounds,
is a smaller extension and simpler and more efficient than using an existing schema.

340ne might consider to put some frequently occurring compounds in the lexicon, and treat others with
a schema. With such an approach, arrangements have to be taken to avoid that the frequent compounds
receive two analyses (spurious ambiguity).
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7.5.2 A new schema for compounds

We introduced the Noun-Noun Schema as given below. The leftmost daughter is con-
strained to be a third person singular N. The second, rightmost daughter is the syntactic
head. The content of the mother is composed of the contents of the daughters. Except
for the Content Principle all principles (HFP, ValPr, MrkPr, NonlocPr, QuePr) hold for
this schema like for the other schemata. For this solution no lexical entries have to be
added to the lexicon.

(7.70) NOUN-NOUN SCHEMA

DET í~

FEATS ~2

INDEX ~3

phrose

CONT

CAT

RELS append(~, 5Q~

RESTRS ( PAR

ARGS

HEAD I AGR~NUM sing~
noun`

SPR (sign)

COMP O Head
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The functioning of the Noun-Noun Schema is illustrated with the analyses of two and
three nouns (examples 7.71 through 7.73), and of combinations of nouns and an adjunct
(examples 7.74 through 7.77).

In simple compounds, consisting of two nouns, most of the syntactic and semantic
information is inherited from the syntactic head. The restriction list of the compound
contains one element only. The relation of this restriction is a concatenation of the
relations in the daughters (see Figure 7.12 and example (7.71) below).

(7.71) condenser lenses

ulf(quant,X,[..num:plur..],[restr([condenser,lens],[X],[])])
(7.72) ~condensers lens

The first noun in a compound is usually singular. Analyses for phrases like (7.72) are
blocked by a constraint on the number in the Noun-Noun Schema.
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Figure 7.12: Parse tree of noun-noun compound
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Compounds of more than two nouns are structurally ambiguous; they can normally
get more than one parse tree, corresponding one-on-one to structurally different ULFs (2
for 3 nouns, 5 for 4 nouns, 14 for 5 nouns, etc.). As explained, in the DEtvK architecture
this ambiguity is solved in the context-dependent system component. Therefore, we let
the parser derive a ULF in which this structural ambiguity is underspecified, as can be
seen in the ULF of the example below.

(7.73) condenser lens voltage

ulf(quant,X,[...],[restr([condenser,lens,voltage],[X),[])])
This form has to be derived only once. This is realized by creating only strictly right-
branching parse trees,35 by constraining the structure of the non-head daughter to be of
type word, and constraining the mother to be of type phrase.3s

Noun-noun compounds can be modified by adjuncts like any other N. The resulting
ULF contains two separate restrictions as usual with adjuncts, see (7.74).

(7.74) the current magnification mode
ulf ( the , X , [ . . . ] , [restr ( [current] , [X] , [] ) ,

restr( [magnification,mode] , [X) , [] )] )
(7.75) ~magnification current mode
(7.76) ~[magnification [mode of the microscope]]

The restricted placement of adjectives (mentioned in e.g. Copestake 8i Lascarides (1997))
is accounted for in our approach. By constraining the daughters to have only one restric-
tion in their content, the nouns cannot be modified by adjectives or PPs before they are
combined in a compound (examples (7.75) and (7.76)).37

Sometimes, adjuncts form a part of the compound, as in the example below.

(7.77) high magnification mode

As mentioned before, we did not account for compounds with other words than nouns.
The analysis of adjective-noun compounds raises several questions, such as: should any
adjective-noun combination be ambiguous?; (how) do we reject adjectives between nouns?;
how do we want to express compounds with adjectives in ULF?. These questions have
to be answered in future research.38 The definition of ULF will probably have to be
adapted.39

3sThere is no preferred choice here; strictly left-branching would have suited equally well as strictly
right-branching.

3sIn the DetvK grammar, the word~phrase distinction is not employed for anything else. If it is used
for anything else (e.g. for constítuent ordering), the possibly different concepts of `a lexical constituent'
have to be (made) compatible.

37Compounds themselves can be modified just like any N. Compound (7.76) thus does have an analysis,
but with another structure: [magnification mode] [of the microscope].

38Currently, only the wrong interpretation is derived for (7.77) ("a magnification mode that is high"),
comparable to the ULF of (7.74).

3~With the current definition of ULF, compound relations can only be nested inside adjunct relations,
not vice versa, because compound relations are always described inside a single restriction and adjunct
relations always in two.
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Besides adjuncts, also lexical NPs might be part of the compound. For example
city-names and trade-names can be used in compounds as in Amsterdam bridges or
a Philips microscope. Pronouns and propernames of persons in compounds on the other
hand are in general less acceptable: ~` a he book or ~` a John book. Having no instances
of NP-noun compounds in the prototype domain, we have not worked on an analysis for
them; our Noun-Noun Schema 7.70 simply excludes NPs as a daughter.

Our analysis is mainly focussed on compounds consisting of nouns, separated by
spaces. For the DENK grammar we provided some ad hoc solutions for typographically
concatenated compounds.

(7.78) camera length; camera-length; cameralength

In the preprocessor, the hyphens in the input were replaced by a space. This way, com-
pounds with a hyphen are now analysed like the ones with a space. Furthermore, some
frequent compounds without any separation are listed in the lexicon. They get a feature
structure equal to a`parsed compound', with one restriction with a list of relations. If a
morphological mechanism would be added to the system that can determine the bound-
aries between the components of the compound, the components can be separated in two
words before parsing, and the compound will be parsed like the ones with hyphens or
spaces.

These solutions bear two sources of overgeneration in them. First, we did not account
for the typographical rules regarding compounding. We feel, however, that the gain of ro-
bustness is worth the possible loss of information. Second, the chance exists that incorrect
analyses are found when components that were originally typographically concatenated
are combined with words adjacent to the compound as a whole, before being combined
with each other. This problem can be solved without big changes to the analysis.4o

7.6 Categories of dialogue utterances

As explained in Chapter 5, dialogue utterances can be of several syntactic categories. The
decision which categories are accepted as dialogues utterances can be taken either inside
or outside the grammar. In DENK, this is done outside the parser and thus outside the
grammar. This is possible because a bottom-up chart parser is used. This kind of parser
always tries to analyse any substring as any category. Therefore, all solutions (possibly
of various categories) spanning the entire utterance are found automatically. Only after
parsing, the solutions with acceptable categories are selected for further interpretation.
The categories that we accept in DENK are: normal declarative or interrogative sen-
tences, imperatives, NPs, and PPs. The constraints for belonging to these categories are

40A possible solution is to give the parts of a compound that aze artificially separated in the preprocessor
an indication of "being a half word", and all schemata except the Noun-Noun Schema could require the
constituents on the right-hand side to be at least "whole words". Another solution is to insert a special
word (e.g. compound-connector) that is only accepted in a compound. One extra schema would then be
needed: a Noun-Connector-Noun 5chema, almost identical to the Noun-Noun Schema, only both nouns
liave to be of type word.
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formulated in (7.79) through (7.82).91

(7.79) sentence : ~ ~vFORM
HEAD

(7.80)imperative : 42

fin
I MC -{-

verb L

SUBJ
COMP

SLA)H

()

()

()

HEAD IVFORM imp1veró L
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SLASH
()

()

(7.81) NP : HEAD noun
SPR opt-list

COMP ()

SLASH ( )

(~T.82) PP : HEAD prep

COMP O

SLASH ( )

Since the process of picking out the analyses with an acceptable category is not integrated
in the grammar, the selection criteria can easily be adapted to the specific needs of a
particular application.

Performing the selection of utterances with an acceptable category outside the gram-
mar can be problematic for one type of utterance, typical for dialogues: utterances that
start with, or consist entirely of one of the words yes and no, like in (7.83), (7.84),
and (7.85).

(7.83) Yes.
(7.84) Yes, the microscope is on.
(7.85) Yes and the microscope is on.

In the literature, these words get many different syntactic categories: particles (Hornby
1980), adverbs (Summers 1995), conventions (word or fixed phrase used in conversation,
such as hello and sorry) (COB 1995), formulae ~`reaction signals' (Quirk et al. 1985),
`adverbs which may be sentences' (Palmer 8e Blandford 1976), complete sentences (Curme
1977), responses~response introductions (separate group -`Group L'- of function words
with only yes and no) (Fries 1957), `response adverbials acting as pro-sentences' (Nilsen
1972). Hereafter, we will refer to them as `response words'.43 The various descriptions

41If for one or more selecting features optionality is implemented as described in Section 7.2, opt-list
must be used instead of ().

42The feature structure for the imperative could be different in other grammazs; see also Section 7.3.43 We leave open whether other words, especially words that express a certain truth value like maybe
and probably, should also be considered~treated as response words.
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give little support for any particular choice of syntactic category. For parsing purposes,
the category of response words depends on how the structure of an utterance with such
a word is analysed, and that analysis partly depends on the treatment of punctuation
marks. In DENK, we remove every mark except the closing one. Put differently, marks
between words are ignored.44 Having chosen to ignore the commas, at least three different
approaches come to mind for the structural analysis of response words concatenated with
a phrase, each with smaller or bigger subproblems to be solved.as

First, stripping the response word from the beginning of the utterance before parsing
seems a practical solution. After parsing, the information that the response word carries
can be connected to the ULF that the parser will create for the rest of the utterance.
A problem with this approach is that in the DEtvK grammar a string starting with a
coordinator is not a constituent (see (7.85)).

A second approach is to analyse utterances with a response word and a coordinator as
a normal coordination. The category of the response word would then have to be some
supercategory of the categories that are accepted as utterances, probably corresponding
to `being satisfied for all valence features' (CAT cat, svs~ (), colvtP (), etc.). The
combination of a response word and some dialogue utterance without coordinator could
be treated as an Adjunct-Head combination. The problem with this analysis is that the
response words can wrongly be combined with just a part of the following phrase (e.g.
with the NP at the beginning of an S).

Third, response words can be given a specific category (e.g. cAT response-word), and
be made to subcategorize for the second part of the utterance via colvtP, either with or
without a coordinator (as first complement). This approach seems less problematic than
the other two, although not entirely without problems either. In order to ensure that
the response word selects the entire second part and not just some leading constituent,
a right-end marker must be employed. This marker must be added to the utterance in
the preprocessor, and must be selected for by the response word, as last complement.as
Coordination between too small a constituent and the response word is prevented by the
specific category that does not unify with any other category. The special category for
response words of course has to be added to the set of acceptable utterance categories.

In the DEtvK prototype system, response words have been given the syntactic forrn
of an S. Single instances of response words are thus automatically acceptable utterances.
For combinations of a response word and a full utterance no (correct) analysis has been

aaThis can give rise to overgeneration, but detailed investigation of the use of punctuation marks in
dialogues is needed for a better treatment, which falls outside the scope of the project.

aSWe concentrate here on the structural analysis beca.use the semantic interpretation of response words
depends entirely on the context. The words therefore get no sophisticated semantics in the grammar.
The ULF of yes for example is ulf (yes,X, [] ,[] ), and for `yes and ...' a coordination-ULF, with the
ULFs of yes and of the rest of the utterance as conjunct azguments.

asThe right-end mazker must of course not disturb the analyses of utterances without a response word.
A possible solution is to give that marker the syntactic behaviour of a(post)modifier for a single word
of any type, without any semantics of its own. In this way, the mazker is on the chazt (in the form of an
item with its right end equal to the end of the utterance), and can be used for combining a response word
with the rest of the utterance at once. On the other hand, that right-end marker item does not have to
be used because there is also still another item that reaches to the end of the utterance, corresponding
to the last normal word.
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implemented. Of the approaches described above, we would opt for the third one, with a
special category for response words, and one or two complements.

7.7 Summary
In this chapter, six linguistic phenomena have been described that are important in the
DENK language fragment (Section 5.4), but for which existing theoretical work does not
offer solutions that can straightforwardly be implemented. The phenomena cover:

. relative clauses (Section 7.1)

. bare plural NPs (Section 7.2)

. positioning of adverbials, especially in utterances in the imperative mood (Section
7.3)

. negation47 (Section 7.4)

. noun-noun compounds ( Section 7.5)

. utterances that are not Ss,48 including response words ( Section 7.6)

We encountered three types of problems: discrepancies between theoretical and imple-
mented formalism, inefficiency in theoretical analyses, and insufficient theoretical work to
use as basis for an implementation. Below, we summarize the different types of problems,
and how we dealt with them.

7.7.1 Discrepancies between theoretical and implemented for-
malism

The most prominent discrepancies between the theoretical HPSG grammar formalism and
the implemented formalism ALE are the kind of type hierarchies that can be formulated
in one formalism but not in the other. These differences played an important role in
the implementation of an analysis for relative clauses. In the treatment of relative clauses
proposed by Sag (1997) a type hierarchy is used (for the type phrase) that contains default
constraints and multiple inheritance. In ALE, as in some other formalisms, defaults cannot
be used. Multiple inheritance is in principle possible in ALE, but any two types in the type
hierarchy should have a unique most general subtype. We investigated several possibilities
to work around these problems. For the purpose of DEtvK, we chose to implement just
one dimension of the phrase hierarchy, and to employ the the possibility of procedural
attachments to ALE phrase structure rules to realize the other dimension.

Clearly, procedural attachments offer much expressivity. However, we do not propose
to use procedural attachments in the theory; not all implemented formalisms support
them, and the expressivity of such attachments overlaps with the expressivity of other
mechanisms such as the Principles.

47Negation was not explicitly mentioned in Section 5.4, but it can be seen as a part of the verb system.
48`Separate XPs' in Section 5.4.
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7.7.2 Inefficient analyses

Analyses that could be implemented, but that would cause inefficient processing are the
analyses of bare plurals and negation.

Bare plurals are commonly analysed with empty determiners. It is well-known that
empty elements in a grammar cause inefficiency during parsing. We therefore developed
an analysis without such elements. Our analysis is elegant aud efficient in particular
because the optionality of determiners for plural nouns is expressed explicitly, and in one
single lexical entry. Further research will have to demonstrate whether our approach can
be used to improve the analysis of other instances of optional selection.

For negation an analysis has been proposed by Kim 8z Sag (1996). For a number of
cases their approach yields multiple readings as separate analyses. The choice between
the various readings is, however, determined by the context. Therefore, we implemented a
slightly adapted analysis, in which such ambiguous cases are underspecified. The resulting
analyses are simpler and smaller in number, and parsing is therefore more efFicient.

?.7.3 Insufficient theoretical work

For the analysis of imperatives, response words, and noun-noun compounds, we found
little support in the theoretical work in HPSG.

Imperatives form an integrated part of the verb system, and selection of arguments
works for imperative verb forms exactly as for other verb forms. However, imperatives
differ significantly from other forms in that they usually occur without overt subject.
This has consequences for the type of utterance that should be accepted by the dialogue
system (Section 7.6), and for the possible analyses of clausal modification by adverbials
(Section 7.3). Theoretical work in HPSG offers little support for any particular approach
to these issues. The two issues are linked in the sense that both phenomena offer argu-
ments for a certain feature structure for imperatives (especially for the values of vFOR1vt
and sus~). Since in DENK the acceptance and rejection of analyses is performed outside
the parser, the treatment of adverbials in imperatives is decisivP. Section 7.3 describes
four alternative approaches of which the approach with an expli~.itly optional subject for
verbs in the base form looks most promising.

The analysis of `non-S utterances,' and more generally, the question as to which syn-
tactic categories should be accepted as dialogue utterances are addressed in Section 7.6.
Imperatives form one group of acceptable non-S utterances. Other, rather regular, ac-
ceptable categories are NP and PP, which do not need any special treatment. A category
with a less clear theoretical status is formed by what we call the `response words': yes and
no.99 Utterances that are equal to just one of these words can in fact be of any category,
as long as this is one of the acceptable categories. The approach to longer utterances that
contain a response word, however, puts restrictions on the exact specification of response
words. The analysis of such utterances is related to the treatment of coordination and
that of punctuation marks. In the DEtvK prototype system no (generally satisfying) so-
lution has been implemented, but three possible approaches are outlined in Section 7.6.

49Possibly extended with perhaps, right, ok, etc.
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Further theoretical investigation and implementation can validate the usefulness of these
proposals for integration in an HPSG grammar.

Finally, for nominal compounds hardly any analysis has been proposed in the HPSG
literature. We decided to introduce a special schema for the creation of noun-noun com-
pounds. This solution captures the generality of nominal compounding, while it does
not disturb the analyses of other phenomena. The semantics of compounds depends on
information that is not available at parsing time in the DEtvK architecture. Therefore, in
our grammatical analysis, compounds are interpreted in a minimal fashiou.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

In the beginning of this thesis we set a number of practical goals and posed a number
of theoretical questions. In order to recapitulate which of the practical goals have been
achieved, several aspects of the implemented grammar will be reviewed. The theoretical
questions that we posed in the introduction about implementation of a linguistíc theory
will be answered by reviewing the work in Chapters 6 and 7.

8.1 Practical results
As explained in the introduction of this thesis, the practical goal of the gramcnar im-
plementation was the availability of a natural language analyser for the DENK system.
Because of this practical purpose, the requirements of the grammar were:

. to have a linguistic coverage fit for the use in a dialogue system, especially for
cooperative multimodal human-machine dialogues as described in Chapter 5,

. to define context-independent representations for user utterances that work well
with the way in which context is used in the DENK dialogue system, and

. to serve as the backbone of a parser for the DENK prototype dialogue system.

'The problem of designing and implementing a grammar with satisfactory coverage has
been extensively analysed, resulting in the `desired coverage', described in Section 5.4.
Below, the coverage of the grammar is reviewed. In section 8.1.2, the achieved degree of
underspecification in the grammar is reviewed. Finally, the functioning of the grammar
in the DEtvK prototype is briefly described in Section 8.1.3.

8.1.1 Coverage of the grammar

The twelve linguistic phenomena mentioned in Section 5.4 (and repeated below) are all
covered to a certain extent in the DENK grammar. That is, the grammar can perform
a structural analysis of most cases of these phenomena, and ofFers one or more represen-
tations in ULF for an utterance with these phenomena. However, not all cases of the
phenomena are covered and the solutions that have been implemented vary in their theo-
retical groundedness. Below, the results for the twelve (sets of) phenomena are described.

216
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argument structure The schemata that are responsible in HPSG for combining a
word with its arguments have been implemented, and therefore, all argument struc-
tures can in principle be analysed, given that the words have correctly been defined
in the lexicon. The lexicon contains 15 prepositions and 87 verbs (with rnany dif-
ferent argument structures, possibly several per verb), and more can be added very
easily because we created templates (macros in ALE) for lexical entries of argument-
taking words. These templates cover prepositions and most types of verbs (see Ap-
pendix A.5.1). The templates have been defined in such a way that the arguments
end up in the right position in the semantic representation.

verb system All auxiliaries have been implemented in the forms they can occur in,
and of the main verbs we have implemented the base form, the infinitive, the finite
(present and past, and each person and number), the past participle, the present
participle, and the passive participle. We implemented only the verbal use of verbs,
not the nominal nor the modifying use, as in a loving mother. Nor did we implement
the gerund (deverbal noun) of verbs, as in fond of swimming.

interrogative mood Auxiliaries and inversion, which are needed for yes~no-questions
and for wh-questions, have been implemented. For wh-questions, extraction was also
needed. Extraction (also needed for relative clauses) has been implemented for the
complements of a verb that are NPs, APs, PPs, or adverb phrases. Wh-questions
with a wh-modifier, which is not a complement in the DEtvK grammar, work with-
out extraction and also get an analysis. Extraction out of other phrases than VPs
(e.g. out of PPs) has not been implemented.
F~rthermore, the implementation of island constraints is limited. The most im-
portant omission is the extraction of modifiers out of embedded sentences. A wh-
modifier is in the DEtvK grammar analysed only as modifier of the main clause, not
as modifier of the embedded clause.
Declarative questions and tag questions get analyses identical to those of normal
declarative sentences. The pragmatic function (question vs. assertion) is determined
outside the grammar.

imperative mood Imperative utterances receive an analysis. These utterances are
syntactically identical to infinitive verb phrases; they are not explicitly marked
as imperative. The context determines whether the utterance is a request or an
elliptical sentence (e.g. answer to a question). The more exceptional imperatives
with an overt subject or starting with let's are not covered.

separate XPs The grammar provides analyses for any constituent, so also for any XP
that would be acceptable as an utterance. Not every elliptical sentence (PP, AP;
VP) corresponds to a ULF that is complete in the sense that all the parts are instan-
tiated that are defined for ULFs (quantifier, parameter, feature-list, restriction-list).
The partial ULFs are correct however, and they are interpretable by the context-
dependent interpretation component of the DExK system.

NPs NPs with and without determiners and~or modifiers are correctly analysed by
the grammar (based on PBcS-94, Chapter 9). The determiners include definite and
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indefinite determiners, quantifiers and possessive determiners. For NPs without de-
terminers (plurals and mass terms), we developed our own analysis, without empty
determiners. Numerals are also implemented, although with a limited linguistic ba-
sis (as adjuncts). As modifiers of nouns, we implemented PPs, APs, and relative
clauses.

noun-noun compounds For nominal compounds, we specified and implemented our
own analysis. It covers the basic characteristics of compounds consisting of two or
more nouns, separated by spaces. Nouns separated by a hyphen are analysed as if
they were separated by a space, which in some cases leads to additional analyses
that are incorrect for an utterance containing such a compound. A number of `solid'
compounds (no hyphen, no space) that occur in the DEtvK domain have been added
as lexical item5.

relative clauses We implemented the relative clauses that start with that or a wh-
constituent, not the bare relatives. The implementation is based on the analysis
without empty elements proposed in Sag (1997).

coordination For the coordination of Ss, VPs or NPs, an analysis has been imple-
mented, resembling the approach proposed by Richard Cooper (1990).

subordination Subordination has been implemented in a similar way as prepositional
phrases. The only problem that has remained is the pre-modification of an imper-
ative. Although not implemented, we developed a proposal for dealing with that
problem (Section 7.3).

closed-class words Lexical entries have been included for the follow-
ing closed-class words: the standard determiners plus some quantifiers
(some, many, etc.), fifteen prepositions, and most types of pronouns (per-
sonal~demonstrative~interrogative~relative, and possessives like my). The
pronouns that have not been included are the nominal possessives: mine, yours,
etc. and the reflexives. For consistency in the grammar, the implementations
of closed-class words are based on the analysis of other words or phrases with
similar grammatical functions. For example, prepositions are implemented as
argument-taking adjuncts, and personal pronouns as noun phrases.

domain-specific words In the lexicon we included words for parts of the electron
microscope, names of states, and terms of units and measures that play a role in the
domain. A number of them seem to have rather different syntactic behaviour than
nouns or proper names normally have. The implementation of them in the DErrK
grammar covers most ways of using them, but further research is recommended (for
example on the basis of a corpus) in order to remove the overgeneration that is
present.

8.1.2 Underspecified parsing results

The forms of underspecification proposed in Section 4.2 are partially realized in the DEtvK
grammar.
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Lexical ambiguity and lexical vagueness

The ambiguous and vague ULF-terms that were proposed for the underspecification of
lexical ambiguity and vagueness did not require any special adaptation in the grammar.
Ambiguous words that have the same syntactic behaviour in all senses are represented
with one single entry in the lexicon. Words for which a difference in meaning corresponds
to different syntactic properties are represented with multiple lexical entries.

Words that are not ambiguous in meaning but that can be used in several syntactic
ways are usually also represented by several entries in the lexicon when a lexicalist theory
is used. However, we have worked out alternatives for a few of those cases: e.g. for nouns
that can act as N or as NP (plurals, mass terms), and for passive participles that can be
used with or without a by-phrase. The technique of `optional subcategorization' that we
used for bare plurals may well be applicable to other cases as well.

Referential ambiguity

Referential information is completely underspecified in the DENK grammar. All agree-
ment information needed for disambiguation is available in the ULF. Structural constraints
on the possible referent-referee relations are also implemented. Information about the or-
der in which objects and events were introduced is explicitly included in ULF; information
about subcategorization is implicitly also represented in ULF.

Structural syntactic ambiguity

The forms of syntactic ambiguity discussed in Section 4.2 are PP-attachment, modification
in a coordination, and compounding. For each of these forms, underspecified represen-
tations in ULF have been proposed. For compounds, also a grammatical analysis that
results in the proposed single i;:~derspecified representation has been found and realized.
For the other two forms of syni,actic ambiguity, an analysis that builds only one struc-
ture and offers a correct (underspecified) semantic representation has not been found that
could be integrated in our grammar.

The analysis proposed by Rentier (1996) yields only one parse when there are several
possibilities to attach a PP by always attaching to the event. The analysis has not been
integrated in the DE1vK grammar since Rentier's analysis is based on the `modifiers as
complements' approach, which is hardly or not unifiable with the `modifiers as adjuncts'
approach followed in the DE1vK grammar. Furthermore, the ULF that this analysis offers
also covers some arguable readings: readings that correspond to tree structures with
crossing branches or to attachment of PPs to pronouns.

Modification in a coordination is a form of attachment ambiguity that in general does
not grow as huge as PP-attachment. Because of time limits, we have not worked on a
grammatical analysis for this phenomenon that yields the single underspecified represen-
tation.
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Structural semantic ambiguity

Both scoping ambiguity and the ambiguity of collective vs. distributive readings are (per
definition) entirely unspecified in ULF. In the ULF representation, the quantifiers are
not ordered relative to each other, nor is the interpretation of ULFs that correspond
to a group of objects specified as being collective or distributive. In this way, structural
semantic ambiguity in utterances is automatically entirely underspecified in any ULF that
the grammar offers.

8.1.3 The DENK prototype

The implemented natural language parser has been integrated in the DENK dialogue
system. The architecture of the system has been described in Chapter 1. The schema of
the internal structure is repeated in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: The parser in the DENK prototype dialogue system

The components of the Cooperative Assistant have been coded in PxoLOG, and integrated
in one PttoLOG program. The GDP ( Generalized Display Processor) components have
been coded in C~-~, and are invoked from the same program.

The presence of the natural language parser made it possible to communicate with
the assistant in English rather than in ULF or CTT. As Kievit concludes about his work
on contextual interpretation, an algorithm can be specified for combining the context
information with the underspecified representation of the utterance meaning to get to
a fully specified utterance interpretation. The resolution of anaphoric material can be
defined with reference to the different CTT-contexts that make up the user's information,
leading to efficient resolution strategies ( Kievit 1998). An example dialogue, illustrating
various phenomena whose treatment requires context information, is the following.

~
NL parser
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U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:

What is this? ( the user clicks on a part of the simulated microscope)
The C2 lens.
Is the part below it the C2 aperture?
Yes.
Turn ít to the right.
Ok. (the bundle below the C2 aperture is narrowed)
Why is there no image?
Because the microscope is in diffraction mode.

A test suite of utterances had been constructed to test important aspects of eaclr
component of the DErrK system. It was important to have utterances that were witlrout
problems for one component, in order to test another component. For example, the
pragmatic component could not be tested with utterances that could not be parsed (e.g.
because of the presence of a bare relative clause). It is not possible to describe in detail
the performance of the overall system here, including the effect of the constantly updated
context on the system's reactions. In Appendix B, more example dialogues are given, and
a list of utterances containing various linguistic phenomena, together with some parser
performance information.

8.2 Theoretical issues

In the introduction of this thesis we raised the following four theoretical questions:

. Which positive and negative effects does the removal of context analysis from the
linguistic analysis have on the grammar?

. What (kinds of) problems arise when implementing an HPSG grammar?

. Which solutions have been found for which problems?

. Which problems deserve further research?

8.2.1 A context-independent grammar
First of all, the fact that no context knowledge has to be built, updated, and used during
the structural analysis of utterances makes the feature structures in all grammar compo-
nents (lexical entries, grammar rules, etc.) much smaller than in a grammar with context
information. Futhermore, the principles concerning context can be a lot simpler, in par-
ticular the Semantics Principle. Smaller structures are of course more practical to harrdle
for the grammar writer, and they are also more efFicient in parsing.

Besides being smaller in size, the structures can also be smaller in number when context
is not considered in the grammar. Since ambiguities will be resolved at a later stage, only
one or a very small number of representations has to be created for every utterance. This
representation has to be underspecified so that it still includes all possible meanings, but
no more than these. For utterances that are ambiguous in meaning but not in syntactic
structure, this can usually be realized in a grammar.
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For semantic ambiguity that corresponds to syntactic ambiguity this is in general more
difficult, because the constraints that the syntax puts on the possible interpretations in
these cases now have to be coded explicitly in the (underspecified) semantic representation.
This requires mechanisms to store semantic meta-information that would not be needed
if context were taken into account during the structural interpretation step right away.
Filtering constraints that originate from syntactic structure could then simply be executed
at the moment that the syntactic and thus the semantic structures are built. An explicit
representation of the constraints would then no longer be needed.

In the DEtvK grammar we succeeded in producing underspecified representations for
several kinds of ambiguity. Also in cases where we produce more than one analysis for
an ambiguous constituent, the results are smaller than if they would contain context
information. The analyses that were particularly less complex in the DEtvK grammar
than in a grammar with context information are: numerals, plurals, coordination and
quantifiers.

8.2.2 Problems and solutions

During the development of the DENK grammar with HPSG as the theoretical basis, we
encountered many greater and smaller implementation problems. The problems described
below are the most prominent and frequently occurring ones, and can therefore be con-
sidered characteristic for implementing an HPSG grammar.

large sets of subcategorization frames per word Because of the lexicalist char-
acter of HPSG the number of lexical entries for one word (especially verbs) can
be very high, e.g. 10 entries for explained and even 48 entries for put. This can
cause significant inefficiency in parsing. Although it is an implementation problem,
solutions for it can be searched in adaptation of the specification as well as on the
implementation level.

Immediate Dominance schemata as phrase structure rules Many imple-
mented formalisms such as ALE do not support the concept of ID schemata,
which is central in HPSG. This is an example of mutually inconsistent formalisms
(Section 5.2.6). The phrase structure rules in ALE do not correspond to the ID
schemata. Phrase structure rules are not present in the type hierarchy, while
ID schemata are, and the order of the dominated constituents is fixed in phrase
structures but not in ID schemata. The ID schemata thus have to be converted
to phrase structure rules and~or other mechanisms present in ALE, in such a way
that all (relevant) aspects of the ID schemata are covered in the implementation.

interaction of lexical rules The subsequent applícation of several lexical rules to
one lexical entry can cause spurious lexical ambiguity. If the rules can be applied
in more than one order, each order results in an instance of exactly the same entry.
Also for this implementation problem, solutions can be found either on the level of
specification or on that of implementation.

copying of information in lexical rules In HPSG, all information in a lexical entry
that is not mentioned in a lexical rule remains the same when undergoing that lexical
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rule, and all rules are formulated according to this interpretation of lexical rules.
However, in ALE information that is not mentioned is lost when undergoing a lexical
rule. This discrepancy between the interpretation of lexical rules has to be solved
so that the effect of the rules is the same.

types vs. macros When implementing a grammar, one constantly has to choose be-
tween several possible approaches to problems. One particularly frequently return-
ing question when implementing an HPSG grammar is whether to use types or
macros. Because of the frequent occurrence of this situation, we could formulate
a meta-question: For which kind of problems are types best used and for which
macros?

Solutions

We have spent much effort in reducing the Iargesets ofsubcategorization frames per word.
This decreases the degree of lexical ambiguity and thus the number of items on the chart.
We found and applied three ways to reduce the number of separate lexical entries for one
word, due to multiple subcategorization frames:

. optional elements in the valence features ( Ex.: bare plurals)

. underspecification of the xEAD type of an element in a selector feature (Ex.: modifiee
of prepositions; several types of verb-complements)

. broadening the meaning of a grammatical construction so that one construction can
be used as the underspecification of both meanings of a construction with multi-
ple functions (Ex.: by-restriction in a passive phrase; infinitve verb form also for
imperatives)

One particular cause of the high number ofsubcategorization frames per word has not been
addressed in the DEtvK grammar, namely the large number of slashed versions of words.
The lexical approach to extraction in HPSG leads to many forms of all complement-taking
words.

We converted the ID schemata to phrase structure rules, which simplified some of
the principles. For the small number of unordered schemata of HPSG as employed in
PBeS-94, this seems by far the best solution, better than working out sophisticated linear
precedence rules and implementing a constraint-based grammar formalism that does not
work with Immediate Dominance relations without a fixed order between daughters. For
HPSG as it has been evolving recently in Sag ( 1997) on the other hand, working out
an implementation of a formalism that can build a parser on the basis of ID schemata
(without fixed daughter order) could be well worth it, especially if the schemata could
also be ordered in a multiple inheritance hierarchy like in Sag (1997).

In order to solve the implementation problem of interaction between lexical rules, we
adapted the specification of the set of lexical rules from `creating all lexical entries' to
`creating all lexical entries exactly once'. The applicability of lexical rules that are meant
to work on one and the same lexical entry was constrained so that no multiple identical
new lexical entries could be created.
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Copying of information from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of lexical rules
has been done explicitly by means of macros. We feel, however, that a more elegant
solution is possible, either with a more extensive use of types in the grammar, or with
another formalization of lexical rules in ALE.

It has become clear only during the development of the grammar how much the type
system competes with macros as a mechanism that can be used to solve implementation
problems. Since the type system is in fact the backbone of a grammar and in general
determines much of its architecture, switching between types and macros is often not
possible without rebuilding a significant part of the grammar. Therefore, the question as
to for which problems types are best used and for which macros has not systematically
been investigated. However, since we used mainly macros, the problems for which we
have explicitly chosen to use types do provide information about this matter. Below a
summary is given of the use of types in the DENK grammar.

The use of types in the DErrK grammar

We can distinguish three kinds of deliberate use of types in the DENK grammar:

. For indicating an extra distinction: e.g. optionality of list-elements

. Instead of disjunctions

- over atomic values: animate

- over structured values: several head-types (predicate (-adject-{-adverbial),
adverbial (-adverbfprep), and nourc-verb (not implemented)), and option-
ality of lists

- dependent disjunction in structured value: pl-or2nd

- in combination with negation: -~2nd

. For negation of structured value: ~sg3

8.2.3 ~ture research

Issues that are still very much open, and important in the light of implementing gram-
mars, are the lack of a correct and efficient grammatical analysis for structural syntactic
ambiguity, in particular for PP-attachment, the high number of extracted forms of words,
and the `types vs. macros' question.

PP-attachment remains a source ofsignificant inefficiency in parsing, and therefore any
improvement of the grammatical analysis of PPs is worth further research. The approach
to PPs described in Rentier (1996) and Kievit (19976) could be a basis for further study.

The problem of many lexical entries with slashed complementsis characteristic for
HPSG theory. The lexical solution to `moved' elements in a sentence is attractive in
many respects, but the effect on the ambiguity of words and thus on the efficiency of
parsing is rather bad, as we experienced when testing the grammar with sentences that
naturally came to mind. Maybe this problem could be reduced by applying the `optionality
approach' that we worked out for bare plurals in Section 7.2 of this thesis. The optionality
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would however have to be connected in some way to the presence of an element on the
sLnsx list. Such a construction would look more or less like a dependent disjunction,
which is sometimes used in feature structures (Meurers (1994) p. 40, Griffith (1995)).

It would be very interesting if one grammar was written twice in the same formalism
and for the same purpose, but once with extensive use of macros, and once with extensive
use of types. We mainly used macros, but we also noted the good opportunities that
types seem to offer, e.g. for reducing the number of subcategorization frames per word.
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The DENK grammar

In this appendix an impression is given of the several parts of the DErrK grammar. Contact
the author for the full grammar code (~-~- 160 kbytes).

A.l Types and features
In this section, an overview is given of the types and features as defined in the DErrK
grammar. The types introduced for the semantic representation (ULF) are given in the
separate subsection A.1.1.

In the DEtvK grammar, as in PBtS-94, all types are ordered in one hierarchy, with one
most general supertype: bot in our grammar. The type bot is in fact only needed for
computational reasons and has no linguistic meaning; the direct subtypes of bot are not
related in any sense. Therefore it is more appropriate to speak about the various type
hierarchies in the grammar. Each of these hierarchies define the values that a certain
feature can have, which is in most cases a collection of atomic values that are not ordered
in any way, corresponding to a tree of depth one, without crossing branches.

bool : plus, minus
case : nom, acc
num : sing, plur
pers : first, second, thtird
position : post, pre
pform : nbove, at, behind, below, ..., if, until, because, although, ....
cform : and, or, óut, nor
vform : bare-inf, to-inf, fin, perfpart, passpart, prespart

The types with hierarchically ordered subtypes and~or appropriate features are the fol-
lowing.

The (atomic) values for ivtRx form a hierarchy of depth two:

marking

~ `
unmarked marked

, `
that whether

226
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The values for AGR form a hierarchy of depth two. This is a complex feature; appropriate
features are defined for agr, and more specific values for the features are defined at the
subtypes of agr:

NUM num

PERS pers

sgl

agr GEND gend~

sg3

`
pl-or2nd

„``
sg2 pll p12 pl3
... ... ...

NUM sing NUM sáng NUM plur
PERS ftrst PERS third PERS third

The various kinds of lists are implemented as almost identical feature structures. Only
the relations-list is slightly different; the elements of rel-list can be lists themselves,
which results in possibly nested brackets (in list notation), e.g. ((diffraction,mode),switch).

sign-list restr-list rel-list parm-list , ne-list ~ HD óot

e-list ~ ne-sign-list ne-restr-list ne-reLlist

TL list

ne-parm-list

HD sign HD restriction HD rel-or-rellist HD parm

TL sign-list TL restr-list TL reLlist l ~TL parm-list

with:

reLor-rellist : relation, rel-list.

With the optionality indication, the organization of sign-lists in the DENK grammar has
become slightly more complex than sketched above and than that of the other types of
list (see also Section 7.2):
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ságn-list

e-list ne-opt-sign-list ne-oblig-sign-làst
(opt-sign~opt-sign-list) (oblig-sign~sign-list)

The combination of the optional-obligatory distinction and the phrasal-lexical distinction
(respectively employed in the analyses of bare plural (Section 7.2 and 7.5), results in a
two-dimensional hierarchy.l

opt-sign oblig-sign word phrase

r `
opt-sign-list ne-sign-list

( sign~ sign-list)

`

r`
opt-word oblig-word opt-phmse oblig-phrase

The appropriate features are the same for all sign-types:

LOC

SYNSEM

sign

CAT

HEAD head

SUB,1 sign-list

COMP sign-list

SPR sign-list

MRK marking

INT bool

CONT ulf

NONLOC

SLASH sign-list

REL parmagr-list

QUE list

sign ` -

where the elements of a parmagr-list have the structure below ( see furthermore Section 7.1
about relative clauses).

`The grammar has only been tested with the optional-obligatory distinction and without the phrasal-

lexical distinction.
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parniagr
AGR agr

In the DENK grammar, the head-hierarchy of PBcS-94 (see Section 2.3 of this thesis) has
slightly been extended in order (not described in the thesis) to decrease the number of
disjunctions in lexical entries, leading to a decrease of lexical ambiguity. The appropriate
features defined for the various head-types in the DENK grammar are given below the
hierarchy.

headr `
subst func

, I` , I `
noun ~ verb predicate reltvzr there prep-subord mrk det coord

head : [AGR agr, MC bool]
func : [SPEC sign-list, MC -]
subst :[MOD sign-list, PRD bool, POS position]
noun : [CASE case, COUNT bool]
verb :[VFORM vform, AUX bool, INV bool, PASS~OSS bool]
prep-subord : [PFORM pform]

A.1.1 ULF types and features
The representation of ULF in typed feature structures is described in Section 4.3. The
most important types introduced for ULF are (partly repeated) in an overview below.

The feature coNT(ENT) is of type ulf with the following appropriate features:

DET determiner

INDEX parrrb

FEATS ulffeatures

RESTRS restr-list
ul~

Possible determiners are atomic types:

determiner

e na~ .I. `w` quasádet

the ~, ``...
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The value of tNDEx is in fact a label where the parameters in the ULF-restrictions can
refer to. Since no values more specific than corefences are needed, INDEx has simply the
atomic type parm without subtypes. ULF-features can be of two types: vpfeatures for
event-ULFs, or npfeatures for object-ULFs. Most ULF-features are of types that are also
used outside the coNT feature; the other types are given below.

u(~eatures

vpfeatures

~PROM promvalJ
, `

TENSE tense

PERF bool

PROG bool

vOICE voice

INV bool

VFORM vform

NEC bool

npfeatures

NUM num

PERS pers

GEND gend

wx whval

promval : noprom, leftdfsd, topical, do-pmm
tense : present, past, modal
modal : can, may, will, shall, could, might, would, should, must, need
votice : active, passive
whval : no-wh, who, what, which, how, where, when, why

The ULF-restrictions (RESTRS) are in a list, implemented as all lists in feature structures:
with the subtype e-list, and with the features xD and TL for non-empty lists. The elements
of a ne-restr-list are of type restriction:

restriction

RELS rel-list

PAR parm

ARGS args

RELS is a list of one or more of the following relations:

relation

~I`
pfornt adjust2 ampere focal lens ... zenzth cform

„`` ',`
below sn on ... and or nor but

The feature ARGS contains the zero or more arguments of the relation. The type args
has one appropriate feature for each possible kind of argument. In practice, only those
arguments are specified that correspond to a role in the relation.
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AGENT argument

THEME argument

GOAL argument

PREP~RG argument

RELVJiRG argument
a~ys - -

An argument is usually a ULF, but can also be a parameter or a string:

argument

, I `
ulf parm string

john philips tálburg

A.2 ID schemata
The ID schemata are implemented as phrase structure rules in the DENK grammar; see
Section 6.1.2. These `ID rules' are presented with attribute value matrices in Table 6.1.
Below the ALE code of the rules is given. The most important goals are explained in
Appendix A.6.

subj-head rule ~, based on schema 1, PBcS'94 p.347
(Mother, (4subject([]), mnotinverted, phrase)
---~
cat~ ( Subject, mrel([])),
cat~ ( Head, 0verbform(fin), (4subject([Subject]), mcomplements([])),
goal~ (hfp-mrkp-intp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Hsad,Head,[Subject,Head])

,valence-principle-Subj(Mother,Head)
,que-feat-principle(Mother,(~que([]))
).

head-compl rule ~, based on schema 2, PBcS'94 p.348
(Mother, 0complements([]), phrase)
---~
cat~ (Head, ~complements((Comps,ne-signlist))),
cats~ (Comps),
goal~ (hfp mrkp-intp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Head,Head,[HeadlComps])

,valence-principle-Comps(Mother,Head)
,que-feat-principle-HeadComp(Mother,Head,Comps)
,(preposition(Head);
(no-prep(Head),empty-rels(Comps)))

).
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spec-head rule Y. based on schema of PBcS'94 p.362
(Mother, mspecifier([]), phrase)
---~
cat~ (Specifier, mspecifiee([Head])),
cat~ (Head, Qspecifier([Specifier])),
goal~ (hfp-mrkp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Head,Specifier,[Specifier,Head])

,valence-principle-Spr(Mother,Head)
,que-feat-principle(Mother,Specifier)
,interrogative-principle(Mother,mque([]))

head-subj-compl rule ~ based on schema 3, PBcS'94 p.352
(Mother, Qsubject([]), (Qcomplements([]), 0inverted, phrase)
---~
cat~ (Head, Qsubject([Subject]), (~complements(Comps),

(4inv-possible, (~verbform(fin)),
cat~ (Subject, 0re1([])),
cats~ (Comps),
goal~ (hfp-mrkp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Head,Head,[Headl[SubjectlComps]])

,valence-principle-SubjComps(Mother,Head)
,que-feat-principle(Mother,eque([]))
,empty-rels(Comps)
,interrogative-principle(Mother,Qque([]))
,comps-slash-check(Head)
).

comps-slash-check(Qcomplements(ne-signlist)) if !.
comps-slash-check(Qslash(ne-signlist)) if true.

marker.head rule ~, based on schema 4, PBcS'94 p.46
(Mother, phrase)
---~
cat~ (Mazker, (~specifiee([Head]), ~head(mazker)),
cat~ (Head),
goal~ (hfp-valp-intp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Head,Head,[Marker,Head])

,marking-principle(Mother,Marker)
,que-feat-principle(Mother,Qque([]))
,mc-computation(Marker,Mother)

head-adjunct rule Y. based on schema 5, PBcS'94 p.384
(Mother, phrase)
---~
cat~ (Head),
cat~ (Adjunct, Qcomplements([]),

(dmodifiee([Head]), ~modpost, mrel([])),
goal~ (hfp-valp mrkp-intp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Head,Adjunct,
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[Head,Adjunct])
,que-feat-principle(Mother,~que([]))
).

adjunct-head rule G based on schema 5, P~S'94 p.384
(Mother, phrase)
---~
cat~ (Adjunct, ~complements([]),

0modifiee([Head]), cdmodpre, ~rel([])),
cat~ ( Head),
goal~ (hfp-valp-mrkp-intp-contp-nonlocfp(Mother,Head,Adjunct,

[Adjunct,Head])
,que-feat-principle(Mother,Adjunct)
,mc-computation(Adjunct,Mother) ~, interacts met HFP

filler-head rule ~ based on schema 6, P~S'94 p.384
(Mother, Qslash(Rest), phrase)
---~
cat~ (Filler, ~prom(topical), (Qque([-]), ~rel([])),
cat~ (Head, mslash([Fi11er~Rest]), Qvp-or-s),
goal~ (s-fin-or-vp-to-inf(Head)

,hfp-valp-mrkp-intp-contp(Mother,Head,Head)
,nonloc-feat-principle-NoSlash([Fi11er,Head],Mother)
,que-feat-principle(Mother,~que([]))
,mc-computation(Fi11er,Mother)
).
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There are variants of the subject~ead, the adjunctliead, and the filler~ead rule for
the creation of relative clauses (see also Section 7.1). The relcl-constraints take care of
the features corrT, HEAD, and rroNLOC, and the clauses are given in Appendix A.6.

relv-subj-head rule
(Mother, esubject([]), phrase)
---~
cat~
cat~
goal~

(Subject, c~rel([-])),
(Head, Qverbform(fin), esubject([Subject]), (Qcomplements([])),
(relcl-constraints-SubjHead(Mother,Subject,Head)
,valence-principle-Subj(Mother,Head)
,marking-principle(Mother,Head)
,slash-inheritance(Mother,Head)
,interrogative-principle(Mother,mque([]))
).

relv-adjunct-head rule
(Mother, phrase)
---~
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cat~ (Adjunct, 0modifiee([Head]),0modpre, 0complements([]), ~rel([-])),
cat~ (Head),
goal~ (relcl-constraints-AdjHead(Mother,Adjunct,Head)

,valence-principle(Mother,Head)
,marking-principle(Mother,Head)
,slash-inheritance(Mother,Head)
,interrogative-principle(Mother,mque([]))
).

relv-filler-head rule
(Mother, ~slash(Rest), phrase)
---~
cat~ (Filler, mrel([-])),
cat~ (Head, mslash([Fi11erlRest]), ~s(fin,unmarked)),
goal~ (relcl-constraints-Fi1lHead(Mother,Filler,Head)

,valence-principle(Mother,Head)
,mazking-principle(Mother,Head)
,interrogative-principle(Mother,eque([]))
).

In the DErrK grammar there is one ID rule for noun-noun compounds:2

noun-noun rule
(Mother, mcont(Det,Par,Feat,[(àrestr(Rels,Par,Args)]), phrase)
---~
cat~ (ModNoun, ~n-bar(sg3), (àcont(-,-,-,[Qrestr(ModRels,-,-)]),

(Qrel ( [] ) , vord) ,
cat~ (HeadNoun, ~n-bar, ~rel([]),

~cont(Det,Par,Feat,[mrestr(HeadRels,Paz,Args)])),
goal~ (hfp-valp mrkp-nonlocfp(Mother,HeadNoun,[ModNoun,HeadNoun])

,append(ModRels,HeadRels,Rels)
,que-feat-principle(Mother,Qque([]))
,interrogative-principle(Mother,eque([]))
).

The DENK grammar contains the following three ID rules for the analysis of coordination;
see also Section 6.8.2.

s-coordination rule
(Mother, ~head((vform:fin,mc:MC,mod:Mod)), Qcoord-cont(Coord,C1,C2))
---~
cat~ (FirstConj, f4head((vform:fin,mc:MC,mod:Mod)),

Qsubject([]),~complements([]), t4cont(C1)),
cat~ (Coordinator, ecoordinator(Coord)),

zThe phrase constraínt on the mother and the vord constraint on the first daughter have not been
testecí.
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cat~ (SecondConj,(Ghead((vform:fin,mc:MC,mod:Mod)),
(4subject([]),~complements([]), 0cont(C2)),

goal~ (same-valence-nonloc-int(Mother,FirstConj,SecondConj)).

vp-coordination rule
(Mother, ~head((vform:Form,agr:Agr,mc:MC,mod:Hod)), c~coord-cont(Coord,C1,C2))
---~
cat~ (FirstConj, (4head((vform:Form,agr:Agr,mc:MC,mod:Mod)),

Qsubject([-]),t~complements([]), mcont(C1)),
cat~ (Coordinator, 0coordinator(Coord)),
cat~ (SecondConj,ehead((vform:Form,agr:Agr,mc:MC,mod:Mod)),

msubject([-]),Qcomplements([]), mcont(C2)),
goal~ (same-valence-nonloc-int(Mother,FirstConj,SecondConj)).

np-coordination rule
(Mother, (Qnp(Case,num:Num), mnoun-corefs, 0coord-cont(Coord,C1,C2))
---~
cat~ (FirstConj, enp(Case,num:Numl), mcont(C1)),
cat~ (Coordinator, (~coordinator(Coord)),
cat~ (SecondConj, cDnp(Case,num:Num2), mcont(C2)),
goal~ (same-valence-nonloc-int(Mother,FirstConj,SecondConj)

,num-computation(Coord,Numl,Num2,Num) ).

A.3 Lexical entries

The DE1vK grammar contains 520 basic
following categories:3

33 auxiliaries
154 main verbs
103 nouns
39 determiners
24 pronouns
60 adjectives
19 prepositions

3 complementizers
5 coordinators

14 subordinators

(i.e. non-derived)

29 adverbs
5 particles

10 cardinals4
12 unit-terms
2 answer-words
4 negators
1 explitive there
1 to for infinitives
1 another (as NP)
1 propername

lexical entries divided over

For each word category, one macro has been created, or a few if there are one or more
subcategories that systematically differ from the rest, e.g. there are separate macros for
countable nouns and for noncountable nouns. Aspects that vary strongly within a word

3When expanded by the application of the lexical rules, the lexicon contains 2353 words, of which
1919 are verbs.

410 placeholders for cardinals, see Section 6.9
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category are parameterized, such as the semantic predicate of the word. Furthermore,
parameters are used for atomic features that vary independently of any other part of the
feature structure, mainly the agreement features.

Besides macros for entire lexical entries (feature structures of type sign), macros are
also used for parts of signs. Examples are: a macro for empty tvotvLOC features (for all
words except interrogatives and relatives), and macros for common types of complements
(or other subcategorized elements), such as NP, N, wh-clause, etc. Because of the large
number and the diversity of the lexical entries, it is not possible to give a compact and yet
useful representation of the lexicon in this appendix. For a brief impression, a few lines
of code are given below, and the full attribute value matrix of one word. Some frequently
used macros are in Appendix A.5. For the discussion of the various categories, we refer
to the thesis.

Verbs with one or several possible verb patterns:

adjust ---~ ((41ex-def, ~infinitive, ~monotransBi(adjust2)).
ask ---~ (Qlex-def, (~infinitive, 0ditransDl(ask3)).
ask ---~ (Qlex-def, Qinfinitive, mditransD4(ask3)).
ask ---~ (Qlex-def, einfinitive, ~ditransD5(ask3)).
ask ---~ (c~lex-def, (Dinfinitive, QditransD6(ask3)).
can ---~ (Qlex-def, Qfinite(-agr,-tense), ~modal-aua(can)).

Nouns and the like:

lens ---~ ((~lex-def, (Qcountnoun(lens,sing,neuter)).
light ---~ ((~lex-def, ~noncountnoun(light,neuter)).
volt ---~ (tDlex-def, (Qunit-term(volt)).
he ---~ (mlex-def, Qpers-pron(nom,sg3,male)).
who ---~ ((àlexinterr, (~interr-pron(animate,who)).
who ---~ ((~lexrelative, Qrelv-pron(animate)).

Various kinds of neterminers:

a ---~ (~lea-def, marticle-count(sing,a)).
the ---~ (mlex-def, 0article(-num,the)).
his ---~ (mlex-def, ~possess-det(sing,third,male)).
every ---~ (Qlex-def, ~quant-det-count(sing,every)).
many ---~ (~lex-def, ~quant-det-count(plur,many)).

Other categories:

because ---~ ((41ex-def, 0subordinator(because)).
bright ---~ ((àlex-def, Qadjective(bright)).
or ---~ (Qlex-def, Qcoordinator(or)).
in ---~ (mlex-def, Qpreposition(in)).
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AVM of the determiner a:

AGR

SYNSEM

ICAT
LOC

CONT

QUE

NONLOC SLASH

REL

A.4 Lexical rules

HEAD

det~
COMP ~~

MRK unmarkerl

0

~
plus

0

The DENK grammar contains ten lexical rules (ALE-predicate ~~~) for the creation of
verb forms other than infinitive, for the extraction of verb complements, for the plural
form of nouns, and a special rule for the negated form of the copula be (Section 7.4).
The code of these rules is given below. In the lexical rules, macros (m...) are used
for frequently occurring feature structures, and definite clauses for various additional
conditions (if ...). One lexical rule is also presented in attribute value matrices to show
how the macros expand into full structures. A number of the macros and definite clauses
are given in Appendices A.5 and A.6.

The morphological rules, including irregularities, are coded in definite clauses (morphs
...). Exceptions to the lexical rules that could not be coded in this way are a number of
entries for the copula be and for the version of be that has the explitive there as subject.
These entries are not created through application of a lexical rule, but have been coded
explicitly (ALE-predicate ---~~2, immediately following the corresponding lexical rule).

infinitive-to-FINITE3sPRESENT lex-rule
( Inf, ~Qinfinitive, ~mainverb, ~no-slash )
sa~
( Fin, ~finite( sg3, present ) )
if (notnegated(Inf), same-verbtype(Inf,Fin))

0 ~NUM singJ
MC minus

SPEC ~N-baT AGR

COUNT

CONT
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morphs X becomes Y vhen simplepres3s-morph(X,Y).

is ---~ (~lex-def, Qfinite-form(sg3,present), ~be-there-verb).

infinitive-to-FINITEnon3sPRESENT lex-rule
( Inf, ~infinitive, 0mainverb, ~no-slash )
s~~
( Fin, 0finite( non3s, present ) )
if (notnegated(Inf), same-verbtype(Inf,Fin))
morphs (be) becomes (no-word),

R becomes X.

am ---~ (~lex-def, Qfinite(sgl,present),~copularAlA3-inv(be-prop2)).
am ---~ (Alex-def, Qfinite(sgl,present),~copularA2-inv(be2)).
aze ---~ (~lex-def, ~finite(pl-or2,present),~copulazAlA3-inv(be-prop2)).
aze ---~ (~lex-def, Qfinite(pl-or2,present),~copularA2-inv(be2)).
am ---~ (Qlex-def, efinite-form(sgl,present),~be-there-verb).
aze ---~ (~lex-def, mfinite-form(pl-or2,present),0be-there-verb).

infinitive-to-FINITEPAST lex-rule
( Inf, (~infinitive, (4mainverb, ~no-slash )
~s~

( Fin, Qfinite(-agr,past) )
if (notnegated(Inf), same-verbtype(Inf,Fin))
morphs X becomes Y uhen simplepast-morph(X,Y).

was ---~ (~lex-def, Qfinite(sg-not2,past),mcopularAlA3-inv(be-prop2)).
vas ---~ (Qlex-def, Qfinite(sg-not2,past),~copularA2-inv(be2)).
vere ---~ (Qlex-def, ~finite(pl-or2,past),~copularAlA3-inv(be-prop2)).
were ---~ (~lex-def, mfinite(pl-or2,past),~copulazA2-inv(be2)).
was ---~ (~lex-def, Qfinite-form(sg-not2,past), mbe-there-verb).
vere ---~ (61ex-def, ~finite-form(pl-or2,past), Obe-there-verb).

infinitive-to-PRESENTPARTICIPLE lex-rule
( Inf, c~infinitive, 0mainverb, (4no-slash )
~~~
( Pazt, 0presentparticiple )
if (notnegated(Inf), same-verbtype(Inf,Part))
morphs X becomes Y when prespart-morph(X,Y).

infinitive-to-PERFPARTICIPLE lex-rule
( Inf, 0infinitive, 0mainverb, Qno-slash )
s:~
( Part, eperfpazticiple )
if (notnegated(Inf), same-verbtype(Inf,Part))
morphs X becomes Y when pastpazt-morph(R,Y).
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been ---~ (Qlex-def, ~perfparticiple-form, Qbe-there-verb).

infinitive-to-PASSPARTICIPLE lex-rule
( Inf, ~infinitive, (Qmainverb, Qno-slash, Qpass-poss,
(4complements([(Comp,(4np)IComps]) )

~~~
( Part, ~passpazticiple, Qsubject([Subj]), ~complements(Comps) )
if (convert-to-subj(Comp,Subj), same-verbtype-excpt-compsubj(Inf,Part))
morphs X becomes Y crhen pastpart-morph(X,Y).

first-complement-extraction lex-rule
(Verbl, 0verb, ~no-slash,
Qcomplements([(Comp,(Qnp(acc,-agr);Qpred-p))IComps]))
~s~
(Verb2, mcomplements(Comps), mslash([Comp]))
if same-verb-excpt-compslash(Verbl,Verb2)
morphs X becomes R.

second-complement-extraction lex-rule
(Verbi, t~verb, (~no-slash,
~complements([Compll[(Comp2,(Qnp(acc,-agr);~pred-p))IComps]]))

s~~
(Verb2, ~complements([CompllComps]), ~slash([Comp2]))
if same-verb-eacpt-compslash(Verbl,Verb2)
morphs X becomes X.

singulaz-to-PLURALNOUNS lea-rule
( NounSing, (~countnoun-sing )
~s~
( NounPlur )
if same-noun-but-plur(NounSing,NounPlur)
morphs X becomes Y when plural morph(R,Y).

be-to-benot lex-rule
(Verbi, ~firstrel([be-rel]), ~mainverb, mverbform(fin), c4no-slash,
~complements(Comps))

~r~
(Verb2, 0neg(plus), Qcomplements([Qnot-particlelComps]))
if (notnegated(Verbl), same-verb-excpt-comp(Verbl,Verb2))
morphs X becomes R.
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Lexical rule "infinitive-to~INITE3sPRESENT" in AVMs:

0 SYNSEM
LOC

HEAD
CAT f

veró

NONLOC I SLASH ( ) 1

CAT

LJ SYNSEM LOC

CONT

ulf

conditions :
notnegated(~,
same-verbtype(~2 , L~JI

A.5 Macros

AUX minus

VFORM óare-in

AGR 0
NUM sing

PERS third
sg3

VFORM fin
verb

susJ (NP)

FORM ran
FEATS

TENSE present
upfentures

About 300 macros are defined in the DENK grammar. A large number of them define
only one single feature. These macros shorten mainly long paths:

subject(~

verbform(

I SYNSEMILOCICATISUBJ 0

~l : LSYNSEM~LOCICAT~HEAD~VFORM

no-slash : f SYNSEMINONLOCISLASH ( ) 1

HEAD

susJ (NP)

0

Other macros are used to define a larger part of a feature structure. A few examples are
given below. `NP', `N' and `pred-p' are used in valence features, `rel-cl' in the ID rules for
relative clauses, `lex-def' in lexical entries, and `finite' in lexical rules and lexical entries.
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SYNSEM~LOCICAT

HEAD

noun
CASE

SUBJ ( ~

COMP (~

SPR opt-signlist

AGR ~A
HEAD

CASE ~C
noun

SUBJ
COMP

SPR

HEAD ~PRD plusJpredicate

SUBJ
COMP

LSPR
sign
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rel-cl(0

MC minus

MoD (NP

CAT ~ HEAD

LOC

SYNSEM

CONT

reltvzr L POS post

DET

FEATS

INDEX

d

CATIHEADIAGR

CONT

DET

FEATS

INDEX

RESTRS

~

d

~
I
0

ARGS I RELV~RG a

RESTRS ( PAR 0

RELS ~relv~

QUE

NONLOC REL

SLASH

sign

lex-def :

SYNSEM

(~
(~

(~

LOC ~CAT~MRK unmarkedl
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NONLOC REL

SLASH
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(~

(~
sign
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finite(~A

sign

SYNSEMILOC

C AT

CONT

HEAD

verb
VFORM fin

SUBJ (NP(nom, A~j

utf

FEATS

vpfeatures
TENSE

A.5.1 Verb complementation types
As explained in Section 6.2.2 of the thesis, we used the verb classification in Quirk et al.
(1985) for the implementation of the verb patterns. For each verb pattern, a macro
has been created. The macros are given as attribute value matrices in Table A.1. For
expository reasons, the information that is identical for all patterns is not presented in
the table. This information was presented in 6.15, and is repeated below.

CAT

SYNSEMILOC

CONT

MOD (~

HEAD AUX mtinus

INV minus
verb

SUBJ (NP~CONT ~1 J~

DET

INDEX

FEATS

e

0
vpfeatures

RELS (

RESTRS (

lltf

Notes

PAR (~

ARGS ~AGENT

T

Ad patterns A1, A3 and Cl, C3
The verb patterns for copulas with adjectival or adverbial complementation can be com-
bined into one single macro, and so can the patterns for complex-transitives with similar
complementation. Macros for verbs have been created in the DENK grammar as well for
verbs that can occur in both the A1 and A3 pattern, or in the C1 and C3 pattern (not
described in the thesis). This decreased the number of entries for the verb be, and put,
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which leaded to a significant decreases in chart edges for many utterances. For example,
the number of edges for sentence (1) with is dropped from 71 to 53, and for sentence (2)
with put from 110 to 88.

(1) What is the magnification rnode button?
(2) In which mode did you put it?

We did keep the distinct macros as well, for verbs that occur (or that we wanted to
occur) only in one of the two patterns, e.g. become with adjectival but without adverbial
complementation.

Ad patterns B8, B9
The described implementation does not account for the extraction or passivation of the
entire object-clause, that is, of the NP-complement and the VP-complement together.

Table A.1: Verb complementation types in DENK

Quirk et al. (1985), Table 16.20 DENK implementation
coPUI.AR (Types SVC and SVA)

[A1] Adjectival CS Í
(e.g. to seem restless) HEAD [PRD plusJ

COMP (

~

[A2] Nominal CS
(e.g. to be a friend)

[A3] Adverbial complementation
(e.g. to be downstairs)

MONOTRANSITIVE (Type SV~)

[B1] Noun phrase as O
(with passive)
(e.g. to catch a ball)

CONT ...PROPARG:

adject

1

0

COMP (NP [CONT ~1 J )

CONT ...COPARG:~1 ...

)

HEAD [PRD plus JCOMP ( adveró vprep

~

CONT ...PROPARG:

COMP (NP[CONT

~CONT ...THEME:

1

1

0

1

~
[B2] Noun phrase as O HEAD ~ PASS~OSS minus

(without passive) 1
(e.g. to lack confidence) COMP (NP [CONT QI J )

CONT ...THEME:

CONT

CONT

1

)
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[B3] That-clause as O
(e.g. I think that we have met.)

[B4] Wh-clause as O
(e.g. to guess what she said)

[B5] Wh-infinitive as O
(e.g. to learn how to sail a boat)

[B6] To-infinitive (-S) as O
(e.g. to decide to move house)

[B7] -Ing clause (-S) as O
(e.g. to enjoy playing squash)

[B8] To-infinitive (-}-S) as O
(e.g. to want him to help)

COMP (S(1'in) INT

CONT ... THEME:

COMP (S(fcn)

MRK that V unmarked

CONT

0

0

HEADIINV minus

INT plus

CONT

CONT ...THEME:0

0

INT
COMP (VP(to-inf )

CONT

CONT .. .THEME:0

INT
COMP (VP(to-inf )

CONT

CONT ...THEME:0

)

1

1

COMP (VP(prespart)[CONT

CONT ...THEME:~...

fHEAD ~ PASS~OSS minus

COMP

CONT ...THEME:u...

[B9] -Ing clause (-~S) as O HEAD ~ PASS~OSS minus
(e.g. to hate them quarrelling.)

COMP ( I~VP,

CONT ...THEME:

SUBJ
VP(to-inf )

VP ( prespart )

minus

CONT

CONT

1

)

~
1

2

)
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COMPLEX TRANSITIVE (Types SVOC and SVOA)

[C1] Adjectival Co
(e.g. to drive me mad)

[C2] Nominal Co
(e.g. to name the ship `Zeus')

[C3] O -f- adverbial
(e.g. to leave the key at home)

[C4] O f to-infinitive
(e.g. to know him to be a spy)

[C5] O f bare infinitive
(e.g. to see her leave the room)

[C6] O t -ing clause
(e.g. to hear someone shouting)
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COMP (NP~CONT ~1 ],

HEADIPRD
AdjP

CONT

CONT ...THEME:f(

COMP (NP~CONT

NP[CONT

CONT ...THEME: f (

I COMP (NPI CONT

0

0

1

2

0

0

2

i
~~~
0

1

HEADIPRD
AdvP

CONT

CONT ...THEME: f (

COMP ( I~IVP,

i
0

2

SUBJ
VP( to-ánf )

CONT

CONT ...THEME:~2

COMP ( r~vP,

VP(bnreinf )

CONT ...THEME:

ICOMP (~vP,
0

VP ( prespart )

CONT ...THEME: 2
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~)
0
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0
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[C7] O -F -ed clause
(e.g. to get the watch repaired)

DITRANSITIVE (`rype SV~~)

[D1] Noun phrases as O; 8c Od
(e.g. to offer her some food)

[D2] With prepositíonal O
(e.g. to say something to us)

[D3] O; ~- that-clause
(e.g. to tell me that I was ill)

(D4] O; -~ wh-clause
(e.g. to ask me what time it was)

[D5] O; -t- wh-infinitive clause
(e.g. to show us what to do)

COMP u~1~`P,

VP(passpart)

CONT ...THEME:

COMP (NP(CONT

NP L CONT ~2 J )

CONT ...GOAL:~ 1 ~,THEME:

CONT . ..THEME:

COMP (NP~CONT

PP LCONT

...GOAL:

0

0

CONT

~,,

0

0

...PREPARG:

, G OAL:

,THEME:

COMP (NP L CONT

S (.~n )

1

0

0 y
.. V

0

i
MRK that V ~anmarked

INT

CONT

CONT ...GOAL:0

minus

0

THEME:

COMP (NPI CONT 1

0

i
HEAD~INV fninus

S(fin) INT plus

CONT ~2

CONT ...GOAL:0 ,THEME:

COMP (NP(CONT

0

0

INT plus
VP(to-inf ) a )

CONT ...GOAL:0 ,THEME:

CONT

0

)

)
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[D6] O; f to-infinitive
(e.g. to advise him to see a doc-
tor)

COMP CONT

VP(to-inf )

CONT ...GOAL:

INTRANSITIVE
(e.g. to sleep) COMP ( )

A.6 Definite clauses

L4J

0,,

INT

SUBJ

CONT

THEME

In the DENK grammar about 95 predicates are defined through ALE-type definite clauses,
and a few straight PROI,oG clauses. In ALE-type clauses, the arguments are ALE feature
structure descriptions, as opposed to PROI.oG terms. A few example predicates are below.

In the grammar, many `copying' clauses (ALE-type) are defined and used like the ones
below.

~ same-verbtype~2 is used in the lexical rules
same-verbtype(V1,V2) if

same-vhead-excpt-form(V1,V2),
same-valence(V1,V2),
same-nonloc(V1,V2),
same-cont-excpt-vform(V1,V2).

~ same-valence-nonloc-int~3 is used in the ID rules
same-valence-nonloc-int(Mother,Daur-hterl,Daughter2) if

same-valence(Daughterl,Daughter2),
same-valence(Daughterl,Mother),
same-nonloc(Daughterl,Daughter2),
same-nonloc(Daughterl,Mother),
same-int(Daughterl,Daughter2),
same-int(Daughterl,Mother).

same~onloc(synsem:nonloc:NL, synsem:nonloc:NL) if true.
same-int(synsem:loc:cat:int:I, synstem:loc:cat:int:I) if true.

Regular PROI.oG clauses are used for the definition of morphological rules, such as

simplepres3slnorph~2.
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simplepres3s-morph([b,e],[i,s]) :- !.
simplepres3s-morph([h,a,v,e],[h,a,s]) :- !
simplepres3s morph(Bse,Pres) :-
regulaz-s-form(Bse,Pres);
vazia-s-form(Bse,Pres).

regulaz-s-form(Bse,Sform) :-
(append(R,[a,y],Bse), !, append(X,[a,y,s],Sform));
(append(X,[e,y],Bse), !, append(X,[e,y,s],Sform));
(append(X,[o,y],Bse), !, append(X,[o,y,s],Sform));
(append(X,[u,y],Bse), !, append(X,[u,y,s],Sform));
(append(X,[y],Bse), !, append(X,[i,e,s],Sform));
(append(X,[o],Bse), !, append(X,[o,e,s],Sform));
(append(X,[s],Bse), !, append(X,[s,e,s],Sform));
(append(X,[x],Bse), !, append(X,[x,e,s],Sform));
(append(X,[z],Bse), !, append(X,[z,e,s],Sform));
(append(X,[s,h],Bse), !, append(X,[s,h,e,s],Sform));
(append(X,[c,h],Bse), !, append(R,[c,h,e,s],Sform));
append(Bse,[s],Sform).

vazia-s-form([f,o,c,u,s],[f,o,c,u,s,s,e,s]).

A.6.1 Principles
The HPSG principles ( or rather the DE1vK versions of them) are coded as ALE-type
clauses. Where possible, a number of principles are enclosed in one clause like below.

hfp-valp-mrkp-intp-contp-nonloc(Mother,Head,SemHead,Dtrs) if
head-feature-principle(Mother,Head),
valence-principle(Mother,Head),
marking-principle(Mother,Head),
interrogative-principle(Mother,Head),
content-principle(Mother,SemHead),
nonloc-feature-principle(Mother,Dtrs).

The principles themselves are given below. The principles are often simply copying clauses;
the exact inheritance is then determined by the choice of parameters in the ID rules.

head-feature-principle(synsem:loc:cat:head:X,synsem:loc:cat:head:X) if true.
7. analoguous clauses for marking-principle and content-principle

valence-principle(M,H) if
same-subj(M,H),
same-comp(M,H),
same-spr(M,H).

valence-principle-Subj(M,H) if
same-comp(M,H),
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same-spr(M,H).
Y, analoguous clauses for valence-principle-Comps, ...-Spr and ...-SubjComps

nonloc-feat-principle(Ds,((àrel(DsRels),eslash(DsSlashes))) if
rels-of(Ds,DsRels),
slashes-of(Ds,DsSlashes).

nonloc-feat-principle-NoSlash(Ds,0re1(DsRels)) if
rels-of(Ds,DsRels).

~ que-feat-principle(Mother,Head,NonHead) ~ QFP: Pollazd ~ Yoo'97
que-feat-principle-HeadComp(eque(Q),(Qhead(prep),[mque(Q)]) if !.
que-feat-principle-HeadComp(mque([]),-,-) if true.
que-feat-principle-SpecHead(0que(Q),~que(Q)) if true.
que-feat-principle-AdjHead(~que(Q),(4que(Q)) if true.
que-feat-principle((4que([])) if true.

~ int-principle(LeftMostDaughter,Mother)
int-principle(Qque([-I-]), mint(plus)) if true.
int-principle((9que([]), (~int(minus)) if true.

~ Ginzb92,PY97

A few clause are attached to ID rules just like HPSG principles although they are usually
not called `principles':

~. for vh-subj relative clauses
relcl-constraints-SubjHead(mrelcl(Ind,Agr,Cont),

(0re1(((r-parm:Ind,r-agr:Agr)]),mque([])),
(~cont(Cont),~rel([]))) if

true.

7, for fin-vh-filler relative clauses
relcl-constraints-Fi1lHead(mrelcl(Ind,Agr,Cont),

((Qrel([(r-parm:Ind,r-agr:Agr)]),
(4que([]),mhead((noun;prep))),
((~verbform(fin),(àinv-notposs,econt(Cont))) if

true.

~, for inf-vh-fàller relative clauses
relcl-constraints-Fi1lHead(~relcl(Ind,Agr,Cont),

(~rel([(r-parm:Ind,r-agr:Agr)]), ~que([]),mpp),
((Qverbform(to-inf), minv-notposs, (4cont(Cont))) if

true.

~. for vh-adjunct relative clauses
relcl-constraints-AdjHead(~relcl(Ind,Agr,Cont),

(0head((adverb;prep)),
mcont(Cont),
(4re1([(r-parm:Ind,r-agr:Agr)]),
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c4que([7)),
Qinv-notposs) if

true.

And for the determination of the feature value for tvtC:

~ `mc' - `mainclause'
mc-computation(~que([-I-7), (~s(fin,~~nmarked),0notinverted,(Qmc(minus))) if !.
mc-computation(-, (Qs(fin,marked),(4mc(minus))) if !.
mc-computation(-, (Qhead(subord),~mc(minus))) if !.
mc-computation(-, -) if true.
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Example input

B.1 Example dialogues

In order to give an impression of the behaviour of the DEtvK dialogue system, a number of
dialogues are given below that the prototype system is able to perform. When the system
has been started, several windows are shown on the computer screen with different views
on the (model of an) electron microscope. The user communicates with the system by
typing English utterances on the computer keyboard. An utterance can be combined
with a pointing action in the form of clicking with the mouse on a part of the microscope
shown in one of the windows. The last part that has been pointed at is highlighted. In
the dialogues below it is indicated when the user points at something.

Information supply

U: Is the microscope in hm-mode?
S: No.

U: Can you show me the mini-condenser ]ens?
S: Wa.it... starting beam simulation. (the third lens is highlighted)

LJ: Which plane does the projector system project on the screen?
S: The plane of the sa aperture.

Domain manipulation

U:
S:

Decrease the radius of the C2 aperture.
Wait... starting beam simulation.

(the electron bundle becomes smaller from below the first aperture)

252
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Subdialogue with clarification questions

U: Decrease the radius of the aperture.
S: Which aperture do you mean?
U: the C2 aperture
S: Wait... starting beam simulation.

(the electron bundle becomes smaller from below the first aperture)

Reference resolution

U: What is this?
S: The electron microscope.
U: What is this? (user points at a part of the microscope)
S: The C21ens.
U: Which system contains it?
S: The condenser system.
U: Which lenses does that system contain?
S: The objective condenser lens.

The mini condenser lens.
The c2 lens.
The cl lens.

253
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B.2 Example sentences

In order to give a rough idea of the coverage of the grammar and the performance of the
parsing component of the DE1vK system, a number of sentences are given below, together
with the number of edges created in the chart, the number of parses (before and after
filtering, see Section 6.9), and the processor time that was needed for parsing. The parsing
time depends of course much on the configuration in which the system is run. For the
parsing examples in this section, the configuration described below is used.

Test configuration

ALE version: 3.1.1
PttoLOG version: SICStus 3 ~5
Processor: SPARCstation-4
Operating system: SunOS 5.5
Memory used: 61 Mbytesl
Compilation time: 35 minutesz

sentence

Al Various forms of utterances
declarative

The gun emits the bundle. 1 1 1 11 170
inverted (yes~no-question)

Does the gun emit the bundle? 1 1 1 20 220
Is the bundle emitted? 1 1 1 26 230

wh-fronting (wh-question)
What does the gun emit? 1 1 1 18 190
What emits the bundle? 1 1 1 10 130

separate VP (imperative)
Rotate the, aperture! 1 1 2 11 230

separate NP
That aperture. 1 1 1 6 40

~29b~f6 ~chen fhe lexicon is consulted rather than compiled.
~6 à 7 minutes ti.hen the lexicon is consulted rather than compiled.
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(B) Types of verbs
auxiliaries

The aperture must have been rotated. 1 1 1 41 410
copular verbs

The microscope remains in that mode. 1 1 2 22 490
This lens is the minicondenser. 1 1 1 26 270

multi-word verbs
The bundle crosses over at this plane. 1 1 1 19 270
Ttirn up the voltage. 1 1 2 46 380
T4~rn the voltage up. 1 1 2 44 390

verbs with wh-clauses (fin.:B4~D4; inf.:B5~D5)
Tell me whether the gun emits a bundle. 1 1 2 36 780
Tell me what the gun emits. 1 1 2 32 650
Tell me how I rotate the aperture. 1 1 2 46 1030
Tel] me what emits a bundle. 1 1 2 33 660
Tell me in which mode the microscope is. 1 1 2 53 1060
Tell me which aperture to rotate. 1 1 2 39 650
Tell me how to rotate the aperture. 1 1 2 48 940
Tell me with which aperture to change the spot- 0 0 0 47 280
size.

verbs with subject- or object-control
I want to rotate the aperture. 1 1 2 50 780
I want you to rotate the aperture. 1 1 1 45 510
I want the aperture rotated. 1 1 1 34 390

other intr.~trans.~complex-tr. verbpatterns
The bundle converges. (intr.) 1 1 1 5 90
I rotate the aperture. (B1) 1 1 1 15 160
I assume that the gun emits a bundle. (B3) 1 1 1 25 410
I assume the gun emits a bundle. (B3) 1 1 1 22 380
Explain why the magnification increased. 1 1 2 27 660

(B4)
I asked which aperture to rotate. (B5) 1 2 4 83 1420
The aperture starts rotating. (B7) 1 1 2 11 360
I need the aperture rotating. (B9) 1 1 2 36 580
Keep it low! (C1) 1 1 2 12 320
This is called the gun. (C2) 1 1 1 37 520
Keep it in that mode. (C3) 1 1 3 25 890
Help me to rotate the aperture. (C4) 1 1 2 37 660
This button makes the aperture rotate. (C5) 1 1 2 26 560
I saw the aperture rotating. (C6) 1 1 2 15 430
Show me the aperture. (D1) 1 1 2 38 430
Show the aperture to me. (D2) 1 3 14 55 3440
You told me that the gun emits a bundle. (D3) 1 1 1 48 600
You told me the gun emits a bundle. (D3) 1 1 1 44 540
You told me to rotate the aperture. (D6) 1 1 1 52 540
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(C) Other constructions

Appendix B. Example input

coordination
The gun emits a bundle and the microscope is 1 1 1 56 1050
in nm mode.
This lens and that aperture. 1 1 1 13 140

subordination
The magnification increases because I increase 1 2 4 48 1850
the voltage.

other adjuncts
Low magnification. 1 1 1 3 50
The aperture above the diffraction lens. 1 1 1 16 190
The voltage has increased strongly. 1 3 6 44 930
The voltage has increased very strongly. 1 3 6 47 1020
The magnification increases with the voltage. 1 1 2 19 450

negation
I don't want that. 1 1 1 36 330
Don't you want that. 1 1 1 34 280
Do you not want that. 1 1 1 35 290
It isn't in nm mode. 1 1 1 37 450
Isn't it in nm mode? 1 1 1 35 400
Is it not in nm mode? 1 1 3 33 690

noun-noun compounds
The electron microscope. 1 1 1 6 50
High magni6cation mode. 1 1 1 6 80

(D) Special words
`one'

Which one is the aperture? 1 2 2 29 390
Rotate the other one. 1 1 2 18 310

`other'
Rotate the other. 1 1 2 12 250
Rotate the other one. 1 1 2 18 310

numbers (in digits ~ as a word)
The magnification is hundred. 0 0 0 19 120
The magnification is hundred times. 0 0 0 20 130
Two ]enses are on. 0 0 0 20 120
The two lenses are on. 0 0 0 21 120
The magnification is 100. 1 1 1 23 230
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Summary

English human-machine dialogues. The grammar has been developed within a research
project on modelling human-computer interaction along the lines of human-human inter-
action, the `DEtvK' project (`Dialogue management óc Knowledge acquisition'). Within
this project a prototype multimodal interface has been developed which makes it possible
for a human user of a certain computer application to have a dialogue in English with the
computer about that application, and to directly manipulate objects in the application
at the same time. The grammar described in this thesis has been used for the linguistic
analysis of the user's dialogue utterances.

The grammar is based on Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard 8L Sag
1994). In our grammar the data structures of this formalism have been used, which
are typed feature structures. Furthermore, the organization of linguistic information in
grammar components that is characteristic for HPSG has been used. This is a lexicalist
organization, i.e., with much information in the lexical entries and with only a small
number of very general schemata for combíning lexical entries. These HPSG-fundamentals
(described in Chapter 2) form a good basis for a grammar implementation because they
are computationally sound and can be incorporated in a parser. For our grammar, an
existing parser engine has been used.

We have formulated a set of criteria that can be used to determine the value of a
parser engine with respect to the purpose of the parser that is to be created (Chapter 3).
The criteria concern the expressivity that the engine allows the grammar formalism to
have; the applicability and performance of the engine and the parsers it creates; and
external factors, varying from the minimal requirements to run the parser engine to the
available means that are available to make the use of the parser engine more convenient
and effective. On the basis of these criteria, ALE (Carpenter 8L Penn 1998) has been
chosen to use.

The intended embedding of the grammar in the DEtvK dialogue system sets important
requirements for the relation between the parser's input and output, and therefore for the
exact analyses of linguistic phenomena. The interpretation of the user's utterances partly
depends on context information, including the dialogue history, the state of the application
domain, and the state of the dialogue participants' knowledge about the domain. These
various forms of context information are maintained in separate components of the DEtvK
interface system, and they are used in different stages of interpretation. The first stage
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of interpretation is context-independent. Therefore, no context information should be
incorporated in the grammar that is used for this interpretation step. Furthermore, the
resulting representation of this stage should be in a form that is best suited for further
interpretation. Since ambiguities might be solved at any stage of interpretation or might
not be solved at all (full disambiguation is not always necessary), ambiguities are best
underspecified as much as possible. The representation form developed in DEtvK for
context-independent interpretations of utterances is ULF: Underspecified Logical Form
(described in Chapter 4).

In the development of the grammar we distinguish three stages: the definition of a
language fragment, the specification of the grammar, and the implementation, each of
which offer different problems (Chapter 5). On the basis of dialogue corpora, we have
defined a language fragment for DEtvK as described in Chapter 5. The main part of
this thesis describes the specification and the implementation of the grammar. First,
the development of the basic components of the grammar is explained (Chapter 6): the
type system, the ID schemata, and the lexical information of the most common word
categories. These components form the backbone of the grammar, in the sense that the
analyses of more complex or less common constructions depend on the specification of
these basic components. The basic linguistic components are usually well worked out
in theory or in other implementations. However, still many problems had to be solved
concerning differences between HPSG and ALE (e.g. the difFerent formalizations of lexical
rules), or between HPSG and the DErrK setup for context-dependent interpretation (esp.
the introduction of ULF), and many choices had to be made regarding practical matters
(e.g. whether to employ types or macros).

Next, a set of six well-known problems of linguistics in general and of grammar engi-
neering in particular is described (Chapter 7). For these problems partial solutions are
given. The discussion of these problems clearly indicates where the theoretical gram-
mar formalism and the implementation formalism fail to match (defaults and multiple
inheritance), how the actual implementation of a grammar puts extra restrictions on the
grammar (no empty elements; underspecification of multiple readings for efficiency), arrd
where extension of the grammar theory is especially needed for grammar implementations
(mainly imperatives, response words, and nominal compounds).



Samenvatting

Een constraint-gebaseerde grammatica voor dialoog-
uitingen

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de ontwikkeling van een grammatica voor de analyse van
uitingen in Engelse mens-machine dialogen. De grammatica is ontwikkeld binnen on-
derzoek naar de modellering van mens-machine interactie naar principes van mens-mens
interactie, het DEtvK-project ( `Dialoog-management en Kennis-acquisitie'). Binnen dit
project is een prototype van een multimodale interface ontwikkeld die de menselijke ge-
bruiker van een computertoepassing in staat stelt om met de computer in het Engels een
dialoog te voeren over die toepassing, en om tegelijkertijd objecten in het domein van de
toepassing te manipuleren. De in dit proefschrift beschreven grammatica is gebruikt voor
de taalkundige analyse van de uitingen van de gebruiker.

De grammatica is gebaseerd op Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollard 8z
Sag 1994). De datastructuren van dit grammatica formalisme zijn getypeerde feature
structuren, welke ook zijn gebruikt in onze grammatica. Verder is de organisatie van
linguistische informatie gebruikt die kenmerkend is voor HPSG. Dit is een lexicalistische
organisatie, dat wil zeggen, met veel informatie in de lexicale eenheden, en slechts een
klein aantal erg algemene regelschema's voor de combinatie van lexicale eenheden. Deze
HPSG-fundamenten (beschreven in hoofdstuk 2) vormen een goede basis voor de imple-
mentatie van een grammatica omdat ze gunstige computationele eigenschappen bezitten
en omdat ze eenvoudig in een parser geïntegreerd kunnen worden. Voor onze gramma-
tica is bestaande software gebruikt waarmee een parser gecreëerd kan worden, een `parser
generator'.

Wij hebben een aantal criteria geformuleerd die gebruikt kunnen worden bij de bepa-
ling van de waarde van een parser generator ten opzichte van de beoogde toepassing van
de parser ( hoofdstuk 3). De criteria hebben betrekking op de expressiviteit die de parser
generator toestaat in de grammatica; de toepasbaarheid en de prestatie van de parser
generator en van de gecreëerde parsers; en externe factoren, variërend van de minimale
benodigdheden om de parser generator te laten werken, tot beschikbare middelen om het
gebruik van ervan prettiger en effectiever te maken. Op basis van deze criteria hebben we
gekozen om voor de DErrK-parser ALE te gebruiken ( Carpenter óc Penn 1998).

De geplande inbedding van de grammatica in het DEtvK-dialoogsysteem stelt belang-
rijke eisen aan de relatie tussen de in- en uitvoer van de parser, en dus aa.n de pre-
ciese analyses van taalverschijnselen. De interpretatie van de gebruikers-uitingen hangen
deels af van de context, waarbij gedacht moet worden aan de dialooggeschiedenis, de
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toestand van het domein van de computertoepassing, en de kennistoestand van de dia-
loogdeelnemers over dat domein. Deze verschillende vormen van contextinformatie worden
bijgehouden in afzonderlijke componenten van het DErrK-dialoogsysteem, en ze worden
in verschillende fases van de interpretatie gebruikt. De allereerste interpretatiestap is
context-onafhankelijk. Daarom dient er geen contextinformatie geïntegreerd te worden in
de grammatica die gebruikt wordt voor deze interpretatiestap. Verder moet de vorm van
de representatie waarin deze fase resulteert geschikt zijn voor verdere interpretatie. Om-
dat het oplossen van de ambiguïteiten een variabel aantal interpretatiefases uitgesteld kan
worden (soms is desambiguering zelfs helemaal niet nodig), kunnen de ambiguïteiten het
best ondergespecificeerd worden. De representatievorm die binnen DENK is ontwikkeld
voor context-onafhankelijke interpretaties van uitingen is ULF: Underspecified Logical
Form (beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4).

In de ontwikkeling van de grammatica onderscheiden we drie fases: de definitie van een
taalfragment, de specificatie van de grammatica, en de implementatie, waarvan elke fase
andere soorten problemen oplevert (hoofdstuk 5). We hebben een Engels taalfragment
voor DEtvK gedefiniëerd op basis van dialoogcorpora zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. Het
belangrijkste deel van dit proefschrift beschrijft de specificatie en implementatie van de
grammatica. Als eerste wordt de ontwikkeling uitgelegd van de basiscomponenten van
de grammatica (hoofdstuk 6): het typesysteem, de Immediate Dominance schemata en
de lexicale informatie van de meest algemene woordsoorten. Deze componenten vormen
het geraamte van de grammatica, in die zin dat de analyses van meer complexe of min-
der algemene constructies afhangen van de specificatie van deze basiscomponenten. De
linguistische basiscomponenten zijn meestal goed uitgewerkt in de theorie of in andere
grammatica-implementaties. Er moesten echter nog veel problemen worden opgelost met
betrekking tot verschillen tussen HPSG en ALE (bv. de verschillende formalisaties van
lexicale regels) of tussen HPSG en de DEtvK-benadering van context-afhankelijke inter-
pretatie (introductie van ULF) en veel praktische keuzes moesten gemaakt worden (bv.
of er types of macro's gebruikt worden).

Verder zijn er zes bekende problemen uit de taalkunde in het algemeen en uit com-
putationele taalkunde in het bijzonder beschreven (hoofdstuk 7). Voor deze problemen
worden gedeeltelijke oplossingen gegeven. De discussie van deze problemen laat duide-
lijk zien waar het theoretische grammaticaformalisme en het implementatieformalisme
niet met elkaar overeenkomen (defaults; meervoudige overerving), hoe de implementatie
van een grammatica extra voorwaarden stelt aan de grammatica (onderspecificatie van
meervoudige lezingen; geen lege elementen t.b.v. efficientie) en waar uitbreidingen van
de grammaticatheorie met name nodig zijn ten behoeve van grammatica-implementaties
(hoofdzakelijk imperatieven, responswoorden en nominale compounds).
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